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The first section traces the changesin Hindu traditions of pilgrimage in north India, c.17801840. Most of the information revolves around three main sites - Aflahabad, Benares and Gaya partly as a result of sourcebias: the British had control of thesesites from a relatively early date and
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section focuses on the religious behaviour of the Marathas: their patronage of the northern sites and
the British interaction with Maratha royals and other elite pilgrims. It looks at the way in which elite
pilgrims smoothed the way for non-elite pilgrims to make long and hazardousjourneys to the north,
setting up traditions of relations with sites and priests that enabled non-elite pilgrimage to continue
long after royal patronagedeclinedin the nineteenthcentury.
This section also considers the changing attitudes of the British to Hindu pilgrimage.
Eighteenth-centuryofficers welcomed the advantagesinherent in the control of famouspilgrimage sites:
the chanceto advertise British rule to visitors from non-Company territories, the numerousoccasions
for pleasing political allies, the receipt of wealth from all over India. TerritoriaJ expansionat the turn
of the century undid many of theseadvantagesand, with the rise of evangelicalismand the acrimonious
debateabout the right of a Christian government to profit from idolatry, in the nineteenth century the
control of pilgrimage sitesbegan to be seenas a liability.
The second section concentrateson the British regulation of religious disputes. Most of the
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Innovative and influential aspectsof British policy are shown to be the judiciary's emphasis
on precedent and the consequent creation of intercommunal rights in religious display and of a
documented history of local disputes. Pre-British religious disputation is shown to function in an
entirely contemporaryenvironment, with communities and individuals' rights of display reflecting only
their current position within the locality. An important part of the argument is the extent to which
Indians adopted the British methods but, exploiting officers' ignorance of a locality's history,
manipulatedthem to their own ends.
A post-1857 development in British policy, the attempt to build-up "natural leaders" within
localities and to get them to control the people's religious behaviour, is important because it
highlights the British antipathy to traditional religious leaders. The failure of these"natural leaders" largely gentlemenof inherited wealth and property and in receipt of British honours and tides - to stop
their co-religionists from fighting over the rights of religious display underlines the very big gap
betweencolonial intentionsand achievements.
The third section is a discussion of the impact of "objective" scientific and sanitation
principles on the celebration of grand Hindu fairs in the last half of the nineteenthcentury. Particular
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health. It is clear that this section draws upon the material presentedin the first section, but the second
is also not without relevance. The British antipathy to religious professionals is shown to be very
strong in their late-nineteenth-centuryadministration of pilgrimage sites. Thesemen were consistently
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enough to be transportedthroughout the Hindi-speakingregion.
The conclusion draws together the disparateevidence of the three sectionsto argue that, over
the nineteenthcentury, the component of religion in community and individual identity was magnified

until it becamelarge enoughto stand alone as an indicator of identity. It also arguesthat, particularly
for non-eliLes,participation in religious display and any consequentdisputes was an indicator of one's
independence,not from membersof another religious grouping, but from the economic elite of one's
own co-religionists.
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INTRODUCTION
'Ibis work is concerned
with therelationsbetweentheBritish governmentandHindusin north
India from about 1780 until 1900. It does not pretend to be all-inclusive but it is wide-ranging,
focussing on three points of frequent contact between the colonial administration and Hindus in a
public setting: 1) pan-Hindu pilgrimage, 2) communal disputes between urban Hindus and Muslims
and, 3) big religious fairs, or melas. No one of the three sections covers the entire period of 1780 to
1900, but they are assembledto give a chronological whole, with some overlapping between them.
The emphasis on Hinduism in a public setting - at holy sites and fair grounds and in the bazaarsof
large towns and cities - is a necessaryone if we are to be able to make any conclusions about changes
in Hindu practice acrossa wide-section of the northern Hindu population. Similarly the generoustime
scale helps us to distinguish betweenlong-term changesand mere hiccoughsin Hindu practice.
The first section traces the changes in Hindu pilgrimage in north India, c. 1730-1840. It
focuseson elite Maratha pilgrimage to threepan-Hindu sites Allahabad, Benaresand Gaya and looks
at the way in which elite pilgrims smoothed the way for other pilgrims to make long and hazardous
journeys to the north, setting up relationships with the sites and the priests that enabled non-elite
pilgrimage to continue long after royal patronage of the holy sites had declined in the nineteenth
century.
Ile second section concentrateson the British
regulation of religious disputes in the middle
decadesof the nineteenth century, particularly disputes between Hindus
and Muslims over clashing
festivals and cow-killing.

Innovative and influential aspectsof British policy are shown to be the

judiciary's emphasis on precedentand the consequentcreation of intercommunal rights in religious
display and of a documentedhistory of local disputes.
'Me third section is a discussion of the impact of 'objective' scientific and sanitation
principles on the celebration of grand Hindu fairs in the last half of the nineteenth century, showing
how, in the pursuit of 'public health', the colonial governmentcould justify exercising a new degreeof
control over pilgrims, pilgrimage sites and priests. 'Me British antipathy to men of religion,
particularly priests at pilgrimage sites, was very strong in the closing years of the century, especially
when they discovered that priests and pilgrims would readily combine to Opposestate 'improvements'
at their holy sites.
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In general, the aims of this study are broad; it is an attempt to give some context to the
social and political changesthat were taking place amongstHindus in the final quarter of the nineteenth
century. In the last twenty yearsmany scholarshave tamed their attention to thesechangesand aspects
of social reform, cow-protectionism, the Devanagri/Hindi agitation, and the rise of such organizations
as the Arya Samaj and the SanatanDharm Sabhashave been carefully delineated.1 At the level of
institutional politics there have been analysesof the links between the Indian National Congressand
Hindus and between Hindus and Muslims as political spokesmenfor their respective communities.2
Given the apparent novelty of a lot of this organization and activity, it is understandablethat these
studies should have concentratedon the post-1857innovations of colonial rule in India, particularly on
the creation of new arenasof public activity, such as municipal committees and legislative councils,
and on the extension of the elective principle to representativesof the social and commercial elite.
Considerableattention has also been paid to the impact of other inputs of colonial rule, although here
too the emphasishas necessarilybeen on the post-Rebellion era: the printing press,the telegraph,the
railways, Western education, Christian missionary propaganda,etc. While all of these things must
have been very influential there are dangersin according them too
much weight, not the least of which
is the creation of a reactive framework in which Indians are
shown only responding to the changes
introduced by the colonial stateand not substantially shapingthe

natureof thosechanges.

A more serious limitation however is that of the heavy
emphasis placed on the ability of
'natural leaders' to mobilize large numbers
of people to their chosencause. Only by presupposingthe
existenceof almost god-like leaderscan a relationship be establishedbetweenthe impact of the changes
introducedby the West on a few elites and the accepteddegree ferment
of
amongstthe Hindu population
as a whole in the latter yearsof the nineteenthcentury. To explain the cow-protection agitation of the
1880s and 90s in terms of the disappointment of Westem-educated. urban elites at their narrow
opportunities for careerand political advancementis a flattering but improbable tribute to their powers
I See, for
example, Kenneth W. Jones, Socio-religious reform movements in British India (Cambridge,
1989) and Arya Dharm: Hindu consciousnessin 19th-century Punjab (Berkeley, 1976); Sandria B. Freitag,
Collective action and community: public arenas and the emergence of communalism in north India
(Berkeley, 1989).
2 Amongst
others: D.A. Washbrook, The emergence of provincial politics: the Madras Presidency 18701920 (Cambridgc, 1976); Francis Robinson. Separatism amongst Indian Muslims: the politics of the United
Provinces' Muslims, 1860-1923 (Cambridge, 1974); P.R. Brass, Language, religion and politics in north
India (Cambridge, 1974) and C.A. Bayly, The local roots of Indian politics: Allahabad, 1880-1920 (Oxford,
1975).
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leadership.
Even in his more sophisticated guise as a factional power-broker,
of community
exercising control at all layers of society through a network of local elites, the natural leader is
presumedto haveextraordinarypowersof social controO
Whilst the work of the Subalternists has won back for lower-class Hindus, and Indians
generally, a lot of the initiative and independenceof action denied them by earlier historians, it has not
brought us much closer to understandingwhat linked the diverse componentsof the activism of the
late-nineteenth century together. If anything, to make their point that the massof the population was
not so readily manipulated by power-brokers,the Subalternistshave emphasizedthe local, independent
character of the politics that lay beneathapparently general ideologies, thus playing down the regional
or provincial nature of such agitation or mobilizatioO
Hence, instead of concentrating again on the landmarks of late-nineteenth-century Hindu
history, I have tried to go back a bit further and at one remove from the arena of organized politics to
see if there are any clues to what was happeningto Hindu practice in the long term. I have a suspicion
that studies that begin after 1857, or even later, are not going to be able to explain, as opposed to
describe, many of the profound changestaking place in north Indian society thirty to forty
yearslater. I
have not focussedsolely on the behaviour of elites, although theirs is certainly the

most accessible,but

I have stressedthe importance of elite religious behaviour in setting
models for emulation by lowerclass and lower-caste Hindus. Nor have I done away with the impact of the colonial state,but I have
tried to show that some of its most important innovations are to be found not in the conscious
definition of political institutions and constituencies
after the Rebellion, but in earlier, haphazard
experiments with notions of customary behaviour, local history and inherited religious rights. Central

3 See, in
particular. J.R. McLane, Indian nationalism and the early Congress (Princeton. 1977), pp.271-331.
for a very bold linking of the mass agitation of the cow-protection movement with the NWP's institutional
politics.
4 The
classic statement of the faction in modem Indian history is Washbrook's Emergence of provincial
politics. For David Hardiman's critique of Washbrook and others see 'The Indian "Faction"; a political
theory examined' in Ranajit Guha (ed.), Subaltern Studies I (Delhi, 1982). pp. 198-231.
5 Shahid Amin's
study of the different, often violent, interpretations of Gandhi's message existing in
Gorakhpur in the early 1920s is a skilled example of this approach in the field of nationalistý as opposed to
colonialist, historiography: 'Gandhi, the person, was in this particular locality for less than a day. but the
"Mahatma" as an "idea" was thought out and reworked in popular imagination in subsequentmonths' until it
acquired an autonomousexistence and worried even the local Congressmen. 'Gandhi as Mahatma: Gorakhpur
District, Eastern UP, 1921-22' in Ranajit Guha and Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, Selected Subaltern Studies
(New York. 1988), pp. 288-348.
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But one of the most crucial impacts of the colonial state and certainly one that, as of yet, has
received insufficient attention, is the failure of the British to act as religious patrons as other rulers had
before them and their relentless drive to separate religion from state, so empowering indigenous
religion to function independently of the alien government. Far from collapsing when it lost its
traditional aristocratic support, Hinduism flourished in the nineteenthcentury, drawing on new sources
of patronageand organization. It is one of the main argumentsof this study that during the nineteenth
century public Hinduism becamemuch more like a religion in the modem Westernsense,severedfrom
many of its traditional ties with secular authority. At the local and district level, this new-found
autonomy meant that many more people, and not just the traditional power-brokers, clamoured for the
role of religious patron, spokesman,or defenderof the religion. Often they were people of low social
status who eagerly seized the chanceto promote Personallyor collectively this aspectof their identity.
The realm of public religious display promised to be a place where one could be king for a day,
independently of the alternative power of one's landlord, employer and creditors. By the end of the
nineteenth century it was well establishedthat, no matter what their economic dependenceon certain
secularleadersin their community, many ordinary people would look to other men or to each other for
guidance in matters of religion. Particularly for people of low social status.participation in religious
display was an indicator of one's independence,not from membersof anotherreligious community, but
from the economic elite of one's own co-religionists.
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INTRODUCTION
Pilgrimage

In society

With few exceptions pilgrimage in Hinduism is a voluntary activity. 1 Even if most Hindus
expect that they will undertake at least one major pilgrimage in their lifetime it is still up to them to
nominate their destinationand a reasonfor going there. Personalmotivation (or that motivation which
is expressed in terms of personal choice) plays a constructive role that we would not expect it to
2
in
Islamic
But the role of personal motivation has been seen as of such
perform
pilgrimage.
significance by researchersin the Hindu field that few have ventured into an era in which choice cannot
be encapsulated in an interview schedule. Historical analyses of Hindu pilgrimage are rare in
comparison with contemporary geographical and anthropological research, perhaps becauseof the
difficulties of assessingthe different motives of pilgrims unable to record their own preferences.3 But
the emphasis on contemporary pilgrims is often underpinned by an assumption that the goals and
achievementsof pilgrimage are unchangingand there are dangersin exuapolating from the perception
of the individual pilgrim to pilgrimage as an institution.
S.M. Bhardwaj's study of pilgrims at shrinesin Himachal Pradeshhighlights the
pitfalls of an
over-emphasis on individual pilgrims' motives. In ranking pilgrims according to their explicit
rationale and their castehe underestimatesthe social pressuresthat may subtly influence their choices
and produces a formulaic relationship betweencaste,motive and holy siteý4 The fact that membersof
1 The
expiation of enormous crimes such as cow-killing and bralunacide requires lengthy and arduous
pilgrimage. In 1811 the Rao Raja of Alwar had to journey to Ranighat for purificatory bathing in the Ganga,
having accidentally killed a cow while hunting. C.T. Metcalfe, Resident Delhi.
to Mr Secretary Edmonstone,
25 Oct. 1811, J.N. Sarkar (ed.), Daulat Rao Sindhia
and North Indian Affairs (1810-1818). Poona Residency
Correspondence, 14 (Bombay, 1951), p. 94. Hereafter PRC 14. Agehananda Bharati
writes of a stage in
Hinduism, around the eleventh and twelfth centuries, when
some teachersmight have considered pilgrimage a
compulsory observance. 'Pilgrimage in the Indian tradition', History of Religions, 3 (1963). p. 145.
2 In Islam
every adult male is required to perform a pilgrimage to Mecca if he has sufficient funds for the
journey and for the maintenanceof his family during his absence. The question of why a Muslim is
going on
the HaJ never arises.
3 Binod Agrawal, S.M. Bhardwaj, E.A. Morinis
and David Sopher have conducted studies on diverse aspects
of contemporary pilgrimage and fairs in Madhya Pradesh. Himachal Pradesh. West Bengal and Gujarat
respectively. For all of them interview schedulesserved as a prime source of data: Agmwal, Cultural contours
of religion and economics in Hindu universe (New DelhL 1980); Bhardwaj. Hindu places of pilgrimage in
India: a study in cultural geography (Berkeley, 1973); Morinis, Pilgrimage in the Hindu tradition: a case
study of West Bengal (Delhi, 1984), and Sopher, 'Pilgrim circulation in Gujarat'. Geographical Review, 58
(1968), pp. 392-425. Even the work of the Heidelberg researcherson Jagannathin Orissa, despite its strong
historical framework, has very little to say about the pilgrims per se in that setting. See A. Eschmann, H.
Kulke and Gaya Charan Tripathi (eds), The cult of Jagannath and the regional tradition of Orissa (New Delhi,
1978).
4 Rhardwaj identifies rive
categories of 'purpose' or motivation: Desire for Identification with the Sacred
Order, The Accumulation of Merit and the Removal of Sin; Life-Cycle Purposes; Problem-Generated (or
Tension-Generated)Purposes;and PurposesRelated to Social Motives and Desires. Bhardwaj, Hindu places of
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the scheduled castes only rarely travel to the pan-Hindu site of Badrinath, one of Bhardwaj's
observations,cannot be explained simply by the explicit motives of the pilgrims. 5
If, however, the ready availability of information about pilgrim choice seemsto have diverted
Bhardwaj's attention from thoseaspectsof pilgrim behaviour that are not explicitly self-directed, there
is also a danger in swinging too far in the other direction to an entirely functionalist analysis of
pilgrimage which swallows the inspiration of the individual in the emphasisof the institution. Victor
Turner's work on 'communitas', the shared experience of pilgrims at a holy site, stresses the
importance of pilgrimage as a prop to the structure of mundane life. Worshippers from different
regions and all levels of society are seento be united in one emotional, humbling gathering,which acts
as a safety-valve and thus enablesthe inequalitiesof ordinary existenceto continue.6

pilgrimage in India, pp. 148-53. Underlying this typology of motives is Bhardwaj's suspicion that people
who nominate non-specific 'religious' purposes as their reason for going on a pilgrimage are 'better'
pilgrims than people who nominate specific 'social' purposes. But this reflects Bhardwaj's prejudices, not
Hinduism's: any pilgrim, provided he observes the necessary internal
and external discipline, can earn a
reward (phala) from the deity at his chosen destination. It is up to the pilgrim to choose whether he uses that
merit now in the mundane life, perhaps to gain a son, to pass an examination, or to recover from an illness,
or whether he saves it for his future spiritual enhancement. The power of the deity to confer merit is
unchangedregardlessof the nature of the pilgrim's motive.
On this point Morinis writes: 'All pilgrimage is merit-producing;
only different pilgrims choose to
direct that merit to different ends. There are no significant
ritual distinctions between pilgrimage intended to
increase the store of spiritual merit and pilgrimage for
material change in West Bengal. The underlying
structure of pilgrim behaviour is to approach the deity in accord with the formulae of worship for that deity,
regardless of whether the merit accumulated by correct performances is to be applied immediately or stored.'
Morinis, Pilgrimage in the Hindu tradition, p. 270.
5 Briefly, Bhardwaj
concludes that pan-Hindu shrines are resorted to for non-specific 'religious' purposes,
especially by the higher castes, and local shrines are resorted to for mundane
Pilgrims
problem-solving.
from scheduled castes were observed to
travel 'shorter than average distances'. inviting the conclusion that
they are more interested in material gains than spiritual ones. Bhardwaj, Hindu
in India.
of
pilgrimage
places
pp. 162,188-92.
As a specific criticism of Bhardwaj's
analysis Morinis has argued that as his one pan-Hindu site,
Badrinath, is a Vaishnavite stronghold, one would
expect non-material devotionalism to prevail there; such
is not necessarily a reflection of its
pan-Hinduness or high-caste associations. Morinis, Pilgrimage in the
Hindu tradition, pp. 235-7.
6 Turner's
argument grew from his research on Christian pilgrimage in Mexico, and was subsequently
bolstered by selected observations from scholars working in
other pilgrimage traditions. Many researchers
have since been unable to agree with his conclusions. His determination to
construct a rationale for all
pilgrimage led him to minimize differences between religions and cultures, a process inevitably encouraging
a bluffing rather than a sharpening of his fundamental definition of pilgrimage. Morinis has pointed out that
the emphasis on 'communitas' enablesTurner to define as acts of pilgrimage revivalist meetings and visits to
national monuments and beaches. 'To ignore the differentiating motives of the participants to this extent
[complains Morinis) is to suggest that, suntans or salvation. it makes no difference.' Morinis, Pilgrimage in
the Hindu tradition. p. 261. For Turner's work see 'Pilgrimages as social processes' in Drama. fields, and
metaphors (Ithaca, 1974), pp. 166-230, and 'Pilgrimage and communitas'. Studia Missionalia, 23 (1974),
pp. 305-27.
One of the biggest problems with Turner's argument is the degree to which it his to be modified to
accommodateHindu pilgrimage. Caste differences, he admits, are not subsumedat most shrines; rather they
are 'softened' in an environment which is not characterized by aggression. 'Pilgrimages as social
processes', pp. 170-1. Even this ought to be qualified when we recall the battles fought at Hardwar in the
eighteenth century between different groups of ascetics, amongst whom the consciousnessof hierarchy was
extreme. Turner argues from his Mexican experience that the best sites for achieving communitas are the
isolated. peripheral ones, divorced from the regular structures of everyday existence. Central, established
pilgrim centres may be permeated by a degree of ordinary social structure that militates against communitas.
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Neither a functionalist approachnor one centring on the individual tells us very much about
the role of the pilgrim in society over time, or, in other words, the ways in which the institution of
pilgrimage might change with society. Both approaches assume a stasis in the institution of
pilgrimage as though it were outside the ordinary experienceof fife. Spiritual retreat may be an ideal of
pilgrimage but it is rarely the sum total of the pilgrim's experiences. Few pilgrims travel without
spending money, without registering new sights, and without speakingto strangers. The pilgrimage of
my study is very much a part of society, radically influenced by and influencing the economy and the
political and social networks of eighteenth- and nineteenth-centurynorth India. By combining rather
than opposingthe separateemphaseson the individual and the society we can seehow each works upon
the other, thus producing an institution that is anything but static. In this sensemy intentions are
close to those of Peter van der Veer, whose recent work on the development of the pilgrimage
'industry' at Ajudhia has a strong historical bias to it, particularly in its assessmentof the impact of
the colonial stateand independentIndia upon the relations betweenthe pilgrims and their priests.7
This study is in part an attempt to assesswhen and how the pan-Hindu ideals of pilgrimage,
in
numerous Hindu texts since the Mahabharata, came within reach of considerable
expressed
as
numbers of Hindus. By definition, therefore, my interest is with long-distance pilgrimage and panHindu sites. The bewildering multiplicity of holy sites in Hinduism has provoked some brave
attempts to rank them into more manageablecategories, but there are problems in constructing a
hierarchy of sites that reflects the pilgrims' perceptions.8 For the purposes of this study a simple
binary division between sites, firmly rooted in its historical setting, will attempt to take into account
some of the pilgrim's perspective. It is plausible to distinguish between those sites which a Hindu
saw as being of particular and intimate relevance to himself becauseof some patrimonial, regional or

Ibid., pp. 193-5; 'Pilgrimage and communitas', p. 321. Given Hinduism's many anciem highly politicized
and urbanized pilgrimage sites, this is a further serious limitation on the applicability of Turner's arguments
to Hindu pilgrimage. Pilgrims going to Allahabad, Benares, Gaya, Hardwar or Mathura for the first time will
probably witness extremes of social structure previously unknown to them.
7 Peter
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sectarianaffiliation, and thosein which the Hindu recognizeda sharedtradition with other Hindus.9 In
the latter category I have concentratedon three big pilgrimage sites in north India - Gaya, Benaresand
AJlahabad- and of their pilgrims I have devoted most spaceto foreigners of rank. This is partly the
result of source bias. These three sites were either held or observed by the Company from the lateeighteenthcentury and, as foreign elites often sought Company aid in travelling through its territories,
they are the ones who people the Company's political and revenuerecords. But my emphasisis also
rooted in an interesting reality: in the mid- to late-eighteenthcentury elite Hindus from the Deccan
and, to a lesser extent, from Gujarat and Rajputana invested immense amounts of time and money in
journeying to thesenorthern sites. Many took in Mathura, Soron, and Ajudhia on the way and some
continued on to Jagannathon the cast coast. Others travelled up to Hardwar and the northernmost
Himalayan shrines, or else sponsored the journeys and residence of holy
men there. They built
temples, ghats and pilgrim rest-housesand patronized priests and scholars at all of the big sites, but
especially at Benares. The section in this chapter entitled 'The Pilgrims' looks at the rise of this sort
of religious investment amongst the Marathas, the religious patrons par excellenceof the eighteenth
century, and at what it might have been expected to achieve. both for the sponsors and for their
community.
The second half of the chapter, 'The Pilgrimage Sites',
examines the administration of both
pre-British and British governmentsat Gaya, Benaresand Allahabad and also, briefly, Jagannath. It
traces the changesin pilgrimage that followed the birth of the new
empire, notably the decline of the
independent political elites as religious
patrons and the rise of smaller, but more numerous patrons
within the empire to take their place. The British, as with other matters of religious import such as
sad, found that the administration of the pilgrim tax at Gaya, Allahabad and Jagannathopened up
enormouspolitical and moral questionsabout their role in India and the nature of their responsibilities
to their Indian subjects. With hindsight, the long and acrimonious debate over the propriety of a
Christian government's connections with idolatry seems trivial, as indeed many officers in the
Government of Bengal thought so at the time, but it had important consequences.In a setting where

9 This
of course leaves out many places of worship, but it is my contention that the 'average' Hindu in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries would have known of only a few, pan-Hindu sites beyond those sites that
he resorted to in his locality and region.
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politics and religion had a-dditionally pursueda pragmatic engagementit confirmed the already strong
tendency of European government to define religion as a sphereof activity apart from other areasof
administration and, in the drive to set up rules and regulations so that Hinduism could be 'selfregulating' within a fiamework acceptableto the government,it encouragedthe definition of rights and
identities amongst religious specialists. As we shall see in subsequentchapters, the emphasis on
definition as an aid to better governmentwas a themeof the British administration of Hinduism.

The textual

Inheritance

Even in second hand form only a few of Hinduism's pilgrims can have a thorough
appreciation of their religion's voluminous literature on pilgrimage. Yet there can be no question of
dismissing it as uninfluential, for the literature, despite its quantity, diversity, and indeed even
contradictory detail, reiteratesa very positive attitude towardspilgrimage. In scoresof post-Vedic texts
pilgrimage is shown to be a mcrit-producing activity which, by virtue of its accessibility and
flexibility of observance,is essentially egalitarian in nature. Whether pilgrims are aware of specific
sanctions for their activity or not, there is a sensein which the numerous textual exhortations have
merged to form a formal climate or backgroundof support. This may not act for many as a rationale or
justification in itself. Ile appreciation of the sanctity of particular sites in India, whether the fame of
such be localized or widespread, is so all-pervasive and real amongst the beholders as to suggestthat
direct textual evidence to that effect is for most just confu=don
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The Sanslait word for pilgrimage is tirthayatra, from tirtha, holy site, and yatra, journey. A
pilgrim is a firthayalri.

The simple definition of a tirtha as a holy site is limited in that it leaves out

the dynamic connotationsof the word's secularorigins as a ford or passageway. A tirtha is a holy site
becauseit marks the spot where a divine being descendedto the mundaneworld and impregnatedthe
substancesand atmosphereof the site with the essenceof the divine. The site marks a corridor between

10 Morinis, in his study of contemporary West Bengali pilgrimage, distinguishes between implicit and
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the world of mortals and the paradiseof the gods and people who come to the site or acquire someof its
substances, its water or its dust for example, thus have a direct link with the gods.1I At its most
efficacious the dynamism of a tirtha such as Benares,the city of Lord Shiva, promises a dying pilgrim
releasefrom the numerouscycles of rebirth in the mundaneworld and an immediatepassageto heaven.
The first major advocacy of tirthayatra is to be found in the Vanaparva, the book of the
Mahabharata which tells of the Pandavas' forest exile. Using the device of a story within a story,
Tir(hayatraparva (chapters80-157 of Vanaparva) tells first of the merits of pilgrimage and of numerous
individual firthas before accompanying the Pandavason their own tortuous religious journey. Vedic
literature admits the conceptof holy sites, in particular water-associatedones,and stressestheir aptness
for the performance of sacrif=*, but it recognizes no intrinsic merit in journeying to them.12 In the
Mahabharata the Sage Pulastya explains to Bhimsa why pilgrimage has been added to the list of
4approved' merit-producingactivities:
The Rishis have told in due order the sacrifices
and also their fruits to be
obtained here and hereafter. 0 ruler of earth, the poor cannot perform thesesacrifices,for
the sacrifices require many materials and various things in large quantities. These
sacrifices can therefore be performed by the kings and also by the men of wealth and
affluence. They cannotbe performed by men without wealth, and without friends, and by
men destitute of means and destitute of friends. 0 ruler of men, 0 best of warriors, I
shall now tell you about that which can be performed by the poor, and the fruits of which
are equal to those sacred ones of sacrifices. 0 foremost of the Bharata race, visiting
Tirthas, which are sacredand which are a great
mystery of the Rishis, is even superior to
the sacrifices.13
7Ibis is an oft-qUoLedpassage. In the
proliferation of Puranic writing on pilgrimage it
introduces text after text, at times endowing
specific tirtha mahatmyas (eulogies of sites) with the
authority and breadth of vision of Vyasa, 'author' of the Mahabharala. 14 Through the centuries the
idea was reinforced that pilgrimage could serve the religious
needsand aspirationsof those barred by
considerationsof cost, casteand gender from the traditionally-sanctionedpath of Vedic sacrifice. Only
II Diana L Eck. 'India's Tirthas: "Crossings" in Sacred Geography', History
of Religions. 20 (1991). pp.
323-4.
12 P.V. Kane, History of Dharmasastra (5
vols, Poona, 1930-62), IV, pp. 554-9. Both Kane and Eck note the
frequent occurrence of the word 'tirtha' in Vedic literature but point out that at this stage it retained as its
central meaning 'ford', 'crossing place', or 'passage', with few of its later connotations of 'holy place'. Eck,
'India's Tirthas', pp. 326,344.
13 Vanaparva,
chapter 82. verses 13-17. M. N. Dutt (trans.). A prose English translation of the Mahabharata.
3 (Calcutta, 1896). p. 120.
14 Kane, History of Dharmasastra, IV, p. 565; Eck, 'India's Tirthas', p. 338. J. Ensink
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Ksatriya and Brahman men were eligible to perform such sacrifices. I'lle legitimation of pilgrimage
opened the doors of a very exclusive club to women, Vaisyas, Sudras,untouchables,people of mixed
caste,and all thoseof restricted means.15
Hans Bakker, emphasizingthat Brahmanand Ksatriya men were also to be allowed the rewards
of pilgrimage, has read into this the developmentof a new Brahmanic ideal. Increasing urbanization
and sedentarizationand the cost and rarity of Vedic sacrifice combined to promote the ascetic ideal of
renunciation - 'a negative appraisal of the settled life'. 16 Ibis elaboratereasoningfinds little support
in Diana Eck's work. She has arguedthat the initial acceptanceof tirthayalra in the Mahabharata and
the subsequentflowering of texts expounding.its: virtues illustrates the processby which Brahmanic
Hinduism tried to tap onto (or to 'encode' in Eck's words) a pre-existing phenomenon of religious
travel basedon indigenousappreciationof holy sites.17 Ile myths and deities associatedwith a certain
site may have changedunder the influence of an expanding and aggressivereligion, but the site itself
would have had an autonomous history of ritual and pilgrimage in the local setting at least.18

15 Kane, History
of Dharmasastra, IV, pp. 567-9; Ecký 'India's Tirthas', p. 338. Some texts extend the
benefits of pilgrimage and tirthas beyond the human
world. Kane translates this passage from the
Kurmapurana (c.300-600AD): 'brahmanas, ksatriyas, vaisyas,
sudras,
women,
persons
castes,
of
mixed
mlecchas [non-Hindus, foreigners), and others who are born in evil forms and are of mixed blood, worms,
ants, birds and beasts when they die in Avirnukta (Benares) are bom as human beings in Benares and no one
guilty of sins dying in Avimukta goes to Hell. ' Kane notes that this passage is quoted in Vacaspati's
fifteenth-century Tirthacintamani
and Mitra Misra's seventeenth-century Tirthaprakasa. History of
Dharmasastra. IV, p. 568.
16 HT Bakker, 'Some
notes on the practice of pilgrimage in India. A contribution to the discussion' in
Vaisnavism: the history of the Krsna
and Rama cults and their contributions to Indian pilgrimage, H.T.
Bakker and Alan Entwistle (eds) (Groningen. 1981),
79-81.
pp.
17 Eck. 'India's Tirthas'.
p. 339.

18 One
of the best-illustrated examples of the supplanting of one set of deities at a site by another is the
sixteenth-century 'rediscovery' of Braj by Vaisnavite devotionalists.
Mathura and its surrounds were famed
from ancient times as the birth place of Krishna, the
cowherd god and avatar of Vishnu. but there appears to
have been no strong tradition of Krishna worship and
pilgrimage them until the arrival in Braj in the early
1500s of the reformers Vallabha from Andhra and Caitanya from Bengal. ney set about pin-pointing the
sites of Krishna's childhood exploits which were known to them from the texts but were said to be unknown
to the locals because of centuries of Muslim oppression. Charlotte Vaudeville has argued that prior to the
interest of the Vaisnavite reformers Braj had hosted successive traditions of Jain, Buddhist and Saivite
worship, and that the reformers would have discovered goddess, tree and serpent worship amongst the local
pastoral castes. She concludes that 'it may be doubted if any specifically "Krisnaite" cult, other than a
primitive form of nature-worship (including hills. waters, cows, trees and snakes), combined with some form
of Devi worship, existed among the rural (pastoral) populations of Braj before the arrival of the great
Vaisnava reformers in Govardhan and Vmdaban at the beginning of the sixteenth century. It is probably to
their disappointment with such primitive forms of worship that we owe the famous legend of the "loss" and
"recovery" of the innumerable tirthas and lila-sthalas of Braj. ' Charlotte Vaudeville, 'BTaj. lost and found',
Indo-Iranian
Journal. 18 (1976), pp. 195-213. C. A. Bayly continues the story of Mathura's varied fortunes
from the
with a summary of the vicissitudes in its royal patronage in the centuries after its 'rediscovery',
patronage of the Raiput kings and 'high Hindu officials of the Mughal court' in the seventeenth century, to
that of the Jat kings in the eighteenth century and a Bengali holy man in the early nineteenth century.
Bayly, Rulers, townsmen and bazaars: north Indian society in the age ofBritish
expansion (Cambridge,
1983). pp. 130-1.

13
However, Eck's assertion that women and Sudras were probably already 'veteran pilgrims' is not
necessarily incompatible with Bakker's observation that at the turn of the millenium Brahman and
Ksatriya renouncerspredominatedat the pilgrimage sites of Benares;and Prayag. By her own definition,
Eck's veteranpilgrims were drawing the inspiration for their religious journeys from a different source
of tradition than that of Bakker's high-caste renouncers. This points to a significant conjunction of
diverse traditions at the formal level, thus producing a relatively tolerant and flexible ideological
umbrcUa. Ile umbrella was sufficiently large to shelter many different traditions of motivation and
befief.
With time the messageof tirthayatra in the Mahabharata acquired ornate accretions,but the
fundamentals were little altered. In the post-Mahabharata texts increasingly fantastic claims are
advanced for the benefits (phala, literally 'fruit') that specific tirthas are said to confer, either in the
form of spiritual salvation or tangible, earthly reward. The claims made on behalf of rival tirthas for
19
primacy saw many contradictions committed to paper. NeverthelessPuranic literature never loses
sight of the Vanaparva's emphasison the pilgrim's need of inner purity and control - without these
20
benefits
be
to
the
none of
attributed pilgrimage will
enjoyed. Early Puranasdevelop the concept of
'inner tirthas', or manastirthas - for example: honesty, patience, charity, purity in which one must
also immerse oneself if one hopesto taste the fruit of tirthayatra. 21 T-hereare also frequent warnings
against abandoning one's prescribed duties in life in the name of tirthayatra. 22 71us there is an
emphasis on the tempering nature of the pilgrim's responsibility in a lush setting of promise and
reward. It is from this tension between the opposing forces of responsibility and reward that
pilgrimage in the Hindu tradition draws its credibility and henceits durability as an ideology.

19 Kane, History of Dharmasastra, IV,
pp. 565-6. Kane finds in this Puranic hyperbole an exaggeration
which borders on the 'repellant'.
20 Vanaparva,
chapter 82, verses9-12, Dum Mahabharata, 3, p. 120.
21 Eck, 'India's Tirthas',
pp. 340-1; Kane, History of Dharmasastra, IV, pp. 5624,570-1.

22 Both
the Kurmapurana and the Brahmapurana are explicit on this point. Kane dates them between 300 and
600 AD and points to similar expressions in fifteenth- and seventeenth-century works. Ibid., pp. 570-1.
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In the voluminous post-Mahabharata literature on pilgrimage numerous tirths acquired a
history of textually-sanctionedeminence. The translation of that into periods of relative popularity and
obscurity as places of resort is a less well-documented process. Consciously-historical literature - as
opposedto sacredwritings - reveals that there were considerablefluctuations in the history of pilgrim
attendanceat some tirths. For example, Mathura was long famed as the childhood home of Krishna,
but Krishna devoteesonly began to travel there in the sixteenth century after the pertinent sites had
been 'rediscovered' by Vaishnavite reformers from Bengal and Andhra.23 A contemporarycomment
from Abul FazI in the 'Ain-i-Akbari is revealing: Wathura is sacredfor forty-eight Kos around, and
even before it becamethe birthplace of Krishna, was held in veneration.,24
It is Ajudhia that provides the clearestexample of a disjunction betweentextual eminenceand
a popularity that can be measuredin pilgrim numbers. Ajudhia is a city on the River Sarayu, famed
since ancient times as one of the great urban sites of north India.

Despite recognition in the

Mahabharata and subsequenttexts as the birthplace and earthly residenceof Ram, Ajudhia's practical
status as a tirth was for a long time uncertain. Not until the sixteenth century did Ajudhia rise to
prominence as a popular resort of Vaishnavite pilgrims. This was when Rama cultists, most notably
the Ramanandis,followers of the fourteenth-centurysaint Ramananda,madeAjudhia their base. Their
worship was devotional in character, not ritualistic, and this along with the expression of Ramaite
stories in the vernacular(most famously the Ramacar*manasof Tulsi Das, 1532-1623)helped,in Hans
Bakker's words, 'to propagatea more populist form of Rama worship, which found expression in a
gradual increasein the flow of pilgrims. '25 But Bakker believes that the religious developments in
Ajudhia are inseparablefrom social and political ones. Ile foundationsfor its practical eminenceas a
site of Ram veneration may have been laid in the eleventh and twelfth centuries with the settlementin
the Gangetic plain of many Rajput clans from the west. As Ksatriyas, '[dlevotion to Rama as a god

23 See
aboe fn. 18.
24 H. S. Jarrett (trans.), 'Ain-i-Akbari (2nd
edn, 3 vols, Calcutta, 1939-48), M, p. 306.
25 Hans Bakker, Mie
rise of Ayodhya as a place of pilgrimage'. Imio-Iranian Journal, 24 (1982). p. 108.
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and hero may have helped to reinforce their identity with respect to the faith of the ruling Moslem
intruders.'26 In the sixteenth century the presenceof a stable Islamic authority may have even assisted
Ajudhia's growth as a pilgrirnage centre given that 'non-Hindu rulership provided opportunities for the
developmentof populistic, non- or anti-Brahmanical religious movements'.27
Peter van der Veer nominatesthe Lateeighteenthcentury as the beginning of the expansionof
Ajudhia's pilgrimage 'industry', much of which he attributes to the indirect patronageof the Nawabi
court. Van der Veer notes that Hindus regard Asaf-ud-daula's 1775 transfer of his court from Faizabad
to Lucknow as liberating, but observesthat the avenuesfor administrative employment that were open
to Hindu service groups in Awadh under the Nawab had enabledmany Hindus to invest in Ajudhia as a
28
pilgrimage centre.
Van der Veer's argumentsabout Ajudhia hold good for much of north Indian pilgrimage in the
eighteenth century. T'he patronage of elite Hindus - royalty, administrators, military leaders and
landholders - triggered a boom in pilgrimage in the 1700s that continued well into the British era.
Elite patronage smoothed the way for many ordinary pilgrims so that long after the mid-nineteenthcentury decline in lavish aristocratic patronagethe pilgrims kept on coming. Most prominent amongst
the elite patrons of the eighteenthcentury were the Maratha royals and administratorswho bank-rolled
masspilgrimages to north Indian sites and lavished money and honours on the religious professionals
basedthere. Second only to the Marathas in this were the Rajputana princes. although their days of
largessebelonged more to the seventeenthcentury. Crowding in the wings to challenge the Marathas
as religious patronspar erxellence were membersof the new commercial aristocracy: men grown fat
on the opportunities of the Company Raj who were eager to securetheir reputations in the traditional
world of religious patronage.

26 Ibid. Bakker is
cautious about this theory and is unwilling to back it whole-heartedly.
27 Ibid.,
p. 109. Bakker notes that some of the textual ambiguity about Ajudhia's status as a tirth disappears
with the flourishing of the devotional Ramaite cults. Mitra Misra (1600-1650 AD) is explicit in his
Tirthaprakasa about Ajudhia's sanctity. Ibid., p. 106.
28 Van der Veer
stressesthe degree of collaboration that existed between the Nawabi court and Hindus. The
administrative work was concentrated in the hands of Kayasths, and Saivite nagas wielded military power.
Moreover Muslim officials are known to have made gifts of land and buildings to Hindus and to have
employed Hindu priests. Peter van der Veer, Gods on earth, pp. 37-8.
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Company records of the late-eighteenth century show that Maratha pilgrims dominated the
three biggest pilgrimage centresin the north: Allahabad (Prayag), Benares(Kashi) and Gaya.29 Even
if they did not outnumber the other pilgrims at a site, although the evidence suggeststhat
often they
did, their dominance could be measuredin terms of the size of their parties, the money they spent, the
elaboratenessof their rituals, and their precocity in ignoring the laws of the host state.
Modem Benares has been said by one of her historians to be 'largely a creation of the
Marathas., 30 The Marathas sponsored the rebuilding of many of the temples that had fallen to
Aurangzeb's anti-Hindu zealotry: the Shiva templesof Vishvanathaand Trilochana, the Devi temple of
Annapurna, the Ganeshatemple of Sakshi Vinayaka, and the temple of the city's guardian deity, Kala
Bbairava. 11ey also built many ghats along the river front. From at least the mid-fifteenth century
refigious scholarsfrom the Deccanwere prominent in Benares. In the sixteenthcentury the foremost of
these scholars, Narayana Bhatta, wrote the Tristhalisetu, a treatise on the conduct of worship in the
three places of pilgrimage: Gaya, Kashi and Prayag. It is he who is credited with winning permission
from the Emperor Humayan to rebuild the Vishvanathatemple that had beendestroyedin the 1400s.31
Another Deccanipandit, the mid-seventeenth-centuryscholar Vidyanidhi Kavindra, is rememberedfor
persuading Shahjahan to abolish the pilgrim tax then in force at Benares and Allahabad.32 Later
scholars, including Gaga Bhatta, the Maharashtrian Brahman who identified Shivaji as a Ksatriya,
maintained the high profile of Deccani scholarship at Benares into the eighteenth and nineteenth

29 In
all the documentation of eighteenth-century pilgrimage in the north these three sites loom very large.
'Mis in part reflects the geographical politics of the period; pilgrims with the resources and inclination to
travel all the way to one of these sites from central or western India rarely missed the opportunity to visit the
other two sites at the same time. There was also a textual sanction for this behaviour. Before setting out on a
pilgrimage a pilgrim was required to make a declaration (sanWp) of die last holy site that he intended to
visit; sites that would be visited en route did not have to be separately enumerated. Kane notes that the
sixteenth-century Tristhalisetu of the scholar Narayana Bhatta advises pilgrims from southern or western
India to make a sankalp about Gaya 'and pilgrimage to Prayaga and Kasi wiU be implied', whilst
pilgrims
from easternIndia ought to make a sankalp about Prayag 'and pilgrimage to Gaya and Kasi will be included
as
a matter of course'. Kane, History of Dharmasastra, IV, p. 577.
30 A. S. Altekar, Benares
and Sarnath: Past and Present (2nd edn, Varanasi, 1947), p. 24, cited in Diana Eck,
Banaras: City of Light (London, 1983X p. 90.
31 Maharnahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, 'Dakshini Pandits Benares', Indian Antiquary,
41 (1912), pp.
at
7-10. The temple that Naryana Bhatta built is said to be the one that Aurangzeb later destroyed, but Shastri
thinks the evidence for this is slim.
32 Mid,
p. 11.
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centuries. In the eighteenthcentury when this intellectual prominencewas matched by rising political
33
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In 1790 the government observed that the bulk of the pilgrim tax collections at Gaya came
from 'subjects of the Mahratta states'.34 Two decadeslater Francis Buchananfound that it was still the
Maratha pilgrims who usually performed the two most detailed and expensive of the four pilgrim
'tours' on offer in Gaya. In contrast, Bengalis were known to favour the two lower classes of
35
Evidence of Maratha expenditure on pious works was to be found as far north as
pilgrimage.
Deoprayag and Badrinath in the temples repaired by Daulat Rao Sindhia's Brahmans after the 1803
earthquakeý6and in the welcomeaccordedto Deccanimerchantson arrival at Badrinath,someof whom
were reported 'to distribute and expendlakhs of rupees,in this holy pilgrimage'ý7
Company servants in Bombay were very sensitive to the financial dimensions of Maratha
pilgrimage. Bombay was chronically short of currency and the Company was at the mercy of the
independentbankerswho cashedits bills at unattractiverates,usually 89 percentof their face value. In
1789 Charles Malet, the Resident at Pune, determined to break the bankers' cartel. According to his
calculations he could raise over fifteen lakhs of rupeesa year with only a loss of three to four percent
by issuing bills to Maratha pilgrims to be drawn on the Resident of Benaresupon their arrival in that
38
Ile pilgrims already made such transactionswith the bankers to avoid travelling with large
city.
amounts of cash, so no changein pilgrim behaviour was required. Malet's estimateof the size of the
pilgrim monies was a conservative one, but it provides some indication of the volume of money
shifted about by the pilgrims. Had Malet been able to raise the Rs.15,00,000he would have met more

33 Shastri has
observed of the eighteenth-century situation: 'The political importance of the Marathas had
its reflex influence on the colony of Pandits of the Maharn htra country at Benares. Ile Maratha peoples
looked upon them as their law-givers and they also felt a pride in their being of the Maharashtra extraction.'
Ibid., p. 12.
34 Cornwallis
to Court of Directors, 16 Aug. 1790, Charles Ross (ed.). Correspondence of Charles, first
Marquis Cornwallis (2nd edn, 3 vols, London, 1859ý H. pp. 496-7.
35 F. Hamilton-Buchanan, Martin Montgomery (ed.), The history,
antiquities. topography, and statistics of
eastern India (3 vols. London, 1838ý 14p. 54.
36 F. R. Raper. 'Narrative
of a survey for the purpose of discovering the sources of the Ganges', Asiatick
Researches, XI (1810). pp. 490-1. Raper found that most of the Brahman inhabitants in Deoprayag were
from the Deccan and Pune.

37 Ibid.,
p. 537.
38 Mis figure
would not have included the transfers from Nagpur. Richard Jenkins, writing in the early
nineteenth century, estimated that one lakh of pilgrims' monies went by hundi from Nagpur to Benares each
year. Jenkins, Report on the territories of the Rqýahof Nagpore (Calcutta, 1827ý p. 99.
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39
deficit
53
lakhs.
However Malet was disappointed in his plans
than a quarter of that year's cash
of
(his first venture produced Rs.30,000) becausethe bankersthreatenedto withdraw all of their services
from the Company if he set up too great a challenge to their operations. In future Malet restricted
himself to occasional forays into the pilgrim money market as a way of reminding the bankers that the
potential for competition existedýO
Ahilya Bai Holkar (d. 1795), daughter-in-law of Malharrao 1, illustrates in spectacularfashion
the high visibility of Maratha religious patronage. Every year she sponsored the distribution by
professional water-carriers of Ganga water to 34 tirths all over India. She built bathing ghats at
Mathura, Hardwar, Benaresand Allahabad,and templesat Pushkar,Rishikesh, Hardwar and Ajudhia, to
name just a few of her works at the well-known sites. Most famously of all she built the Shri Vishnu
Mandir (the Vishnupada)at Gaya and she rebuilt the Vishvanatha temple at Benares. She maintained
numerousdharmshalas(pilgrim rest-houses)and sponsoredcostly rituals at many tirths, thus indirectly
41
Ahilya Bai's charities guaranteedher
aiding the upkeep of many other temples and their priests.
fame throughout India. At Gaya she became a deity in her own right with her own temple where
worshippersgave offerings in her nameý2

39 Malet
was convinced that the bankers did not need to charge such high rates of exchange. As far as he
could see much of the cash with which they supplied the Company in Bombay came from the Maratha
pilgrims and was not an expensive overland import. The beauty of his idea, as he saw it, was that it would be
promotive of a competition amongst the Shroffs [i. e. sarafs, bankers], tending to a Reduction of the present
enormous Rate of Exchange (which seems to have grown out of the Necessities of the Company) to its
ancient reasonable standard.' C.W. Malet, Resident Pune, to Edward Hay, Secy at Fort William, 13 Feb.
1879, NAI, India Home (Public), 16 Mar. 1789, no. 5. It is clear that the Company's cash demandswere a
source of immense profit and convenience to the bankers who previously had had a surfeit of cash in the
Bombay-Surat-Puneregion becauseof the pilgrim traffic.
40 C.W. Malet, Resident Pune, to Edward Hay, Secy Fort William, 14 Feb. 1789, ibid.,
no. 8. C.W. Malet,
at
Resident Pune, to Sir John Shore, Governor-General, 9 Nov. 1793, IOR, Bengal Political Consultations
P/115/15,6 Dec. 1793, no. 27. In this letter Malet pointed out how heavily the pilgrims paid for the
bankers' services: for Rs.110 given in Pune they could cash a bill for only Rs.100 in Benares, although this
would have included an adjustment for currency differences. The Benstre bankers' perception of these
transactions was put in a letter to Jonathan Duncan in Much 1795: '... this is a country of Teeruth, or
Religious Resort and visitation. in the course of which there arrive from other countries. Hindoos. Pilgrims
and Dukhin Traders...who bring with them large Drafts upon us, which we have to pay immediately and if they
are not immediately supplied with cash, their Disappointment will become very serious, and our good names
and credit will be lost throughout an the Provinces of India. ' Quoted in K. P. Misra, Banaras in transition
(1738-1795): a socio-economic study (New Delhi, 1975). pp. 193-4.
41 V. V. Thakur, 'A
short note on the charities of Devi Shri Ahilya Bai Holkar', Indian Historical Records
Commission Proceedings, )UH (1930), pp. 141-2.
42 L. P. Vidyarthi, The
sacred complex of Hindu Gaya (London, 1961). p. 27. A Telegu Brahmani who
travelled to many holy sites in the 1790s spoke highly of her piety. She observed that in her own territory
Ahilya Bai provided food daily for many Brahmans, an act worthy of great merit. And, many years after the
event, she recalled staying in one of Ahilya Bai's rest-housesat Dwarka. 'Account of the Travels of Audee
Letclunce a Brarnince Woman on a Pilgrimage of 12 Years to all the Holy Places from 1790 to 1802', IOL,
Mackenzie Collection of Manuscripts 15.12, pp. 229-30.
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Why were the Marathas such enthusiastic patrons of religious sites both within
and beyond
their territorial limits? In spite of Shivaji's famed opposition to Aurangzeb the Marathas were not
obvious candidatesfor the role of defendersof Hinduism. Shahji and later his son Shivaji (1630-80)
began to build up the power of the Marathas during the relatively tolerant reign of Shahjahan.
Aurangzeb's anti-Hindu zeal did not make itself felt until well into Shivaji's period of ascendancy
when, if anything, it appearsto have been Shivaji's audacity that provoked Aurangzeb's ire rather than
a Hindu rebellion against Muslim oppressiom43 Old Maratha families and even Shahji himself had
received favours from the Deccani Muslim princes, so am there was no objection to Muslim rule per
44
se. And later, when the Marathas had consolidatedtheir gains, they actively sought legitimation of
their political position from the Mughals.
Instead the Marathas' very conspicuous support of Hinduism appears to have derived its
impetus from within the religion. Under Shivaji the Marathas were a heterogeneousgroup; the label
'Maratha' indicated no fixed position within the caste hierarchy, stretching as it did to accommodate
both warriors, traditionally of Ksatriya status,and kunbis, Maharashtrin cultivators who, by the same
token, ought to have beenSudrasý5 Its ill-definition was both a boon and a disadvantageto Shivaji as
he carved out a kingdom for himself. For his soldiers of humble origins, peasantsand artisans, it
promised a much higher social status. But the taint of the agriculturist threatenedShivaji's own claim
to pure Ksatriya status and hence his right to rule as an independent Hindu sovereign.46 He did not
skirt around the issue. In 1674 he had himself crowned as a Hindu king after Gaga Bhatta, one of the
leading Maharashtrian pandits of Benares,had formally declared him to be descendedfrom Raiput

43 Aurangzeb had
reigned for over a decadebefore ordering in 1669 the demolition of the famous Vishvanatha
temple of Benares along with other temples and schools in the city that he feared were harbouring enemiesof
Islam and the Empire. In particular it seems to have been the
persistent rumours; that the Marathas were
sending large sums of money to the Brahmans in Benares and that Shivaji himself had dared to pay a visit
there that excited Aurangzeb's anger against the city's Hindus. Before this his policy had been one of
allowing existing Hindu institutions to function without molestation from imperial officials. A Jarman of
1659 survives in which Aurangzeb instructs the Governor of Benares to ensure that Brahmans there
are not
disturbed in the possession of their rights in the city's ancient temples. S.N. Sinha, Subah
of Allahabad
under the Great Mughals (New Delhi, 1974). pp. 65-8.
44 Satish Chandra. 'Social background
to the rise of the Wratha movement during the 17th century in India'.
Indian Economic and Social History Review, 10 (1973). pp. 209-10.
45 For
a more sophisticated discussion of the many different ways of interpreting the label 'Maratha' see
Rosalind O'Hanlon. Caste, conflict and ideology: Mahatma Jotirao Phule and low
caste protest in
nineteenth-century western India (Cambridge, 1985), pp. 16-21.
46 Chandra. 'Social background
to the rise of the Maratha movement'. pp. 214-16. Chandra quotes from the
contemporary Tarikh-i-lbrahim Khan on the composition of the Maratha army: '... most of the men in the
Mahratta army are unendowed with the excellence of illustrious birth. and husbandmen,
carpenters and shopkeepers abound among their soldiery. ' Ibid., p. 217.
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Ksatriya stock.47 Not everyone was convinced of Shivaji's high caste status; the Rajputana rajas
continued to treat the Bhosalesas an inferior clan and enoughuncertaintyremainedto fuel many debates
betweenelite Marathasand MaharashtrianBrahmansabout the statusof the former.
It is this question mark over the Marathas' caste status that seems to have inspired their
exw"dinary

displays of piety. Before the Bhosaleslost control of their state to their Brahman prime-

ministers, the Peshwas,they used every opportunity to prove their worthiness as Hindu kings. The
traditions of patronagewere continued, indeedheightened,under the Peshwas'rule, but the foundations
lay in Shivaji's reign. The rise in the eighteenthcentury of such families as the Sindhias of Gwalior,
descendedfrom peasants,and the Holkars of More, shepherdsby caste,shows that even then there was
room in the Maratha world for people of humble birth to win kingdoms by combining military skill
48
with conspicuouspiety.
The pious duty of the Maratha kings is laid out in the Ajitapatra, a document expounding the
principles of the Maratha state. It was producedby RamachandrapantAmatya (c. 1650-c.1717), a great
Maratha administrator who helped Shivaji establish his kingdom and remained at its helm until his
death in 1717. It was issuedin 1716by Sambhaji of Kholapur (r. 1712-60).49
lie Ajnapatra begins with a history of the reigns of Shivaji and Rajaram (r. 1689-1700),
stressing that one of Shivaji's greatest achievements was his restoration of dharma and the
establishmentof ft Gods and the Brahmansin 'their due places'.50 At a general level of principle the
Maratha king is enjoined first and foremost to practisethe dharma of his ancestors:

47 Ibid.,
p. 214; O'Hanlon, Caste, conflict and ideology. pp. 19-21; Shastri, Takshini Pandits at Benares'.
p. 12.
49 A
comparison with the behaviour of the nascent Rajas of Benares in the mid-cighteenth century is valid.
As Thumiliars', BTahmanswho had resorted to the pollution of the plough. the Benares Rajas were not ideal
royal material, especially as they derived their authority from a series of tenuous links with the Mughal
Emperor through the Nawab of Awadh. More suitable candidatesfor princely status. such as the strong Rajput
lineages in the region. also threatened the attempts of the first Raja, Balwant Singh, to assert royal
authority. Philip Lutgendorf has argued that the Rajas' enthusiastic patronage of aspects of the bhakti
Ramaite tradition 'reflected among other things their need to cultivate an explicitly Hindu symbol of royal
legitimacy' which would help them 'achieve ideological as well as political independencefrom the Nawabs.'
Lutgendorf attributes specifically to the Rajas' patronage of Tulsidas's Ramacaritmanas the awakening of
elite interest in this vernacular epic, which already had a large following among people of low social status.
Philip Lutgendorf. 'Ram's story in Shiva's city: public arenasand private patronage' in Culture and power in
Banaras: community, performance and environment, 1800-1980. Sandria B. Freitag (ed.) (Berkeley, 1989),
p 39-43.
4 S.V. Puntambekar (trans.
and ed.), 'The Ajnapatra or Royal Edict - Relating to the Principles of Maratha
State Policy', Journal of Indian History, V111(1929), pp. 81-105,207-33.
50 Ibid.,
P. 88. Puntambekar's translation reads: 'He rescued the Dharma, established Gods and Brahmanas
in their due places and maintained the six-fold duties of sacrifice. officiating at sacrifice and others (study
and
tealing. giving and receiving gifts) according to the division of the (four) varnas (castes).,
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Believing with a fu-m confidence that the practice of Dharma, the worship of God, the
acquisition of the favour of saintly persons,the attaininent of the welfare of all, and the
prosperity of the dynasty of the kingdom should be uninterruptedand regulated,he should
settle grants according to their special religious merit on temples of Gods, places of
pilgrimage, holy centres of religion, hermitagesof saints and places of samadhi [burial
sites of holy men], so that the daily ablution of water. worship, offerings, annual
pilgritnages (and) great festivals may be well performed; and he should continue them
51
by
firequent
kindly
inquiries.
uninterruptedly making
The king ought to seek out holy men and 'acquire their blessings for the increase of his
welfare', but he should avoid false holy men. Although giving parcels of land as rewards for political
services (inam) is frowned upon in the Ajnapatra,

'ttlo give a gift of land for the purpose of

maintenanceof Dharma is an act of eternalmerit.' However the circumstancesof the gift must be fully
investigated; no fkaudulentclaims promoting adharmashould be admiM&52
The Ajnapxra's

emphasison the religious duty of the king is justified by the oft-repeated

observation that the king only holds office and the state only flourishes at the pleasureof God. Fail to
uphold dharma and the state crumbles. 7berefore, although the Marathas' famed piety was indeedpart
of their state-building strategy, it is a simplification of its inspiration to see in it only a pragmatic
attempt to lure Hindus and Hindu statesaway from their allegiance to Mughal authority. And yet there
is no doubt that the Marathas,in parading their piety very publicly, did assumethe role of the southern
defendersof Hinduism in Muslim-ruled north India. As Hindus, rather than Marathas,they lay claim to
a larger constituency than their territorial gains would have admitted, and they seizedevery opportunity
to emphasize the justness of their claims to this constituency. With the demise of Mughal authority
theseclaims could be mademore boldly, and with more chanceof realization. Secretfinancial support
for the Brahmans of Benaresin Shivaji's time becameopen protest against Muslim rule of pilgrimage
sites in the eighteenth-centuryera of the Peshwasý3

51 Ibid.,
p. 95.
52 Ibid.,
p. 218. The passagereads: 'Grants of Tevenue-freevillages or land should be made at Parvas [holy
days in lunar months] and other auspicious times or in great holy places for the protection of the good to
those Brahmanas who are Srotis (well versed in sacred lore), family men, and those well conversant with the
Vedasastm and possessingno income of their own. and whose leaving the house for begging alms would lead
to a loss (of) religious duties and merit. Similarly. villages or lands should be granted to great temples where
divine presence is felt. to hermitages of saints, to places of samadhi where for the purpose of worship,
offerings, pilgrimages and other things distribution of food is regularly maintained.'
53 Puntambekar. translator
of the Ajnapatra, has written of this period: 'It is well-known that one of the
great aims of early Maratha rulers like Shivaji. Sambhaji. and Rajaram was to release,to rebuild and to restore
the great holy temples of Benares, Mathura, etc.. which were demolished during Mughal rule. I'lie early
Peshwasalso entertained strongly the same aims.' S.V. Puntambekar, 'The political and religious policy of
the first two Peshwasin the north'. Indian Historical Records Conunission, XXII (1945), p. 30.
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In 1836 Peshwa Baji Rao set out his demandsin a letter to his agents in Delhi. He wanted
the Emperor to grant Allahabad, Benares, Gaya and Mathura as jagirs to the Mmdias so that the
54
demolished
begin.
the
In the 1740sPeshwaBalaji Bajirao (r. 1740-61)
restoration of
temples could
put pressureon the Raja of Jaipur to persuadethe Mughals to abolish the pilgrim tax at Allahabad and
55
Benares
Marathas.
In the 1750she steppedup his efforts to gain control of the three
to cede
to the
big holy sites, displaying an eagernessthat one researcherhas acidly describedas 'pious greed'.56 In
1754 the Marathasexperiencedtheir first tangible successin theseendeavourswhen the new Emperor,
Alamgir H (r. 1754-59). issuedafarman entrusting to Maratha agentsthe collection of pilgrim taxesat
Gaya and Kurukshetra (in presentday Haryana).57 Their next formal successwas not until 1789when
Mahadaji Sindhia received from Shah Alarn afarman nominating the Peshwaas Muhktar (Regent of
the Emperor) and confirming Sindhia in the hereditary deputy-ship of this posL A secondand a third
farman granted Mathura and Brindavan to the Peshwaas inam altamgha (royal grant of holy land) and
58
In the 1803-04treaty negotiations with the British the
ordered a general prohibition of cow-killing.
retention of these provisions proved to be of major concern to Mahadaji's successor,Daulat Rao
Sindhia. After the signing of the Defensive Alliance on 27 February 1804, Resident John Malcolm
54 Ibid.
55 G.S. Sardesai,New history
of the Marathas ('ý3 vols, Bombay, 1948), H, p. 201.
56 K. R. Qanungo, 'Some
side-lights on the history of Benares, political and social, thrown by the selections
from the Peshwas' Daftar, Poona', Indian Historical Records Conintission, )aV (1937), pp. 66-7. In 1751
the Brahmans of Benares were reported to be terrified by nimours of Malharrao Holkar's intention to march on
the city and pull down -the grand mosque of Aurangzeb, erected on the site of the VishvanaLha temple.
Malharrao was camped in the Doab and given his then friendly relations with Safdar Jang of Awadh there
seemed every possibility that he could effect his pious threat. I'lie Bralunans dreaded the prospect of the
Muslim backlash once the liberating army had departed. But they were saved the rumours came to nought.
Sardesai,New history of the Marathas, II, p. 363.
57 Ibid.,
p. 380. 'There was an element of a pay-off to the Marathas in this. Alamgir U had been put on the
throne by the Vazir, Gliazi-tid-din, only with the help of Raghunath Rao, a member of the Peshwa's family
who would briefly, in 1774, be Peshwahimself. Alarrigir U acknowledged Maratha sensitivity on the issue of
Muslim rule of Hindu holy sites by assuring Raghunath Rao that were it not for Safdar Jang the Mughals
would hand over immediately managementof Benaresand Allahabad to the Marathas.
58 Delhi Journal
to the Peshwa,despatched7 Dec. 1789, J.N. Sarkar (ed.), Sindhia as Regent of Delhi (1787
& 1789-91). Persian Records of Maratha History, II (Bombay. 1954), p. 27. In the intervening period the
Marathas did not lose sight of their pious goals. Madhav Rao I (r. 1761-72). the Peshwa who presided over
the Marathas' painful climb back to military and political consequenceafter the devastating battle of Panipat
in 1761, specified in his will that: '71e two holy places Prayag and Benares should be released from Muslim
control. This was the ardent desire of my sires and now is the time to carry it out. ' He also asked that his
mother's wish to go to Benares be effected as soon as possible and that the 'annuities assigned to the worthy
Brahmans of Benares should be regularly paid and continued in hereditary.' Sardesai, New history
of the
Marathas, 11,p. 542. In 1781 PeshwasMadhav Rao Narayan dictated his terms for a treaty with the British;
it was specified that Kashi and Prayag be sold to the Peshwa 'as they are held sacred by him'. In the
same
context he demandeda guaranteethat the British would not 'disturb' Cuttack, the site of the famed Jagarmath
temple then tenuously under the control of the Bhosales of Nagpur. 71e Peshwa's terms for a treaty are
enclosed in a letter from John Holland to the Government, 21 Nov. 1781, Imperial Record Department (later
National Archives of India), Calendar of Persian Correspondence(I I vols, Calcutta, 1911-30, Delhi, 193869), VI, p. 111.
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continued to represent to the Governor-General Sindhia's agitation about the loss of Mathura and
Brindavan and the lapse of the cow-killing prohibition.

Sindhia had also asked that Hardwar be

assignedto him to satisfy his need for a place of worship on the River Bhagirathi (the Ganga).59 His
final requestwas of particular relevanceto his role as protector and sponsorof his dependants'religious
activities: 'Pilgrims bearing the Maharajah'sdastak (pass)to Kashi and Gaya and other placesof Hindu
worship will be allowed to passfree from all duties.'60 It. like the other requests,remained unfulfilled.
The large royal pilgrimages also date from the era of Peshwarule. With the decline of the
Mughals and the increasing formality of Maratha power, Maratha nobles were able to travel north
without fear of detention. In 1719 Balaji Vishvanath (r. 1714-20) becamethe first Peshwato visit the
north when he waited upon the Emperor to receive grants confirming the Maradm' rights in several
territories. Before returning to SaLarahe went on a quick pilgrimage to Benares.61
In 1735 Radha Bal. Balaji Vishvanath's widow, embarked from Pune on a long circular
pilgrimage up through the Raiput states, through Mathura, Kurukshetra, onto Prayag, Benares and
Gaya, and back to Pune via Bundelkhand sixteen months later. As much a diplomat as a pilgrim,
Radha Bai met with many rajas, distributing presentsand courtesy and accepting in turn compliments
for herself and her son the Peshwa.62
In 1743 Peshwa BalaJi Bajirao visited Allahabad as a pilgrim whilst en route to repulse
Raghuji Bhosale's onslaught on Bengal. A newsletter of I February 1743 reported that the Peshwa
'had a holy bath along with his whole following of 75 thousand at Triveni near the Allahabad fort....
What a wonderful achievementnever before attemptedby anybody else, for such a concourseto have a
successfulpilgrimage thus attaining the highest bliss of life. '63 'Me Peshwa hurried to Benaresand
Gaya for private religious ceremonies,before moving on to confront Raghuji.

59 1. Malcolm
to the Governor-General, 18 Mar. 1804, and 'An abstract of the parts in which the original
demandsof Sindhia differed from the peacetreaty', Raghubir Sinh (ed.ý The Treaty of Bassein and the AngtoMaratha War in the Deccan 1802-1804. Poona Residency Correspondence, 10 (Bombay. 1951). pp. 228-9.
Hereafter PRC 10.
60 Ibid.
61 SardesaýNew history
of the Marathas, U4p. 47.
62 Ibid,
pp. 147-9; K. A. Acharya, Maratha-Rajput relations froin 1720 to 1795 A.D. (Akola. 1978), pp.
168-70.
63 Sardesai, New history
of the Marathas, H. p. 216.
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In the mid-1740s Kashi Bai, the mother of Balaji Bajirao, set off on an immensely lengthy
pilgdmge to Benares. She departedwith a sizeableMaratha escortand humfies(bankers' notes)worth
Rs.1.00,000.64 She travelled via Mathura, Allahabad and Ajudhia to Benareswhere her arrival in 1747
causedRaja Balwant Singh no little anxiety. He feared that she would use her pilgrim army to try to
install his uncle, Dasa Ram, in his territories, and to forestall such aggressivepiety he was forced to
65
Nawab
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her
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appeal
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off.
Throughout the eighteenth century the big pilgrirnages of the Peshwasand the members of
their immediate families were copied in only slightly less grandioseform by other Maratha nobles and
warriors. 'Me Sindhias, the Holkars; and the Bhosales of Nagpur threw up innumerable noble and
66
India
joumeys.
Theseelite long-distance
on their religious
wealthy pilgrims who crisscrossednorth
pilgrimages all conformed to a certain style which was moulded largely by security and political
considerations. I have chosento denominatepilgrimages in this style as state-sponsoredpilgrimages
for reasonswhich will becomeclear. Most of the evidencehereis drawn from Maratha experiences,but
the style will be shown to be applicable to other Hindu statesas well.

The characteristics

of

elite long-distance

pilgrimage

In state-sponsoredpilgrimages die king or a member of the royal household,a high-ranking
minister or perhapsa military commanderwould lead a party that was of sufficient size and variety (in

64 D.B. Parasnis (ed.), Selections from the Salara Rajas
and the Peshwas' Diaries (9 vols, Bombay. 190611). E[[ p. 104.
65 Qanungo, 'Some
side-lights on the history of Benares', pp. 65-6.
66 These
pilgrimages are too numerous for all of them to be listed separately; however, the details of a few
should suffice to illustrate the extent of the practice. In the 1750s SagunaBai, sister-in-law of PeshwaBalaji
Bajirao, travelled to the north. She complained bitterly of the tolls that were exacted from her party on its
journey through Biltar to Gaya: Rs.65.000, of which she had to pay Rs.10,000. Qanungo, 'Some side-lights
on the history of Benares', p. 67.
In 1746 Narayan Dikshit Patankar, presumably one of the Peshwa's advisers or administrators, reported to
the Peshwa that he had successfully completed the pilgrimage of Prayag with a following of ten thousand
people, and that the local Muslim officer, Mir Babar, had made satisfactory arrangementsfor the party. G.S.
Sardesai (ed.), Selectionsfrom the Peshwas' Daftar (45 vols. Bombay, 1930-34). 27, p. 3523.
Bala Bao, a Maratha sardar, travelled with a thousand compartions to Gaya in 1777-78. Letter to Bala
Bao. 10 OcL 1777,Cakndar of Persian Correspondence,14p. 101.
In 1783 Vithal Rao, a general in Mahadaji Sindhia's army, travelled to Allahabad. Benares and Gaya. In
the same year the daughter of Mudhoji Bhosale of Nagpur, Bala Bai. travelled to the same three sites. Her
official entourage contained nearly 550 men. Calendar of Persian Correspondence, VI, pp. 254,304,312,
331,412.
In 1785 MahipaL Rao, PeshwaMadhav Rao Narayan's uncle, came on a pilgrimage to the north with two
thousand followers. Five to six thousand people accompaniedAppaji Raghunath Chitriis. a Brahman officer
with Sindhia, on his pilgrimage to Allahabad, Benares and Gaya in 1786. Calendar of Persian
Correspondence, VII, pp. 129,136,170,183.
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terms of infantry, matchlock men, cavalry, etc.) to validate the lead individual's claim to high status
and to ensurethe group's safbty againstbandits and wild animalsalong long and often poorly-trafficked
routes. Ultimately all power and responsibility were funnelled through the leader. While he (or she)
derived status and security from the retinue, the followers were dependentupon him for the smooth
running of the pilgrimage. It was his duty, or that of an appointed deputy, to secure from the host
powers the right of way for the party and any necessaryguides, to procure encampmentgrounds, fresh
supplies and fodder at reasonable prices, and to negotiate with the rulers and priests at the sacred
destinations the party's liability for pilgrim taxes and priestly charges. Sometimesthe lead pilgrim's
duty extendedto the payment of thesecosts, in accordancewith a long-standing tradition that a pilgrim
67
his
means. A large entouragewas as much a declaration of meansas of
ought to pay according to
status, and both the state's representatives and the priests at the sites tended to adjust their levies
68
lead
pilgrim's resources. This practice was prevalent among
according to their appraisal of the
69
government officers even at those sites where there was an official scale of governmentcharges. In
1806 when the Board of Revenue decided to introduce a flat-rate tax of one rupee at Allahabad the
Collector protested strongly against the contravention of establishedpractice. The Board thought his

67 In 1779 Warren Hastings
received a complaint that Mudhoji Bhosale's pandit had been hindered in his
pilgrimage to Benares and Allahabad by the pilgrim tax farmers demanding a rate far superior to the
established dues. Ile Benares Resident, Thomas Graham, who was called upon to investigate the allegations,
reported that the rates were only a guide to what the pilgrims paid the government. Of Benares he said 'I
know the Exactions of the Rajah's Farmer on that account are not so much regulated by what is by Custom
established as by the Ability and condition of the Personswho come to Worship. * Thomas Graham, Resident
Benares, to Warren Hastings, 11 Sept. 1779,101, Mss. Eur. G.3, Letter book of the Resident of Benares,
1775-1786. pp. 102-3.
68 In 1803 the
sister of Raghuji Bhosale, on a pilgrimage to Benares.petitioned Resident Neave's assistance
when faced with a demand from the priests that she considered exorbitant. George, Viscount Valentia,
Voyages and Travels to India, Ceylon, the Red Sea, Abyssinia, and Egypt, in the years 1802,1803.1804.
1805, and 1806 (2 vols, London, 1809). 1. p. 107. Francis Buchanan writes at length on the power of the
priests at Gaya to withhold formal completion of the ceremonies until the pilgrim had agreed to the sum
levied. He notes that this was supposedto have ceasedunder British rule, but that even in 1811 he could find
two embittered pilgrims, one unhappy at the sum that he had felt compelled to give the Gayawals and the
other fearful of the demands that might be made of him once he started upon his pilgrim round. HamiltonBuchanan, A history of eastern India, L pp. 55,65.
69 In 1784Thomas Law
was appointed as the Collector of Gaya, then hugely resorted to by Marathas after the
cessation of the recent wars, and he set about systematizing the myriad of local customs dues and pilgrim
taxes. He discovered that many Marathas had had no idea of the approximate rates of dues that they ought to
have been paying and that in consequencethey had paid heavily. JamesAnderson. the Resident with Sindhia,
reported back to Law that Sindhia had been very pleased to receive notification of Law's new rates, observing
that 'Their former ignorance on this Head had exposed them to the oppressions of the Aumils [amils, or
revenue farmers], who under colour of demanding the Government Fees had exacted whatever they pleased
from them.' JamesAnderson, Resident with Sindhia, to Thomas Law, Collector Rohtas, 13 Apr. 1784, IOR,
Bengal Revenue Consultations P/50/54,15 Oct. 1794, letter recd no. 349, enclosure. 'Me lucrativeness of
the pilgrim tax farm is suggestedby the fact that when Law decided to withdraw the pilgrim taxes from the
revenue fanner's contract and to manage them directly the farmer, Kallab Ali Khan, refused to re-engagefor
the revenue. D. Anderson and Members of Revenue Committee to Warren Hastings, Governor-General, 29
Nov. 1794, and enclosures, IOR, Bengal Revenue Consultations P/50/57,3 Mar. 1785, letter recd no. 66.
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concernill-placed; it was expectedthat. motivated by charity, the wealthier pilgrims would continue as
before to subsidize the poorer ones.70
If the lead pilgrim did pay all the taxesand/or priests' fees (or have the former waived by the
host state), then the saving to the poorer pilgrims of the party, especially those with few cash
resources,would havebeenconsiderable. It would havemade the difference for many pilgrims between
71
a viable and a non-viable pilgrimage.
Not all of the pilgrims travelling with a notable were invited followers. Wherever an elite
pilgrim travelled with an armed escort thousandsof non-elites followed. Official camps were hugely
swollen by these hangers-on, who, even if somewhat troublesome in the matter of supplies, greatly
added to the prestige of the chief pilgrim. There is an indication of the convenienceand perhapseven
auspiciousnessthat camp followers derived from making a pilgrimage under the wing of a notable in
the records of Peshwa Bajirao 11's 1807 pilgrimage to Kartikswarni in south-ewt India. Company
servants tried to limit the number of people crossing into their territory in the delicate pre-harvest
period, but even so the Peshwa's party swelled to some 25,000 unruly pilgrims. The Pune Resident
excusedthe Peshwaon the groundsthat most of the pilgrims were uninvited extras 'who were returning
from the annual festival at Tripity, heardof his Highness's arrival at Havenoor on his way to Sondoor,
and conceiving it to be a favourable occasion to pay their devotions at the temple, there hastily
followed his line of march.,72

70 Board
of Revenue to G.H. Barlow, 3 June 1806, IOR, Bengal Revenue Council P/54/55,12 June 1806, no.
30.
71 See below for details
of goverranentcharges at Allahabad and Gaya.
72 Barry Close, Resident Pune, to N. B. Edmonstone, Secy to Govt, 2 Dec. 1807, G.S. Sardesai (ed.), Poona
Affairs (1801-1810) (Close's Embassy), Poona Residency Correspondence, 7 (Bombay, 1940), p. 323.
Hereafter PRC 7. There are glimpses of this happening on other big pilgrimages as well which suggeststhat
it was a wide-spread phenomenon. For example, in 1746 one of the officers travelling with Kashi Bai on her
northern pilgrimage informed the Peshwa that the party with her 'has now swollen to 10,000 pilgrims' and
that there were difficulties in getting passports from Delhi for such a crowd. Sardesai, Selections ftom the
Peshwas' Daftar, 40, pp. 6864-5.
In 1785 the British explained to a dependantof the Peshwa,Moroba Pandit. that he could have pilgrim tax
exemptions for all of his party en rowe to Gaya as long as he provided a list of them beforehand; a blanket
exemption in his name would result in too many hangers-on claiming the concession. Calendar of Persian
Correspondence, VIII, pp. 32,50,51,77.
In 1792, the Company, in dealing with a pilgrim of much higher rank, Raghuji Bhosale's mother, had no
choice but to allow her whatever exemptions from the Gaya tax that she thought fit to apply for. Instead of
applying for exemptions on behalf of her immediate entourage only, Chimna Bai offered to assist anyone
who had joined in with her camp either whilst it was on the road Or since it had settled in Gaya. After ten
thousand pilgrims had thus gained tax-free entry to Gaya. Collector Seton attempted to stem the flow by
suggesting to the Rani that she was cheapening her concession from the British. She was unmoved and the
pilgrims kept on con-drig. A. Seton, Collector Bihar, to Hon. Charles Stewart, 9 Apr. 1792, IOR. Bengal
Political Consultations P/114/57,18 Apr. 1792. letter recd no. 9.
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In practice this centralization of authority did not necessarily deprive the more humble
followers of their capacity for independentbehaviour, especially at halts where supplies or fodder were
73
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scarce and the pilgrims were
or turn their
onto a village's
This set up a fine tension between the lead pilgrim and the host power. Ile former could promise to
control his party in return for guaranteesof reasonably-pricedprovisions; there would be an implicit
threat of looting if such a request were not met. But if his authority was shown to be merely nominal
and his followers proved unresponsiveto his orders of restraint, then the host power stood to gain little
from a conciliatory policy.

Surreptitious attacks on the camp were likely to prove an effective

retaliation.
Group travel was common to 'ordinary' pilgrims also on long-distancepilgrimage, although
here the rationale appearsto have beenchiefly one of mutual safety and companionshipwith few of the
connotationsof statusand authority attaching to elite-led groups. Ile problem of security for pilgrims
on the road was perhaps one of the most important factors in determining how and where pilgrims
travelled. For an elite pilgrim a large entourageserved the purpose of an army and, indeed, often was
74
For pilgrims without accessto that sort of defensive resource the scope for long-distance
an army.

73 As
many of the elite Maratha pilgrims, and to a lesser extent the Rajputs, travelled with thousands of
followers mid many carts, horses and elephants, the effect of one of these pilgrimages moving through the
countryside was no different to that of an army on the march. The potential for damage to agriculture and
local resources was just as greatýespecially as most long-&tance pilgrimages started out in the autumn, after
the monsoon and just when the kharif crops were nearing harvest. See, for example, the complaints of a
Madras collector that followers of the Peshwa on the 1807 pilgrimage to Kjkrdlr wami had set their cattle to
graze in fields ready for harvest, stuffed bags full of heads of ripe grain, and plundered the village houses of
their thatch and rafters for firewood. He took a dim view of the pilgrims' piety, insisting that very few of
them could have been seeking salvation: 'die rest are all freebooters who always follow a large camp; some
looking for service, others for what they can pick up and who pay no regard to fields of grain, gardens, or
inclosures of any kind. but make their way through everything plundering as they go.' Hector Shaw to Secy
to Govt Madras. Pol. Dept, 18 Nov. 1807, Calendar of Persian Correspondence, VII, pp. 320-1. In 1792 the
Collector of Shahabad(in Bihar) shuddered at the prospect of Raghuji Bhosale's mother and 20,000 pilgrims
bearing down on Gaya. He was sure that the district could not provide the necessarysupplies and he called for
two companies of sipahis to protect the locals from being pillaged. Thomas Brooke, Collector Shahabad.to
Edward Hay, Secy to Govt. 19 Feb. 1792, IOR, Bengal Political Consultations P/114/57,2 Mar. 1792, letter
recd no. 6.
74 Sardesai has
observed of the Marathas that pilgrims 'took advantage of the constant movement of troops
that journeyed to and back from their homeland for military purposes' and joined in with them, 'often
encumbering the operations as in the case of Panipat'. New history of the Marathas, U, p. 243. At Panipat
many of the Maratha generals and nobility had their wives and children with them who had been intent upon
visiting as many holy sites as possible whilst touring the north with the army. This severely hampered the
Marathas' ability to cut and run when they were boxed in at Panipat by Shah Abdul Durrani's forces. See the
Marathi Chronicle of Bhausaheb,trans. by Ian Raesideas The Decade of Panipat (1751-61) (Bombay, 1984).
Apparently Raja Balwant Singh of Benares never forgot the lesson of Kashi Bai's pilgrim 'invasion' of
1747. In 1795 Jonathan Duncan reported that the Company had been unwise to break with Balwant Singh's
constant precaution' of denying large Maratha camps entry to the city. When the Bhosale family had come
on pilgrimage in 1792 they had had with them three thousand fighting men 'who all lodged within the city,
and who could not probably have been driven out of it without much trouble and bloodshed. of which they
were so sensible, that they did not scruple in more ways than one to domineer in it. ' Extract of letter from the
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travel was severely circumscribed. Until well into the nineteenth century Company records and
travellers' accountsbear witness to the hazardsfaced by travellers who moved in groups too small to
fend off dacoits and wild animals. On 15 April 1793 the EuropeanCustoms Master at Sarun wrote to
the BenaresResidentthat a small party of Bengali pilgrims reauning from Brindavan and Allahabad had
been ferociously attacked by bandits; two were not expectedto survive. In consequencemerchantsof
75
large
the area were refusing to travel west until they could get a
enough group together. Thomas
Twining's account of his 1794 journey up-country to Delhi is remarkable for the tension which it
evokes. The trip was marked by a constant fear of wolves and bandits; everyone had to stay together
and the party travelled at night through jungle, rather than risk the exposure of daylight and the
76
Police in the Western Provinces believed that Jaunpur District posed a particular danger to
plains.
pilgrims;

it was traversed by those going west to Hardwar, Mathura or Brindavan, and by those

coming from the west and north-west to Benares, Gaya and Jagannath. In the early years of the
nineteenth century the number of pilgrim murders in the district led the authorities to suspect the
77
presenceof some thag-like association there. In February 1825, travelling south-west from Jaipur,
Bishop Heber found his camp steadily increasing as small knots of pilgrims joined in for the
comparative safety of a large caravan. Some going to Ajmere had been trailing Heber's caravansince
Meerut.78 The Bishop realized, however. that an amount of apprehensionaccompaniedunlooked-for
travelling fellows; one was never quite sure that they were not the very people that one was trying to
avoid.
The travails of the long-distance traveller are well illustrated by the extraordinary journey of
SobhaRam, vakil of the Raja of Travancore, who travelled north in 1800-01 to collect gangajal from
Allahabad and salagrants (a stone common in the River Gandak and worshipped as a form of Vishnu)

late Resident of Benares to the Governor-General in Council, 30 July 1795, IOR. Bengal Political
Consultations P/115/51,15 Apr. 1796, no. 5. para. 51. As late as 1811 Francis Buchanan observed of the
Maratha pilgrims at Gaya that some of the great Marathas 'have rather armies with them than guards'. A
history of Eastern India, 1, pp. 55-6.
75 W. Oldham, Historical
and statistical memoir of the Ghazeepoor District (2 vols, Allahabad. 1870-76), 11.
184.
Revd W.H.G. Twining (ed.), Travels in India a hundred years ago with a visit to the United States (London.
1893), pp. 179-95.
77 John Shakespear,Actg Supt
of Police, Western Provinces, 'Observations regarding Bhadeks and Thegs',
from a report dated 30 Apr. 1816, Asiatick Researches,XIII (1820), p. 291.
78 R. Heber, Narrative
of a journey through the Upper Provinces of India, from Calcutta to Bombay, 18241825 (2 vols. London. 1828). 11,p. 43.
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for his master. En route the vakil was caught in a flash flood near the Kistna River. Six men were
killed and most of his horses, the jars for the water, and the provisions for the journey were swept
away. Ulnessdetained him for three months at Chinsur, on the banks of the Godavari, and at Rewa he
was attacked by bandits who carried off his few remaining possessions,his bankers' notes and his
customspass for Benares. Only becauseof his high rank was he able to fulrd his purpose: Company
officers rescued him from each subsequentdisaster, lent him money and sent him on his way. No
79
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recourse such extensivesupport.
It is difficult to estimate the volume of long-distance pilgrimage at the turn of the century.
Most of the figures available are notoriously impressionistic. We have already seen that Bajirao II's
1807 pilgrimage had an unofficial population of 25,000. This may have been small in comparison
with Maratha groups of the late eighteenth century, when some were reputed to number 30 to
40,000.80 This would not be extraordinary given the report of Balaji Bajirao's 75,000-strong holy
bath in 1743. In 1766 the Peshwa's newswriter in Delhi reported that 1,00,000 Sikh horsemenhad
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Estimates of the numbers accompanyingRaghuji Bhosale's
12,000
Marathas
party of
at
mother on her 1792pilgrimage fluctuat betweenfifteen and twenty thousand.
It is rare, however, to find mention of parties larger than 10,000 after 1800; references to
83
hundreds
parties of several
or thousandsare much more common. Even in reducedform large-scale

79 Translation
of a memorial from Sobha Ram, Vakil of Raja of Malabar, to Mr Neave, Resident Benares, 25
Aug. 1801,10R, Bengal Political Consultations P/1 17/21,22 Oct. 1801, no. 13, enclosure. Destitute
pilgrims did occasionally get support from sympathetic officers. In 1803 five Bengali pilgrims returning
EromMathura to Calcutta were induced to take some food from two people who had accompaniedthem for part
of the way. They were unconscious for nearly two days and upon recovery were destitute of all their
belongings. The Magistrate of Cawnpore took pity on them and gave them three rupees each to help them
get home. J. Stacey, Magistrate Cawnpore, to John Fombelle, Secy to Govt for Coded Provinces, 15 Aug.
1803, IOR, Bengal RevenueBoard (Judicial Ceded Provinces) P/90/68.25 Aug. 1803, no. 8.
80'Mar-tta
and the English'. 10R. Home Miscellaneous 610(2). p. 845.
81 J.N. Sarkar (ed.), Delhi Affairs (1761-1788), Persian Records Maratha History, I (Bombay, 1953). 6.
of
p.
82 William Tennant, Indian Recreations;
consisting chiefly of strictures on the domestic and rural economy
of the Mahomedans and Hindoos (2nd edn. 2 vols, London, 1804), 11.p. 249.
83 Tennant
writes of a party of 4,000 'Maharattas ftom Guzerat' at Allahabad in 1798, the retinue of a woman
who had brought the bones of her husband for immersion at the sacred confluence. Ibid., p. 247. In 1808 the
Magistrate at Saharanpur reported bands of 3-4,000 Sikhs crossing Company territory en route to Hardwar.
'The Envoy to Lahore directed to remonstrate with Rajah Runjeet Sing for having suffered considerablebodies
of armed Men to pass from his Territories through the Doab to Hurdwar', 10R, Board's Collections F/4/304
(6999), pp. 12-13. The Benares Magistrate wrote in 1814 of 'Marhatta Hindoes of Rank on pilgrimage to
the City, [who were] not unfTequently attended by bodies of armed men, sometimes amounting to rive or six
thousand'. 'Benares City', IOR, Home Miscellaneous 775, p. 500. A search through the Company's
Political Consultations quickly reveals many pilgrim parties of some two or three hundred.
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and state-sponsoredpilgrimage accounted for a considerableamount of the total pilgrim traffic, over
long distancesat leasL In 1811 Francis Gillanders, farmer of the pilgrim tax at Gaya, told Buchanan
that the average annual pilgrim population of about 100,000 could be doubled in any one year by the
arrival of several large Maratha camps. This had been the casein 1811.84
Special festivals could draw very large crowds. Captain Hardwicke estimated that some two
and a half million people attended the Kumbh Mela at Hardwar in 1796. Even allowing for gross
exaggeration - and Hardwicke believed that he was under rather than over the mark - the estimatestill
85
Captain Raper, present at the next Hardwar Kumbh Mela in 1808,
suggestsan enormous turn out.
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suggested two million as a crowd estimate
Allahabad Magh Mela, said to be the largest in 28 years, 2,18,792 pilgrim licences were distributed,
but one officer noticed that thousandsof pilgrims broke down the barriers and bathed without paying
87
This fair was preceded by numerous requests from pilgrims of rank for
the one rupee tax.
88
A majority of the pilgrims attending these sort of fairs would have been
from
the tax.
exemptions
peasantsfrom the mmunding region. Even so, when considering numbers of this magnitude, it is
important to note how efficient the means for conveying information about festivals of peculiarly
auspicioustiming must have been. A journey of someweeks or months required considerableplanning
in advance,and the agentsof priests often travelled far and wide months before the occasionto draw in
as many pilgrims as possible.

State-sponsored

pilgrimage

Elite pilgrimage was state-sponsoredpilgrimage, according to my delmition, when a dependant
of a state travelled with the blessingsand the assistanceof the head of state or one of his advisers. In

84 Hamilton-Buchanan. A history
of Eastern India, 1, pp. 55-6.
85 Thomas Hardwicke, 'Narrative
of a journey to Sirinagur', Asiatick Researches,VI (2nd edn. 1801), p. 312.
Hardwicke based his estimate on the registers of the taxes collected at all the watering sites. Kumbh Melas
are huge bathing festivals held every three years at one of four sites in rotation: Hardwar. Allahabad, Nasik
(Trimbak) and Uijain. Hence each site has a Kmnbh Mela once in twelve years.
86 Raper, 'Narrative
of a Survey'. p. 453.
87 Account
of Meer Behur duties May 1812-April 1813. TOR, Board's Collections F14/451 (10858),
'Receipts & Disbursements on account of the Duties levied from Pilgrims resorting to Allahabad in 1811/12
& 1812113'. p. 4; Extract G.T. Brown, Actg Judge Allahabad, to Capt. Benson, 12 Mar. 1829. 'Pilgrim Tax',
TOR, Board's Collections F/4/1306 (51856).
88 'Measures
adopted in consequenceof numerous applications from Persons of Rank for exemptions from
the Tax on Pilgrims'. TOR. Board's Collections F/4/421 (10371), pp. 1-7.
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its ultimate form, the pilgrimage of a king in his capacity as the state'schief administrator, the act of
religious journeying set up a mobile arena of sovereignty. Automatically many of the issuesof the
state were at hand. At a less-exalted level military men, administrators, ambassadorsand prominent
bankers and merchants would be given permission to absent themselvesfrom the state for weeks or
months at a time to pursue their religious goals.

They would take with them letters of

recommendationand passportsprocured by the home state to easetheir passagethrough and reception
in foreign states. Another variation of state-sponsoredpilgrimage was the deputing of priests to
various holy sites to fulfil life-cycle rites for the king who was unable to travel there himself. There
are many examples in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries of Maratha and Rajput princes sending
their royal priests to Allahabad to immerse the ashesof a relative or a former sovereignin the Gangaor
to Gaya to propitiate the spirits of royal ancestors.
From this brief outline it should be clear that, whatever the spiritual goals, state-sponsored
pilgrimages were political events.concernedwith affairs both inside and outside the state. This posed
particular problems for the British in their dealings with Hindu powers, especially the Marathas.
Eighteenth century Company servantsoften witnessedactivities that claimed a religious sanction and
yet fulfilled purposeswhich they would have described as secular or political. As non-Hindus these
Company men were in no position of moral authority to contradict or challenge the religious
justification for such behaviour. 'Me Erusti-ationthis engenderedis most apparentin the complaints of
the Residents who served with the last Peshwa, Bajirao II (r. 1796-1818), who was effectively a
dependantof the British after 1803. ResidentsElphinstone and Close in particular felt that Bajirao II
and his ministers, resentful of the power of the British, deliberately delayedtheir businesson accountof
transparently convenient religious callings. In 1803, shortly after the Peshwa's restoration to a shaky
authority, Close complained to the Governor-General that he met with the 'utmost difficulty'

in

transactingany businesswith the darbar.
His Highness's habits incline him to the society of Bramins and the celebration of
religious festivals; the dispensing of charities and the performance of stated devotions
addedto the discrimination of hours into good or bad, afford him abundantpleasfor every
89
temporal
speciesof
neglects.

89 Col. Close, Resident Pune, Governor-General, 9 Mar. 1803, PRC 7.
to
p. 51. See also M. Elphinstone,
Resident Pune, to Governor-General, 23 June 1812, in G.S. Sardesai (ed.). Poona Affairs (Elphinsione's
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The Residentswere unsympatheticto and indeed non-comprehendingof a world view which
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assumed
some objects, some times and some people were more sacred,more impregnatedwith divine powers,
than others. Working from a perspective which assumedseparation of the divine from the tangible,
material world, Europeanobserverswere limited to a vocabulary or terminology that, when describing
activities with a religious sanction, implied a certain unholy manipulation of spirituality.
Consequently their capacity to distinguish variety within Hindu religious behaviour was limited.
Where Hindus themselveswould see different inspirations and priorities and identify acts of religious
subterfuge,Company servantscould only seemore of the same.
The difficulty

with the terms 'religious' and 'secular' when discussing elite pilgrim

motivation is that they suggestthat behaviour that claimed inspiration from a religious tradition could
not exhibit advantagesof a secularnature without compromising the integrity of the spiritual rationale.
This would be a denial of the Hindu custom of undertakingpilgrimage in the hope of attaining a reward
of an immediate and tangible nature, e.g., the birth of an heir, the cure of an illness, the successof a
military venture.
Ronald Inden, in unraveHingthe componentsof mediaevalHindu kingship, is impressedwith
the complexity of royal religious duties and responsibilities:
Royal authority in the Indian context was inextricably bound up with notions of divine
power, material prosperity, moral well-being, and cosmic regulation...ritual encompassed
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divinity, an 'immanent administrator' whose chief function was to act for the material and spiritual

Embassy) (Part 1,1811-1815), Poona Residency Correspondence. 12 (Bombay, 1950), p. 168. Hereafter
PRC 12. This is not to take issue with the Residents' belief that they were being subjected to delaying
tactics, but it does reject their assessmentof the means as inherently irreligious and inimically opposed to
the interests of the state.
90 R. Inden, 'Ritual,
authority, and cyclic time in Hindu Kingship'. in J.F. Richards (ed.), Kingship and
Authority in South Asia (2nd edn, Madison. 1981), p. 28.
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prosperity of the state. Inden ties this osciUation (the term is his) in with the annual cycles of day
and night; the 'night' of the year being the four month rainy season,caturmasya. during which time
92
having
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suspendedthe administration of the state.
was to retire to a private religious retreat,
I he king's re-entry into his active state was heraldedby lustration rituals - Inden calls them forerunners
of the modem Navaratri, Dasehra and Diwali festivals - designed to reconstitute the state after the
decentralizing trends of the earlier months.93 Certainly there is sufficient evidence to show that in the
eighteenth century Dasehra served the Marathas as a 'recentralizing' institution after the rainy season,
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Certain royal pilgrimages invite comparison with Inden's model of active, administrative
divinity, directed to win for both king and state a range of material and spiritual benefits, as it behoved
the king to do. Such an appreciation of royal pilgrimage offers an alternative to the prejudice of
contemporary British observersthat ostentatiousreligious activity could only detract from the affairs of
state. 'Mis does not restrict us to pilgrimages of the king himself, but includes those sanctioned or
supported by him. It also covers the royal maintenanceof pilgrimage sites, an act of benefit to all
people,as the Ajhapatra madeclear.
But there were also state-sponsoredpilgrimages that seem to have come closer to Inden's
model of transcendent,withdrawn divinity. In short, the two extremes of activity are represented: a

91 Ibid.,
pp. 28-73. but see especially pp. 29,36,55-60.
92 Inden
puts caturmasya between the full moon days of Asadh (June/July) and Kartik (October-November).
Ibid., p. 59. Other authorities date it between the bright elevenths of each of these months. See Ruth S. and
Stanley A. Freed, 'Calendars, ceremonies, and festivals in a north Indian village: necessary calendric
information for fieldwork'. Southwestern Journal of Anthropology. 20 (1964). pp. 85-6-, M. M. Underhill.
The Hindu Religious Year (Calcutta. 1921). p. 24. In either calculation caturmasya falls wholly within
dakshinayana. that half of the year in which the sun travels south; it is held to be the inauspicious half of the
year. Ibid, p. 30.
Shahu (r. 170849). the Satara Icing whose reign saw the transfer of power from the sovereign to his
Brahman chief minister, the Peshwa, lived the ideal life of a Hindu king even when he no longer had any
authority. Every rainy seasonuntil his death he retired from his palace-curn-prisonto a hut thatched with hay
to pass the caturmasya in quiet contemplation. Sardesai,Selectionsfrorn the Peshwas' Daffar. 8, pp. 865-7.
93 Indeu 'Ritual,
authority and cyclic time', p. 59.
94 As late
as 1809 the Resident with Daulat Rao Sindhia observed that: The force of ..this army...will, in all
probability, soon be increased on account of the approaching Dassera, a period at which it is customary to
collect together the troops not otherwise particularly engaged...it is natural to suppose some employment
will be found for the army after the Dassera, which is considered as the breaking of the rains.' R. Close to
Earl of Minto, 30 Sept. 1809, PRC 14, p. 17. In September 1810 the Resident at Pune observed that one of
the Peshwa*s southernjagirdars had been recalled Eroma pilgrimage to 'attend his Highness on the occasion
of the Dusserah, an annual festival. at which according to the ancient custom of the Marhatta government, all
the different chieftains ought to be in attendanceupon the Paishwa.' Henry Russell to Governor-General, 11
Sept. 1810. PRC 7, p. 491. See also A. Anderson to General Jones,3 Sept. 1802, for the plans of Holkar and
Sindhia to take to the field after Daschra. Ibid., p. 23. Ilie 1766 Diwali season was the occasion for the
regrouping of Sikh horsemen in Amritsar; nearly one lakh gathered and after the festival they moved off in
smaller groups to do battle. Sarkar, Delhi Affairs (1761-1788). p. 6.
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state-sponsoredpilgrimage might have constituted either an extension of the administrative duties of
the state or else a withdrawal from such by the king or his dependant.into personal, private worship.
The distinction is by no means a clear one, but it helps to explain why some pilgrimages were
characterizedby behaviour that would have seemedout of place in others. As a generalrule, it appears
that greater flexibility in pilgrimage timing encouragedthe incorporation of stateaffairs into the event,
making it an act of worship in which the interests of the whole community were represented. The
personal, private worship very often took place at the site of the pilgrim's tutelary deity, which was
usually within a few days' march of the pilgrim's home. The Marathas lavished patronage on the
temples of their tutelary deities, although they were not well-known to Hindus outside of the region,
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of grand, public pilgrimages, especially in the caseof the Marathas, tended to be to the 'big' sites of
Hinduism, tirths famed throughout India and immediately recognizableby name to all Hindus.
The least flexible of pilgrimages were those which culminated in a particular observanceat a
set time on a set day. Forernostamong thesewere journeys taken to rivers to coincide with solar and
lunar eclipses and other noteworthy constellations. In Hinduism eclipses had long been occasionsfor
ritual bathing; the skill of the astrologersin forecasting them and in promoting them well in advance
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gave rise to
need to enter the water at the declared time of most auspiciousness. Records survive of Mahadaji's

95 Peshwa Bajirao II's tutelary deity was at Wai (Wahy) near Pune. The Holkar family's tutelary deity was
Khandoba/Malhari at Jejuri, also near Pune, while the Bhosales of Nagpur frequented Rarntek, near Nagpur
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ten-day jatra at the time of Kartik purnmashi (October-November full moon): 'It is frequented by persons
from all parts of the Nagpore territories, and from the Nizam's districts, north of the Godavery, and in
peaceable Limes,about one hundred thousand are supposedto resort thither at these periods.' Jenkins, Report
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as her place of worship, although her ancestors traditionally looked upon Nathdwara, near Ajmere, as their
intimate place of worship. It was not only elites who had tutelary deities. Every Hindu had (and has) a site
which he saw as being of particular and intimate relevance to himself becauseof some patrimonial. regional
or sectarian affiliation. and it would be at this temple that regular worship and sometimes life-cycle rites were
performed. In support of this there is Francis Buchanan's interesting observation of the early 1800s that the
locals of Gaya showed few intimate links with the famous tirthas of that city, preferring instead the lessrenowned site of nearby Rajagriha for the celebrations of special days. Hamilton-Buchanan, A history of
eastern India, L p. 194.
96 Well
over a quarter of a million people bathed at Allahabad during an eclipse of the sun in 1813. G.T.
Brown. Actg Judge Allahabad, to Capt. Benson, 12 May 1829, IOR, Board's Collections F/4/1306 (51856),
'Pilgrim Tax'. The missionary James Kennedy saw the largest concourse of pilgrims in his long years in
India at an eclipse of the moon at Benues in 1841. He attributed the huge crowd to the advertising skills of
the Benares pandits and their agents: 'Brahman missionaries go great distances to inform the people the
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occasion. On their return they are accompanied by those whom they have succeeded in persuading.' J.
Kennedy, Life and work in Benares and Kumaon, 1839-1877 (London. 1884), pp. 97-8.
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Sindhia's marchesto the Ganga for the lunar eclipse of 23 October 1771 (possibly at either Ramghator
Soron) and the solar eclipse of 17 November 1789 at RamghaL97 Bajirao Il retired to Wai, source of
the Kistna River, for ablutions on the lunar eclipse of 21 May 1807ý8 and for the solar eclipse in
February 1813 Daulat Rao Sindhia journeyed to the Ganga at Singhi Rampur.99 In each case the
entire journey consumed no more than two or dim weeks, sometimes less, and the destinations lay
within the pilgrim's territory (or that of a neighbouring, friendly power, as in the caseof Daulat Rao's
1813pilgrimage), being only a few days' march from the seatof state.
These features also characterized other royal pilgrimages of an inflexible nature, such as
Bajirao Il's annual journeys to Pandharpurfor the Vithoba festival. 100 Although the Residentswere
quick to complain about Bajirao's ftequent pilgrimages, he does not seemto have been immune to the
demandsof state as he was accused. Non-urgent pilgrimages were often postponed,101 and of those
that would not admit delay Bajirao was careful to inform the Resident of his willingness to return
immediately to Pune should matters of statedemand1102

97 Letter to the Peshwa,7 Nov. 1771, Sarkar, Delhi Affairs (1761-1788), 45; Delhi journal to the Peshwa,
p.
despatched7 Dec. 1789, Sarkar, Sindhia as Regent of Delhi (1787 & 1789-91), p. 28. It has to be adn-dtted
that this pilgrimage did offer occasion for a display of political belligerence by Sindhia. Rarnghat was
exactly on the frontier between his territory and that of the Nawab of Awadh. Sindhia took with him 20.000
horse and foot and 25 guns, so that it was a sizable gathering for the bathing. He stayed only a week before
beginning his return to his Mathura camp. but during that time the Nawab's agentýAlmas Ali Khan, was
encamped on the opposite bank of the Ganga with a force capable of repelling any incursions into the
Nawab's territory.
98 Barry Close, Resident Purie, to GovernoT-GeneraL30 May 1807, PRC 7.
pp. 305-6.
99 R. Strachey, Resident
with Sindhia, to Secy to Govt, 27 Jan. 1813, PRC 14, pp. 173-4.
100 Barry Close, Resident Pune, to Governor-General, 14 Aug. 1807, PRC 7.
pp. 308-9. Pandharpuris home
to the Vaishnavite god Vithoba, a seat of devotional bhakti worship and one of the most popular tirths in
Maharashtra. Many of the Marathi poet-saints who wrote in the vernacular, notably Tukararn and
Dnyanesvar, glorified Pandharpur as another Kasi (Benares) and its river Bhima as the equal of the Ganga.
Many of the regional gods and goddesseswere well patronized by the Marathas, but Vithoba most so, and
there is no doubt that Pandharpur saw an enormous increase in its popularity in the early nineteenth century.
See J. Murray Mitchell, In western India: recollections of my early missionary life (Edinburgh, 1899). pp.
222-46, for a detailed description of the type of devotionalism practised at Pandharpur in the 1850s. Irawad
Karve9s, 'On the road: a Maharashtrian pilgrimage', Journal of Asian Studies, 22 (1962), 13-29, is a firsthand account of a pilgrim march in which foot-images, padukas, of Vithoba are brought to Pandharpurfor one
of the annual yatras.
101 In 1805 the Resident Pune
at
reported to the Governor-Generalthat he had allowed the Peshwato leave on
a short religious journey that he had been wanting to take for a long time. 77homasSydenham, Resident Pune,
to Marquess Wellesley, 27 May 1805, PRC 7, p. 235. In 1815 Resident Elphinstone reported thaiý after
having discouraged a certain pilgrimage for some time, he had given the Peshwa approval to leave now that
the pressure of state affairs had relaxed and would permit his absence. M. Elphinstone, Resident Pune. to
Governor-General, 29 Apr. 1815, PRC lZ p. 367.
102 M. Elphinstone, Resident Pune, to Governor-General, 29 Nov. 1811, ibid.,
p. 129; same to same, 10
Feb. 1812, ibid. p. 142. It was rare that an inflexible pilgrimage would take the Peshwa more than several
9
days' journey from his capital. One which did, a festival in 1814 at Kopargauni, for which the Peshwa
proposed an absenceof three months, occurred only once every twelve years. Bajirao's annual journeys to
Kopargaum were much mom flexible and were often postponed. M. Elphinstone, Resident Pune, to GovernorGeneral, 10 Feb. 1812, ibid.. p. 142.
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Inflexible pilgrimages were resistant to the incorporation of state affairs. They come closest
to the private devotions of the king as Inden has described him in his passive, transcendcnt state,
worshipping at sites of intimate relevance. Symbols of administration were frequently excluded here
where they would not have been on other pilgrimages. As a rule, the presenceof the Resident was
neither required nor desired when the Peshwajourneyed either to Wai or to Pandharpur, nor was it
essential given the proximity of these sites to Pune. Ibis withdrawal from a public position is
emphasizedin Resident Strachey's account of Daulat Rao Sindhia's pilgrimage to Singhi Rampur for
the 1813 eclipse. Strachey travelled aheadof Sindhia to make the necessaryarrangementsfor his entry
into British territory, but he found his requirementsto be modest:
Since the arrival of Daulat Rao Sindhia at this place on the Ist instant, His
Highness has been almost exclusively engagedin the object of his pilgrimage, passing
the greatestpart of his time at the river and seldom returning to his tents from the ghat
until nighL
Having only provided the Maharajahwith forage and occasionallywith fruit and
vegetable, I thought it Tight on our arrival here to send His Highness 500 Rupees as a
ziafat, accompanied by a present of fruit. I also offered him an entertainment at the
residencyon the part of the Right Honourablethe Governor General. I had refrained from
providing other supplies as it appearedlikely that the unavoidableexpencehad I adopted
that plan would have been too heavy. His Highness refused the money in very civil
terms and he desired the Munshi (by whom I had sent it with a suitable message)to
inform me that as he was here merely for the purposesof devotion he was anxious not to
receive anything during his stay on the bank of the Ganges, desirous of employing
himself in distributing charity; moreover that he wished to decline it considering the
inconvenienceand expencewhich his journey must otherwise occasion.103
This attitude was not characteristic of all state-sponsoredpilgrimages. In those which were
amenableto delay we find the symbols and issuesof the state taking a much bigger role. Pilgrimages
connected with vow fulfilment appear to have been some of the most flexible both in timing and in
their potential political content, a circumstance well illustrated in a pilgrimage of the Satara royal
family. In 1810 the Rani of Salara,mother to the nominal headof the NIarathaconfederacy,expressed
a desire to fulfil a long-standing vow, but, as the Resident explained to the Governor-General, the
Peshwawas not entirely comfortable with her plans:
'Me Rajah's mother had told him that she had many years ago made a vow that if she
should ever have any male children, she would pay her devotions and offer up her thanks
in person at the temple of Vithoba at Punderpore,that of Khundy Row at Jejoory and at a
celebratedtemple dedicatedto ShumbooMahadeo,about a hundredmiles to the southward
of Poona; and that having now two sonsboth of them grown tip, she earnestly entreated

103 R. Strachey, Resident
with Sindhia. to John Adam. Secy to Govt. 5 Feb. 1813. PRC 14. p. 174.
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that the Paishwa would allow her to discharge the obligation of her vow. TIIe Paishwa
told me he was apprehensivethat if he did not comply with the Ranee's desire, and if any
accident should happen to either of her sons, his refusal to allow her to perform her vow
104
in
be
degree
it.
the causeof
would consideredas some
The Peshwa'scautious responseto this apparently innocent requeststemmedfrom the Rani's
desire to take her sons, including the current Raja. on her pilgrimage. For several generations the
SataraRajas had served the Maratha state in a ceremonial capacity only, overseeing the investiture of
the Peshwas,the Brahman ministers in whose hands real power lay. 11ey had been confined to the
Satarafort for many years and were only brought out on occasionsof the Peshwa's initiative. Now, at
a time, when the Peshwa's power was severely circumscribed by the terms of his treaty with the
British, the Rani was initiating an excursion which would put the Raja on sustainedpublic display.
Bajirao could not refuse her pious request, but it is not surprising that the six week pilgrimage in
September and October 1,910was reported as the pilgrimage of the Raja of Satara, not that of his
105
The Peshwatook great care to greet the Raja with all due etiquette and respect. He was
mother.
escortedon his travels by four thousandof the Peshwa's most trusted soldiery. The presenceof these
troops, half cavalry and half infantry, highlight the double-edgednature of the pilgrimage. On the one
hand, the Raja had to be provided with a splendid retinue - anything less would have been humiliating
for him and his 'servant'. the Peshwa. But, on the other hand, the escort which Bajirao supplied
doubled as security for himself-, he chose troops that were either in his own pay or that of his chief
106
it
in
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minister
was
Pilgrimages connected with the failure or restoration of health were also amenable to delay and
hence to the incorporation of state affairs. In 1807 BaJirao's Chief Minister, Sadasheo Maunkaisur, set
out on a journey to several tirths along the Kistna River.

He intended giving thanks to his deity for

the cure of a recent illness and it was hoped that the act of travel would further aid his recuperation.
But Sadashoo timed his journey so that he could meet with some of the Peshwa's notoriously refractory
southern jagirdars,

and upon his return he carried with him many arrears of tribute from these

107
chiefs.

104 H. Russell, Resident Pune. to Governor-GeneraL25 Aug. 1810, PRC 7. 486.
p.
105 Same to same, 30 Sept. 1810, ibid.,
pp. 500-03.
106 Same to same, 25 Aug. 1810, ibid..
p. 487.
107 Colonel Close to Governor-General, 24 Feb. 1907, ibid.,
pp. 283-7; same to swne. 14 Aug. 1807. ibid.,
pp. 308-09.
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A most revealing pilgrimage of this sort concernedJaswantRao Holkar's attempts in 1809 to
visit his tutelary deity at Jejuri in the Peshwa's territory. Holkar had last been to Jejuri in 1802-03 at
the time of his attempt to install Bajirao's half-brother as Peshwa. Bajirao never forgave this act of
aggression and, restored to power by the British, he was able to prevent Holkar from ever visiting
Jejuri again, though the latter expressedmany a desire to do so. Tben, in November 1809, Bajirao was
informed that Holkar had been possessedby his deity and that only an immediate visit to Jejuri could
placate the offended deity and thus restore the ailing man to his senses. It was said that he was already
108
his
Bajirao was extremely disturbed by the news, fearing another invasion by Holkar, this
on
way.
time in concert with Amir Khan. ResidentRussell observedthat:
His ffighness was more strongly convinced than ever that Holkar's avowed intention of
visiting the temple of his tutelary deity was merely a pretext, under the cover of which
109
dangerous
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But Holkar did not attempt to enter the Peshwa's territory without the latter's permission.
With the increasingly desperatetone of his pleas it transpiredthat the aging general was indeed very ill
and in pitiful need of a visit to his deity. He urged the issue on his vakil in Pune, stressing the
innocenceof his intentions:
7be illness from the deity having transmigratedinto my body, forces me to visit him, and
the expediency of this, must be evident to every one, that I do not come immediately
when now the seasonis passing away, is occasionedby guarding against all suspicion
from arising in any one's mind, by sending letters to them. As moreover I esteemthe
sight of the Peshwa equal to that of the deity, and to him the state of my health is well
known, and he will concur in my wish. The coming into his country and all my actions
both good and bad without the permission of the Peshwaand the concurrenceof my allies
the English, I do nothing, this is my intention. In short, let there be no doubt or
110
in
in
suspicion either my coming or anything else.
In 1811 the Peshwa relented and HoUcarwas given permission to travel to Jejuri, but there
were strict limits imposed on the size of his entourageand, like the Raja of Savara,he was escortedby

108 Translation
of an Ackbar from the Camp of Jeswunt Row Holkar at Bilwara, in the Purgunna of Dhur,
dated 7th November 1809, PRC 7, p. 434. The founder of the Holkar line, Malharrao (1724-67), had invested
a lot of money in temple-building at JejurL the chief seat in Maharashtra of the Shaivite god, Khandoba or
Khanderao. In the nineteenth century it was a particularly popular shrine with peasantsýpastoralists and
fishermen. See Mitchell. In western India, pp. 268-307, for a description of a twice-yearly festival there in
the 1850s.
109 H. Russell, Resident Pune, to Governor-General, 24 Nov. 1809, ibid.,
p. 436. The Peshwahad a right to
feel apprehensive; in 1802 Holkar had advanced slowly but deliberately on Jejuri, reassuring the Peshwa all
the while with presents and promises that his only intention was to worsWp the idol. See B. Close. Resident
Pune, to Governor-General, 4 June 1802, PRC 10, pp. 11-12.
110 Translation of a letter from Jaswant Rao Holkar to his Vakeel Khando Pant at Pune, 21 Zilheýe 29 Jan,
=
1810, enc. in H. Russell, Resident Flune,to Secy to Govtý 9 Apr. 1810, PRC 149p. 52.
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a large body of Bajirao's best soldiers. At first Bajirao refused to seeHolkar until the latter revealeda
hitherto hidden object of his pilgrimage - the Peshwa's grant of a khilat of investiture to his son
Malhar Rao, an act which would fix the line of successionafter Holkar's own fast-approachingdeath.
The British immediately vetoed this; it implied recognition of the Maratha confederdcywhich the 1802
Treaty of Bassein was supposedto have dissolved.111 Holkar died in mid-1811 and, spurred by the
promise of a lucrative nazrana, BaJiraomade preparationswith his ministers for the investiture of his
son to be carried out in secret. Had not Resident Elphinstone been forewarned of the plan, there is no
doubt that all of the purposesof Holkar's pilgrimage eventually would have been met.112
This last example also throws somelight on the interplay of different types of pilgrimage and
their destinations. A greater flexibility in timing allowed a greater flexibility in the territory of the
observance; pilgrimages could be delayed until external relations permitted peaceful interstate travel.
Holkar was unusual in having his tutelary deity at such a distance from his seat of power and, as we
have seen,it greatly inconveniencedhim. Religious journeys associatedwith a site of such intimacy
1
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frequent
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and not subjectto
ought to
Normally interstatepilgrimage operatedon a much larger scale. Numerous examplessurvive
of very long distance state-sponsoredpilgrimages, involving entry into one or more foreign territories.
Pilgrims on these journeys conform most to Inden's delineation of the king in his public,
administrative role. These pilgrimages were often the most flexible of all;

the long distances

necessitatedan absenceof months,often over a year, and hencethe participation of an important person
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this light the many pilgrimages undertakenby women of rank. Often the immediate demandsof the
111 C.T. Metcalfe, Resident DeN, to Secy to Govtý 13 July 1811. ibid.,
p. 85.
112 M. Elphinstone, Resident Pune, to Governor-General, 10 Feb. 1812, PRC 12, p. 140.
113 In
general, it was considered an act of aggression for the representativesof one state to enter another's
territory without first seeking the permission of the latter, regardless of the inspiration of the visit. In
Holkar's case the Resident and the Peshwa's Minister both intended to remind the vakil that: 'it was not
customary for the princes and chieftains of this country to enter the territories of each other without having
previously obtained express permission for the purpose'. H. Russell, Resident Pune. to Governor-General,
24 Nov. 1809. PRC 7, p. 436. In 1808 the Envoy at Lahore, Metcalfe, was instructed to protest to Ranjit
Singh about allowing large bodies of his armed men to cross Company territory en route to a Hardwar mela
without first seeking British permission. 'The Envoy to Lahore directed to remonstrate with Raja Runjeet
Sing for having suffered considerable bodies of armed Men to pass from his Territories through the Doab to
Hurdwar'. IOR, Board's Collections F/4/3(9 (6999X pp. 19-20.
114 The Rao Raja Bundi's 1842
of
pilgrimage to Mathura, Allahabad, Benares, Gaya and Jagannathhad been
planned for some eight or nine years earlier, but was long delayed owing to pressuresof state. 'Desire of the
Rao Rajah of Boondee to proceed an a Pilgrimage to Gya and Juggernath', TOR, Board's Collections
F14/1984 (87464). pp. 6-7.
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state pressedmore lightly on them than on the male members of their families and it was they who
could advertisethe piety of the leading membersof the stateby lavishing their patronageon pilgrimage
sites. Of these,Allahabad, Benaresand Gaya once again stand out, although in any journey involving
these three sites it is very likely that sites such as Mathura, Soron and Ajudhia were also visited. In
addition to the journeys of Radha Bai (1736), Kashi Bai (1740s), and Saguna Bai (1750s) records
115
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survive of northern pilgrimages undertaken
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SakharamUdwant, servantsof Mudhoji Bhosale (1783),117 Bala Bai, daughter of Mudhoji Bhosale
(1783-4), 118 the mother of Bhao Bakhshi, Mahadaji Sindhia's chief minister (1784). 119 the
Maharani of Jaipur, queen of Pratap Singh (1786), 120 the mother and brother of an officer of the
Nizam of Hyderabad (1787), 121 the mother of Raja Deshmukh, a dependantof Mahadaji Sindhia
(1788), 122 the mother of Roorjee Sindhia, a principal sardar in Mahadaji's army (1790-91), 123
Chimna Bai, the mother of Raghuji Bhosale (1792),124 Durga Bai, the Peshwa's grandmother(17935), 125 Tai Bai, the mother of Appaji Rai (1798-9),126 the mother of SadasheoRao, Subahdar of
Cuttack (1800),127 the mother of Rajeshari Narayan, a vakil to the Peshwa (1802),128 the sister of
Raghuji Bhosale (1803), 129 Tainma Bai, aunt of the Raja of Nagpur (1807), 130 the Rani of

115 Calendar of Persian Correspondence,II, p. 427.
116 Calendar Persian Correspondence,VI,
of
p. 129.
117 Ibid.,
p. 295.
118 Ibid.,
pp. 312,364-5.412.
119 Statement duties
exempted the Pilgrims by Order of Government. from the first of Assun to the 23rd of
of
Sawun 1191 Fussily, signed by the Canongoesand sealed by the Cawzy, IOR, Bengal Revenue Consultations
P/50/54.15 Oct. 1794, letter recd no. 349, enclosure.
120 Calendar
of Persian Correspondence,VIL pp. 160-1.166.
121 Ibid..
p. 322.
122 Ibid.,
pp. 244-5.267.268,379.
123 William Palmer, Resident
with Sindhia. to A. Seton, Collector Bihar. 23 Oct. 1790. IOR, Bengal
Political Consultations P/114/46,24 Dec. 1790, no. 3.
124 Calendar Persian Correspondence,IX,
of
pp. 307,314,326; Calendar of Persian Correspondence. X, pp.
4.48,65,68-9,194.
125 Calendar of Persian Correspondence,X4
pp. 4Z 49,65,178,187,209,224,232.
126 J. Lumsden. Resident Lucknow. to Persian Translator, 17 Oct. 1798, IOR, Bengal Political
Consultations P/116/49.12 Nov. 1798, no. 35.
127 Letter from SadasheoRao, Subahdar Cuttack. Governor-General,
to
recd 15 Nov. 1799. IOR, Bengal
of
Political Consultations P/116/58,26 Nov. 1799, no. 2.
128 National Archives
of India, Descriptive list of Persian Correspondence (2 vols. Delhi, 1974-84), 11
(1802). p. 40.
129 Valentia, Voyages
and Travels to India, I, p. 107.
130 Extract of letter from Resident Nagpur. 8 Dec. 1806, IOR, Bengal Revenue Board
at
of Commissioners
C&CP P/90/57,13 Jan. 1807, no. 12.
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Sambhalpur (1809),131 SauHiau(?) Bai, Daulat Rao Sindhia's aunt (1812),132 and Bala Bai, daughter
133
Sindhia
(1813).
Mahadaji
We also know that the last-namedtravelled to Mathura, Ramghatand
of
Garhmuktesar in 1810.134 In 1786 the mother of Bishambhar Pandit, Mudhoji Bhosale's vakil with
the British. travelled to Jagannath; it is probable that this was also a destination for many other
135
for
from
Nagpur.
women of rank, especially
women
If a minister or an army official

undertook one of these lengthy pilgrimages then

considerationsof state were quite important. The would-be pilgrim was either not neededfor duties at
that time or else it was hoped that he could accomplish some mission, often of a diplomatic nature,
during his absence. In this way the pilgrim conformed to the textual injunctions that one should never
seek out a drih at the expenseof one's duties in life. Under these 'state-approved' conditions the lead
pilgrim would be sent off with the blessingsof the royal head, often effected by the presentationof a
khilat of leave by the head, whose responsibility it was to support the pilgrim's case for dastaks
(passports)and to ask foreign statesfor exemptions from pilgrim taxes and customsdues. If a pilgrim
travelling under "

degreeof patronagewas well treatedby the host territory it was seenas a reflection

of the latter's respectfor the patron. Similarly, maltreatmentwas sm to indicate a lack of respectfor
136
the pilgrim's state of origin.

131 Extract
proceedings in the Pol. Dept, 17 Oct. 1809, IOR, Bengal Revenue Council P/55/24,27 Oct.
1809, no. 42.
132 Extract
of letter from Persian Secretary, 11 Dec. 1812, IOR, Bengal Revenue Board of Commissioners
C&CP P/92/10,31 Dec. 1812, no. 10B.
133 R. Strachey, Resident with Sindhia, to Lord Minto, 18 Jan. 1813. PRC 14, 173.
p.
134 C. Metcalfe. Resident with Sindhia. to N. B. Edmonstone. Secy to Govt, 27 Oct. 1810, ibid..
p. 69.
135 Calendar
of Persian Correspondence, VU, p. 216. In 1799 Raghuji Bhosale's mother travelled to
Jagannath from Nagpur. H.T. Colebrooke, Resident Nagpur, to Earl of Mornington, Governor-General, 20
Nov. 1799, Y. M. Kale (ed.). Nagpur affairs: 1781-1820, Poona Residency Correspondence, 5 (Bombay.
1938), p. 41. In 1802 the mother of Babu Dwaraka Das Sahu, one of Benares' leading bankers, went on a
pilgrimage to Jagannath. Descriptive list of Persian Correspondence,U, p. 7. In 1806 the Rani Mukhta Dai,
late of Sambhalpur and now a jagirdar of Khurda, also went on pilgrimage to Jagannath. Capt. Roughsedgeto
James Hunter, Pilgrim Tax Collector JagannaLh.6 Nov. 1806. IOR. Bengal Revenue Board of Commissioners
C&CP P/90/55.21 Nov. 1806, no. 22.
136 In 1796 Thomas Law. Collector
at Gaya, refused to grant pilgrim tax exemptions to a party of the
Maharani of Jaipur until he had received an official letter to that effect from Calcutta. Impatient at the delay,
the Maharani paid a certain sum so that she could perform her ceremonies. but the ministers and servants of
the Maharaja who were in charge of her entourage said that they were frightened to allow payment for all of
the party because it would amount to an insult to the Maharaja and a negation of friendly relations between
Jaipur and the British. Calendar of Persian Correspondence,VII. p. 160.
If a prominent member of a state embarked on a pilgrimage without first obtaining the permission of the
head this was seen, within varying degrees, as an oct of disobedience and disrespect. In 1765 Malharrao
Holkar learnt that his daughter-in-law, Ahilya Bai, was planning a visit to Mathura instead of marching
straight to Gwalior with her troops as iristructed. In consternation, he wrote to her: 'you have not done well
in halting at Mathura against the orders given to you If you have not to listen to us and do what comes to
...
your mind then you may well visit holy places...you should not stop at Mathura even to drink water, but
proceed to Gwalior after crossing the Chambal.' M. V. Kibe, 'Fragments from the records of Devi Shri Ahilya
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These lengthy and flexible pilgrimages could also serve as a form of political retreat-cumexile. For out-of-favour elites a long pilgrimage promised meritorious use of otherwise uncomfortable
and unproductive months. Towards the end of his long career as senior minister to the Peshwas,Nana
Fadnis found himself increasingly devoid of supporters. At times of greatestisolation he threatenedto
137
Benares.
That he never carried out this threat is perhapsan indication that
to
retire on a pilgrimage
the degree of remove would have been too great for his purposes. Amrit Rao, the brother who took
over Bajirao's place in Pune in 1802, was no longer suffered to remain in the Peshwa's territory upon
his restoration. While the British tried to arrangean amicable retirement and pension for Amrit Rao,
he went on a long and very expensive pilgrimage to Benares, one which eventually stretched into
138
years.
Two examplesof long-distancepilgrimages by headsof state will bring out all of theseissues
in more detail. In 1807 PeshwaBajirao 11travelled to Kanikswami, a pilgrimage which took him into
both the Company's Madras territory and the state of Mysore. In 1942 the Rao Raja of Bundi
journeyed from his Rajputana capital across north India to Jagannath in the east. The second
pilgrimage was a much smaller affair, by the mid-nineteenth century the British were much less
tolerant of large royal tours and the Rao Raja had to ask for many of the concessionsthat the Peshwa
took as his right some thirty-five yearsbefore. Neverthelessin the similarity of the expectationsof the
two leaderswe can seejust how a pilgrimage of this style and duration was meant to serve the interests
of the sm.
Both leaderswanted to be accompaniedby British officials of importance.139 In the Peshwa's
case this was granted automatically, but the British would not assign a European officer to the Rao
Raja's camp until he, grossly insulted by the withholding of this honour, halted his march and refused
to proceed any further without one. His determination won him the officer and also an agreementthat

Bai Holkar', Indian Historical Records Commission, XM (1930), pp. 132-3. A more deliberate act of
disrespect was committed in 1810 when Bajirao's brother. rarely on good terms with him, left on a short
pilgrimage without informing the Peshwa of his intention. Bajirao was most offended. H. Russell, Resident
Pune, to Governor-General, 17 Nov. 1810, PRC 7, pp. 517-8.
137 J. Duncan, Resident Benares,to C. Malet, Resident Pune, 30 June 1789. PRC 2.
p. 150.
138 Amrit Rao to Governor-General Wellesley, 26 May 1805, PRC 7,
pp. 2,41-3.
139 1 have
use one main source for each of these pilgrimages: for the Peshwa's journey, the series of letters
from the accompanying officials and the Pune Resident, sent between 10 Septemberand 22 December 1807,
and reprinted in PRC 7. pp. 313-25; and for the Rao Raja's journey, the thiTty-page collection of letters in
10R, Board's Collections F/4/1984 (87464), 'Desire of the Rao Rajah of Boondee to proceed on a Pilgrimage
to Gya and Juggernath.'
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he could continue with five thousand followers rather than the three thousand that the British had
originally allowed.

Both points highlight the diplomatic nature of these top-level, interstate

pilgrimages. The lead pilgrims expected to be greeted with ceremony at every border and major
settlement, as would befit a leader of high status. Gun salutesand official receptions set the tone for a
highly-publicized tour. In addition to thesehonours, the Peshwa'sreturn to Pune was heraldedby the
royal salute and the presentationof arms by the Company's brigade stationedthere. 'Me Rao Raja took
with him two cannons to sound the morning and evening salutes and to mark his arrival at and
departurefrom a halt.
These efforts to win acknowledgementof importance and rank from the host territories were
not only geared towards external relations. In both of our examples the rulers took with them most, if
not all, of their subordinatechiefs, who in turn were accompaniedby the followers of their choosing.
This set up a giant, highly-visible network of patronage for the pilgrimage; in effect the state's
complete leadership moved with the king. It could well be argued that only a foolhardy ruler would
contemplate an absenceof some months without taking all of his nobles and their soldiers with him.
This in turn implied that the state had to be in a very satisfactory state of stability before the king
could consider undertaking such a pilgrimage. In Bajirao's pilgrimage, the longest of his Peshwaship,
his rebellious southernjagirdars were given a prominent role, and the fact that they travelled with
Bajirao right back to Pune in the north before returning to their jagirs was considered an act of
dipkxnatic triumph.
'Me more customary power that the king could retain while his 'state' was mobile, the more
impervious his sovereignty would be shown to be. Both the Peshwa and the Rao Raja wanted to
establish the right to judge and punish members of their own camp who might have committed
offences in the host territories. The Peshwawas allowed this privilege, at least in practice, but the Rao
Raja's request for the same was flatly rejected. So too, not surprisingly, was his request that he be
allowed to deal with any residentsof the host stateswho might have offended againsthis people.
In short, there can be no suggestionthat the religious character,as we might see it, of these
pilgrimages was any less important than that of the quieter, more personal pilgrimages considered
earlier in this section. However, there was a difference in the sphereof impact that the meritorious
behaviour was intendedto effect. The spectacular,long-distanceroyal pilgrimage was an act of worship
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directed towards the benefit of the entire state. Its smaller, shorter. less-publicized counterpartbrought
benefit to the state only in an indirect fashion, in that the king or his dependants,while worshipping
privately, were better fitting themselvesfor their public roles.
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THE PILGRIMAGE
Pre-eighteenth-century

SITES
priests and tax collectors

Thus far we have concentratedon the pilgrims at the expenseof their destinations. But the
tirths, their priests and their governors were as much determinants of the pilgrimage process as the
travellers themselves. Ile pilgrim experience varied from site to site, not only in its emotional and
spiritual quality, but also in the more quantifiable impact of material demandsand concessions. Most
of the easily accessibleinformation about this aspectof pilgrimage relates to the government taxation
and policing of pilgrims, and that circumstanceis heavily reflected in the discussionthat follows. First
of all, though, it may be helpful to provide an oudine of the relations between pilgrim. priest and
governmentofficers in the big northern tirths upto and including the eighteenthcentury.

Thepriests
The oldest extant records show that it was usual for priests at pilgrimage sites to have a set
list of patrons. These patrons, often registered in a series of documents or a book, would have been
inherited from an ancestoror benefactor, likewise successivegenerationsof pilgrims would return to
the samefamily of priests. The pilgrim registers recordednot only the namesof a pilgrim's ancestors
who had come on earlier pilgrimages, but also details of the gifts that had been made to the priest
serving them. Where pilgrims had got into debt at the pilgrimage site, there were details of the sums
lent by the priest and of the repayments.140
When a family started up a tradition of pilgrimage to a site the priest was not chosen at
random. Most prieýstshad regional specialities, perhaps as narrow as a concentration on a particular
village or suburb of a city, and then again, within that limitation, caste and sub-castepreferences. It

140 In the 1960s B.N. Goswarny began
studying the priests' records at Kurukshetra and Hardwar. amongst
other places, for information about families of Punjab hill painters. He discovered that such records had been
'maintained with remarkable continuity over the past three hundred and fifty years or so', i. e., from the early
seventeenthcentury. Chief amongst the pandas' records are the bahis or pothis, the pilgrim registers listing
each pilgrim's place of origin, his place of residence. his caste, his name, and the names and exact
relationships of the male members of his family stretching back to his grandfather. IMe date and occasion of
his visit are also recorded and in this way the pandas can forecast from which region most pilgrims will come
for a particular festival. A single bahi may contain tens of thousandsof names, and each panda may have
dozens of bahis, some 'current' and many more in storage. Each bahi will represent a geographical
specialization; the pilgrims from that area will be listed in it according to a loose caste hierarchy. In this
way the pandas of a famous site like Hardwar will between them have bahis covering every comer of Hindu
India. B. N. Goswamy, 'The records kept by priests at centres of pilgrimage as a source of social and
economic history', Indian Economic and Social History Review, 3 (1966), pp. 174-94.
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at a tirth and,within a few minutes,to beassignedto
waspossiblefor a pilgrim to arrive unannounced
a particularpriestbecauseof his placeof origin andcaste.He thenbegana family traditionin his own
right. At times of rapid social change.however,when pilgrim numbersmight be increasingor
decreasingrapidly this systemdid not work neatlyandpriestsandtheir agentsoften foughtover new
affivaLs.
The speciali-tion of the priests meant that they endowed the tirth with the heterogeneityof
its entire pilgrim population. at the very big sites setting up a microcosm of Hindu India. 141 The
internal politics of the pilgrim site could be lively becauseof the many interest groups thus created.142
Moreover, the regional and caste specialization enabled individual priests to go out and drum up
business(or else to depute an agent to do so) with the promise of a good return on their investment in
the joumey.

Ilis

could take the form either of inviting pilgrims to the site or, in the case of

143
'taking
the site' to them.
establishedpatrons, of

141 A
study of the organization of services in the Bhubaneswar (Orissa) temple of Lingaraj shows how 43
families of pandas shared all of the pilgrims between them according to each pilgrim's place of origin. For
example, families numbered 23 and 24 received pilgrims from Danpara state, while family number 26 took
pilgrims from Banki in Orissa. The researchers note: 'An arrangement which prevails among the Baru
Servants is to distribute among themselves by mutual agreement pilgrims coming from various parts of
India. ' Nirmal Kumar Bose, Nityananda Patnaik and Ajit Kishore Ray, 'Organization of services in the
temple of Lingaraj in Bhubaneswar'. Journal of the Asiatic Society. XXIV, 2 (1958). p. 129.
142 A minor example of such internal
politicking survives from the records of Radha Bai's 1735-36
pilgrimage to Benares. We know that Shivaji and subsequent Satara Rajas, as Ksatriyas, had been quite
liberal in their donations to the Maharashtrian Brahmans in Benares. But there were complaints to the
Peshwa about Radha Bai's largesse because she only distributed dakshina to Bralunans of her ownjati, the
Chitpavans, and ignored the other Maharashtrian Brahmans. Some Chitpavans were said to have received
upto Rs.10. whilst others received nothing. One Deshastha Brahman accused Radha Bai of sowing
dissension amongst the Maharashtrian community in Benares. Qanungo, 'Some side-lights on the history of
Benares', p. 67.
143 Peter
van der Veer has found that this latter practice, 'inverted pilgrimage' as he calls it, is not
uncommonly performed by the pandas of Ajudhia: 'In such casesthe panda is the hereditary Ayodhya-priest
of Hindu families living in different parts of - mainly - North India. When visiting his jajman ...the priest
brings sacredarticles like Sarayu-water,some red paste which is smearedover Hanuman and distributed among
devotees. prasad (lit. 'grace'): some food or fruit that has been offered to Ram, etc. Moreover. he himself is
the representative of the sacred place and by worshipping him the Aman worships Ayodhya. In this way a
jajman can keep in touch with the tirtha without visiting Ayodhya Often gifts are given to the panda in a
...
special ritual, but in addition the panda is in each case given some payment in cash or kind for his services.'
Van der Veer, Gods on earth, p. 185. Vidyarthi's work on Gaya provides examples of this practice. One of
his Gayawal informants speaks of a long pilgrimage he took across northern India: 'After staying at Kashi,
Prayag. Mathura, Brindaban, RawalpindL KarachL Peshawar.we went up to Kabul in Afghanistan. We used to
meet and stay with our jajman in all the places of pilgrimage....We were specially invited by rich pilgrims of
these places. They met all our expenditures and escorted us to their respective places....At the time of
departure, they used to give us all types of clothes, money in cash and a large variety of things. Wherever I
went, I was very much respected.' Vidyarthi, The sacred complex in Hindu Gaya, p. 150.
An interesting case of a successful speculative journey made by a priest's agent is recorded on a copper
plate found at Puri. 7liere is no date but as it concerns Amrit Rao, PeshwaBajirao Il's adopted 'brother', it
presumably dates from the late-eighteenth or early-nincteenth century. The plate is inscribed in Marathi and
reads: 'To Gaurang Pande, resident of the Kshetra of PuroshottamaJagannatha. Amritrao Raghunatha.with
compliments, informs that at the request of JagannathaHaTihara,your agenL who requestedHis grace in camp
for the conferring of the dignity of his Tirthopadhyaya [i. e. firthpurohit]. he is pleased to confer on you in
writing die game. Hence if any of our family visit this sacredplace they will continue to patronize you. This
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The earliest evidence of this jaimani (client-patron) relationship comes from copper-plate
inscriptions of a king or prince's gift to his priest. Some of these date from the tenth century. More
commonly there are paper records of such relationships from the early sixteenth century. A priest who
serveda royal family was fortunately situated. The gifts he received were liberal, the high rank of his
jajman ensuredhim a position of influence at the site, and hisjajman's followers were a sourceof new
144
Here at the site, as well as on the road, the existence of elite pilgrims helped to
customers.
establishpatternsof non-elite pilgrimage. This is particularly important for our periodL the turn of the
eighteenth and nineteenthcenturies saw a marked shift from grand royal pilgrimages to more modest,
individual efforts, but very often thesehumbler pilgrims drew upon links with pilgrimage sites that had
been establishedby the elites of their community.
Religious specialists at tirths were (and still are) differentiated according to their specific
function. Broadly speaking,any Brahman who receivesa gift (dan) for absolving a pilgrim of his sins
is considered to be less pure than a Brahman who avoids these transactions.145 In accepting the gift
(in cash or kind) the priest takes on some of the worshipper's impurity, and even his own status as a
Brahman doesnot entirely protect him from the taint.146 Moreover thoseBrahmanswho do acceptdan
are ranked according to the services that they provide and the caste status of their patrons. Lowest of
charter should be considered null and void if any one else is able to produce a document (confeýýg the same
priesthood) by any of our forefathers. Ist day of Shawal; Let this be known. ' K. N. Dikshit, 'Marathi
copper-plate of Puri'. The Journal of the Bihar and Orissa ResearchSociety. V (1919), pp. 216-17.
144 Goswamy
writes of the pattas andfarmans 'carefully preserved' in their hundreds by the pandas whose
livelihood partly depends upon them: "I'lie pattas received by the pandas from the Rajas of yesteryear,
recording gifts made, or grants endowed, or again, confirming their status as family priests, were a source of
great pride for the pandas, for their status in their own community depended considerably on the status of
their yajrnanas or clients. ' Goswamy, 'The records kept by priests at centres of pilgrimage', p. 181. Peter
van der Veer has also discussed the importance of royal patrons for pandas: 'When a panda had a ruling
dynasty as his jajman than [sic] he had the right to have all the subsequentjajmani-bonds with the pilgrims
from the king's realm. This situation was clearly expressed in the rule: "Uska raja, Uski praja, meaning:
Whose King. whose people"'. Van der Veer, Gods on earth, p. 214.
145
Theoretically
(dakshina)
which

between the gifts (dan) that may be given to a
there is a big difference
priest and the fee
it is his right to receive in payment for having performed
It is the former that are
a ritual.
Ibid., pp. 220-1.
Nominally
dakshina
tainted, not the latter.
is low;
Buchanan
reckoned
records a ritual
(the rock of the ghost) in Gaya, noting that had
repetition
of the demand 'give me a paysa'
at Pretashila
anyone offered just that sum it would have been rejected with scom. Hamilton-Buchanan,
A history ofeastern
India, p. 65. At Jagannath and Gaya the British tried to
set up rules whereby the pilgrims
would not have to
However,
in British reportage and possibly in the eyes
pay more than the declared rate of dakshina.
certainly
between what was being paid as a fee and what was being
them was a confusion
of many pilgrims
volunteered
to a Brahman as a way of worshipping
the gods or their own ancestors.
146 Jonathan Parry's 'Ghosts,
identity of the Benares Funeral Priests'. Man
greed and sin: the occupational
(N. S. ), 15 (1980). pp. 88-111, is probably
the best modem discussion
of the ambiguous
status of the priestly
Brahman.
In his summary of this article he writes:
'the status of the priest is irremediably
by
compromised
So far from being a paragon of purity he is an
his calling.
absorber of the sins of his patrons, which are
The perfect Brahman could theoretically
transmitted
"digest"
through their gifts.
these sins without jeopardy
but the paradox is that he is precisely
the one who spurns the priesthoqd.
to himself-,
Those who accept
priestly
offerings
are liable to a ghastly death. '
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the low in the eyesof all otherBrahmansare the Mahabrahmans,
the priestswho overseecremations
and seeto the welfareof the malignantspirits of the recently-departed.Of lessimpurestatusare the
priestswho perform riversiderituals, amongstthem the Prayagwalsof Allahabad,the Gayawalsof
Gaya,the Gangaputra.
(lit. 'sonsof the Ganga')communitiesof BenaresandAjudhia,the Chaubesof
MathuraandtheGaurBrahmansof Hardwar. As we haveseen,holy riversrepresenta bridgebetween
heavenand earth; hencethey are excellentsitesfor rituals associatedwith death. At Allahabadit is
commonfor the Prayagwalsto overseethe immersionof a person'sashesat the sacredconfluenceand
at Gayathe Gayawalsspecializein the worshipof ancestralspirits. Ancestorrituals are commonly
147
India's
Templeprieststend to havea higherstatusthanthe
performedat all of north
river tirihs.
precedinggroups. This may be becausethey havelittle connectionwith the pollution of death; on a
more prosaiclevel, it may reflect their degreeof removefrom the often violent competitionfor
148
between
Most elevatedof all are the asceticswho may teacha
the riverside priests.
pilgrims
by a direct transactionof sin and
pilgrim discipleby instructionandexamplebut arenot contaminated
merit. An asceticor a scholarwho is supportedby a wealthypatronis not sullied in the way that a
priestis in takinga gift from a pilgrim who needsprofessionalassistance
to purify himself.
It is the riverside priestsand the templepriests,particularly the former, that are of most
interesthere. Both groupsare often referredto aspandas.an elasticclassificationderivedfrom the
SanskritpanXta, meaning'he who hasknowledge'.149 In BenaresJonathanParryhasobservedthat
pre-eminentamongstthepandasis thetirthpuroa, 'die hereditarypilgrimagepriest',but thatthe tide
147 Parry has
summed up the difference in purity between a priest who deals with the 'disembodied ghost',
preta, the state of the soul immediately after death, and a priest who deals with the ancestral spirit, pi1r, which
much less malignant state a preta should ideally attain: 'Rites addressedto the preta-ghost are presided over
by a specialist subcaste of highly degraded Brahman Funeral Priests known as Mahabrahmans; while those
addressed to the ancestral-pitr are conducted by priestly Brahmans with a rather less equivocal status.'
Jonathan Parry. 'Death and digestion: the symbolism of food and eating in north Indian mortuary
rites'. Man
(N. S.), 20 (1985), p. 615.
Gaya's symbolic version of the Mahabrahman appears to be the Dhamins, guardians of the sites
around
the Ramshila and Pretashila hills where the pilgrims make offerings in the name of Yama, the God of Hell,
and several deities of ghosts and spirits. VidyarthL in The sacred carnplex in Hindu Gaya, p. 82, notes that
the Dhamins live an isolated and outcaste life and are not known for their adherenceto Brahmanic ideals of
abstinence. 71tey call themselves 'Pretiya Brahmans' or Brahmans associated with ghosts, one of the lessflattering epithets that Parry found was applied to Mahabrahmansin Benares. Parry, 'Ghosts,
greed and sin',
p. 108, n. 7
148 The latter is the type
of analysis preferred by Peter van der Veer. Whilst acknowledging the importance
of the recent work of anthropologists like Parry in questioning Dumont's purityrimpUrity rationale of
Hinduism, he asks that a little history be imported into the discussion. He believes that the particularly hard
times of the late twentieth century for Hinduism's pilgrimage priests has as much to do with their lowly
reputation as an ahistorical assessmentof the priestly Brahman's impurity. Van der Veer, Gods on earth, pp.
186-7,197-211.
149 ]bid.,
p. 183.
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stretches to include the tirthpurohit's gumasta or agent, who collects the pilgrims from the bus or
railway station and nearby pilgrimage centres, or rounds them up from their homes, and the ghadyas,
priests who shelter under umbrellas at the riverside and watch over the belongings of the bathers and
preside over the offerings that they make to their ancestors.150
By the late-nineteenthcentury all over north India the different groups of religious specialists
operated in what were, in effect, 'closed shops', defined by caste and justified by ancient usageand
myth. Peter van der Veer argues that for Ajudhia at least this was not always the case, but that the
definition of professional rights and the establishment of endogamous caste exclusivity was a
development only of the nineteenth century, following on from the great period of expansion in the
151
industry
One of the main proofs Van der Veer advances
the
turn
the
pilgrimage
around
of
century.
in support of this theory is the amount of violence and disputation between different groups of
zirthpurohits in Ajudhia in the nineteenthcentury as each tried to shore up its rights in the shifting and
expanding trade and, after 1856, attempt to prove them to the satisfaction of the British. 152 Although
the Prayagwalsand Gayawalsdo seemto have bad fixed priestly lineagesby the late-eighteenthcentury,
in the early-nineteenLh century they too were notorious for their disputes over the distribution of
patrons and income and for their readinessto take such disputes into the new British courts.153 At

150 Parry. Ghosts.
greed and sin, pp. 92-3.
151 Van der Veer
writes: 'Before the nineteenth century there was probably never a clearly demarcatedgroup
or caste of Brahmans calling themselves Gangaputras. The documents [their pilgrim registers and statements
of gifts from elite jajmans] mention all kinds of Brahmans with a great variety of names who act as pandas for
jaJmans, but from the fog of history a few lineages gradually emerge as the core of the later group of pandas
who call themselves Gangaputra. I would speculate that there have always been families of the Sarayuparin
caste of Brahmans, which forms the great majority of Ayodhya's Brahman population. specializing in the
pilgrimage trade. They entered the profession and maybe they sometimes left it as welL but there were no
clear boundaries between those who did and those who did not. The Gangaputrasare therefore not originally
an endogamous caste, but an occupational group of Sarayuparin Brahmans who had specialized in the
pilgrimage trade.' Gods on earth, p. 215. See also pp. 227-9.
152 Ibid..
pp. 217-37.
153 When Thomas Law became the Collector
of Gaya in 1794 he was strident in his condemnation of the
amount of disputation between the Gayawals. At first he believed that the Gayawals were victims of the local
revenue farmer who. as he claimed a percentage from every dispute he settled about the sharing of rights,
profits and patrons, could be seen to have a clear interest in fomenting disputes. Law wanted to believe that,
left to their own devices, the Gayawals would co-exist peaceably, dividing any disputed or joint income
between themselves without recourse to outside adjudication. Although he never changed his opinion about
the impropriety of the amil's behaviour, Law did later come to believe that the Gayawals were not the
innocent victims of state oppression that he had thought them to be, and he acknowledged that it served the
financial interests of some of them to work against resolution of disputes. Thomas Law, Collr Rohtas, to
David Anderson, President, and Members of the Rev. Comtee, 11 Aug. 1794, TOR, Bengal Revenue
Consultations P/50/54,15 Oct. 1794, letter recd no. 349, enclosure. Thomas Law. Collr Rohtas, to Warren
Hastings. Governor-General. n.d., ibid. Thomas Law, CoUr Rohtas, to William Cowper and Members of Rev.
Comteeý 18 Apr. 1785, TOR, Bengal Revenue Consultations P/50/58,10 May 1785, letter recd no. 148,
enclosure.
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Benares the whole of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were marked by conflict between the
Gangaputras,the PanchDravids (priests who had migrated to Benares;from the Deccanand the south to
minister to the pilgrims from those areas)and the ghadyas. Many of the ghadyas appearto have been
newcomers to the priesthood and by setting themselves up on the riverside hoped to pick up new,
'uncommitted pilgrims' before the representatives of the more established priestly groups got to
154
them.

The tax-collectors
The interest that pre-eighteenth-centurygovernmentstook in Hindu pilgrimage sites is mainly
traceable through their pilgrim taxation policies. It is inviting to liken the taxation of Hindu pilgrims
by Muslim rulers to the imposition of the jizya, or poll tax, on non-Muslims, but the comparison is
difficult to sustain. Exaction or abolition of thefizya by Muslim rulers always reflected an element of
the ruler's religious policy, from its introduction in 712 by Muhammad bin Qasim. Arab conqueror of
Sind, to its abolition under Akbar in 1564, and its eventual reintroduction by Aurangzeb in 1679.155
The decision to tax Hindu pilgrims, on the other hand, only occasionally seemsto have been directed
by religious policy. 156 Economic and political considerations largely determined the incidence and
level of pilgrim taxation. Pilgrims entering a city representedan influx of wealth and, accordingly,
they were taxed as other imports would have been. Reductions in or abolition of pilgrim taxes tended
to reflect short-term political objectives. With the exception of Akbar's abolition of pilgrim taxes in
154 H.R. Nevill, Benares: A Gazetteer (Allahabad. 1909).
pp. 68-70; W. O. Salmon, Benares Collr, to M.
Moore, Actg Secy to RevenueBoard of Comrs C&CP, 28 Nov. 1810, IOR. Bengal Revenue Board of Comrs
C&CP P/91/51,28 Dec. 1810, no. 17.
15SAurangzeb
reintroduced the jizya with harsher conditions than any of his predecessors. All healthy nonMuslim males, including those in feudatory statesunder Hindu rule and those rulers themselves,were meant to
pay it. Previous Muslim rulers had only collected the tax from non-Mushms living under their direct rule.
'Me jizya had to be paid to the revenue officials in person; Hindus of high rank were not supposedto be able
to pay by proxy. Sri Ram Sharma, The religious policy of the Mughal Emperors (2nd edn. London, 1962).
pp. 1-8.152-62. Khaliq Ahmad Nizarni has written at length on the origins of the jizya as a tax that nonMuslims, who were not conscripted into the armies of Muslint states, paid for the protection they received
from their Muslim rulers. But he notes that it changed rapidly to acquire its more familiar reputation as a
punitive tax exacted from people who would not convert to Islam.. Khaliq Ahmad Nizami, Some aspects of
religion and politics in India during the thirteenth century (Aligarh, 1961). pp. 310-15. Sharma has pointed
out that, as the ji. -ya was applied under Aurangzeb, there were no traces of its origins as a tax paid by citizens
who were exempted from military service. Muslims were not conscripted, and never had been in Muslim-ruled
India, and those Hindus who were in the Mughal army were still expected to pay the tax. The religious policy
of the Mughal Emperors, pp. 153-4.
156 At
most the taxation of pilgrims by Muslim governments can be seen as an act of religious tolerance, a
compromise whereby Muslim rulers would not be seen to be allowing idolatrous practices to continue
unhindered. A particularly zealous ruler, Feroz Shah Tughlaq, outlawed pilgrim taxation becauseit implied
government recognition of idolatry. He also tried to ban all Hindu festivals and pilgrimage. Ibid., pp. 2-3.
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the 1560s,otherEmperorslightenedthe btudenon pilgrims whenthey wantedto conciliateparticular
individualsor groups.We havealreadyseenabovethata Maharashtrian
ShahJahanto
panditpersuaded
abolish pilgrim taxes at Allahabadand Benares. Pilgrim taxes must have beenreimposedunder
Aurangzeb,for in 1714 and 1716 the Saiyid brothersforbade the collection of pilgrim taxes at
Allahabad,Agra and other places. In 1719-20Farrukhsiyarissuedanotherfarman forbidding the
collection of a pilgrim tax on Hinduscrossingthe Gangaat Benaresafter pleasfrom Gujaratiand
Marathamerchants
andtravellersto thiseffeCLI57
T'herepeatedabolitionof pilgrim taxesat the imperiallevel suggeststhat they hada way of
snealdrigback onto the local or regionalfund-raisingagendaoncethe initial impactof the imperial
orderhadfaded. Moreoverthenatureof pilgrim taxeswasnot alwaysdistinct. Localrevenuecollectors
andtax farmerswereableto exacta myriadof customsdues,taxeson vehiclesandtaxeson 'strangers';
and visitors to a city suchas Allahabador Benareswere not alwaysreadily identifiableas pilgrims
ratherthan merchantsor traders.Local landholdersen route to a site oftenexactedprotectionmoney
from pilgrim parties, subtly threateningthem with plunder unlessthey paid up. T'his too was
experiencedby the pilgrimsasa form of pilgrim tax, althoughit hadno official statusas such. It was
a form of taxationthat increasedsharplyin the eighteenthcenturywith thedeclineof Mughalauthority
and the creationof shadyborderareasbetweenregionalsuccessor
states.Theroutesfrom Benaresto
158
Gayaandfrom Bengalto Jagannath
for
the
werenotorious
exactionof protectiontolls.
Pilgrim taxation was not only levied by Muslim governments. Ile Peshwasurged its
abolition wheneverthey could but they seem to have been alone in their aims and not very

157 Balmukund Narna,
vans. and ed. by Satish Chandra as Letters of a King-Maker of the eighteenth century
(Aligarh. 1972)ý p. 99.
159 In 1907 the Company finally decided
a compensationclaim in favour of the Rani of Moharbhanj who had
been in the habit of collecting protection money from Bengali pilgrims travelling south through her jungly
territory to Cuttack. The Commissioner of Cuttack reported that this arrangement had enjoyed the unofficial
approval of the Nagpur state which, although it controlled Cuttack. did not have sufficient resources to
protect its accessroads. He noted that: 'Me Mahratta Government it is probable had it in their power to have
prevented or interrupted any regular collection of that tax [ie., that levied by the Moharbhanj authority]; but
if they could not at die same time have entirely removed the annoyance,to which pilgrims were exposedsuch
impediment would have operated greatly to the diminution of their own collections at the temple; they
appear therefore to have consented to the tax, on condition of the Moharbhanj authority becoming
responsible for robberies committed on pilgrims. ' J. Melvill. Late Comr Cuttaclcýto G. Dowdeswell, Secy to
Govt. Rev. Dept, 20 May 1807. in H.N. Sinha (ed.ý Selections ftorn the Nagpur Residency Records (3 vols.
Nagpur, 1950-3). 11,pp. 65-8.
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159
successful. OtherHindurulersopenlydeclaredtheir economicinterestandcollectedtaxeswithout
admitting any suggestionthat such behaviourharmedHindu interests. Moderatepilgrim taxes
continuedto beleviedat Benaresthroughouttheindependent
reignof theBenaresRajas,andtheNagpur
Rajashadno qualmsaboutmaintainingpilgrim taxationat the shrineof Jagannath.At Hardwarthe
Sindhiasdid not tax pilgrimsper se,but theytaxedthe vehiclesandthe animalswhichconveyedthem
hither. 71erewerealsonumeroussmallerpilgrimagesitesandshrinesthroughoutthe northwherethe
localpower-brokers,
160
regardless
of religiousaffiliation,demanded
a shareof thepilgrimageproceeds.
As a preludeto a discussionof the taxationsystemsinheritedby the British, however,it is
safeto arguethatpilgrim taxes,whetherleviedby Muslimsor Hindus,were mostorganizedin their
collectionandmoderatein theirdemandswherethe imperialor regionalgovemmentwasstrongestand
most able to keep a close watch on its collection agency. High and complicatedratesof pilgrim
taxationwere not proof of a rapaciousMuslim government'sintent to squeezeinfidel pilgrims, but
rather a legacyof any government'sdecliningpower: middle-menwere alwaysreadyto seizethe
opportunityto milk thepilgrimsof their wealth. A corollaryof stronggovernmentwasthe powerthat
its officersexertedover the religiousfunctionariesto ensurethatpilgrims did not manageto perform
their ceremonies
withoutfirst payingthegovernmenttax. Very oftenthis wasformalizedto theextent

159 In 1754 the Peshwa
attached a chauki near Trimbak when it was discovered that the chaukidar there was
exacting transit tolls from pilgrims going to Trimbak. D.B. Parasnis (ed.), Selectionsfrom the Satara Rajas'
and Peshwas' Diaries (9 vols. Poona. 1906-11). U. p. 206.
When the Marathas were granted control of the sacredsites of Gaya and Kurukshetra, also in 1754, the
new
manager of the sites, Damodar Mahadev, was instructed firmly to take no pilgrim taxes. Ibid., 1, p. 53.
However. as far as Gaya was concerned, the Mughals were handing over something which had long since
ceased to be under their control. The Marathas never took permanent charge of Gaya and the exorbitant
pilgrim taxes there, in themselves a reflection of the lack of any single authority in the area, continued to be
exacted.
160 The Mughal district
of Etawah. annexedby the Nawab of Awadh in 1774, stretchedout between the Ganga
and the Jumna. At several of the ghats on the Ganga pilgrims paid a variety of taxes: a tax on the shaving
ceremony. a tax on sealed lotahs of gangajal, a tax on bullocks and vehicles bringing pilgrims to bathe.
W. O. Salmon, Collr Etawah. to Charles Buller, Secy to Bd of Rev., 29 Mar. 1805,10R, Bengal Revenue
Board of Comrs C&CP P/90/47,26 Apr. 1805. no. 6. These taxes were particularly well-developed
at the
town of Soron, where hundreds of thousandsof pilgrims gathered at a mela in the month of Kuar, but in the
early years of British rule Company servants discovered that for years most of the income had disappeared
into the pockets of the darogah of customs. T. Fortescue, Actg Collr Etawah, to H. Newnham, Actg Secy to
RevenueBoard of Comrs, 17 Apr. 1810,10R, Bengal RevenueBoard of Comrs C&CP P191/42,27 Apr. 1810,
no. 53A.
At the top of the Company's northern division of Moradabad Company savants discovered four Sitala
Devi shrines, two in Kasipur pargana, and one each in Sarkara and Sambhal parganas,
at which it was
customary to divide the pilgrims' offerings between the government and the local priests, the lion's share
going to the former. This practice dated from the Nawab of Awadh's rule of Rohilkhand4 but-once again the
government's take seemsto have been dictated entirely by economic motives; the priests of the shrines were
Hindus but the devoteeswere a mixture of Muslims and Hindus. H. Batson, CoUr Moradabad4'An Account of
the origin of the Collections made at the Shrine denominated Racen Suttee in the Pergunnahof Kasheepoor',
22 Feb. 1827,10R, Board's Collections F/4/1239 (40593), 'Abolition of the Pilgrim tax at Sorone'.
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that pilgrim guides, priests, barbersand lotah-closers signed undertakings to this effect, forfeiting part
of their income if they were discovered to have served an unlicensed pilgrim.

Under strong

governments,tirthpurohits such as the Gayawals were often subjectedto some form of taxation; at the
very least across-the-board exemptions on the grounds of a group's religious character were not
commonplace. As we shall see below, the priests seem to have been treated as occupational groups
rather than as specifically religious ones. This type of control also slackened in times of political
turmoil.

Pilgrim

taxation

systems inherited

by the British

Despite the variety of pilgrim taxation systems inherited by the Company in the lateeighteenth century two points are common to the experiences of all the pilgrims. First, as we have
already seenabove, it was acceptedthat a pilgrim ought to pay both priest and governmentaccording to
his ability. However, representativesof thesetwo groups of power-holders commandedquite different
resourcesto effect their financial expectations. Priests, by virtue of their religious authority, held the
key to the successor failure of the months of effort and expensein a long-distancepilgrimage. They
could withhold formal completion of a pilgrim's ceremoniesuntil the sum demandedhad beenpaid, or
they could frighten recalcitrant devoteeswith threatsof self-mutilation. 161 Government officials had
strictly earthly means at their disposal- a combination of executive force and registers of pilgrim
charges. The flexibility that both priests and officials customarily exercisedin assessingthe dues to be
paid often led to argumentswith pilgrims. It seemshowever that a pilgrim was more likely to resist
the demandsof a governmentrepresentativethan thoseof a priest. Severalexamplessurvive of pilgrim
162
but I have found none of pilgrims actively avoiding priestly
taxes,
parties evading government
161 In 1799 William Tennant saw the Brahmans of Allahabad threaten to
wound themselves in an attempt to
get a certain party of pilgrims to agree to a higher fee. The attempt was successful. William Tennant, Indian
Recreations (2nd edn, 2 vols, London, 1804), 1. p. 159.
162 In 1806 the Collector
at Allahabad complained that the Company's sipahis were 'forcibly bathing'
without obtaining a licence. 'Native Soldiery exempted from the Tax levied on Pilgrims bathing at the
Conflux. of the Jumna and Ganges'. 10R. Board's Collections F/4/229 (5150).
At a huge mela in Allahabad in 1813 many pilgrims broke down the barriers and bathed without paying
the licence fee. G.T. Brown, Actg Judge Allahabad, to Capt. Benson, 12 Mar. 1829,10R, Board's
Collections F/4/1306 (51856). 'Pilgrim Tax'.
In 1833 the son of the Raja of Rewa and his entourage bathed at Allahabad a little down from the sacred
territory of the confluence. thus avoiding the licensing establishment. IOR. F/4/1573 (64239). 'Evasion of
the Pilgrim Tax. by the Son of the Rajah of Rewah'.
In 1834 the wife of a European officer in the Company's service noted the responseof one of her servants
to the government's one rupee tax at Allahabad: 'One of our sirdar-bearersseemedhighly delighted at having
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dues. At best resistanceto them was passive, even though complaints against the rapacity of priests,
particularly at Gaya, were legion. It is probable that priests encounteredlittle active resistancebecause
of the sacred nature of the pilgrim's journey. People who might otherwise have commandedauthority
were in no position when on a pilgrimage to countermand Brahmanic demands. As we have seen
above, metaphorical bathing in manastirthas was considered the necessarycounterpart of bathing at
iirths proper. to resist the authority of a priest would have undermined the purified state of mind and
heart that was to be maintained throughout the journey.
Second,when a pilgrim was of a particularly high social, political or religious rank, it was an
act of courtesy and diplomacy to exempt him Erom the goverrunent dues. However, there was no
similar expectation regarding the donations to the priests. 7be grander the pilgrim the more generous
the patronageof the religious institutions and their functionaries ought to have been.

A&djabad
European observers of the late-eighteenth century tended to view the Nawab of Awadh's
pilgrim taxes at Allahabad as repressive, although few people could substantiatetheir belief. In 1776
Francis Fowke, Resident of Benares, condemned the Allahabad pilgrim taxes as a dampener on
interstate travel; pilgrims from the Deccan, he said, were being discouraged by the high rates.163
Although Asaf-ud-Daula supposedlyretained control of his internal affairs under the terms of Awadh's
subsidiary alliance with the Company, pilgrimage, especially that involving the Marathas, was enough
of an external affair for the British to exert pressureon him to reduce his taxes. On severaloccasions
Asaf-ud-Daula fended off Company criticism of his taxation policy without actually revealing what the
rateswere. He resentedkeenly the inference that he was exploiting the pilgrims. 164
been able to cheat the revenue; as he said, that, by dipping a little below the usual spot, he had avoided the
tribute, and had only paid four annas to the Brahmin. He would not on any account. he Wd. injure the padre,
but he did not see any use in giving money to "John Company"'. Harriette Ashmore, Narrative of a three
months' march in India and a residence in the Dooab by the wife of an offwer in the 16th foot (London,
1841). p. 206.
See below, chapter 3, for a discussion of evasion of pilgrim taxes in the latter half of the nineteenth
century.
163 Francis Fowke. Resident Benares, to Warren Hastings, Governor General, 7 Mar. 1776,101, Mss. Eur.
G. 3, Letter book of the Resident of Benares, 1775-86, pp. 21-2.
164 Nawab Asaf-ud-Daula Resident Lucknow,
to
recd I Aug. 1789, Calendar of Persian Correspondence,VIII,
p. 563. Asaf-ud-Daula repeatedly pointed to the concessions he had made to the pilgrims in his years as
Nawab. In view of the proven readiness of pilgrims to resist government charges, it is tempting to suggest
that one of the Nawab's concessions - for several years he collected no pilgrim taxes at all during Magh
(January-February), the month of Allahabad's big bathing festival - was prompted by the difficulties of
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Eventually. in 1790, the Resident at Lucknow secureda schedule of new, lower taxes to be
levied upon Maratha and Gujarati pilgrims. With it were details of the old, higher rates which Asaf-udDaula had reluctantly abandoned.165 Both schedulesprovide insights into the politics of pilgrim
taxation, the most obvious of which is the existence of special rates for pilgrims of different statesof
origin. Although Resident Ives did not clarify the point it is safe to assumethat the rates for pilgrims
from the Deccan and Gujarat were higher than those for pilgrims of less-distant origins. 166 Awadh
was not alone in making this sort of distinction. During the period in which Jagannathwas under the
control of the Bhosalesof Nagpur pilgrims coming from the Deccan paid Rs.6 in tax, whereasBengalis
were chargedRs.10. A European observer's comment that this arrangementprevailed becauseof the
greaterwealth of the Bengalis167sits unhappily with Buchanan's appreciation of the Marathasas more
168
in
Gaya.
Bengalis
It was not perceptions of wealth which
their pilgrimages at
extravagantthan the
dictated different rates of tax. but rather degreesof foreignness. This was a sound policy for several
reasons: first. it made senseto favour one's own subjectsand regional allies, as did the Nagpur Rajas
at Jagannath; second, it was reasonable to assume that the more time and money a pilgrim had
invested in travelling to a site the less likely he was to surrender the object of his journey becauseof a
government impost; and third, pilgrims coming from afar were likely to have more money than those
living within only a few days' journey of a site. Pilgrims from distant states were also unlikely to
repeattheir journeys frequently, if at all.
The Allahabad tax schedules also bring out the close relationship between the pilgrim's
payments to the state and to his priest. On the old scheduleAwadh's dues during the month of Magh
(January-February,the month of Allahabad's big bathing festival) had four components: an arrival
charge; a departurecharge; 'hunda', an administrative chargeof either Rs.2 or Rs.5 for every pilgrim,

levying taxes on tens and hundreds of thousands of pilgrims at any one Lime. lie logistics of Collection
could sometimes be horrendous, as the British were to discover.
165 'Statement
of Duties to be collected at Allahabad on the Marattah and Guzzerat Pilgrims shewing the
former established Duties, & the remissions now granted therein'. TOR, Bengal Political Consultations
P/114/42,7 July 1790, no. 5.
166 This
assumption is borne out by an account of the Nawab's collection practices made in 1810 by the
Collector of Allahabad which includes the statement that 'Pilgrims from the Punjab paid more than those
from the Dooab'. H.G. Christian, Actg Collr Allahabad, to H. Newnham, Actg Secy to Revenue Board of
Comrs C&CP, 5 Sept. 1810, TOR,Bengal Revenue Board of Comrs C&CP P/91/48,18 Sept. 1810, no. 1.
167 D.R. Leckie, 'Journal
of a route to Nagpore by the way of Cuttac, Burrosumber, Dongur Ghur and the
southern Bunjare Ghat. in the months of March, April, May, to the 3rd June, 1790' in Early European
travellers in the Nagpur territories (Nagpur, 1930). p. 56.
168 Buchanan-Hamilton, The history
of eastern India, I, p. 54.
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animal and vehicle; and 'hashtum', the state's share of the fees given by the pilgrim to the priest
off iciating at his ceremonies. 7be first three charges were paid by the pilgrim, but the fourth was
collected through the priests. All the chargesincreasedin line with perceivedrises in a pilgrim's status
and wealth, but the fourth charge increaseddisproportionately. For example a pilgrim arriving on foot
in Magh ought to have brought the state Rs.6/4/-: Rs. 1/4/- on arrival; Rs.2 on departure; Rs.2
as
hunda; and Re.1 as hashtum. However, a pilgrim who arrived either on a horse or in
a palanquin,
clearly a person of much greater means than a foot pilgrim, would have brought the state an extra
Rs.23/11/-: Rs.2/3/- on arrival; RsA on departure; Rs.2 as hunda; and a whopping Rs.15/8/- as
hashtum. Obviously if the government was hoping to make this much out of the pilgrim then the
169
have
had
his
higher.
At seasonsother than Magh the state's earnings
priest must
sights set even
were lower, largely becauseof the remission of the hunda and reduced arrival and departurecharges;
there was almost no difference in the amounts due under the heading of hashtum. By this meansthe
state ensured that it benefited from the arrival of wealthy pilgrims without having to expend much
energy on collection. Its direct chargeswere modest comparedwith that which it claimed through the
priests and, as we have seen,priests were less likely than secular officials to encounter resistanceto
demands for money.170 At the same time the state was levying an income tax on the priests which
required remarkably little independentassessment
work.
In spite of the apparent simplicity of the scheme there may have been problems in
administering it, especially as the Nawab of Awadh leasedout the pilgrim tax to a fanner. In Asaf-udDaula's new schedule of rates the charges of hunda and hashtum were abolished, thus giving the
impression of very much lower dues overall without admitting much of a reduction in the chargespaid
directly to the government. This suggeststhat the chief advantageof the hashtum its indirect mode of
collection - was also its biggest drawback,and that income under this headwas perhapsnot very secure,
Asaf-ud-Daula preferring to retain the most reliable part of the collections. However, the effect of

169 Even
more lucrative for the state was a pilgrim arriving in a bahli, a two-wheeled vehicle drawn by two
oxen. Another Rs.51/7/6 were collected on top of the basic foot pilgrim rate: Rs.517/6 on arrival; Rs.10 on
departure; Rs.5 as hunda; and Rs3I as hashturn.
170 71eTe was another
advantage in taxing the pilgrims through the priests. Pilgrims did not necessarily
have large reserves of cash. 'Ihey had to pay the government's demands in cash. but they often paid their
priests in kind: brass vessels,jewellery, cows, etc. This meant that it fell to the priests to convert the goods
into cash to meet the goventment's demands, thus saving either the government or its revenue farmer the
trouble of collecting scarce cash directly from the pilgrims.
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abolishingthe hashturnought not to be underestimated.Overnightthe state'sadministrativeand
financial demandson Allahabad'spriestswere sweptaway. It doesnot appearthat new controls
demands.
replacedthem,for theBritishinheriteda priesthoodunfetteredby government
Undereitherschedulethe pressurefor pilgrim tax exemptionsmust havebeenconsiderable.
Asaf-ud-Daulaonly introducedthe new rates on the understandingthat the Marathaswould stop
expectingto receivecertificatesof exemption.But asthegovernment'sdirectchargesbarelydecreased
and as thereis no evidencethat thepriestspassedon their unexpectedboonto the pilgrims, the cash
demandson thepilgrimsmusthavechangedlittle. A Marathacavalrymanarrivingin Maghwouldstill
havehadto pay Rs.9/7/-, andhis companionon foot, Rs.3/4/-. At otherseasonsthesechargeswould
havebeenRs.4 and Rs.1/8/- respectively. It is understandable
thereforethat, althoughthe Maratha
leaders were instructed by the British to press no longer for such extensiveexemptionsfrom
171
decrease
discernible
in
demands.
there
these
government
charges,
wasno

Bemres

Information about pilgrim taxes at Benaresis patchy, but what is known provides an
interestingcontrastto the more elaboratesystemsprevailing in Allahabadand Gaya. Despiteits
abolitionby imperialfarmanin 1719-20a pilgrim tax wascollectedat Benaresduringthe reignof the
independentBenaresRajas,but its incidencewasneverreckonedheavy.172 During theearlyyearsof
the British residencythe tax was farmed,but the proximity of the Raja and the vigilance of the
Residentensuredthat anycomplaintsaboutexcessivetaxationreceivedpromptattention.173 Like the
taxationat Allahabada distinctionwasmadebetween'strangers',principally Nfarathas,Rajputsand

171 It
also appearsthat the Nawab did not have the authority to resist the demands; in 1799 the Resident at
Lucknow reported that there was 'almost indiscriminate exemption of Duties in favour of Maratha Sirdars'.
William Scott, Resident Lucimow. to G.H. Barton. Secy to Govt, 18 Aug. 1799, IOR, Bengal Political
Consultations P/116/57,29 Aug. 1799, no. 1.
172 In 1776
when Francis Fowke complained of the repressive pilgrim taxes in force at Allahabad he did not
rate the evil so great at Benares. Francis Fowke, Resident Benares, to Warren Hastings. Governor-General, 7
Mar. 1776, TOL, Mss.Eur.G.3, Utter book of the Resident of Benares, 1775-86, pp. 21-2.
173 In 1779.
when Mudhoji Bhosale lodged a complaint with Warren Hastings about the treatment meted out
to his pandit who was on a pilgrimage to Allahabad, Benares and Gaya, the Resident of Benares, Thomas
Graham, immediately pressured the tax farmer at Benares to reduce his demands. The Benares Raja, Chait
Singh. did the same, although it was recognized that the greater harassmcrt had occurred at Allahabad.
Graham and Chait Singh both approached the Nawab's amil with requests that he be more reasonablein his
demands in future. Thomas Graham. Resident Benares, to Warren Hastings, Governor-General, 11 Sept.
1779. ibid., pp. 102-03.
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Gujaratis, and pilgrims arriving from north of the Ganga and from Bengal. In 1781, after Chait
Singh's rebellion, Hastings abolished the 'brokerage from strangers'. thus granting free entry to the
long-distance pilgrims. 174 A nineteenth-century historian, Wilton Oldham, has suggestedthat the
'brokerage from strangers'was actually a licence tax taken from the pilgrim guides of Benares,and that
there was a second,direct charge taken from the pilgrims and other travellers. the talashi (lit. search),
which was also abolished by Hastings in 1781.175 11is is probably correct as it tallies with the
system employed in Allahabad, with the state collecting some pilgrim taxes directly and others
indirectly. It means that here too, with the indigenous government under pressure from the British,
176
freed
their
to
the
of
obligations
state.
religious professionalswere suddenly

Gaya
At Gaya, a site famed throughout Hinduism for shraddha, or ancestorpropitiation, the pilgrim
taxation system was very complicated and subject to frequent adjustment in the eighteenth century.
"ne basic principle of taxing people according to their ability to pay was preservedin the high rates
that were charged for the more elaboratepilgrimages. Pilgrims at Gaya had long beendivided into four
main classes: 1) Kauper pilgrims, who visited the most drihs, between45 and 54, dependingupon the
authority cited; 2) Darshani pilgrims who visited fewer tirths. although still between 38 and 40; 3)
PhaIgu Vishnupada pilgrims who performed ceremoniesonly at the River Phalgu and the Vishnupada
temple; and 4) Phalgu pilgrims, who visited only the Phalgu. Most authorities also acknowledge the
existenceof a fifth category of pilgrimage: the Pinda Balu -a super-cheapmeansof ancestorworship

174 C.U. Aitchison, A Collection
of Treaties, Engagementsand Sanads relating to India and Neighbouring
Countries (5th edn, 14 vols, Calcutta, 1929-33). 13,p. 80. The new Raja. Mahip Narayan, attempted to claim
some compensation, in the form of a deduction of the amount to be paid in his jamma to the British, for the
loss of this revenue. On one occasion the Resident of Benares, then William Markham, represented Mahip
Narayan's case with a description of the tax as the 'Dilloby Pairdaissie...a Tax collected on all Travellers people coming from the Decan to Benares on Religious purposes &c &c - which the Governor General forbid
to be collected as great impositions were made on the people that [were] coming to Benares. William
Markham, Resident Benares, to Warren Hastings, Governor-General, 16 ]an. 1783. IOL, Mss.Eur.G.3. Letter
book of the Resident of Benares, 1775-1786, pp. 152-3.
175 Oldham. Memoir
of the GhazeepoorDistrict, 11,p. 7.
176 After Hastings's 1781
changes, taxes still remained in force on Bengali pilgrims; in 1787 Jonathan
Duncan extended Hastings's concessions to pilgrims from the Company's territories. Duncan informed
Cornwallis that he had ordered that 'all Bengal pilgrims, not being merchants or traders. shall be excused
from the payment of any toll. for merely passing through the Zemindaree.' J. Duncan. Resident Benares, to
Earl Cornwallis, Governor-General, 25 Feb. 1788, in A. Shakespear,Selections from the Duncan Records (2
vols, Benares, 1873), 11,p. 54. From this date officially-sanctioned pilgrim taxes ceased to be collected in
Benares. They were not to be reimposed for another century.
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for thosewho could not afford any of the feesassociatedwith the other tirths. 177 On this basic
imposeda bewilderingarrayof 'government'charges,
structureimperialamilsandlocal power-brokers
the variety and excessesof which reflectedthe political turbulencearoundGaya in the eighteenth
centuryandtheprolongedabsenceof anysingleauthority.
Ile eighteenthcenturysaw the rise of many powerful chieftainsin Bihar, who, whenever
opportunity allowed, held back the revenuesfrom the imperial representatives.Thesechieftains,
amongthemSundarSingh (d.1760)of Tikari in the centreof Gayadistrict, the brothersKamgarand
NamdarKhan to the east,and the Raja of Ramgarhin the hills to the south,steadilybuilt up small
in smallforts. As earlyas 1730Alivardi Khan,Subahdar
themselves
standingarmiesandentrenched
of
Bihar, invadedthe arm to try to teachSundarSinghandNamdarKhana senseof their imperialdudes.
178 Ten yearslater,as he himself
He succeeded
for a time, but wasunableto maintainthe pressure.
from imperialauthority,Alivardi Khanagaininvadedthe area,this
was establishinghis independence
time attemptingto subduetheRajaof Ramgarh.Twice theMarathasinvadedBihar,first in 1743,and
againin 1745. On eachoccasionthe invadingarmiesleviedcontributionsfrom the locals,plundering
179
demands.
Ile troublesof Alivardi Khan's successor,
any towns unwiseenoughto resist their
Siraj-ud-Daula,with the British broughtyet moreuncertaintyto the region. For RamNarayan,Naib
Diwan of Bihar for muchof this transitionalperiod,it wasa constantstruggleto get revenueout of
Gaya's rebelliouszamindars. In 1759and 1760the Shahzada,
soonto be the EmperorShahAlam,
invadedBiharin an attemptto reassertimperialauthorityover thearea. Gayadistrictborethebruntof
the imperial army's ravagesin the monthsprior to a settlementwith the British and Mir Kasim of
Bengal; in particulartheoppositionof SundarSingh'ssuccessor
to the Shalizada'scausecostthe area
dearlyin termsof imperialrevenge,
Theserevolutionsin governmentandtheconsequent
uncertaintyof revenuecollectiondid not
ceasewith the grantingof the diwani to the Companyin 1765. For someyearsthe British continued
to collecttherevenuethroughIndianagents;theirNaib Diwanin Bihar hadenoughfreedomof activity

177 A
pinda is a ball of rice or flour essential in shraddha ceremonies, and balu means sand, hence a Pinda
Balu pilgrim was one of extreme poverty, reduced to propitiating his ancestorswith a make-do pinda.
178 LS. S. O'Malley, Bengal District Gazetleers: Gaya (Calcutta, 1906),
pp. 234.
179 Ibid. See P.J. Marshall, Bengal: The British Bridgehead. Eastern India, 1740-1828, The New
Cambridge History of India. 11,2 (Cambridge, 1987), pp. 71-92, for a concise history of Bengal and Bihar
during this period and an estimation of the impact that the political turmoil had on die region's economy.
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to alienate the lands of Gaya's semi-independent chieftains, in some cases impoverishing and
imprisoning them. Many British observers were not surprised when several of them rallied around
Chait Singh in 1781.
Although the Court of Directors ordered the Company to take direct control of its revenuesin
1771, the sayer collections at Gaya, including the pilgrim tax, do not seem to have come under
European scrutiny until the appointment in 1784 of Thomas Law as Collector of Rohtas 'with special
instructions to inform himself of the mode by which the Taxes and other fees of whatever nature are
levied on Foreigners resorting to Gya and the Nature of the Grievances of which they complain.' 180
Ile authorities in Patnaand at Fort William had beenembarrassedby the steady streamof complaints
about official harassmentof pilgrims at Gaya, especially from Maratha elites, and were worried that an
apparentincreasein pilgrim numberswas not reflected in the revenuereturns which were frequently 'a
181
Collections
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The effect of fifty years of political flux on pilgrim taxation at Gaya is well brought out in
Warren Hastings's 'On Hindoo Pilgrims', an essayabout Gaya's pilgrimage industry which drew upon
his early postings in nearby Murshidabad and Patna.182 Hastings's history of the pilgrim tax shows
the relative independenceof the Raja of Tikari under the Nawabs of Bengal. He notes that, before
Sundar Singh's rise to power, pilgrim taxes amounting to Rs.8/8/- were collected from Kauper
pilgrims and Rs. 1/9/` from Darshani pilgrims.

All other pilgrims were exempt.183 But Sundar

Singh's amils, probably revenue farmers who had contracted to pay the Raja a certain sum, introduced
charges on the Phalgu Vishnupada and Phalgu pilgrims, Rs.2/10/- and Rs.1/6/` respectively. (This
implies, although Hastings does not mention it, that the rates went up for Darshani pilgrims at the
sametime.) Additional road duties (rahdan) appearto have stayedthe samefor all the pilgrims: Rs.3
on coming and Rs.3 on going.
In 1770 a new amil, Mirza Zehooralla Beg, answerable to the Company's Naib Diwan,
attemptedto rationalize the existing schemeby amalgamatingthe rahdari and pilgrim tax collections.

180 Rev. Board's Minute and Resolutionon Mr. Law's Appointment,6 Feb. 1784,IOR. BengalRevenue
ConsultationsP/50/50.6 Feb. 1794,unnumbered.
181Ibid.
182 'On Hindoo Pilgrims', BM, Add.Mss.29233,WarrenHastingsPapers Political
Literary
Essays
&
and
Papers,fols. 75-87.
183 Ibid.. fol. 76.
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Under him Kauper pilgrims were meant to pay Rs. 12/11/1, Darshani pilgrims Rs.5/-/6, Phalgu
Vishnupada pilgrims Rs.2110/-and Phalgu pilgrims Rs.116/-. 71besehowever were still only the basic
rates; they were doubled for any pilgrim with a vehicle, riding animal or palanquin. Theserates had to
be paid in cash at Morapore chauki, on the outskirts of Gaya. At Gaya proper there were some more
smaller dues to be paid which went to the local administrative staff. In all classesof pilgrimage these
dues were trebled if the pilgrim was accompaniedby a vehicle, etc. The following table shows what
Hastings believed to have beenthe off icial demandson pilgrims, c. 1770.
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Table 1:

Official

Pilgrim

Taxes at Gaya, c. 1770*

Type of Pilgrim

Cashdemandat Morapore

Cash Demandat Gaya

Kauper

Rs. 12/11/1 x2 if with
vehicle, etc.

12 tungahs/25dams x3 if with
vehicle, etc.

Darshani

Rs. 5146 x2 if with vehicle
etc.

10 tungahs/18dams x3 if with
vehicle etc.

Phalgu Vishnupada

x2 if with vehicle
etc.

10 tungahs/18dams x3 if with
vehicle etc.

Phalgu

Rs. 116/- x2 if with vehicle
etc.

10 tungahs/18dams x3 if with
vehicle etc.

Pinda Balu

3 tungahs**

I tungah

Rs.2/10/-

Hastings, 'On Hindoo Pilgriffis', fols. 76-7.
A tungah was a copper coin equal to two Lachcha pice. A dam (or dawn) was equal to a 24Lhpart of a
paisa.

Local officials had ample scopeto enhancetheserates,as lbomas Law discoveredin the mid1780s. Although the basic Morapore chargesas given by Law and Hastings are almost identical, Law
uncovered a host of 'extra collections', the existence of which was ample proof of insufficient
supervision over the collecting authority. All were designedto extract extra money from pilgrims who
84
1
doubled
the
their
them
advertised
wealth and someof
clearly
up on
standardchargesoutlined above.

184 Tliomas Law includes
a sixth category of pilgrim for taxation purposes in his documentation of the sayer
duties at Gaya. He believed that Kumarthis (Comartoos), 'professional pilgrims' who travelled from tirtha to
firtha collecting holy water and anointing the gods with it. were taxed Rs-9/2/6 at MorapoTe. If correct, and
Law's information tallies well with Hastings and Buchanan, this would be more evidence of a taxation system
operating without adequatesupervision. Traditionally, Kumarthis were regarded as very holy and very poor;
they were usually allowed free accessto all holy sites. Tbomas Law, Collr Rohtas. to Rev. Comtee, 13 Nov.
1784, IOR, Bengal Revenue Consultations P/50/57,3 Mar. 1785, letter recd no. 65.
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Table III:

'Extra Collections'

on pilgrims at Gaya in the mid-1780s*

Uponhiring a carriageto go to theplacesof worship

Re.-/6/3

Uponeachcoolieaccompanying
a pilgrim

Re.-/4/`

Uponeachbangywal]O*

Re.-/8/-

Uponeachbullockandhorse

Re.1

Uponeachcarriage

Rs.3

Uponeachcamel

Rs.3

Uponeachelephant

Rs.5

Salamifi-omguidesconductingpilgrimsfrom Benares

Rs.1/12/-

Salamifrom guidesconductingpilgrimsfrom Bengal

Rs.5/61-

Upon hiring a carriageto returnhme

Rs.1/9/-

Uponeachcooliehiredfor returnto Benares

Re.-/I/-

Uponeachbangywallahiredfor returnto Benares

Re.-/2/-

Uponeachbullockhiredfor returnto Renares

Re.-/4/-

its father
UponeachDeccanichild accompanying

Rs.5

UponeachBengalichild accompanying
its father

Re.1

Upon makingout a replacement
pass

Re.-/4/-

For theDarogahof the Sayerfor fixing his seal

Re.-/-/6

* ThomasLaw, Collector of Rohtas,to Rev. Comtee,13 Nov. 1784,IOR, Ben. Rev. Cons.
P/50/57,3 Mar. 1785, letter recd no. 65. IMe category'pilgrims from Benares'would have
includedpilgrims from the Deccan,Gujarat.Raiputansand a goodpart of the north west; they
all travelledfirst to Benaresandthento Gaya.
** A bangywaUa
from eitherendof a long bamboopole
wasa manwho carriedloadssuspended
which wasslungacrossa shoulder.

Law also discovered that within ten miles of Gaya there were at least twelve rahdari chaukis
levying unsanctioned road toUS.185 All of these extra collections and tolls encouraged wealthy
pilgrims to leave their vehicles, their baggage and most of their servants behind in Benares before
coming on to Gaya.

185 Thomas Law, ColIr Rohtas, to William Cowper
and Members of Rev. Comtee, 18 Apr. 1785, IOR,
Bengal Revenue Consultations P/50/58,10 May 1785, letter recd no. 148, enclosure.
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Another consequence
of the eighteenth-century
political turmoil was the erosionof state
controlover Gaya'sreligiousspecialists.We havealreadyseenhow rulersunderpressuresurrendered
their controloverpriestsin AllahabadandBenares.Gayadoesnot appearto havebeenan exception.
Since the time of Aurangzeb,the Gayawalshad beenobliged to pay Rs.14,000annuallyinto the
imperial coffers,but they wererelievedof this burdenin the 1750sas a result of their 'appeal'to a
local Hindupower-broker,RajaRainNarayan,Naib Diwanof Bihar. TheNaib hadcomeasa Kauper
pilgrim to Gaya,only to find that theGayawalsrefusedto pronouncehis ceremonies
completeuntil he
remittedthemmualtribute. This hedid by orderingthelocalrajasandzamindarsto split theobligation
betweenthem, thus freeing the Gayawalsfrom the tax.186 Taxes were neverreimposedon the
Gayawals,althoughsomelessergroupsof religiousprofessionals,
especiallypilgrim guideswho were
hired to go out androundup pilgrims for business,weretaxed.187 Somecontroldid remainin place
over the Gayawals,nominallyat least. Bondsweretakenfrom themby the tax farmerto ensurethat
they did not fostertax evasionby servicingunlicensedpilgrims,188 andby ThomasLaw's time the
farmer was aLsoclaiming the right to solve the Gayawals' frequent internal disputesover the
distributionof dakshina,aaachingbetween1/7thand 1/10thof the disputedmoneyasan adjudication
fee.189
A parallel development in this period was the growth of the Gayawals' ability to defend
themselvesfrom physical onslaught. In the eighteenthcentury Gaya's citizens, particularly its wealthy
priests, fortified their town, took up arms, and earnedthemselvesa reputation as tenaciousdefendersof
the tirth. In spite of the numerous invasions of Bihar in the middle part of the century and in spite of
the town's obvious wealth, it was never once raided or sacked.190 In the nineteenth century, despite

186 Hastings, 'On Hindoo Pilgrims'. fol. 82.
187 Hastings
says that the Jotishees who traditionafly brought pilgrims Erom the immediate region. from
the east, the west and the north. and from Bengal, Bihar and Orissa generally, received a fee (dakshina) from
the pilgrims, but paid no tax to the govenunent. Guides who brought pilgrims from Nagpur, Satara and Pune,
however, were supposedto pay the government Rs.62 for every pilgrim procured, an extraordinary sum which
reflects the perception in the north of the Marathas as the econon-dc:and political leaders of the day. Ibid.
188 Ibid., fols. 86-7.
189 71ornas Law CoUr Rohtas,
Wiffiam Cowper and Members of Rev. Comtee, 18 Apr. 1785, IOR,
to
,
Bengal Revenue Consultations P/50/58,10 May 1785, letter recd no. 148. enclosure.
190 In 1811-12 Francis Buchanan
reponed that Gaya was a substantial and wealLhy town, with 6000 houses
in the time of I'homas Law, most of them of brick and stone and many of them two Or three stoTeyshigh.
Buchanan says that old Gaya, the residence of the Gayawals. was often attacked but that its predators were
always repulsed. Of the Nagpur and Pune armies, he writes that 'when these invaded the district, the priests
boldly formed themselves into 14 companies, to each of which was entrusted the def-anceof an entrance into
the town. ' Hamilton-Buchanan, A history of eastern India, 1, pp. 49-50.
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the new era of Pax Britannica. the Gayawals' kept up their traditions of defensiveness,much to the
concernof the officers stationedin the district.

Company

administration

of pilgrimage

sites, 1780-1840

Although the management of pilgrimage sites, and indeed that of all native religious
institutions, was later to stand out as a separateadministrative issue in the Company's affairs, at the
time of their acquisition the pilgrimage sites of north India were just one more of many new
responsibilities taken on by the Company. Decisions affecting their managementwere not dictated by
any distinct religious policy, but according to the overall political tone of the times. IMe treatment of
the two early acquisitions, Gaya (1765) and Benares (1775), reflects the curious combination of
pragmatism and Enlightenment thought that prevailed in the Company's government of the lateeighteenthcentury, whereasthe administration of the two big later acquisitions, Allahabad (1802) and
Jagannath(1803), was clearly shapedby the more centralized and more self-consciousbureaucracyof
the nineteenthcentury. The early lack of a distinct religious policy does not mean that British attitudes
to Indian religion were unimportant in the administration of the sites; it is merely a warning not to
take their governmentout of context.
Nancy CasseUsin her study of pilgrim taxation and Company governmenthas rightly stressed
the reverberationsof the Company's undertaking to protect Indian religious customs and institutions
191
justice
ffindu
Muslim
law.
The policy, codified by Cornwallis
to
to
and administer
according
and
in 1793 but in existence as a principle of Company rule from a much earlier date, was to lay the
foundations of a much-vaunted tradition of religious tolerance throughout the era of British rule in
India. But the policy was essentially pragmatic in its origins. Early British rulers, few in number and
heavily dependentupon Indians to advancecapital for tradeand to collect the land revenue,were wary of
alienating their barely-subject populations with innovatory social and judicial practices. What was
spawnedby necessityrather than conviction could never legitimately claim a sound ideological baseand
it is not surprising that, although subsequentgenerationsof British officers all claimed to be pursuing
the ideals of religious tolerance, the substanceof the policy changedmarkedly with different stagesof

191 N.G. Cassells,Religion
and pilgrimage tax under the Company Raj (New DeUd, 1988). pp. 1-2.
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colonial rule. Religious tolerance served as the ultimate sanction for many different approachesto
social administration without ever imposing much definition on the policies it was underwriting.
Warren Hastingswas the archetypalEnlightenment administratorin India. Praisedand damned
within his own lifetime, Hastings combined a pragmatic - his enemiessaid opportunistic - approachto
government with a practised interest in the arts of the Orient and a genuine affection for the Indians of
his acquaintance.192 He is justly famous for his patronageof Oriental scholarship; by improving the
Company's pool of skills in Persian, Hindustani and Bengali he hoped to inspire in the rulers an
appreciation of the culture and traditions of the ruled and to modify the reputation that Britons had
193
for
Where later administrators would rail that Hastings and his
acquired
unrefined greed.
contemporaries had been corrupted by Indian money and tainted by their associations with Indian
middle-men, Hastings himself took the view that money alone was sufficient to corrupt Company
servantswho were poorly-paid and recommendedby their patronsrather than their skills. His efforts at
reforming Company government hinged on improved salaries for the Company's employees and
commissions for good service; he was not concerned to expel Indians and Eurasians from the
machinery of governmentas were later reformers, nor did he identify inherently corrupting elementsin
Hinduism. 194
Hastings was not alone nor the first in his open-minded approach to Hinduism. Several
scholar-administmtorsof the Plasseyera, notably JZ. Holwell and Alexander Dow, attemptedto correct
what they saw as the lamentable prejudice and misinformation with which Europeansapproachedall
things Hindu. As Peter Marshall has observed. these early British defenders of Hinduism were

192 In the
years after his impeachment Hastings was to write an impassioned defence of the character of the
Hindus, spurred on by the growth of illiberal evangelicalism which. according to Hastings, blackened all that
it saw without the delicacy of discrimination or the advantageof broad experience: 'IMe Hindoos are pure in
...
their affections, simple in their domestic habits, gentle in intercourse, expert in business. quick of
perception, patient of inert labour, respectful to authority, faithful and attached servants...This character of
Indians I can attest from a longer and more intimate expeTienceof thern, than any other Englishman of this
day possesses: and the impression which it has left upon my remembrance is such as exceeds in sentiment,
though notý I trust, in principle, the attachment which I owe to my own country. ' Untitled essay. BM,
Add. Mss.29233, Warren Hastings Papers- Political and Literary Essays & Papers, fols. 14-15.
193 It is typical
of Hastings that he encouraged the early Sariskritists in their work, whilst acknowledging
that 'the study of the Sanskreetcannot, like the Persian language, be applied to official profit, and improved
with the official exercise of it'. Warren Hastings, 'Letter to Nathaniel Smith' from The Bhagvat-Geeta, dt. 4
Oct. 1784, reprinted in PJ. Marshall, The British discovery of Hinduism in the eighteenth century
(Cambridge, 1970). p. 190.
194 For Hastings's
attempts to reform the Company's government see P.J. Marshall, East Indian Fortunes:
the British in Bengal in the eighteenth century (Oxford, 1976), pp. 1814. On the development of racial
exclusivity in the government see C.A. Bayly, Imperial Meridian: the British EMpire and (he world, 17801830 (London, 1989), pp. 147-9.
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constrained in their analysesby their reliance on Christian terminology, with the result that 'Imlindus
emergedfrom their work as adhering to something akin to undogmatic Protestantism.'195 in spite of
the Eurocentrism there remains something attractive in their spirited defence of a religious philosophy
independent of Christianity.

In the preface to the 1767 publication of his 'Shastah of Brahmah'

Holwell observes:
That every nation and sect should have a high and even superior opinion of the religious
principles. under which they were born and educated, is extremely natural and just;
provided they do not, from an intemperate zeal of religious vanity (now so much the
fashion) presumeto condemn,depreciateor invade the religious principles of others...
Men who have been conversant with foreign countries, and made proper and
benevolent remarks on the manners and principles of their inhabitants; will not despise
or condemn the different ways by which they approach the Deity; but revere it still as a
divine worship, though they may piously lament it deviatesso much fi-om their own. 196
The use of Indian agency in revenue and judicial administration helped to maintain the fiction
of a stable traditional order at a time of rapid economic and social change. This, combined with the
Indianized lifestyles of many post-PlasseyCompany servants,led many to act and to perceive their acts
197
Indian
From one point of view, Hastings's abolition
as a continuation of
administrative methods.
of the pilgrim taxes on the Marathas and other foreigners at Benares in 1781 could be seen in the
tradition of Indian rulers being able to grant boons to their subjects. It reflected a variety of Hastings's
concerns: the liberaftation of interstate travel and trade; an intention to sweepaway the oppressive
legacies of 'corrupt' governments, such as Chait Singh's was now seen to be; a desire to please
foreign allies, and, not least of all, a respectfor the piety of the pilgrims. Ironically Hastings appears
to have shoredup the recently-acquiredprivileges of the priests - their freedom from governmentcontrol
and taxation - and to have reversed the traditional taxation bias in favour of pilgrims from nearby
territories, so that they continued to pay taxes whilst the long-distance travellers did not. This effect

195 MarshalL The British discovery
of Hindmim p. 43.
196 John Zephaniah Holwell's
chapters on 'The Religious Tenets of the Gentoos', from the 2nd part of
Interesting Historical Events relative to the Provinces of Bengal and Me Empire of Indostan (1767),
reproduced in Marshall, The British discovery of Hinduisn4 p. 49. For similar sentiments from Alexander
Dow see his 'Dissertation concerning the Customs. Manners, Language, Religion and Philosophy
of the
Hindoos'. History of Hindostan, 1 (1768). ibid., pp. 107-8.
197 Peter Marshall has
argued persuasively that Clive and his fellow Britons boped not for a revolution in
eastern Indian government after the Battle of Plassey, but for a return to the old style of accommodation and
adjustment between Indian ruler and European trader. Their 'impeccably conservative motives', he says,
blinded them to the significance of their victory. PJ. Marshall, Bengal: The British Bridgehead, pp. 78-81.
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was not countered until 1787 when Jonathan Duncan abolished pilgrim taxes on Bengalis and other
residentsof the Company's territories.
At Gaya the pilgrim tax was preserved. For years. 1765-83, the tax remained in the handsof
an Indian revenue farmer, but, as we have seen,repeatedcomplaints about the farmer's exactions and
numerous requestsfor exemptions forced the Revenue Board to appoint a European Collector to Gaya
with a brief to clean up the tax's administration. Thomas Law made only a few changes. He separated
the pilgrim tax from the other revenue, establishing it as a quite distinct field of taxation, and he put it
under direct Europeanscrutiny. Considerationsof finance were probably of greatestconcern here; Law
did not trust the Indian farmer to collect the tax fairly or to admit the extent of his profits. He feared
that both the government and the pilgrims were losing out financially. Importantly, however, Law and
his superiors saw nothing wrong in taxing pilgrims;

Law's instructions, afterall, had been to

rationalize the system so that fewer claims for exemptions would have to be admitted. His reforms
therefore were not radical. In line with the Company's desire to simplify internal customs and to
enhancetrade he abolishedall of the double duties and the extra duties (seeaboveTable 11)on servants,
coolies, vehicles, etc., noting that these had retarded Gaya's economic progress. Elite pilgrims had
often left their property and attendants behind in Benares. the better to resist the demands of the
zamindars en route, the governmentand the priests. Law hoped that Gaya's economy would be boosted
by the servicing that the pilgrims' 'extras' would require. But otherwise he preserved the five-tier
structure of the pilgrim tax. Exemptions for personsof rank remained a question of diplomacy to be
decidedby the powers at Fort William. Law retainedthe practice of taking bondsfrom the Gayawalsto
prevent them from serving unlicensedpilgrims, but he did not resurrectany of the taxesthat, according
to Warren Hastings, former governmentshad asked of them. Indeed he prided himself on freeing the
Gayawals from the imposts of the revenue farmer. Law viewed the Gayawals as entrepreneurs: their
travels abroad to round up clients served the interests of the local economy. Given the rhetoric of
internal free trade and the absenceof a determinedopposition to Hinduism, Law's actions at Gaya are
entirely understandable. His aim was to foster interstate travel and the importation of wealth into the
Company's territories. None of his changesever appearedin print; insteada clause in a wide-ranging
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regulation, no. XXVII of 1793, simply preserved from abolition 'the duties levied on pilgrims at
Gaya'. 198
Law's contemporaries shared his approach to pilgrimage. For several decadessome of the
most popular Urths lay under Company jurisdiction whilst the most prominent pilgrims were
foreigners: substantial Hindus from the Maratha territories. These pilgrims were seen to bring with
them cash and trade, boosting the economies of the Company's towns.199 Company officials hoped
that they would return to their homes with news of the tolerant and just rule of the British and
200
Pilgrim traffic was also valued as an
marvelling at the respect shown to their most sacred sites.
indicat

of the safety of cross-country routes; where travellers motivated by piety would go, others,

motivated by profit, would follow.
Possessionof the pilgrimage sites also brought with it a certain diplomatic leverage which
was well suited to the political atmosphereof the hue-eighteenthcentury. Ever since the Company's
explicit intervention in Benares'saffairs senior officers had beenat pains to sh-essthe role of Benaresas
a safehaven for dispossessedforeign notables. Cornwallis was especially keen that the British be seen
to be protecting Benares'ssanctity. He directed his argumentstowards out-of-favour Maratha notables,
instructing Malet at Pune to let it be known that:

198 Cassells, Religion
and pilgrim tax under the Company Rai, p. 16.
199 Historically, the links between trade
and pilgrimage had been much stronger, although they were now
rapidly weakening. For most of the eighteenth century a good deal of the internal trade in valuable items,
particularly silks, gold and precious stones, drugs and spices, KashmiTi shawls and copper, had been carried
on by Shaivite ascetics, variously called sanyasis. Gosains or nagas. Many more were engaged in banking
and money-lending. The Gosains' social and religious structure gave them peculiar advantagesover other
would-be traders, especially in the unseuled conditions of the eighteenth century. At several centres, notably
Benares. Mirzapur, Murshidabad, Pune and Nagpur, there were clusters of maths or monasteriespresided over
by a mahant or head priest. A monastic way of life ensured that capital accumulated and was reinvested; less
frequently than in a normal domestic situation was capital dissipated amongst heirs upon the death of an
elder, and often maths acquired new capital in the form of endowments from wealthy disciples and devotees.
Moreover the trade routes often coincided with the Gosains' pilgrimage routes and the religious fairs they
attended en masse. especially the cycle of Kumbh Melas at Hardwar, Allahabad, Nasik and Uiiain, were big
marts in themselves. The Gosains' religious network gave them trading partners and receiving houses all
over north India and the Deccan. and the alternative employment of numerous fellow Gosains as mercenary
warriom ensured that they were well protected on the hazardous cross-country routes. Mishra, Banaras in
transition, pp. 95-100; B. S. Cohn. 'The role of the Gosains in the economy of eighteenth and nineteenth
century Upper India', Indian Economic and Social History Review, 1 (1964). pp. 175-82; Jenkins, Report on
: he territories of the Rajah of Nagpore, pp. 92-3; Safi Ahmad (ecL), Topography and statistics of Southern
Districts of Awadh by Donald Butter (Delhi, 1982 reprint of Butter's 1839 original), pp. 89-90. Bayly has
argued that the Gosains were the most flexible of the commercial communities in adapting to the demandsof
the nineteenth century and colonial rule and that they took up investment opportunities with the British and
retained a stake in money-lending and banking. Rulers, townsmen and bazaars, pp. 241-2.
200 'Mis
was almost certainly part of the thinking behind Hastings's abolition of the pilgrim taxes at
Benares. He was unhappy that British rule had such a bad reputation amongst Indians, that 'Every power in
India dreads a connection with us.' Feiling quotes from his writings that his attempts to protect the Benares
pilgrims were intended for 'conciliating a great People to a Dominion which they see with envy and bear with
reluctance'. Keith Feiling. Warren Hastings (1,ondon, 1954ý pp. 235-6.
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[Me consider Benares in particular, being the principal seat of the 11indooreligion, as a
sacredasylum for all those of that faith, who may resort to it occasionally for religious
purposes, or for those who may choose to settle and end their days in it, on account of
201
in
its
belief
their
sanctity.
To the Company's chagrin, however, many of the Marathas resident in Benares refused to
acknowledge the sovereignty of the British. Jonathan Duncan, the Resident from 1787 to 1794, was
particularly hustrated by their senseof independence: 'the MArathasseemto considerBenaresas much
more theirs than ours, and it is looked on as a sort of Hindu republic, where all the nations of India
202
home.,
Cornwallis was provoked on at least two occasions to send
consider themselves as at
strong letters of reprimand to Ntarathapowers over the behaviour of their subjects in Benares; it was
the deliberate by-passing of the Company's judicial procedureswhich most exercised his concern.203
However Cornwallis ought not to have been surprisedin finding his own sovereignty underminedwhen
he advertised Benaresas a havenof indigenous religion. As we have seen,when Hindu kings and their
representativeswent on pilgrimage they effectively took their state with them; a busy pilgrimage site
like Benareswas bound to play host to many conflicting sovereignties.204
Not surprisingly it was again Cornwallis, with his instructions to purge the Company's
administration, who rationalized the Company's diplomatic initiatives with pilgrim tax examptions.
In 1796 he ruled that exemptions be allowed only to those pilgrims who could be clearly defined as
representativesof the Company's allies. At no time were there to be more thart a hundredexemptions

201 Earl Cornwallis, Governor-General,
to Charles Malet, Resident Pune, 29 June 1789, PRC 2, p. 149.
Expressions of a similar character am to be found in J. Duncan. Resident Benares, to Charles Malet. Resident
Pune, 30 June 1789. ibid.. p. 150; Joshua Uhthoff, Actg Resident Pune, to Governor-General. 29 July 1797.
PRC 6, p. 31.
202 J. Duncan, Resident Besmresýto Charles Malet, Resident Pune, 14 Feb. 179Z in Oldhan%Memoir
of the
Ghazeepoor District, 11,p. 191.
203 In 1792 Cornwallis
accused Mahadaji Sindhia's vakils of treating the Court of Adalat with 'a degree of
indecency and insolence' which 'no well regulated Government can suffer. ' Earl Cornwallis, GovernorGenend, to Major William Palmer, Resident with Sindhia, 9 Aug. 1792, PRC Z p. 246. See also Earl
Cornwallis to Charles Malet, Resident Pune, 24 June 179Z ibid, p. 244.
In October of the same year Cornwallis addressedRaghuji IL Raja of Nagpur. in severe terms about his
brother's beluviour on a recent pilgrimage to Benares. Vyankoji Bhosale had deudned and caused the death
of a British subject, one Goburdas, said to have been a debtor of his. Earl Cornwaflisý Governor-General, to
Raghuji Bhosale. 9 Oct. 1792, PRC 5. pp. 13-15.
204 It
was in the same political atmospherethat Cornwallis and Malet were prepared to offer to the residents
of the Nagpur territories - indeed, to all the Marathas, if necessary - free accessto Gaya and Benares if this
would facilitate the cession of Cuttack to the Company. 'Me Nagpur Rajas were to be given to understandthat
they could retain full control over the temple of Jagannath should they agree to cede the territory. Charles
Malet, Resident Pune, to Earl Cornwallis, GovemoT-General,21 Jan. 1789, PRC 2. pp. 135-7; Cornwallis to
Malet, 16 Mar. 1789, ibid., pp. 13740. They did not take up the offer.
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for any one party.205 Cornwallis. had realized that most of the pilgrims who received exemptions,
especially the numeroushangers-onof a party, identified riot the Company as their benefactorbut - and
quite rightly - the lead pilgrim of rank who had had the diplomatic clout with the British to win the
exemptions. By his 1796 move he hoped to increasethe prestige of the exemptions by reducing their
availability at the same time as increasing the Company's revenue by making more people pay the
taxes. He was not completely successful. Lesser pilgrims of rank had to accept the new rules
gracefully, but the Maratha and Rajput royals refused to bow to a system which restrained their
largesse. They continued to press for numerous exemptions and, as long as the big parties kept
coming, usually enjoyed more successthan Cornwallis would have liked. 206 Although the size of
state-sponsored pilgrim parties began to shrink around the turn of the century this particular
governmentpolicy does not seemto have beenvery influential.
In spite of the initiatives that Cornwallis took with pilgrimage, his was still a pragmatic
approach, little concerned with the rights and wrongs of British administration of an alien religion.
This position was questioned during Wellesley's time in office, when Allahabad and Jagannathwere
acquired by the British. Wellesley's tenure was famous for its expansionismand for the continuation
of Cornwallis's 'cleaning-up' of government - the expulsion of Indians and Eurasionsfrom all but the
207
levels
Wellesley's great monumentsof empire, the new Government
most menial
of the executive.
House and Fort William College, the latter with its emphasis on the liberating use of oriental
languages, were the physical evidence of Britons' new consciousnessof themselves as responsible
208
their
to
the
task
rulers and of
subjectsas natives unequal
of proper government.

205 Extract
of a minute from the Governor-General in the Political Dept, 20 May 1796, in Sinha, Selections
from the Nagpur Residency Records, 111,pp. 11-12.
206 This is
underlined by the periodic reappearance of Cornwallis's original minute in government
correspondencefor the next twenty years or to. See. for example, Political letter from Bengal, 15 June 1813.
IOR. Board's Collections F/4/421 (10371), 'Measures adopted in consequenceof numerous applications from
Personsof Rank for exemptions Eromthe Tax on Pilgrims'.
207 Bayly has discussed the
uncomfortable relationship between the attractive notion of 'independency' in
government service and the growth of Britons' appreciation of themselves particularly. and whites in
general, as a superior race. Under Cornwallis and Wellesley previous debaclesof British government in India
fortune-hunting,
decadent
inter-racial
the
the
the
corruption,
alliances - were attributed to the connections
with Indians themselves, amongst whom the taint of corruption was endemic. To govem fairly the
Company's employees would have to abstain from intimate relations with Indians and cultivate honesty and
propriety in a pure, Anglicized, preferably Protestant, environment. Bayly, Imperial Meridian, pp. 147-55.
208 Bayly has
noted how the Fort William College education in oriental languages was meant to free the
Company's recruits from a damaging dependency upon Indian go-betweens. Ibid., p. 142. Warren Hastings
had also stressedthe value of learning oriental languagesand as Governor-General he often asked the Court of
Directors to put money into language instruction in Britain to better prepare the rc=its for their new duties.
In 1773 it was with this aim in mind that he suggested establishing a professorship in Persian at Oxford.
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Under Wellesley's rule pilgrimage sites lost someof their attraction. Allahabad and Jagannath
with their complex taxation systems were particularly troublesome acquisitions, fraught with
administrative problems and, more importantly, philosophical ones. Evangelicalism, both the
enthusiastic Methodist and Baptist varieties and the more cautious Anglican strain, was on the rise at
home and in India.209 Many years previously the Company had promised to preserve the religious
institutions of the natives, but now within that seemingly cast-iron guarantee there appeared to be
room for debate. The debate, especially that part centring on the pilgrim tax and the propriety of a
Christian government's connections with idolatry, did not easeuntil Act X of 1940 freed Hindus from
210
imposts
at pilgrimage sites.
government
At Allababad the pilgrim tax was not long kept up as it was inherited, although ironically one
of the manifestations of the previous govenunent's weakness - the untrarnmelled existence of the
Prayagwals - was preservedout of respectfor native traditions. For the first few years the collections
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David Kopf, British Orientalism and the Bengal Renaissance: The Dynamics of Indian Modernization, 17731835 (Berkeley, 1969), pp. 17-19. Thus we can see how the same meanscould served radically different ends-.
either the relatively liberal, Indianizing approach to government favoured by Hastings or the anti-Indian
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Hastings's dream but it served none of his ideals.
2()9 Although
missionaries were not officially allowed into British India until the passing of the Charter Act
of 1813 it was during Wellesley's tenure that they began their work in the Company's territories. By 1800
missionary. work was under way in Serampur, the Danish enclave up-river from Calcutta; the famous
'Serampore Trio', the Baptista William Carey, Joshua Marshman and William Ward, had taken refuge there
becauseof the Company's hostility. But all three were excellent linguists and Carey - in India since 1793 particularly so. In 1801 Wellesley appointed him professor of Sanskrit, Bengali and Marathi at the newlyfounded Fort William College. Wellesley's admiration for the missionaries' linguistic skills persuaded him
to let them start educational work in British territory. Within a few years there were mission schools in
Jessore, Dinajpur and Katwa. The missionaries thus gained both an entry to British territory and, perhaps
just as importantly, an entry to government circles in Calcutta. Together with some of Charles Grant's
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an influential evangelical community, not afraid to s=tinize
activities. M. A. Laird4 Missionaries and education in Bengal, 1793-1837 (Oxford4 1972). pp. 63-4.
210 This, it
ought to be stressed,was not the end of pilgrim taxation in colonial India, as we shall see in the
final section on the post-1857 adniinistration of religious fairs; but it was the end of a pilgrim taxation
debate that employed a specifically Christian vocabulary. Nancy Cassells, in her Religion and Pilgrim Tax
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of 1940 and she comments on the 'surprising' and 'ironic fact that the Government of independent India
continues to levy a Pilgrim Tax'. Given the post-1857 history of pilgrim taxes in India as an aid to the better
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surprising at all. Otherwise Cassells provides a good study of the politics of the pilgrim tax debate in the
first half of the century, with a particularly clear delineation of the irritation and resentment that many civil
servants in India felt at the interference in their day-to-day administration by British-based, populist
evangelicals.
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or transitdues,which hadcostpilgrims as well as traders,wereabolishedshortlyafterthe cession.In
theseinitial yearsthe Company'srevenuefrom the pilgrim tax neverexceededRs.20,000.212There
and the difficulties of preventingtax
were complaintsaboutthe cost of the collectionestablishment
213
evasion.
In 1805therust big changes
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of Revenuesuggesteda flat rateof onerupeeon everypilgrim, arguingthat sucha 'moderate'duty
would not deterattendance,but that it would stemcollection abusesand taxationavoidance. The
AllahabadCollector,F-A. Cuthbert,objectedstronglyto the reversalof established
principles,but the
Board'smembersdismissedhis fearsthatthetax wouldoperateunequallyon peopleof differentwealth,
arguing that pilgrims of rank and fortune would independentlysubsidizethe costs of indigent
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Board of Comrs C&CP P/91/18,8 Jan. 1808, letter recd no. 42.
213 R. Ahmuty, Collr Allahabadý to Charles Buller, Secy to Bd of Rev., 26 May 1804 and enclosure, IOR,
Bengal Revenue Board of Comrs; C&CP P/90/44,4 Dec. 1804, nos. 1-2. It was a long time before the
collection and evasion difficulties were reduced. In 1810 the Collector complained about the delays that the
issuing of individual licences forced on the pilgrims; there were always bottIe-necks at the tax stations and
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the temple with an estate intended to bring in Rs.27,000 annually. Much of the pilgrim tax revenue,
estimated at between Rs.250,000 and Rs.500,000 a year, was ploughed back into the temple and the
Bhosalesmade up any deficits with annual grantsof Rs.3040,000.218 Whereasin Allahabad. Benares
and Gaya the pilgrim taxes went into government coffers as a part of the sayer dues and were in effect
money taken away from the religious specialists, at Jagannath the money returned to the temple
priests. The ruling power was intimately connectedwith the managementof the temple and the priests
had a vestedinterest in seeingthe pilgrim taxeskept up.
17husthe British inherited novel responsibilities when they took over Cuttack in 1803. For
three years they collected no pilgrim tax at all; in their unhesitating condemnation of 'Maratha
rapacity' they assumedthat the suspensionof the collections would be welcomed by the pilgrims and
219
In 1805, after a report by Charles Groeme, Collector of the southern
the temple's officials.
division at Puri, bad accusedthe temple's officials of misnumagementof funds, avoidanceof duties and
malutatment of pilgrims, the Government of Bengal decided to stick more closely to the Marathas'
style of managemenL This included the reimposition of the pilgrim Lax,something that the temple
officials had been requesting ever since its abolitionPO 7bere were hopesan the Government's side
that the tax might tam a profit given the increasein pilgrim numbers at the other big pilgrimage sites
under British control. Groerne's report introduced a spateof regulations: Regulation XII of 1805 and
Regulations IV and V of 1806. Quite at variance with contemporarydevelopmentsin pilgrim taxation
at Allahabad, the 1806 regulations specified different rates of tax according to a pilgrim's means:
Rs.10 on Tal Jatris', wealthy pilgrims, and Rs.2 on everybody else, with exemptions for mendicants,

219 ibid.,
pp. 23-4,38. Gifts and endowments from individual Maratha notables like those made at Benares
arid Gaya were also commonplace.
219 As
we have seen above, Cuttack had long topped the list of the Company's most wanted possessionsand
Wellesley was acutely aware of Jagannath's importance to Orissa and Hinduism as a whole. He therefore
insawted the officer commanding the invasion to ensure that the temple's inhabitants and the pilgrims were
not molested. In particular the priests were not to feel that their authority or their perquisites were threatened
by the change of ruler. K. M. Patra, 'The managementof JagannathTemple during the East India Company's
administration of Orissa', Bengal Past and Present, LXXXVIII, 1 (1969), pp. 61-3; Cassells, Religion and
pilgriim tax under the Company Raj, pp. 36-7.
220 patra, 'The management of JagannathTemple', pp. 63.5; Cassells, Religion and pilgrim tax under the
Company Raj, pp. 43-5. Under the Marathas, the Subahdar of Cuttack had had the right to appoint four
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carriers of gangajal, residents in the surrounding 'holy land' and poverty-stricken pilgrims known as
Kangals. Towards the end of 1806 the Rs.2 fee was increasedto Rs.3.221
With Regulation IV of 1806 the Company committed itself to the managementof the temple.
The Company had always accepted responsibility for the temple's income, but now it promised
formally to appoint, pay and supervise a Council of Pandits to watch over the temple's affairs. This
was a copy of the Marathas' administration and it came about becausethe British wanted the idol of
Jagannath'sseal of approval on their rule of Orissa. Not every Briton, however, was happy with this
collaboration with idolatry. George Udny, a Council Member of evangelical inclinations and a friend
of CharlesGrant, heartily criticized the Government's readinessto managethe temple: 'The provision
by law for such purpose, it appearsto me, would operate to sanction, and tend to perpetuatea system
of gross idolatry which Government is neither bound nor does it seem becoming in it to do. '222
Udny's distasteand fearswere matchedby the Board of Revenuein Cuttack and they struck a chord with
influential evangelicals in Britain who were already on the offensive over the Company's hostility to
missionary activity.

Their vigorous campaigning forced the Governor-General's Council both to

modify the Company's managerial role in the temple and to curtail its fondness for pilgrim taxation.
From now on it could only be justified as a meansof conciliating the Hindus and as a sourceof income
for protecting the pilgrims. By 1810 it was no longer politically safe to declare an intention to raise
223
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increase.
from
it
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revenue
pilgrim taxation, nor was wise to expressa
This signalled a reversal of the official appreciationof pilgrimage that had characterizedthe 1780sand
,90S.224

221 Patra, 'The
management of Jagannath Temple', pp. 65-6. Showing a remarkable lack of insight into the
ascetic ideals of pilgrimage, the Pilgrim Tax Collector at this time, James Hunter, complained frequently
about erstwhile Lal Jatris 'disguising' themselves as poor people in order to avoid the higher rate of tax. It
was presumably to counter the disappointingly low collections of the Lal Jatri class of pilgrims that the rise
from Rs. 2 to Rs3 was sanctioned for the other class. James Hunter, Pilgrim Tax Collr, to G. Dowdeswell,
Secy to Govt, 14 Feb. 1806. IOR, Board's Collections F/4/223 (4892). 'Revenue derived from a Tax on
Pilgrims resorting to the Temple of Juggernauth', p. 76.
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Regulation IV of 1809 brought the Raja of Khurda out of confinement in Midnapore and
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however, the British retained the right to supervise his activities and to dismiss him if the Pandits of
their appointment proved him guilty of misbehaviouný

The most influential pressureto restore the

Raja to his old post came not from British-based evangelicals, but from the Company's officers in
Cuttack, many of whom believed that the Ma's reappointmentwould go a long way towards restoring
'discipline' in the temple. It seemsthat the Company's appointeeshad had difficulty controlling the
temple's many religious specialists.
In another attempt to recreate the past by legislation, Regulation IV of 1809 also altered the
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Table III:

tax collection at Gaya, Allababad

Net receipts from pilgrim
from

1812-13 to 1827-28*

Year

Gaya

Allaliabad

1812-13

Rs.253,680

Rs.222,300

18,454
-Rs.

1813-14

Rs.205,505

Rs. 43,136

Rs. 23,407

1814-15

Rs.184,167

Rs. 64,785

Rs.130,906

1815-16

Rs.208,955

Rs. 83,932

90,970
-Rs.

1816-17

Rs. 193,947

Rs. 46,702

Rs.

1817-18

Rs. 170,004

Rs. 37,327

Rs. 26,173

1818-19

Rs.247,333

Rs. 88,581

Rs. 19,688

1819-20

Rs. 196,663

Rs. 56,614

Rs.103,136

1820-21

Rs.292,502

Rs. 53,476

Rs.

1821-22

Rs.282,196

Rs. 63,277

Rs. 54,102

1822-23

Rs.238.945

Rs.103,179

Rs.166,206

1823-24

Rs.232.621

Rs. 72,224

Rs. 11,783

1824-25

Rs.229,005

Rs. 61,686

Rs. 16,491

1825-26

Rs.224,943

Rs. 127,760

Rs.217.182

1826-27

Rs.265,946

Rs. 72,587

Rs. 30,388

jagannath,

and

Jagannath
_

2,689

6,596

1
1827-28

Rs.217,636

Rs. 79,871

Rs. 48,654

* Statement of the Receipts and Charges of the Temples under the
Presidency of Bengal, IOR, Board's Collections F/4/1306 (51857).
'Pilgrim Tax - Appendix'.

Even without considering per capita profit, it is clear that Gaya's tax was the most productive
for the government. This had always been so and, during the early years of tax collection at Allahabad
Gaya's.
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228 A. Trotter, Collr Benares, to Capt. Benson. 16 May 1829. IOR, Board's Collections F/4/1306 (51856),
'Pilgrim Tax'.
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Gaya that raised the evangelicals' ire. 'Me height of the government's calumny continued to be its
relationship with the Jagannathtemple which, given the haphazardand relatively modest surpluses
from its tax collection, suggests that the 'wages of idolatry' were not the most central of the antipilgrim tax lobby's concerns. The charge that was most frequently levelled at the government by
Hinduism's detractors was that its careful regulation and policing of the pilgrimage sites was actually
bolstering Hinduism, when, in the wake of the waves of civilization sweeping across the land, the
religion ought to have been in chaos and decline. To thesepeople a growth in pilgrimage activity was
proof of the tragic consequencesof the government'smisguided defenceof native religious institutions.
It was this argument that won most support from people within the government and it was probably
the more influential in eventually forcing the government to abolish the collections. Many officers
who were prepared to collect pilgrim tax if it provided a revenue to police and protect the pilgrims at
the site, were not preparedto countenancea systemwhereby the governmentseemedto be approving of
229
the worship.

Changes in pilgrimage

in the nineteenth

century

It is clear that pilgrimage activity at the northern sites increased in the early nineteenth
century, but there is considerable difficulty in quantifying the changes. The imperfect statistics
amassedby the British in their sixty-odd years of pilgrim tax collection do at least provide some
indication of the trends in the changesin the pilgrim population. The statistics for Gaya that Francis
Buchanan obtained from Francis Gillanders, the pilgrim tax farmer there since before the turn of the
in
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229 See, for
example, P.D. Mangles, Actg Secy to Sudder Board of Revenue, to Depy Secy to Govt. Rev.
Dept. no. 2.64,27 July 1832, IOR, Bengal Sudder Board of Revenue P/81/45,27 July 1832, no. 2A.
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Table IV:

'Statement
worship

of the number of pilgrims

at Gaya from

who have received licenses to

Ist May 1797 to 30th April

18111*

LicencesIssued

ExemptionsGranted

Total of Pilgrims

1797-98

17.577

93

17,670

1798-99

21,583

76

21,659

1799-1800

14,371

189

14.560

1800-01

22,276

456

22.732

1801-02

18,581

383

18,964

1802-03

23,003

331

23,334

1803-04

13,975

215

14,190

1804-05

22,119

199

22,318

1805-06

19,646

3,645

23,291

1806-07

32,010

1,821

33,831

1807-08

21.994

10,429

32,423

1808-09

26,632

1,320

27,952

1809-10

26,663

791

27,454

1810-11

30,355

759

31,114

Year

* From the Buchanan Papers, 104 Mss.Eur.G. 18, Statistical Tables of Behar and Patna.
Table no. 3.

From this we can see that Gillanders had observeda big increasein the visitors to Gaya in
his fourteen years there before Buchanan's visit and he believed that the higher collection figures
representedmore than just an improvement in the detection of tax evasion. In 1797-98,when he began
collecting the taxes he counted 17,670 pilgrims. Thirteen years later he put the annual number of
pilgrims at about 30,000 with another 70,000 in attendants, but noted that this 100,000 could be
doubled with the addition of severalLargeMaratha camps.230 In another fifteen years,in 1827-28,the
231
40,000
have
By the end of the nineteenthcentury,
risen to
pilgrims a year.
averagewas reported to

230 Hamilton-Buchanan, A history
of eastern India. I, pp. 55-6.
231 A. Trotter, Collr Benares, to Capt. Benson. 16 May 1829.10R, Board's Collections F/4/1306 (51856),
'Pilgrim Tax'.
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the compiler of Gaya's Gazetteer estimated that 300,000 visitors (whether they were all pilgrims, or
232
he
does
Gaya
In support of this we have
some were attendants,
not say) were entering
each year.
some early collection statistics from Jonathan Duncan. In the late 1770s he found that the average
annual collection, based on the four years 1777-1780, was Rs.77,700.233 This, when the rates were
considerably higher than under British administration, is much below what the British were collecting
by 1812-13, as shown in Table V. Exemptions, at their height when Law took over in 1784,
amounted to Rs. 75,818 in 1783-84. but these were included in the collection figures and did not
representextra pilgrims234.

232 O'Malley. Bengal District Gazetteers: Gaya, 66.
p.
233 D. Anderson
and Members of RevenueCommittee to Warren Hastings. Governor-General, 29 Nov. 1794,
TOR, Bengal Revenue Consultations P/50/57,3 Mar. 1784, letter recd no. 6. Duncan had the collection
figures for 1781, Rs.55,652, but he did not include them in his calculation becausehe recognized that Chait
Singh's rebellion of that year had hampered the pilgrim traffic between Benares and Gaya.
234 'Statement duties
of
exempted the Pflgrinw by Order of Government. from the first of Assun to the 23id
of Sawun 1191 Fussily. signed by the Canongoes and sealed by the Cawzy', enclosure in Members of
Revenue Committee to Warren Hastings, Governor-General, 6 Sept. 1784, TOR, Bengal Revenue
Consultations P/50/54,15 OCL 1794, letter recd no. 349.
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Table V:

Five-yearly

average annual gross receipts at ABababad, Jagannath and
Gaya, from

Year

1812-13 to 1931-32*

Allahabad

Jagannath

CAýya

1812-13/1816-17

**Rs. 56,665

Rs. 92,148

Rs. 231,146

1817-18/1821-22

RS.65,364

Rs. 104,509

Rs. 259,070

1822-23/1826-27

RS.95,542

Rs. 145,000

Rs. 258,639

Rs. 135,726

Rs. 241,317

I
1827-28/1831-32

Rs. 82,170

* Calculated from: Statement of the Receipts and Charges of the Temples under the
Presidency of Bengal, IOR, F/4/1306 (51857), 'Pilgrim
Tax - Appendix';
Comparative Statement of the Gross & Net Receipts & Disbursements of Gyah duties
for the year 1828/29, IOR, Bengal Sudder Board of Revenue P/81/6, I Sept. 1829, no.
41; Abstract Aect of Receipts & Charges on Meerbehr Duties at Illahabad in 1828/29,
IOR, Bengal Sudder Board of Revenue W. P. SeparateP/96/36,16 Oct. 1829, no. 72;
Abstract of Collections, Expenses & Net Collections on acct of pilgrim tax at Gaya,
Allahabad, Moradabad & Jagannath, 1828/30, IOR, Bengal Sudder Board of Revenue
P/81/23,8 July 1831. no. 15; Abstract of Gross Collections, Expenses and Net
Collections on acct of Taxes levied on Pilgrims at Gyah. Allahabad, various places in
the dt of Moradabad and Juggemauthin Cuttack for 1830/31, IOR, Bengal SudderBoard
of Revenue P/81/45,27 July 1832, no. 2; Abstract of Taxes levied on Pilgrims at
Gaya and Juggemauth for 1831/32. IOR, Bengal Sudder Board of Revenue P/81/54,19
Mar. 1833. no. 14.
** Calculated from the four years 1813-14/1816-17 because the 1812-13 Magh Mela
was an exceptionally large one, reputedly the largest for 28 years, attended by in
estimated half a million people. The government took Rs.221,066 in pilgrim taxes.
Account of Meer Behur duties May 1812-April 1813, IOR, Board's Collections
F/41451 (10858), 'Receipts & Disbursements on account of the Dudes levied from
Pilgrims resorting to Allahabad in 1811/12 & 1812/13'. p. 4.

Ile gross collections were increasing, although there is a dropping off in takings at all three
sites in the early 1830s. However, it only for Allahabad where there was a basic flat rate of tax that an
increasein collections can be assumedto mean an increasein pilgrims. Some comment is neededon
the Allahabad figures. 71beearly receipts. when the Nawab of Awadh's old rates were still in place,
were abnormally low, probably becauseof the initial problems with collection fraud and tax avoidance:
Rs.29,925 for 1803-04 and Rs.18.418 for 1804-05ý35 In the 1780sAsaf-ud-Daula was said to have
been collecting Rs.50,000 a year in addition to the exemptions he granted to the Nlmthas. 236 But

235 TIomas Graham
and Members of Board of Revenue, to George Barlow. Vice-President in Council, 8 Oct.
1805, IOR, Bengal Revenue Council P/54/47,24 Oct. 1805. no. 19. Admittedly remissions granted to the
Company's sepoys, many of whom succeeded in getting their families and friends passed the collection
barriers with thent, did depressthe collections for several years after the 1802-04 Maratha war. In 1807, the
Collector estimated that 25,000 pilgrims a year were obtaining tax exemptions in this way. E.A. Cuthbert,
CoUr Allahabad, to Revenue Board, 15 Dec. 1807. IOR, Bengal Revenue Board of Comrs;C&CP P/91/18,8
Jan. 1808, letter recd no. 42. 236 George Forster. a Company servant from Madras,
passed through Awadh in 1782, observing that the
Nawab Vizier raised Rs.50,000 annually from his pilgrim tax farm at Allahabad. Forster, A journey from
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collection methods had improved by the second decadeof the new century and it is likely that, apart
from Kumbh and Ardh-Kumbh years, the collections were sufficiently standardizedto enableus to read
into them a steady increase in pilgrim numbers.

Even so, there was still likely to have been

considerableunderreportage. The Collector of Benares,using pilgrim licence statistics,put the average
number of bathersat Allahabad in the 1820sat 83,000.237
The Jagannathand Gaya figures are more problematic. As therewere different ratesof taxation
in force at each site one needs to know something of the class of pilgrims attending before one can
argue that an increase in revenue equals an increasein pilgrims. The Gaya statistics are particularly
interesting; they, out of the three, show the least evidence of an improvement in collections, but we
know that pilgrim numbers were increasing around this time. This suggests that there were less
pilgrims registering for the costly Kauper round of firths and more registering for the cheapercategories
of pilgrimage. In other words there may have been a relative shift away from the most elite forms of
238
Gaya.
pilgrimage at

This suggestionis supportedby other evidence. There is no doubt that the

Largeparties of tens of thousandsof the late eighteenthcentury were a rarity in the nineteenth. Peshwa
Bajirao H's 1807 pilgrimage to Kartikswami seemsto have been one of the last grand ones. Other
royal pilgrimage parties tendedto number only a few thousandor even hundredsof followers after about
1810. By the 1830sgroupsof five thousandwere deemedexcessiveby the British and every effort was
239
discourage
But British discouragementwas probably only a minor factor in the
to
them.
made
decline of the big state-sponsoredparties. The gradual suppressionof internal warfare reducedthe need

Bengal to England, through the northern part of India, Kashmire, Afghanistan, and Persia. and into Russia.
by the Caspian Sea (2 vols, London, 1798), 1, p. 68.
237 A. Trotter. Collr Benares, to Capt. Benson. 16 May 1829, IOR, Board's Collections F/4/1306 (51856),
'Pilgrim Tax'.
238 Buchanan's description
of a Kauper's duties and responsibilities at Gaya suggests that the pilgrims who
undertook this grade of pilgrimage had plenty of time and money at their disposal. Buchanan says it took at
least fifteen days to get through all the sites and that persons of rank commonly took one to three months to
complete the round. In an averageyear there would be several Maratha pilgrims who would spend Rs.5,000 in
gifts to the priests and mendicants, while the 'great chiefs' could spend Rs.40,000, perhaps even Rs.50,000.
Buchanan did not think that the Kauper pilgrimage could be performed for less than RsAO and that, for the
Bengalis at least, Rs.200 would have been considered a reasonable sum. Hamilton-Buchanan, A history of
eastern India. L p. 54.
239 The British
were perhaps more than unusually successful in this in 1836 when they agreed to grant
exemptions totalling only one thousand to the Raja of Rewa who was on his way to Allahabad with rive
thousand followers. Insulted at the limit thus imposed on his largesse, the Raja returned to his capital
without even entering Allahabad. Extract from the Narrative of the Proceedingsof the Hon'ble the Lieutenant
Governor of the North Western Provinces in the Political Department for the months of October, November
and December 1836, IOR. Board's Collections F/4/1691 (68147), 'Proceedings connected with the Rajah of
Rewah', p. 3. As we have seen above, they were less successful in their attempts to limit the size of the Rao
Raja of Bundi's entouragein 1842.
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for parties of massive defensive proportions;

'annies' of pilgrims became obsolete, as well as

unpopular with the British. With lower taxation ratesand less chanceof obtaining an exemption there
was a limit to the advantagesof traveffing under state patronage. From the sponsor's point of view,
mounting large parties had always been a costly exerciseand the loss of its traditional attractions and
the scope for diplomatic initiative made it something of a white elephant, particularly in the days of
declining royal fortunes. The shrinking of state-sponsoredpilgrimage was an unsurprisingconsequence
of the erosion of the independenceof the Hindu states,especially that of the Marathas. I do not wish to
imply that Hindus of rank becamein any way 'less religious'. rather that the territorial expansion of
the British steadily eliminated the need and the potential for former heads of state to worship in the
grand public style that was intended to benefit all of their subjects.
In this context it is interesting to note that Bithur, a Vaishnavite tirth on the Ganga in
Cawnpore district, flourished during the residencethere of Bajirao II from 1818 until his deathin 1853.
Bajirao was unable to repeat any of his earlier, state-rallying pilgrimages, but he was able to lavish
attention on his holy place of exile. After the rebellion of 1857and the flight of Nana Sahib, Bajirao's
adoptedsuccessor,Bithur declined precipitously. It had lost its main sourceof patronageand the local
Marathi community was tainted in the eyesof the British by the Nana's treachery.240
If state-sponsoredparties were declining, is it possible to say anything about the pilgrims and
patrons who took their places? I have argued that elite pilgrims establishedlinks with pilgrimage sites
that were then latched onto by humbler pilgrims. Peter van der Veer has found in Ajudhia that only
from the beginning of the nineteenthcentury do the Gangaputrashave ledgerswhich register the visits
241
land-tilling
Moreover these humble newcomers
to
their
tirth.
of common people, such as
castes,

240 In 1873 the Sanitary Commissioner
of the Nýp wrote of the town: 'In regard to Bithoor, however, there
is no doubt that it flourished exceedingly during BaJee Rao's time, and afterwards during the Lime of his
adopted son, Nona Sahib. Since that causer of murder and misery was driven away. the town of Bithoor has
fallen on evil days. In the year 1868,465 ruined houses were levelled there, and even to-day very
many
houses in ruins, or much wanting repairs, may be seen in the town; and its people generally appear to form a
poor, straggling community, who well remember their state of greater prosperity in former times'. Sixth
annual report of the Sanitary Commissioner of the North-Western Provinces, 1873 (AUahabad, 1874). pp.
32-3.
It is interesting to note. however. that one group in the town remained wealthy: the Gangaputras, many
of them of Deccani descent whose ancestorshad been settled in Bithur by Bajirao. In the 1870s the principal
royal patronage was a Rs.2 allowance per month to each Maratha Gangaputra from the Maharaja of Gwalior,
but considerable additional wealth accrued to them from the 'thousands upon thousands' of pilgrims coming
to Bithur each year. Here. as elsewhere, the decline in royal patronage was made up for by a much bigger
turnout of smaller religious patrons. Ibid.
241 Van der VeerýGods
on earth, P. 214.
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were often listed by locality according to some 'little kingdom' of a raja; that is, many of the pilgrims
who came for the first time did go to the priests who had earlier establishedjaimani relations with the
elites from their region. On this van der Veer writes:
When the old statusritual of pilgrimage thus spreadfrom the higher to the lower classes
of the population. its legitimating function for the rulers was not yet lost. 7le new
jajmani bonds madeby the commonerswere only a derivation of the primal bond madeby
the ruler, while his power and glory were also emphasizedby the magnificent buildings
he had raised in the centres, reflecting the wealth of his dynasty and also that of his
242
realm.
In this sensethe spirit and ideals of state-sponsoredpilgrimage long outlived its demise. The
subsequentboom in pilgrimage, fed by Pax Britannica and, later still, by the railways, resulted in a
proliferation of religious specialists. L. P. Vidyarthi's Gayawal informants, interviewed in the 1950s,
speak without exception of the glorious days of the nineteenthcentury when Gayawals were respected
and wealthy andjajmans nunierousý43 although in many casesthe income of the priests, both old and
new, must have been more fragmentedthan in the days of a few grand royal patrons. Much of van der
Veer's work is on the struggle betweentwo rival groups of pandas in Ajudhia to control an expanding
and profitable market; so plentiful were the new pilgrims that newcomers to the priestly profession
were able to interposethemselvesbetweenthe pilgrims and the establishedpriests to whom they ought
244
have
jajman.
11is, as we have seen, was also
to
gone as representatives of an older royal
happening in Benaresand vigorous competition seemedto be a feature of the priesthood in Allahabad
and Gayaas well.
Where princes and their courtiers and military men had been the patronspar excellencein the
eighteenth century, in the nineteenth century this role seemsto have been taken up, especially after
1857, by the rising commercial classesand the courtiers of the new era. Bengali civil servants.245 As
242 Ibid.,
pp. 214-15.
243 Vidyarthi, The
sacred conw1ex of Hindu Gaya, Appendix V. 'Seven life-histories of the Gayawal'. pp.
146-203. One Gayawal, born in the 1932, wrote of his faraily: 'About 25 years before my birth, my family
was proud having persons like Sri B. L. (my great grandfather's brother) who was honoured with the title of
Rai Bahadur. During that time we had a large property like motor. horses, sky-kissing buildings, hundreds of
servants and maidservants(which are owned by none of the present Gayawal families). But there were many
others who had much more than we had. At the time of my birth and after, the property was divided into four
to five divisions and our economic condition [sic] was not good. Anyway, we were happy. But the cornmunal
riots and political upheavels [sic] completely destroyed us.' Ibid, p. 199.
244 Van der Veer, Gods
on earth, pp. 217-37.
245 At
the 1843 Hardwar mela, one of the most heavily attended for several years, the largest party of some
3250 people was headednot by a royal, but by a member of the Jain commercial community of Jaipur, Hurdat
Roy Seth. The third largest party, one of 1500, was also that of a Seth of Jaipur, Premsook Seth. A party of
1850 with Rani Chand Kumar of Tehroo was the largest 'royal' party. Ilie parties of most of the other
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we shall see in the next chapter, throughout the nineteenthcentury increasingamounts of money were
spent on religious display, not just on pilgrimage, but on festivals such as the Ramlila and Ramnaumi
in the patron's home town or city.

'Gentlemen Visitants' contained only a few hundred retainers. G.F. Harvey, Magte Saharanpur, to G.F.
Franco, Comr Meerut, 19 Apr. 1943, IOR, NWP Criminal Judicial P/232/20,19 May 1843. no. 65.
At Gaya, the most famous patron after Ahilya Bai is Madan Mohan Dutta of Calcutta, a manager for the
Board of Trade in the early-nineteenth century. He built the flights of stairs up to the Ramshila and Pretashila
hills, repaired the old temples on these hills and constructed several new ones. His name is inscribed in
several places around the Pretashila hill. Vidyarthi, The sacred complex in Hindu Gaya. p. 27. He is also said
to have metalled the road from the Pretashila cluster of sites to Gaya township.
One of the clearest examples of the change in religious patronage comes from Benares, home to katha,
oral exegesis of Tulsidas's Ramacaritmanas. Philip Lutgendorf has written of the development of 'circuits'
among the expounders in the late-nineteenth century when they were no longer maintained by an individual
patron and instead could travel around to different functions receiving a set fee for each performance.
Lutgendorf continues- 'The patrons of this kind of katha were drawn less from the landed aristocracy than
from urban commercial classes; indeed one observer has termed the new style "Baniya (mercantile) katha. "
The underlying causesof this shift in patronage were the economic and political developments of the latter
half of the nineteenth century, which precipitated the decline of the rajas and zamindarr. and the rise of urban
mercantile communities such as the Marwaris. Like the petty Rajputs and Bhumihars of the preceding
century, the "new men" of the urban corporations found themselves in possession of wealth but in need of
status. a dilemma they resolved. in part, through conspicuous patronage of religious traditions. ' Lutgendarf,
'Ram's story in Shiva's city', pp. 534.
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In the previous chapter we have seen how during the late-eighteenth century and into the
ninetmth century there was an increasingly broad-basedpatronageof 'big' Hindu pilgrimage sites and
their religious specialists. The money and prestige invested by individual patrons may have decreased,
but in overall terms patronageincreased.with more, smaller patrons establishing links with thesesites.
In this chapter we shall see a similar development in the mid- to late-nineteenth century in the
patronage of Hindu institutions in the patron's own locality. For the most part the focus will be on
urban centresin the NWP.
Throughout the nineteenthcentury there was increasing support for and participation in Hindu
public festivity in towns in the NWP, along with a boom in the construction of temples and growing
exploitation of the cow as a symbol of Hindu piety. Once again, the patronagewas not so much on a
grander scale than in the eighteenthcentury, but on a broader scale, in terms of the number and size of
the patrons. Where Hindus neededto pool their resourcesto effect a desiredgoal - to build a temple, for
example - this involved a new degree of cooperation and organization between the would-be patrons.
Autonomous patrons, such as the Rajas of Benares, did not disappear, but they did share an
increasingly-crowdedstagewith thesesmaller,joint patrons.
Just as a pilgrimage to Benares was not an anti-Muslim activity, sponsoring new Hindu
festivity and ire-invigorating Hindu symbols did not begin with anti-Muslim sentiment. However, it
often led to ill-will between Hindus and Muslims, especially in the towns where Islamic festivity and
symbols had previously set the tone for the public life of their inhabitants. This is the main focus of
this chapter. the existenceof ill-will and occasionaloutbreaksof violence between urban Hindus and
Muslims, in the light of the nineteenth-century increase in sponsorship of Hindu festivity and the
promotion of the cow as a sacredsymbol. I also want to consider the effect on such patronageof the
colonial administration, a powerful but ill-informed force, which was able either to suppressor to
champion these expressions of Hindu identity.

And, although it is not my main aim, I want to

suggest how these long-term developmentsmay have fitted into the more formal manifestations of
Hindu revivalism at the end of the century, suchas the cow-protection movementof the 1880sand '90s
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and the growth of traditionalist organizations, such as the SanaLanDharm,Sabhas. In this way we can
perhapsgo some way to closing the gap that Gyan Pandeyhas identified betweenacademicanalysesof
communalism which focus on organized political behaviour of the elites, and what he calls the
'layman's' understanding of conununalism: 'the atmosphereof suspicion, fear and ill-will that has
come to characterizerelations on the ground between different religious communities and especially
betweenHindus and Muslims. 'I
In recent years it has become unfashionable to refer to Hindu and Muslim 'communities' if
speakingof the pre-twentieth century era. Referencesto 'communalism' and 'communal disputes' are
even more unfashionable, and understandably so. given the teleological historiography spawnedby
Partition and the older colonial insistence on the essential religious divisions between Indians.2
Neverthelessin this chapter I have chosento speakof communities and communal disputes,indicating
with each event what modifications I think need to be made to the term's sphere of referencein that
particular context. My terms are chosen largely with an eye to convenience, but not only so. It is a
crucial part of my argument that Hindus and Muslims were always consciousof themselvesas Hindus
and Muslims, and not just as small groupings of profession,casteand locality, and that they used these
labels voluntarily in dealing with the British. 7bere is no other way of explaining why, even if a
dispute was primarily between Ahirs and butchers, say, the rival petitions which went to the
3
from
'the
Hindus'
'the
Muslims'.
Even when identifiably
to
government would purport
come
and
different interest groups within one religious community petitioned the authorities on an
intercommunal matter. each group would claim to speakfor the whole community. For the researcher,

I Gyanendra Pandey, 'Rallying
round the cow: sectarian strife in the Bhoj[puri region, c. 1888-1917', in
Subaltern Studies 11,RanaJitGuha (ed.) (Delhi, 1983), pp. 61-4.
2 Even
so, I do not see how Pandey's substitute term of 'sectarian strife' gets around these problems in the
long term. Initially, of course, 'sectarian' is not such a loaded adjective as 'communal', but this is not a
permanent solution to the problem of finding a generic label for disputes with a religious colouring. Ibid.
As I discuss below, I have even more reservations about Sandria Freitag's innovative 'putative "Hindu" and
"Muslim" communities' to describe people who have chosen to identify thernselvesas Hindus and Muslims in
their dealings with the colonial governments. Sandria B. Freitag, Collective action and community: public
arenas and the emergenceof communalism in north India (Berkeley. 1989). p. 38. On the subject of labelling
and 'colonialist historiography' see Pandey's recent article 'Ilie colonial construction of "communalism":
British writings on Banaras in the nineteenth century' in Subaltern Studies V1, Ranajit Guha (ed.) (Delhi,
1989), pp. 132-68.
3 From this it
will be seen that I am out of sympathy with those historians who have argued that the labelling
of Hindus and Muslims as 'Hindus' and 'Muslims' was a product of British rule and that the British applied
these labels before they had any meaning in the practical sense, thus materially abetting the adoption of
these identities by the people themselves. This argument runs through Freitag's work, ibid., and is also
found in Narayani Gupta's Delhi betweentwo empires (DelhL 1980).
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this poses problems of labelling;
and 'Muslim'

it is difficult

to come up with more convenient hibels than 'Hindu'

if that is the definition chosen by the protagonists themselves.

From this it should be clear that I disagree with Sandria Freitag's

recent analysis of

community in late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century north India, in which she posits a shift in the
definition

of community

from a relational,

ideological form of collective activity.
Freitag's thesis. for 'communal identity'

localized

form of collective

activity

to an abstract,

Only in the latter manifestation is there room. according to
of the type that marked the riots of Partition. 4 I wish to

modify this argument to say that there was room for an abstract notion of communal identity long
before the arrival of the British, but that this jostled in the locality with other competing identities
based on profession, caste, neighboarhood, landlord-tenant relations, etc. As the
nineteenth century
progressed, however, and largely as a result of the colonial administration

of religious disputes,

communal identity was increasingly highlighted, at the cost of the other localized notions of identity.
In the attempt to break free of the colonial categorisation of a

Indians as religious fanatics, Freitag

runs the risk of denying her subjects a sense of abstract religious consciousness altogether.

In this

context it may be worth noting Nita Kumar's recent encounters with the Muslim weavers of Benares.
Former Julahas, and famed as such by the British for bigotry and fanaticism, they dismiss
not the
substance of this labelling, but its pejorative overtones. As Ansaris they are still proud of the fact that
they are Wharm ke pakke', i. e., 'strong in their faith'. 5 It seems patronizing to deny to ordinary urban
residents in the eighteenth and early-ninetoenth centuries a similar pride in and consciousness of their
religiosity at the general level of their 'big' faith of Hinduism or Islam.
If it were not for this sense of religious identity it would be difficult

to explain the number of

religious disputes that are known to have occurred in the eighteenth century alone. 6 In many cases
where these revolved around cow-slaughter and competing processions, the disputes reflected a challenge
to the prevailing public character or tone of the town, as expressed in its public activity.

Disputes of

this kind generally occurred because of some shift in the equation of power between the Muslim and

4 Freitag, Collective
action and community, pp. 85-97.
5 Nita Kumar, The
artisans of Banaras: popular culture and identity, 1880-1986 (Princeton, 1988). pp. 4957.
6 See C.A. Bayly, 'The
pre-histoTy of "Communalism"? Religious conflict in India, 1700-1860'. Modern
Asian Studies. 19 (1985). pp. 177-203.
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Hindu communities in the sametown. In pre-British times such disputes tended to be settled quickly
although often not without bloodshed,thus enabling the residentsto return to their ordinary lives in the
shared urban setting. In other words, the localized identities of the Hindus and Muslims reasserted
themselvesto enable people professing incompatible religious ideologies to live and work in the swne
environment.
One of the clearest examples of this process comes from Mubarakhpur, a weaving town in
Azarngarh district, in 1813. TU town was then under British control, but it was relatively cut off from
7
influence.
It had beenrefounded in the mid-eighteenthcentury by Sheikh zamindars,
obvious colonial
who were rememberedwith pride by their descendantsfor having attracted Muslim weaversand Hindu
traders to settle in the town. By the early-nineteenthcentury, the zantindars were under pressure. Most
were in debt to Hindu moneylenders,the men who also controlled capital advancesto the weaversand
marketed their fine quality silks. The moneylendersand one in particular, Rikhi Sahu, were investing
money in very public assertionsof Hindu identity: several temples had been built in the previous ten
or fifteen years, of which Rikhi Sahu's was the most ostentatious, adomed with gold and silver and
8
by
images.
In April 1813, an attempt by the agent of one of the lesser temples to
populated
marble
extend its grounds within the vicinity of a disusedchabutra (a stand on which taziyas are restedduring
Muharram) sparkeda violent and bloody riot. The weavers,who madeup about a quarter of the town's
12,000 people, kWed a cow on the chabutra. Hindu Rajputs:from a neighbouring village came to
Mubarakhpur, seizedand killed severalpigs and threw their carcassesabout the chabutra and a nearby
bnambarah(a place where congregationalprayersare offered during Multarram). At Ma

great massof

the town's Muslims armed themselves and attacked and burnt the offending temple, Rikhi Sahu's
temple and his very grand house. Rikhi Sahu was horribly murdered and his body mutilated. After
this, Hindus from all the villages about began pouring in and for four more days the town was given
over to rioting and plunder, until the Magistrate of Gorakhpur. R. Martin. arrived with a party of
amps in tow. He found fifty to sixty bodies and suspectedthat many more had been burnt before his

7 Gyan Pandey discussesMubarakhpur's history in detail in 'Encowaers
and calamities': the history of a
north Indian qasbah in the nineteenth century (Calcutta, 1983). 1 have borrowed some of the background
information about Mubarakhpur from this monograph.
8 R. Martin. Magte Gorakhpur, to G. Dowdeswell, Chief Secy
to Govt, Jud). 17 Dec. 1813, IOR, Bengal
Criminal Judicial P/131/31.22 Jan. 1814, no. 40.
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9
arrival. Martin geared himself to inflict the full force of European justice on the people who had
offered such awful insults to each other's religion and he set about trying to find the Muslims' looted
10
in
RaJput
the
property
surrounding
villages. But to his surprise the people of Mubarakhpur preferred
to forgo his judicial assistance. Seven months later Martin had still not opened any trials becausethe
parties had mutually agreedto adjust their grievancesand 'no one on either side will come forward with
a complaint, or give in the names of Witnesses'. The accounts of loans and advances between the
11indusand Muslims that had been destroyed in the rues were also adjusted and new bonds and
agreementshad been drawn up. The property that had been looted, including the doors and thatch of
houses,had been returned or compensatedfor on the quiet: Martin was mystified at the lack of calls
from Mubarakhpur's Muslims to search the RaJput villages for missing goods.1I In effect what had
happenedwas that the membersof the contending religions could not afford to maintain a communal
stand-off. Their identities as weavers and traders had come to the fore to enable them to take up
commercial relations again and, additionally, they had co-operatedas residentsof Mubarakhpur in the
light of the intervention by the new European rulers. As we shall see below, the ability to effect this
sort of quick compromiseafter a dispute declined as the century progressedand the intervention of the
state was less easily deflected.12
9 R. Martin, Magte Gorakhpur,
to G. DowdeswelL SccY to Govt, Judl. 25 Apr. 1813. IOR. Bengal Criminal
Judicial P/131/16.8 May 1813, no. 31.
10 R. Martin, Magte Gorakhpur, G. Dowdeswell, Secy Govt, Judi, 30 Apr. 1813, ibid.,
to
to
no. 32.
11 R. Martin, Magte Gorakhpur,
to 0. Dowdeswell. Chief Secy to Govt, Judi, 17 Dec. 1813, IOR, Bengal
Criminal Judicial P/131/31,22 Jan. 1814, no. 40.
12 Two
other examples of the resurgenceof localized identities after a religious disputi come from Benares in
1809-11 and Bareilly in 1814-16.
In Benares severe Hindu-Muslim rioting broke out in October 1809, after Hindus had attempted to turn a
Lachcha shrine near an imambarah into a pakka one and after Muslims had retaliated by demolishing the Lath
Bhairav, a famous pillar sacred to the Hindus. Sandria Freitag, in her recent analysis of these riots. is
undoubtedly correct to point out that a lot of the impetus for the tension came ftorn different elements within
the Hindu community jostling for the right to defend and promote Hinduism, rather than from innate HinduMuslim antagonism. Freitag, Collective action and community, pp. 3643. Nevertheless, this does
not
make the consciousness of religious community between the constituent groups a 'putative' one. In
presenting their case to the British the Hindus spoke with one voice; if there were dissenters. they did not
publicly express disagreement. Likewise the Muslims, although variously identified by the British and the
Hindus as weavers. butchers. Or members of the 'influential' classes, petitioned the Magistrate as one body
with a uniformly-applicable grievance. See the 'Memorial of the Hindoos of the City of Benares', presented
to the Magistrate on 20 Nov. 1809, signed by 5675 people, of whom the British recognized 362 persons of
rank; and the 'Memorial of the Mussulmaunsof the City of Benares', presentedto the Magistrate on 27 Nov.
1809 by Meer Tooraul Alice. signed by 724 people. of whom the British recognized 105 persons Of Tank.
IOR, Bengal Crinfinal Judicial P/130/9.22 Dec. 1809, nos. 26-7. However, within a few months of this
rupture Benares's Hindus and Muslims had joined together to confront the chaprasis who patrolled their
desecratedsites and kept them from re-establishing their worship there. W.W. Bird, Actg Magte Benares, to
G. Dowdeswell, Chief Secy to Govt, 12 Mar. 1810. IOR. Bengal Criminal Judicial P/130/13.23 Mar. 1810,
no. 3. And only fourteen months after the rioting the Hindus and Muslims united together as residents of
Benares to oppose the imposition of a house tax in the city. The local officers, who had concentrated so
much on the Hindu-Mushm cleavage and on seeing themselves as healers of the breach, were quite taken
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The pursuit

of established usage and the creation of local histories

As we saw in the previous chapter, by the early nineteenth century the Company's initial
enthusiasm for exploiting indigenous religious sentiment had waned and the responsibility for
satisfying Indians' expectations of the state as a religious patron had become something of a burden.
By the time the British had acquiredthe Cededand ConqueredProvincesovert intervention in
mattersof
alien religion was frowned upon as an unnecessaryand inflammatory interference with established
cultural traditions. As, however, any eruption of conflict reflected badly on an officer's ability to
control his district, the ideal officer was one who could smooth out isolated knots of religious tension
without having been seento have done so. His guide at all times was to be the usageof the locality as
it had existed under the previous government. Establishing this would have been a difficult task for
able administrators working within their own culture; it was a Herculean one for men whose mere
presenceas foreigners advertised their ignorance of the society. And although the first officers in the
Ceded and ConqueredProvinces were not unaware of their ignorance, they seem to have hoped that
respect for their authority and patronagewould inspire in their informants a truthful representationof
the history of their locality. 13 All over the Cededand ConqueredProvincesthis resultedin the creation

aback by this combined assault on the state. Ilie convenience of religious labelling had blinded them to the
existence of other identities. here the commonality of residence in Benares, that may have transcended the
religious divisions within the city. For the famous house tax hartal of 1810-11. see the correspondence of
the Acting Magistrate of Benares, W. W. Bird, with the government, IOR. Bengal Criminal Judicial P/130/27,
5 Jan. 1811, nos. 20-8, and 11 Jan. 1811, nos. 41-6, and P/130/28,8 Feb. 1881, nos. 1-7.
In Bareilly city in 1814-16 a similar shift between religious identity and urban identity
occurred. In
September 1814 Bareilly's tranquillity was disrupted when hundreds of Hindus filled the streets to protest
against the sacrifice of a cow in a muhalla chiefly inhabited by Hindus. Ilie Magistrate. Mr Dumbleton.
considered prosecuting some of the protesters for unlawful assembly but he refrained in view of the Hindus'
numbers, their great senseof irritation and their very effective suspensionof Bareilly's conunercial life. He
did, however, call in fifty soldiers to quieten the city and he fined the Muslim sacrificer for his insensitivity.
H. Dumbleton, Magte Bareilly, to G. Dowdeswell, Secy to Govt, Judi, 11 Oct. 1814, IOR, Bengal Criminal
Judicial P/131/49,4 Nov. 1814, no. 32. Eighteen months later Dumbicton's surprise could
not have been
greater when the Hindus and the Muslims welded a ferocious opposition to the government's chaukidari tax,
which had been greeted with the same hostility in Bareilly as in Benares. The first serious resistance came
from the Hindus. On 16 April 1816 many baniyas in the bazaar refused to pay their dues
when Dumbleton
called personally to collect them. But Muslims soon joined the protest, with angry crowds tallying round the
green flag at one of the principal Muslim sites in the city. Within 24 hours the rebellion had both Muslims
and Hindus at its head. The different religious identities were not subsumed; instead, much as in Denares,
there was an attempt to rally support to the joint cause through separateappealsto Muslims and Hindus. The
rebellion was soon crushed. The troops stationed at Bareilly remained loyal to the local authorities and in the
one battle on 21 April they shot several hundred of the rebels and arrestedtheir leaders. H. Dumbleton, Magte
Bareilly, to W. B. Bayley, Secy to Govt. Judi, 18 Apr. 1816 and 27 Apr. 1816, IOR, Bengal Criminal Judicial
WP P/132/41,10 May 1816, nos. 7 and 9. See also C.A. Bayly, Rulers, townsmenand bazaars: north Indian
society in the age of British expansion. 1770-1870 (Cambridge, 1983). pp. 323-6. for a more extensive
discussion of this challenge to British authority.
13 El. Brodkin, in his
work on the pre-1857 revenue settlements of Rohilkhand, points to the widespread
fabrication of proprietary rights by the native staff of the early collectors while these latter hoped that they
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of an officially-sanctioned version of the social history of each locality which was to plague officers in
the second half of the nineteenth century as British policies began to change and later administrators
saw how falsely their predecessorshad beenled.
An 1806 a dispute about cow-killing in Mau, a large town then under the jurisdiction of the
Gorakhpur Magistrate, shows how these several factors the policy of non-interference, the desire to
head off conflict, and the ignorance of local history could produce official solutions that perpetuated
the conflict. Late in October 1806 a dozen or so Hindus were arrestedin Mau for attacking a group of
Muslims who had shared in the sacrifice of a cow. Several people had been killed in the affray. In
sentencing the Hindus the court allowed the plea of provocation, accepting the Magistrate's opinion
that, under the Nawab of Awadh's government,the sacrifice of cows, calves and bullocks had not been
14
in
Mau.
The Magistrate had no evidenceof this apart from that which he had gleanedfrom
permitted
the townspeople; there was no documentation of the custom in the locality. 7le violence of the
Hindu reaction was itself taken as proof of the novelty of the Muslims' act. He advised that in future
any magistrate, on an application from Muslims to kill a cow, ought to ascertain by local enquiry
whether such sacrifice had beencustomary within the locality before its cessionto the Company, only
granting permission if such was proved to be so. The BenaresCourt of Circuit and the Nizamat Adalat
agreed, although the gentlemen of the latter did point out that there was an alternative: on 'general
principles of toleration' Muslims and Hindus would be equally entitled to perform their respective
ceremonies without molestation from each other. In this case however they preferred to follow
precedentas it had been divined by the Magistrate and to confirm his ban on cow-killing in Mau.15
Tle governmentalso backedthis decision. It seemsthat no-one consideredthe implications of
the Gorakhpur Magistrate's procedure. As far as local inhabitants were concerneda magistratewas to
have the power to fix in perpetuity local custom as they could best representit to him at a particular
time. No account was taken of the fact that a town's social memory, i. e., that which its inhabitants

were overseeing the accurate documentation of the region's fiscal history. They had no means of
independently checking the records put before them and only a belief in the awe-inspiring nature of their
position can have led them to accept as correct the history thus compiled. Brodkin, 'Rohilkhand from
conquest to revolt, 1774-1858: a study in the origins of the Indian Mutiny uprising' (unpublished Phd.
Cambridge. 1968), pp. 71-5.
14 J.H. Harrington
and J. Fombelle, Nizarnat Adalat, to Lord Minto, Governor General in Council. 17 May
1808,10R, Bengal Criminal Judicial P/129/46,10 June 1808, nos. 13-14.
15 Ibid.
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representedas its history, might be very different from the British concept of history. In other words,
what the locals held to be past practice on any matter would depend very much upon the composidon
and politics of the town's population at the time of its representation,and not necessarily the time to
16
the
which
eventsrelated.
71beBritish attempt here to establish past practice and to stick to it, apparently for ever,
threatened to remove all the leeway for compromise between groups which might otherwise have
competed only sporadically over certain issues and in others not at all. Now there was the danger of
being cast eternally on the 'losing side' by the magistrate's interpretation of the pM the fate of the
Muslims of Mau in 1806. Inevitably this would encourage the most one-sided and belligerent
representationsto the government, thus making it even less likely that a magistrate would be able to
construct any version of past eventsthat approximatedto his appreciationof historical reportage.
This was not an isolated incident. Until the 1850s in all matters of indigenous religious
conflict the government advised its district officers to define and then pursue precedentand custom.
Admittedly for many years it was a poorly-articulated policy, but it was inherently so. As each locality
could be assumed to have specific customs only the man on the spot could arrive at an informed
solution and no number of appeals to the provincial administration would elicit more specific
17
guidance.
The emphasison precedentwas firmly rooted in nineteenth-centuryBritish perceptions. It was
a searchby a new generationof Company servantsfor the key, as they saw it, to societal stability and

16 Gyan Pandey
provides a very full analysis of Mau's Hindu-Muslim disputes in the nineteenth century in
'Rallying round the cow'. pp. 118-22. My only disagreement with him is that he does not recognize that the
1806-08 rulings banning cow-killing in Mau were not upholding past practice but breaking with it. Under
indigenous governments this indicator of the relations between Hindus and Muslims - like the question of
festival precedence- was not quantified; them was no ban as such on cow-killing, merely a local tradition of
observance. Without quantification. the observance was open to change, sometimes gradual and sometimes
rapid and bloody, according to shifts in the balance of the conununities. To set it down in law, as the British
did here, gave the Hindus every advantagelater in the century to oppose an increase in cow-slaughter when
the Muslims of Mau agitated the issue again.
17 Ilie best definition
of a good officer's abilities was handed down from Calcutta in 1841, after the overlap
of Holi and Muharram. Ile Moradabad Commissioner had requested that more prtcise guidelines be made
available to officers responsible for festival management. but on putting this to Calcutta the NWP
Government was informed that the Governor General declined to lay down formal rules: 'He can scarcely
doubt but that a good Magistrate, by previous consultation with chief persons of the several sects or
religions concerned, may obtain their full mutual agreement, and through them the agreement of the rest of
the people to such reasonable and impartial arrangements, as. without interfering with the necessary
observances of either party. may effectually hinder the turbulence of both. ' Secy to Govt India, to J.
I'liomason. Secy to Govt NWP, no. 126,30 Aug. 1841, IOR, NWP Criminal Judicial P/232/1.30 Aug. 1941.
no. 212.
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tranquillity. Whereasthe Orientalists who had gone before them had found inspiration and profundity
in the achievements of the ancient Indians, many of the administrators who came in the wake of
Wellesley's conquests confined their exploration of Indian life to their own experiences. Men of
pragmatism and energy, rather than vision, they tended to see innovation in all areasof Indian life as a
consequenceof their rule, a view which followed from their perception of India as a stagnant and
unchanging country, with people so bound down by tradition as to be unable to promote change
without the aid of external agency. But why they should have attempted to freeze in time religious
practice whilst acknowledging and even advancingchangesin economic and political behaviour points
to dw peculiarity of their position as Christian rulers in a non-Christian land. The Company had
always sought to conciliate its new subjects with promises of respect for their religious beliefs and
laws. But the Company servants themselves were in no position to interpret a multiplicity of
traditions, both textual and customary, to their subjects' satisfaction and so they were forced into a
position of dependenceupon native informants, an unenviablebifurcation of executivepower and moral
authority.

The alternative of imposing a different form of religious tolerance equal rights of
-

observance for all - was unthinkable in the early nineteenth-century context of newly-acquired and
loosely-held territories. Tbus the British. already imbued with the Western intellectual traditions that
assumedthe separateexistenceof the secularand the divine, were doubly encouragedto view religious
consciousness as Temote from all the conditions of material existence. Unless one believed that
religious experiencecould continue unimpaired under an alien government then one had to accept that
the imposition of such governmentwas automatically destructive of religious freedom.
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The periodical overlapping of Hindu and Muslim festivals always raiseddiff iculties for British
administrators.

The predictability

of festival concurrence when combined with the British

preoccupation with reconstructing history marked out in advance certain times that hummed with
tension and the possibility of conflict.
Ile

Muslim calendar is a lunar one. As such it delineates a shorter year than that of the

Hindu calendar which, whilst containing lunar elements. nevertheless stays in step with the longer
solar year. Thus particular Hindu festivals, whether solar or lunar in origin, always fall at
approximately the same time in the seasonalyear. Festivals on the full moon of KarLik for example
will always occur towards the end of autumn. Muslim festivals on the other hand retrogressthrough
the seasonalyear over the course of a cycle of 33 solar years.18 The month of fasting, Ramazan,may
fall at the hottest time of the year or the coolest depending upon the current alignment of lunar and
solar years.
In India this meansthat every three decadesor so Muhanum, the Muslim festival of mourning
for Imam Husain, the Prophet's martyred grandson,overlaps with one particular Hindu festival. As the
display connectedwith Muharram continuesfor ten days (it takesup the fast ten days of Muharram, the
furst month of the Islamic year) the overlap at any given time is likely to persist for two to three years.
In British times there were three important Hindu festivals in north India that could compete with
Muhaffarn for the use of public space,two of which were Ramaite: Ramnaumi, Holi and Ramlila. 19
The biggest Krishnaite and Shaivite festivals, JanamAshuni and Shivratri respectively, can never clash
20
Muharram
fall
first
because
do
days
It is becauseof
ten
they
not
of a new moon.
with
within the
this that so much of the tension associatedwith overlapping festivals comes from the north-western

18 The lunar
year is about eleven days shorter than a solar year. Over 33 solar years the lunar calendar will
'fall behind' by approximately 363 days, hence the cycle of 33 solar years for the repetition of the overlap of
particular solar and lunar dates.
19 UsuaUy, Holi
was not expected to cause trouble. In the 1800s Holi was an informal festival, with groups
of Hindus enjoying their merrymaking on a family or neighbourhood basis. There was no single, grand
exhibition representing the Hindu community as a whole, and so Holi did not engender the same sort of twoparty competition for public space and administrative sympathy that an overlap of Ramnaumi or Ramlila
with Muharram did. Any tensions were likely to be the result of an accidental conjunction of community
symbols, such as the spillage of holi colour on a taziya.
20 Krishna's birthday, JanarnAshtmi. falls
on the eighth day of die dark half of Bhadon (August-September).
Krishna is the only manifestation of Vishnu to be worshipped in the dark half of a lunar month. Shivratri
faUs on the fourteenth night of the dark half of Phalgun (February-March).
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districts of the NWP where there were both large Muslim populations and enthusiasticRam devotees.
As Ramnaumi and Ramlila fall approximately six months apart (with Holi only just preceding
Ramnaumi) this meansthat there is a major festival coincidence for two to three years every fifteen
yearsor so.
One other calendrical factor heightenedthe potential for dispute. Bakr Id, the Muslim festival
commemorating Abraham's offer of Ishmael in sacrifice,,falls in the last month of the Islamic year,
i. e., it immediately precedesMuharram at the beginning of the following year. It is one of the most
joyous festivals of the Islamic calendarand is nearly always accompaniedby the sacrifice of animals by
those families which can afford it. Tle type of animal is not specified in the texts; it may be a goat,
sheep,cow, or camel. In India in the nineteenth century it was often a cow, much cheaper than the
seven goats with which its sacrifice was said to equate. The right to sacrifice a cow in one's own
compoundwasjealously guardedand Bakr Id was frequently the occasionof cow-protectionagitation by
Hindus who sought to prove to the authorities that certain Muslims were fraudulently claiming an
establishedright of sacrifice. Occasionsof festival overlap therefore were nearly always precededby
21
in
had
Muslim
disputes
that
towns
populations.
sizable
cow-killing
The calendrical pre-conditions did not always produce direct competition betweenHindus and
Muslims for public thoroughfares and arenas; where they did the competition was not always
unfriendly nor, in that event, necessarilylong-running. The existenceof Hindu-Muslim ill-will during
a festival overlap dependedupon the scaleand type of celebrationof eachfestival in a given locality and
that locality's current politics. Obviously these secondary conditions, unlike that of the calendrical
disposition to concurrence,were not fixed. We should not expect to rind that the sametown flared into
communal mayhem decadeafter decade,or that a peaceabletown was always thus. Having said that,
however, there,is no doubt that by the end of the nineteenthcentury Hindu-Muslim tension at festival
overlaps was a much more common phenomenonthan it had been at the beginning of British rule, and
to a certain extent both the build up of the tension and its resolution - either with or without violence had acquired elementsof ritual behaviour. It suggeststhat even with all the local variants changeswere

21 It
was possible to simulate the effect of festival coincidence by orchestrating a clash of Hindu and Muslim
symbols where ordinarily there would have been no competition. A classic act of Muslim aggression was to
build a laziya (a representationof the tomb of Husain) so big that it would hit Hindu property, e.g., chappars
(verandahs) or pipal trees, unless that property was removed. Hindus could achieve the same effect by
sounding conch shells and gongs, etc., as their processions passedby mosques.
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occurring on a provincial, possibly grander,scale. There are severalexplanations,some more
thanothers.
accessible
Ile nineteenthcenturywitnesseda large increasein the popularityand viability of urban
religious spectacle,especiallyin Hindu Ramaitefestivity.

In part this was a continuationof the

developmentof popular Ram bhakii, or devotionalism,among north Indian Hindus. Since the
saintTulsidashadproducedan epic life of Ramin the vernacular(theeasternHindi
sixteenth-century
dialectof Awadhi)as theRamacaritmanas,
venerationof Ramamongpeopleof low socialstatushad
beenincreasing. This was fuelled and extendedby two main things: the taking up of Ram as a
symbolof Hindu kingship by the BenaresRajasand many otherpetty 'kings' in the north,and the
vitality of theRamanandisectwhich had settledat Ajudhia in the sixteenthcentury. Becauseof the
patronageof the BenaresRajaselitescameunderthe spell of popularRamworshipand championed
Tulsi's Manas with all the vigour thatthe Brahmanorthodoxywereoncesaidto haveurgedagainst
it. 22 Meanwhilethe Rarnanandis
enhancedthe spreadof devotionalismamongstnon-Brahmanand
23
centurytheRarnanandis
non-twice-borncastes. By themid-nineteenth
werethemostnumerousclass
of asceticsin Hindustan; eastof Allahabadthey yielded in influenceand wealth to the Shaivite
theypredominated,
especiallyin
ascetics,especiallytheAtits or Gosains.But to thewestof AHahabad
24
Doab.
the
At the beginningof the centuryRarnnaumi(Ram'sbirth anniversary)was largelya festival
andfamashaof
unmarkedby theshowyprocessions
celebratedwithin templesandprivatecompounds,
Ramlila. By 1900howeverRamnaumihadcometo be celebratedwith Ramlila-likesplendourin many
for spaceandtime
townsin the NWPandOudh,makingit a morevigorouscompetitorwith Muhan-arn
when the two overlapped. Ramlila celebrations also increased in number, size and regularity. For
example, Ramlila processionswere introduced to Phaphundin Etawah in 1815ý5 to Koil in Aligarh in

22 Philip Lutgendorf, 'Ram's
story in Shiva's city: public arenasand private patronage' in Culture and power
in Banaras, Sandria B. Freitag (ed.) (Berkeley, 1989). pp. 34-61.
23 The Ramanandis count among the disciples of Ramanand: Kabir the weaver saint, Raidas the Chamar
saim and Tulsidas, a Brahman. himself. The Ramanandiswere said to be particularly popular with the poor,
Rajputs, and military Brahmans. As an ascetic order it accepted disciples of all castes and taught that in the
eyes of God there were no distinctions between worshippers. Anyone was to be given the means to approach
Ram through simple devotion. H. H. Wilson, Essays and lectures chiefly on the religion of the Hindus, ed. by
Reinhold Rost (2 vols, London, 1862), 1. pp. 46-68.
24 Ibid.,
pp. 67-8. At the end of the nineteenth century only one in fifty of the estimated two million
ascetics in the NW were thought to be Shaivite; all the rest were Vaishnavite. W. Crooke, The NorthWestern Provinces of India.- their history, ethnology and a&ninistration (London, 1897), p. 254.
25 TA.
Brown. Deputy Magte Etawah, to E.H. C. Monckton, Magte Etawah. 2 Dec. 1852, IOR, NWP
Criminal Judicial P/233/43,17 Jan. 1853, no. 165.
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1820,26 to Bareilly city in the late 1820sý7 to Jahanabadin Pilibhit in 1831,28 to Najibabad in
Bijnour in the late 1830s,29 and to Hapur in Meerut in 1886.30 In Ajmere in 1894 Ramlila
celebrationswere renewed after a ten-year lapse and in Soron in Etah in 1894 after a fifteen to twenty31
lapse.
Agitation for a new, larger Ramlila at Amroha in Moradabad persisted from 1899 to
year
1902, and at Hardwar demands for a Ramlila tamasha were heard throughout the latter half
of the
32
In contrast, attempts to step up Muharram display were much rarm33 As we shall
century.
see in
the next section, Muslims seemedto favour establishing a right to cow-slaughter or cow-sacrifice as a
way of confirming or assertingtheir status in a sharedpublic setting.
Increased Hindu festivity had several causes. In many towns, and especially in the former
Pathan strongholds of Rohilkhand, the decline of Muslim political power offered new opportunities to
Hindus celebrate their festivals in a grander style. In 1799 William Tennant observed that the
urban
landscape of Rohilkhand was an overwhelmingly Muslim one: there were few noteworthy Hindu
temples, and mosqueswere 'by far the most splendid buildings in every town., 34 In the same way
public religious display in Rohilkhand had a strong Muslim flavour. Hindu festivals were often
celebratedindoors and Hindus were required to adopt a sober and muted demeanourduring Muharram.
Elsewhere, as in Kasipur in the Tarai (see below) or in Mau in Gorakhpur, it was the Muslims
who
gave way to the prejudices of dominant Hindu populations against cow-killing. Such lop-sidednessof
religious display rarely amounted to the conscious 'oppression' of one community by an another, it
was simply a reflection of the distribution of power in the setting. When the balanceof power changed
the scope for altering existing public religious display increased. The changesbrought by the British,

26 G. Stockwell, Magte Aligarh.
to W.B. Bayley, Chief Secy to Govt. 18 Oct. 1820, IOR. Bengal Criminal
Judicial WP P/134t44,17 Nov. 1820, no. 1.
27 T. J. Turner, Offg Comr Rohilkhand, J. Ilomason, Offg Secy
to
to Lt Govr NWP. no. 77A, 22 Sept. 1837,
IOR, NWP Criminal Judicial P/231/40,3 Nov. 1837, no. 42, para. 256.
28 W. R. Timins, Actg A Magte Pilibhitý
to A. Campbell, Comr Bareilly, 16 Nov. 1832. IOR, Bengal
Criminal Judicial WP P/140/58,5 May 1834, no. 34.
29 R.K. Dirk. Comr Rohilkhand, W. Muir, Secy Govt NWP,
to
to
no. 28,28 Feb. 1854, IOR, NWP Criminal
Judicial P/233/59,22 Mar. 1854, no. 336.
30 List
of Hindu Religious Festivals which may synchronize with the Muharram. UPSA. NWP&O General,
'Notes and Orders', file 540A, box 33, p. 2.
31 Inquiry by H.K. Gracey, Magte Etah, into
complaints lodged per telegram by Ganga.Rae of SoTonon 16
Oct. 1896 against Sub-Inspector Salawat Ullah Khan of Soron. UPSA, NWP&O General, B progs Nov. 1896,
no. 27, rile 213c, box 22.
32 E.B. Alexander, Comr Meerut,
to Magte Saharanpur, 16 Sept. 1902, UPSA, UP General, B progs June
1902, no. 40, file 557C, box 67.
33 See below fn. 87 for
one example of this at Chandausiin Moradabad in 1839.
34 Tennan4 William, Indian
recreations; consisting chiefly of strictures on the domestic and rural economy
of the Mahomedans & Hindoas (2nd edn, 2 vols, London, 1804), 119p. 395.
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however, were novel, becausein attempting to preserve the status quo they Set about defining
and
enshrining rights of display.
At a mom specific level, government employees played an important part in increasing
religious display in the nineteenth century. As Bayly has noted, the antecedentsof this lay in the
eighteenth century when, in the wake of declining Mughal authority. the pillars of Mughal urban
government. the kazi and the kotwal, were weakenedby corruption and ignorance.35 Under British rule
many subordinate officers used their position to promote the festivals of their co-religionists,
undermining the government's attempts at impartiality and denuding it of moral authority. When
district officers brought in local rajas and nawabs or tried to harnessthe residual authority of thekazi to
resolve disputesover religious display it was a recognition of the government's own lack of influence.
'Me Rebellion of 1857 also played its part in promoting civilian religious display. Before
then it was customary in garrison towns for the Muslim troops to bring out their taziyas
(representationsof Imam Husain's tL-mb)with the civilian lariya paradeand to bury them at the same
karbala. The local Hindus joined the Hindu soldiers in their Ramlila tamasha, usually on the parade
36
by
After 1857 the British determined to keep the military and
ground and often enacted soldiers.
civilian populations separate. In many garrison towns this made the Ramlila in particular a much
more civilian affair, necessitatingnew sponsorshipand new arenasfor the tamasha,paradegroundsnow
being out of bounds. In Shahjahanpurthis meant selectinga site that was unavoidably close to
one of
the city's three karbalas, a proximity the local officers regreueA on each occasion of a festival
37
overlap.

35 B
ayly, Rulers, townsmen and bazaars, pp. 308-11.
36 In
particular soldiers seem to have had a right to claim the role of Hanuman and his army of monkeys;
Ram and Sita were usually played by Brahman children.
In 1824 Bishop Heber saw the Ramlila performance at Allahabad played
out in the main street of the
sipahi lines, with Brahman sipahis taking the parts of Hanuman and his army. Ram, Lakshman and Sit& were
played by children of about twelve years' age. Reginald Heber, Narrative of a Journey through the Upper
Provinces of India, ftom Calcutta to Bombay, 1824-1825 (2 vols, London, 1828). 1. pp. 336-8.
In 1829 Farmy Parks saw the RamMa enacted on the parade ground at Allahabad. Hanuman's
army was
again composed of sipahis. She noted that as part of the whole festival each native regiment madepuja to its
standard as if to a god. She observeda similar practice at a Cawnpore Ran-dila. Fanny Parks. Wanderings of a
Pilgrim in search of the Picturesque (2 vols, London, 1850), 1, pp. 108-9
At Rarrmagarin the 1830s Reverend Leupolt met sipahis who wanted to employ contemporary firepower
cannon, mines and matchlocks - rather than the traditional bows and arrows to destroy Ravan's castle. C.B.
Leupolt. Recollections of an Indian Missionary (London, 1846), pp. 78-9.
37 In 1892 Commissioner Cadell
commented on the situation: 'Mhe rejoicings of the Hindus are audible at
the karbala close by. and until the Hindus are reasonableenough to agree to the selection of a grove situated
at a greater distance, the likelihood of differences between them and the Muhammadans is of course greater
than it need be.' A. Cadell, Comr Rohilkhand, to Secy to Govt NWP&O, no. 1159,29 Feb. 1892, UPSA,
Govt NWP&O General, A progs Apr. 1892. no. 2Z file 35213,box 44.
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However it was the changesin festival sponsorshipin the nineteenth which were crucial to the
increase in Hindu religious display. In the early part of the century it was common for town's
a
Ramnaumi and Ramlila processions to be sponsored by just one or two families. Local musicians,
wrestlers and 'actors' made up the processions, but the money, the props and the costumes were
provided by the sponsors. Such families were wealthy and of considerablesocial standing; often they
38
were zamindars. They did not exert total control over the celebrations becausethe cooperation of
priests and the townspeoplewas essentialto any festival's success,but they had the single biggest role,
which brought them respectand statusaccordingly. As the century progressed,however, and the new
celebrations got older and bigger, this form of sponsorship gave way to joint sponsorship by
occupational and professional groups and traders and manufacturers. At Allahabad in the 1840s the
Bharat Mlap illuminations were radically extendedwith the proceedsof a subscriptionschemeamongst
the merchantsof Mirzapur and Benareswho had dealings in the city. The Hindu vakils in Allahabad's
Civil Court also used to put a percentageof their fees towards the lighting. 39 At Cawnpore,a trading
city from the very first, the costs of the Ramlila taniasha were sharedbetween the native infantry and
40
merchant corporations. The change suggestsa loss of authority by the old, landed sponsorsand a
more active role for the participants, something which the government deplored as a destabilizing
element in urban relations. Causeand effect are difficult to determine, but underlying the shift was a
difference of opinion betweenupper-classHindus and lower-classHindus about the purposesand goals
of the celebrations. The belligerenceof Hindu artisansand petty tradersin demandingfull processional
rights when a festival overlapped with Muharram was often an assaulton the Hindu raises who, with

38 A

good example comes from Phaphtmdin Etawah district where the Ramlila celebrations were started up in
about 1815 by Chaudhari Bahadur Singh, a landholder and the kanungo of the pargana. Bahadur Singh's
position as a government agent seems to have caused some embarrassment when Muharrarn and Ramlila
overlapped in 1820-21, so he 'apparently withdrew' from the Ramlila arrangements, but continued to
sponsor their performance through two Brahman families in his muhalla for the next 22 years. He stopped
his sponsorship after the death of his only son. In 1851 two of his agents or karindas combined
with Ram
Golarn and Ram Lal, Kayasths, to revive the ceremony. In the meantime, since the late 1820s,
a rival
Ramlila tamasha had been sponsored by Mohan Lal Dube and, after his death, by his family. By the late
1840s and early '50s, with several more people sporadically taking out processions and exploding Ravans,
there was no obvious single sponsor of the Ramlila tamasha. This caused problents at the 1852 overlap of
Ramlila and Muharrarn when the Deputy Magistrate was unable to get all the potential Ranilila sponsors to
come to one agreement with the Muslims. T. A. Brown, Depy Magte Etawah, to E.H. C. Monckton, Magte
Etawah, 2 Dec. 1852,10R, NWP Criminal Judicial Pt233/43,17 Jan. 1853, no. 165.
39 R. Lowther, Conir Allahabad,
to C. Allen. Offg Secy to Govt NWP, no. 108,5 Dec. 1848, IOR, NWP
Criminal Judicial P/232/73,14 Dec. 1948, no. 200.
40 Harriette Ashmore
witnessed several Ramlila celebrations at Cawnpore in the 1830s. The enactmentsof
the different parts of the epic continued for a fortnight entailing great expense on staging. fireworks and
ammunition. These costs were met by subscriptions raised by the native corps and 'the different castes of
merchants'. Harriette Ashmore, Narrative of a three months' march in India and a residence in the Dooab by
the wife of an offwer in the 16th foot (London. 1841), pp. 256-9.
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an eye to the govenunent's favour and the security of their property and their relations with the Muslim
raises, counselled moderation. In some cases,as at Nagina and Dhampur in Bijnour district in the
1850s, the raises withdrew their sponsorship of the Ramlila tamasha to avoid being dragged into
expressions of violence and hostility that they did not supporL41 In other cases, as we shall see
below, new would-be sponsors attempted to push the raises from their position as chief festival
patroins,often implying that they were not solely concernedto defend the interestsof Hinduism.
In an attempt to study thesechangesin detail I have put together the history of four successive
occasions of festival coincidence in one town, Bareilly, starting with the overlap of Ramnaumi and
Muharrarn in 1837 and ending with the overlap of Ramlila and Muharram in 1887. Bareilly has a
satisfyingly well-documented history of its periods of communal tension and tranquillity under British
rule and it lends itself well to the purposesof this study. What follows is not meant to be a history of
communalism in Bareilly; for that one would need to look at something other than a run of expected
Mashpoints. Instead it is a history of the politics and administration present in theseflashpoints and an
attempt to see how, over time, what is essentially the same event with the same pre-conditions could
changeý2

Bareilly:

'a city of graveyards and ruinous mosques, 43
Although Bareilly had declined under the rule of Awadh. it'was stiff a large and important

town when the British moved in in 1801. It Probably had 70-80,000 residents.44 Beneath the decay
signs of the city's former eminence were clearly discernible. Bareilly had flourished in the time of
lbf tz RahmatKhan. The aristocratic military culture of the Rohilla Pathansencouragedtrade in luxury
items, such as shawls and ornamental weaponry, and in high quality horses, for both warfare and
ceremonial purposes and Bareilly becamea supplier of swords and muskets to the Rohilla soldiery.
Agriculture thrived;

indigo and sugar were particularly well cultivated and brought wealth and

improvement to Bareilly and her sister Rohilla town05

41 C. J. Wingrield, Magte Bijnour,
to R. Alexander, Comr Rohilkhand, no. 69.8 Nov. 1855, IOR. NWP
Criminal Judicial P/234/11,10 Dec. 1855, no. 131.
42 Where it has
seemed helpful I have included information
occurred during the relevant festival overlap.

about events in other towns and cities that have

43 H.R. Nevill, Bareilly: A Gazetteer (Allahabad, 1911), 210.
p.
44 CA. Bayly, 'Town building in
north India, 1790-1830', Modern Asian Studies, 9 (1975), p. 490.
45 Bayly, Rulers. townsnsen
and bazaars, pp. 67,120-2.
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The sponsorsof Bareilly's growthwerenot all Muslims-,severalmuhallas,tanksandgardens
were the work of RahmatKhan's Hindu ministersand their farniliesý6 Many of the city's traders,
sugarmerchantsandbankerswereHindusandgenerallyrelationsbetweenthemandthe Rohillaswere
good; the tradersdo not seemto havesufferedfrom discriminatorycustomsratesasHindusoftendid
in regionsunderMuslim ru07

But the city's flavour wasoverwhelminglyIslamic. Hafiz Rahmat

KhanandotherPathannotablesembellishedit with mosquesandpalacesandgraciousmausoleums.
At
the turn of the centuryone of Bareilly's mostelegantbuildingswasthe tomb of the Hafiz himselL48
T1=rewereno distinguished
HindutemplesandtheHindus,aselsewhere
in Rohilkhand,hadto accepta
markeddegreeof inferiority in their religious display. All their festivalsgave way to Muharram,
duringwhich seasontheywereprohibitedfrom wearingbrightly colouredclothingandexhibitingsigns
49
of merriment.
At the time of Cessionthe British lookedto restoreRohilkhandto its former prosperityas
quickly as possible. T'he Company'srole in bringing down Hariz RahmatKhan's government
discomfortedmanyofficers,andalthoughmuchof thedecaytheyinheritedcouldbeattributedto famine
50
incursions
hiding
initial
1774
Marathas,
therewasno
the
and the repeated
war.
of the
wasteof the
Europeanobservers
repeatedlysingledout asthemoststrikingaspectof Bareilly's life theidlenessand
dissatisfactionof the Rohillas. Rohillacavalrymenhadinsufficientemployment;theyneverstooped
to cultivation and they often disdainedservicein the Company'sarmy. Many resortedto informal
trading
warfareand,as 'gentlemenrobbers',hinderedthenewadministiation'sattemptsto re-establish
51
and communicationroutes. The trade and manufacturethat had thrived upon their luxurious
consumptionslumped. And to the north, the prosperityof independentRampur,the one pocketof
46 Nevill. Bareilly: A Gazetteer,
pp. 207,214.
47 Bayly, Rulers, townsmen
and bazaars, p. 327.
48 1,1799 Tennant
said of the tomb that it was a 'distinguishing ornament of Bareilly'. Indian recreations,
E4 p. 394. Hafiz Ralunat Khan also invested heavily in Pilibhit. his own 'lineage centre'. During his rule the
fortifications and most of the masonry buildings were erected. He himself built Pilibhit's copy of the famous
Jama Masjid in Delhi, 'a handsome relic of the Pathan rule'. Report on the settlement of Pillibheet, N. -W.
Provinces (Allahabad, 1873), pp. 3,10.
49 W. H. Bertson. Magte Bareilly. to T. J. Turner, Offg Ccmr Rohilkhand,
no. 37.24 Apr. 1837,10R, NWP
Criminal Judicial P/231/35,9 May 1837. no. 80. The ban an merriment would have probably meant that
weddings could not be celebratedduring Muharram. Certainly no processionscould have been taken out.
50 In
the 1780s Charles Hamilton had observed of the unhappy state of Rohilkhand's cities: 'Some part of
this apparent decay. indeed, must be attributed to the sudden and total overthrow of two opulent and powerful
families, the circulation of whose wealth gave life to the cities they inhabited, and whose ostentatious
magnificence appeared in the erection of baths, mosques and palaces, which are now falling to ruin. '
Hamilton, An historical relation of the origin. progress, and final dissolution of the government of the
Rohilla Afghans in the northern provinces of Hindostan (London, 1787), pp. 279-80.
51 Bayly
cites a goventi. ent estimate of 100.000 mercenaries and 'banditti' in Rohilkhand in 1802. Rulers,
townsmen and bazaars, p. 219.
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Rohilla power allowed to survive. rankled. In the mid-1820s Bishop Heber was struck by the want of
sympathy between the Rohillas and the British and he warned that the Rohillas had neither forgotten
nor forgiven the British for their injury of 1774.52
In the early decadesof British rule not all of the Rohilla gentry families perished. Some did
well out of the early sugarboom and many more profited from the fluidity of land-rights under the early
settlementdisorders. But despite this, Rohilla resentmentat their loss of political authority remained
one of the defining characteristicsof Bareilly's temperament.

Muharram

and Ramnaumi,

1837-39:

Bareilly's

rirst prolonged

communal

stand-off

In 1837 Bareilly was the city in the NWP most disrupted by the overlap of Muharram and
Ramnaumi. There was no major fighting, as there was in Shahjahanpur,but the hostilities simmered
long after the festivals were over. In the previous decadethe divisions of Rohilkhand and Moradabad
had seen much Hindu-Muslirn ill-will, with disputes in Bareilly, Jahanabad,Kasipur, Nagina and
Najibabad. Bareilly in particular was dogged by arguments about cow-slaughter and the routes and
dimensions of religious processions. All these tensions, however, need to be seen in their broadest
context.
Throughout the north the 1830s were tumultuous years, racked by agricultural depression,
53
At one end of the
famine,
high
currency shortages,
and
unemployment amongst service groups.
social scalethe participantsin public celebrations- artisans,labourersand muff traders- were squeezed
by the depressionand food shortages. In 1837-38 severe grain riots and dacoities flared up across
Rohilkhand. At the other end of the social scale the traditional patrons of public celebrations - the
landed aristocracy - were under siege Eroma hostile revenue authority. In the 1830s the government
took to 'reform' -a by-word all over British India for cuts in military and civil spending, so that the
decline in aristocratic consumption was not counterbalancedby an increasein government largesse. In

52 Heber, Narrative
of a journey, I, Pp. 427,439-41. Earlier, in 1799, Tennant had observed that a good deal
of Bareilly's population seemedto be idle, that manufactureswere few and employment scarce. Wasteland lay
all around the city. Indian recreations, II, pp. 380-5.
53 Bayly has
argued that it was only in the third decadeof British rule in the north that the effects of that rule
really began to be feltý and that until then the successorstates surviving on the fringes of the new empire had
been able to preserve some of the consumption and employment traditions of a military aristocracy, thereby
slowing the pace of change. See his chapter, 'The crisis of the north Indian political economy. 1925-45'.
from which much of the material in the above paragraphis drawn. in Rulers. townsmen and bazaars. pp. 263302. On aspectsof the economic crisis. in particular the crash of the indigo boom see also Asiya Siddiqi,
'Agrarian depression in Uuar Pradesh in 1828-33', Indian Economic and Social History Review, 6 (1969).
pp. 165-78.
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the NWP R.M. Bird's appointment as chief settlement officer heralded a sustained attack on the
aristocracy, as he set about breaking up their large estatesand settling land-rights on small peasant
cultivators. Thomas Metcalf identifies as one of the most brutal and socially-disrupting aspectsof the
1830s' settlementproceedingsthe resumption of huge amountsof revenue-freekind, originally granted
for religious or charitable purposesor in reward for an individual's services to a ruler. In Rohilkhand
alone over 280,000 acres were resumedby the government, with the former holders, the mafidars and
Whirajdars, receiving small life pensions in return.54 In Bareilly there was a foolhardy attempt to
'rationalize' the estatesand pensionsheld by Hafiz Rahmat Khan's descendants;it, at least, had to be
abandonedbecauseof the hostility it generated. Bayly hassuggestedthat, together,all of thesechanges
and economic reversesproduced a generaluneasein the north, a sensethat the natural order of society
was somehowaskewand that the old, reciprocal relations betweenking and subject,landlord and tenant,
secular patron and religious client, were breaking down.55 The rising incidence of communal tension
in the 1830sprovides further evidenceof a society in flux and of a disquiet induced by rapid change.
In Bareilly itself there had beena weakeningof someof the certaintiesof religious observance
and also of the traditional mode of intercommunal compromise. A cow-slaughterdispute in 1814 had
revealedthat even in this Muslim-dominated city there had always been areaswhere cows ought not to
be killed. 56 But the early 1830s bristled with cow-slaughter disputes, the Muslims attempting to
extend the permissible slaughter sites and the Hindus challenging every incident that came to their
attention as a breach of precedent. Most caseswere not settled privately but were agitated before the
Magistrate, and several officers recorded their exasperation at the number of these cases in their
57
Courts.

54 ThomasR. Metcalf, Land. landlords,
and the British Raj: northern India in the nineteenthcentury
(Berkeley. 1979).pp. 68-71.
55 Byly,, RIrs, townsoten bazaars. 299-302.
and
pp.
56 H. Dumbleton.MagteBareilly. to G. Dowdeswell,Secy Govt. JudicialDept. 11 Oct. 1814.10R, Bengal
to
Criminal JudicialP/131/49.4Nov. 1814,no. 32. Seeabovefn. 12.
57 Seethe Commissioner's
report on the caseof NeamutUllah Khan, a descendant
of Hafiz RahmatKhan,
who had slaughtered
a cow in an only partially-enclosed
compoundacýoiningthat of a Brahmanandhad been
find Rs.50 for objectionablebehaviour. A. Campbell,Conir Bareilly, to I. R. Colvin, Depy Secy to Govt,
Judi. no. 129,16 Apr. 1834,10R, Bengal Criminal Judicial WP P/140/58,5 May 1834,no. 33. Seealso
Campbell'schargethat Muslims were being innovativein their slaughtersitesin his subsequentreport on a
similar casein which four men werefined for killing a buffalo in the vicinity of the the housesof respectable
Hindus. A. CampbelLComr Bareilly. to C. Macsween,Secyto Govt. Judi, no. 193,12 July 1834,and N.J.
Conolly, Magte Bareilly. to A. Campbell.Conir Bareilly. II July 1834,10R, BengalCriminal Judicial WP
P/140/59,28 July 1834,nos. 36-7.
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On the other hand, the Hindus had introduced new public festivities to the city. In about 1827
a Bengali sharishiadar in the Magistrate's office celebratedKali puja with a processionof Kali through
the main streets of the cityý8 This was never repeated,but even its one-off occurrence was said to
have greatly enraged the Muslims. The man's position as a government official cast a slur on the
supposed impartiality of the administration, which was still being questioned ten years laterý9
Shortly after this Chaudhari Basant Ram, a Kanaujia Brahman, introduced fft-st a Ramlila celebration
and then a Ramnaurni procession to the city. Ilese became regular features of Bareilly's Hindu
60
by
calendar,always sponsored the sameman.
Basant Ram's history is an interesting one. He lived in the city and had substantialproperty
interests there. Although he paid revenue on a large number of villages in the district the British
insisted that he was only a maiguzar, a revenue farmer, and not a zamindar. 61 It appearsthat his
father, Basti Ram, had engaged for the revenue in the chaos of the early British settlements in
Rohilkhand, but that his claim to be a surviving member of Rohilkhand's Hindu aristocracy was not
then accepted. Not long after he initiated the Ramlila and Ramnaumi celebrations in Bareilly, Basant
Ram took to the courts to try to establish his right to the proprietary title of several villages.62 In the
anti-landlord environment of the 1830sand '40s it is perhaps unsurprising that he lost all his cases.
But several things cast doubt on the British insistence that he was only a maiguzar. When his son
Naubat Ram went to court in the 1850s to pursue the same claim to zamindar status, although the

58 Kali is fearsome,bloodthirsty
a
goddess,the consort of Shiva in his destructive mode. Even now her chief
seat of worship is in Bengal; her appearancein the main streets of Bareilly in the 1820s would have been
extraordinary. Bengalis in the government's employ often introduced their festivals to towns in the upper
provinces, presumably damaging the government's reputation for impartiality in the process. In the 1850s
Bengali clerks in the Board of Revenue office in Agra started up a Durga puja celebration and procession.
Thirty years later Bengali railway clerks tried to revive it shortly after Muharram, but the Magistrate of Agra
Ordered that the procession be confined to the cantonment, in which event they surrendered their objective.
List of Hindu Religious Festivals which may synchronize with the Muharram. UPSA, NWP&O General, 'Notes
and Orders. file 540, box 33. p. 5.
59 T. J. Turner, Offg Comr Rohilkhand, J. Thomason. Offg Secy Lt Govr NWP.
to
to
no. 77A, 22 Sept. 1837,
IOR, NWP Criminal Judicial P/231/40,3 Nov. 1837, no. 42, para. 256.
60 In 1837
the Commissioner reported that these two festivals were considered less obnoxious by the
Musliffis than Kali puja, but nevertheless their novelty naturally 'increased aversion' between the Muslims
and Hindus. Ibid., para. 257.
61 Basant Ram
appears to fit Asiya Siddiqi's description of a Bareilly zamindar. Zamindari tenure was
predominant in Bareilly district but many of the zamindars were absentees, living in Bareilly city and
managing their property through agents. From Siddiqi comes this extract of a letter from the Collector of
Bareilly to the RevenueBoard in 1825: 'Some of the largest landholders and [sic] who have been bred in the
town of Bareilly have never even seen from the time of their childhood a great portion of the villages they
possess,nor have they in any direct manner taken the management of them into their own hands...' Asiya
Siddiqi, Agrarian change in a north Indian state: Uttar Pradesh 1819-1833 (Oxford, 1973ý p. 25. n. 2.
62 Basant Ram,
and later his son, Naubat Ram, pursued the same course as that described in Metcalf's Land,
landlords, and the British Rai, pp. 86-94, i. e.. rather than challenge the revenue authority directly. he sued
the muqaddams of the villages concerned for the possessionof the zamindari right.
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courts again rejected his claim, nine of the twelve defendants,all Rajput village proprietors, admitted
Naubat Ram's case.63 This suggeststhat all along people in Bareilly had regarded and treated the
family as zamindars. Moreover, later in the century, when the local officers looked back upon Basant
Ram as a responsible community leader and not as a fomenter of communal strife, several authorities
reaMy acceptedhis descendants'assertion that the family had been in Bareilly since the time of the
Mughals and had held the farm of Pilibhit and Jahanabadfrom Aurangzeb.64
At the sametime as Basant Ram was starting up his celebrations, Rohilkhand played host to
many itinerant preachers, among them some followers of Sayyid Ahmad, an Islamic reformer then
fighting a war with the Sikhs in the Punjab. Pathaasin Rohilklwnd and Moradabadwere reported to be
sending large sums of money through these men to Sayyid Ahmad's fighters. Given the frequent
appearanceof itinerant preachersin religious disputes in the nineteenth century, it is worth pausing to
considerhow an imported ideology might have influenced the courseof a localized dispute.
Sayyid Ahmad (1786-1831), a former fighter with Amir Khan, was a man of action. He urged
upon all Muslims immediate and practical reform of Islam, a faith cleansedof false Shia doctrine and
Hindu accretions.65 The printing presswas usedto spreadhis messageand his disciples wrote in Urdu.
rather than the aristocratic Persian.66 Itinerant preaching was the hallmark of his movement; the first
tour in 1818-19 took in the Upper Doab and Robilkhand and at each stop he attracted disciples and
67
controversy.
Sayyid Ahmad argued that India's Muslims had fallen from their state of grace becausethey
were not sufficiently good Muslims. Only if they purified the observanceof their faith would they be
deserving of a return to power. In this sense,as BarbaraMetcalf has beencareful to argue, he focussed
on Muslims' consciousnessof themselves as Muslims, and not on the error of Christian or Hindu

63 Civil decisions the Zillah Court Bareilly, 18SS (Agra. 1856),
of
pp. 114-17.
64 Report
on the settlement of Pillibheet. N. -W. Provinces (Allahabad, 1873). p. 16; Nevill, Bareilly: A
Gazetteer, p. 102.
65 Amongst
other things, Sayyid Ahmad condemned prostration at shrines, circurnambulation. pilgrimages
necessitating special dress, animal sacrifice, the burning of candles at shrines. and the propitiation of saints
and martyrs and diseasegoddesses. Taziyas and the elaborate observanceof Muharram he abhorred. Barbara
Daly Metcalf, Islamic revival in British India: Deoband, 1860-1900 (Princetoru 1982). pp. 57-9.
66 'Notice
of the peculiar tenets held by the followers of Syed Ahmed, taken chiefly from the "Sirat-ulMustaqim". a principal treatise of that sec4 written by Moulavi Mahommed Ismail'. compiled by J.R.C.,
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1 (1932). p. 494.
67 Metcalf, Islamic
revival in British India, p. 59. From his home in Rae Bareli in Awadh, he travelled
overland to Calcutta gathering still more supporters. When he left on the Haj in the early 1820s, six hundred
disciples went with him.
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But Metcalf's neat distinction probably did not hold good in the field, especially once the
ways.
jihad against the Sikhs was underway.69 Metcalf herself notes that Sayyid Ahmad's
chief disciple,
Muhammad Ismail, was a fearlesspropagandistwho thrived on combative public debates
and was ready
to preach at Hindu sites as well as Muslim ones.70 An Urdu pamphlet circulated during the jihad
thunderedagainst the Sikhs as enemiesof Islam. In the 1820sits attack on cow-protection cannot have
seemeda million miles away from the disputesflourishing in Rohilkhand:
Ile tribe of Sikhs have long held sway in Lahore and other places. Their oppressions
have exceededall limits. Thousandsof Mahommedansthey have unjustly killed, and on
thousandshave they heapeddisgrace. The 'Azan', or summonsto prayer, and the killing
of cows, they have entirely prohibited.71
In the 1820s officers in the NWP reported their uneaseat the presenceof Sayyid Ahmad's
followers in their towns, but complained that they lacked sufficient grounds for
ordering their
confinement or expulsion.72 This suggeststhat the reformers wisely avoided saying anything that
could have been construed as seditious, but neverthelessaroused sufficient excitement amongst their
host populations to warrant official concern. Spokesmenof an avowedly populist movement
must
have encouragedtheir audiencesto reconsidertheir position in a community as membersof
one religion
or another.
Although Sayyid Ahmad's followers were the most prominent 'missionaries' of the 1820sand
"30s, the phenomenon was not confined to Muslims. Bareilly was on the route to Hardwar from the
south east; ffindu pilgrims and asceticsregularly passedthrough the town so that its Hindu population

68 Metcalf
writes: The treatment of widows aside, the reformers rarely attributed deviations to Hindu
influence, but rather blamed Muslims themselves. Only later did Musfirn movements explicitly
seek to create
boundaries between themselves and their fellow countrymen. ' Ibid., p. 59. Metcalf's identification of
a
sense of Muslim consciousnessamong these reformers and their attempts to popularize it is important in the
light of Sandria Freitag's recent work which seeks to show that broad-based, ideologically-conscious
expressions of religious community, as opposed to localized. relational expressions of corrununity, did not
exist at a popular level until the early twentieth century. See Freitag. Collective action and conununity, pp.
85-96.
69 Sayyid Ahmad
was only prepared to wage true jihad - ie., war launched from an area in which Muslim rule
was undisputed - hence his selection of an area under Muslim control on the North West Frontier as his
military base. He explained his choice thus: "I'liere were many who advised me to carry on jihad in India.
promising to provide me with whatever was necessaryby way of material. treasure and weapons. But I could
not agree to this, for jihad must be in accordancewith the sunnah. Mere rebellion was not intended.' Ibid., p.
61. His five year war against the Sikhsýwhich included the short-lived capture of Peshawarin 1830,
ended in
1831 when Sayyid Alunad and some six hundred of his fighters were killed at Balakot, at the entrance to the
Kaghan Valley. ]bid- p. 62.
70 Ibid..
p. 64.
71 'Notice
of the peculiar tenets', p. 482.7`he author of the pamphlet was a maulvi from Kanauj.
72 A. Mackenzie, 3rd Judge Bareilly Court
of Circuit, to H. Shakespear,Secy to Govt, 24 Mar. 1827, IOR,
Bengal Criminal Judicial WP P/138/41,12 Apr. 1827, no. 5; R.M. C. Hamilton, Actg Magte Benares, to
George Swinton, Secy to Govt, Secret & Political Dept, 2 Apr. 1827, IOR, Bengal Criminal Judicial WP
P/138/42.27 Apr. 1827, no. 1.
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was also well servedby lines of communication beyond the locality. Many of the asceticswould have
been 'bairagis', i. e., Ram devotees. In 1837 the Commissioner of Rohilkhand noted that both
communities had beenfrequently visited by 'itinerant enthusiasts'whose fiery, public protestationshad
fuelled the existing rivalries.73
Senior government men had little sympathy for the magistrates and the commissioners of
Rohilkhand. They blamed die communal unrest on 'some injudicious act of partiality on the part of
Europeanor subordinateofficers' which, by interfering with the local custom and balanceof power, had
led the Hindus and Muslims to 'mutual recrimination under intrigues for the purpose of [one
74
With this suspicion of government disapproval
community] gaining an advantageover the other.,
hanging over them the local officers were well advisedto approachthe coming festivals with caution.
Early in February 1837 the Officiating Magist:rate, H. Rose, noted that the festivals, still two
months away, were already a sourceof public speculation. Another cow-slaughterdispute was in court
with all the usual petitions and ill-feeling. and there were complaints that Hindu wells had been
polluted with cow's blood and rurnours of retaliatory mosque defilement. Rose understood that
Ramnaumi, which the Hindus wanted to observewith a processionthrough the bazaar,would fall on 8
Muharram (14 April), the day of the Muslims' alam parade. As the Flindu procession had only come
into being since the last Ramnaumi-Muharrarnoverlap, its cancellation seemedto Rose the best way of
implementing the government's advice on precedent. To his mind its newness disqualified it from
being accordedequality with the much older Muharram ceremonies.75 The Commissioner,R.H. Scott,
vetoed this suggestion. His solution, which the government supported,was to arrange the routes and
times of the two processions so as to remove all possibility of collision. 76 'Mis came close to
breaching the government's guidelines on precedent insofar as it meant tampering with recognized
featuresof each celebration, but this sort of loosenessin the policy's implementation was symptomatic
of its poor articulation.

73 T. J. Turner, Offg Comr Rohilkhand, J. Thomason. Offg Secy Lt Govr NWP,
to
to
no. 77A, 22 Sept. 1837,
IOR. NWP Criminal Judicial P/231/40,3 Nov. 1837, no. 42, para. 258.
74 C. Macswem Secy to Govt. to Comr Bareilly,
no. 1416, IOR, Bengal Criminal Judicial WP P/I 40/58.30
June 1834. no. 25.
75 H. Rose, Actg Magte Bareilly,
to R.H. Scott. Contr Bareilly, 4 Feb. 1837, IOR, NWP Criminal Judicial
P/231/34,9 Mar. 1837, no. 62.
76 R.H. Scott, Comr Bareilly, to G-A. Bushby, Offg Secy 1AGovr NWP, 2 Mar.
1837, ibid., no. 61.
to
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Rose's successor,W. H. Benson, was dismayed to find Chaudhari Basant Ram in no mood for
concessions. Basant Ram pointed to the British emphasison precedentýand argued that any surrender
of their rights by the Hindus this year would inevitably be paraded before them at every subsequent
festival coincidence, forcing them into a position of eternal submission and concession.77 Benson
tried in vain to persuadethe Chaudhari to confine the Ramnaumi worship to his private garden at the
Rambagh, the processiontravelling there from his house by the shortest, least conspicuousroute.
But the Chaudhari was not an entirely free agent. Although he was organizer, sponsor and
host of the Ramnaumi celebration, he needed the support of other Hindus to make the festival a
success. When some of the leading Muslims proposed that a joint committee negotiate a settlement,
Basant Ram refused to co-operate. However he was overruled by his co-religionists who insisted that
he anend as the foremost of the Hindus' three delegates. Basant Ram reasserteAhis independenceboth
to his fellow Hindus and the rest of Bareilly's population by delaying his arrival at the meeting for
some hours, during which time the Muslim delegates were kept waiting. The meeting ended in
disagreementand Bensonpreparedto imposea solution.
Under Benson's orders the old restrictions on the Hindus' wearing of bright-coloured clothing
during Muharmm were lifted and their processionwas allotted part of the bazaar. T'hey were not to pass
near any mosques or iaziyas, but nor were the Muslims to pass by any temples or other points of
sensitivity to the Hindus.

All of this broke with precedent and heralded a style of religious

adminisuation quite different to that of the pre-British era. For the time being however the government
did not perceive any contradiction between Benson's implementation of principles of religious
tolm-Ationand equality and its own advocacyof establishedusage.
Ironically, the festivals themselveswere something of an anti-climax. Insulted that the Hindu
procession had won official sanction, the majority of Bareilly's Muslims picked up their taziyas before
time and retired to the karbala on the city's outskirts, so that on Ramnaumi the Hindus had the town to
themselvesand Benson was untroubled by difficult policing duties. No alants were brought out.78 On

77 W. H. Benson, Magte Bareilly, to T. J. Turner. Offg Co= Rohilkhand,
no. 37,24 Apr. 1837, IOR, NWP
Criminal Judicial P/231/35,9 May 1837. no. 80.
78 There
were several minor affTays,two people being killed and several wounded seriously. There were also
numerous complaints lodged with Benson, none of which he was able to unravel satisfactorily. On the
whole, however, them was not the huge confrontation that Benson had feared.
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10 Muharrarn (16 April), the Ramnaumi celebrationscompleted, the taziyas had to be buried. As most
79
few
difficulties.
burial
this
caused
ground,
of thesewere alreadyout at the
Under the conditional leadership of Chaudhari Basant Ram, the Hindus had pushed matters
towards conflict in an attempt to upgrade their status as participants in Bareilly's public life. In this
they had been well supportedby the British who, despite their claims to be upholding tradition, broke
it with every new order. As the Commissioner reported, without the British guaranteeof safety the
Hindus could not have proceededwith their plans for the festival. They would have beenrouted by the
Muslims. 80
After Ramnaumi it proved impossible to prevent the Hindus from exhibiting signs of
81
triumph,
and, as the communal stand-off stretched from days into weeks, the traditional impetus
towards compromise was found wanting. Shops remained closed and intercommunal dealings were
non-existent. This stateof affairs continued for some months, bringing hardship to the consumersand
small traderswho had insufficient resourcesto stockpile supplies,and causing financial embarrassment
to some of the monied class.82 Both the Commissioner and the Magistrate held Basant Ram
responsible for the ill-feeling in the town and they refused to accept his visits. Financially and
politically he was paying dearly for his belligerence. He would have paid with his life as well had an
83
Only after this, in July, did the Chaudhari begin to retreat,
failed.
assassination attempt not
informing the Commissionerthat he desireda reconciliation with the Muslims and that he was prepared
to promise not to celebrate Ramnaumi publicly during any future Muharram. Ilis

concession,

followed by a Muslim statementon cow-slaughter, immediately opened the way to the restoration of

79 There
was a problem with one taziya ftom the army lines, a provocatively-sized one, built so big so as to
collide with a pipal tree, sacredto the Hindus. Hem Benson headedoff conflict by warning the Muslim kotwal
of Bareilly that his job dependedupon the pipal tree surviving the taziya's passageintact. This was the only
active provocation offered by Bareilly's Muslims throughout Muharram, and even then the people behind it
were not part of the local civilian population.
80 T. J. Turner, Offg Conir Rohilkhand, to J. Thomason, Offg Secy to Lt Govr NWP,
no. 77A. 22 Sept. 1837,
10R, NWP Criminal Judicial P/231/40,3 Nov. 1837, no. 4Z para. 259.
81 The Comr, T. J. Turner.
complained that 'leading members' of the Hindu community. amongst whom he
counted the ChaudhAri, had assembled large numbers of Hindu boys for the 'apparently petty purpose of
flying paper kites, but at times and in places so contrived as to interfere with stated visits to certain
Mahomedans' shrines.' Ibid., para. 261.
82 W. H. Benson, Magte Bareilly, to T. J. Turner. Offg Comr Rohilkhand, 4 Aug. 1837, ibid..
no. 43. This
was a bad time for an economic stand-off. A run of bad seasons. agricultural depression and currency
shortages had combined to produce low prices for the producers and high prices in the bazaar for the
were paying high
consumers. The revenue assessmentpressedheavily on the zamindars and many assessees;
in
legal
into
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to
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paid. Moneylenders too were squeezedbecauseagriculturalists were unable to pay back their loans. Siddiqi,
Agrarian change in a northern Indian state, pp. 168-78; Nevill. Baredly: A Gazeueer, pp. 54,59.
83 His
would-be assassinkilled himself instead, thus providing a martyr for the injured Muslim community.
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Bareilly's normal economic and social relationS.84 It suggeststhat the Hindus were not yet
sufficiently powerful,eithereconomicallyor politically, to be able to sustainthe gainsin statusthat
theyhadwrestedfrom theMuslims.
The reconciliationwas unusualin severalthings. First, therewasthe lengthof time it took.
By earlyJuly Bareilly's normalexistencehadbeenseverelydisruptedfor at leastfour months.Second,
the mannerof thereconciliationwasvery public andits termsfixed. It wasa humiliatingclimb down
by theChaudhariwho hadto surrenderthatwhich he hadwon andwhosigneda documentcreatingthe
very sortof precedentthat hehadrefusedto bea partyto beforethe festivals. 11drd,thereconciliation
waseffectedthroughthe agencyof the British administration;neitherparty initiatedan independent
approachto the other. Ile Hinduspreparedtheir documentand presentedit to the Magistrate.The
Muslimsdrew up their statementon cow-slaughterat the suggestionof the Magistratewho wantedto
it. Noneof
createtheimpressionof a reciprocityof concessions;theHindusdid not evenacknowledge
thisresembledthekind of discreetý
unwrittenandspeedycompromisethatcharacteriz;
eddispute-solving
beforethe British era. And althoughin 1837it appeareda satisfactorysolution,it is not surprising
thatin thefuturethis settlementwouldbe thecauseof morebitternessandantipathy.
In the two subsequent
yearsof MuharramandRamnaumicoincidenceBasantRamkeptto his
undertaking,celebratingRamnaumionly within his compoundandwithoutanyprocessionthroughthe
bazaar.Graduallyhis statusrosewith the British from that of trouble-makerto communityleaderof
influence.Accordingto onemagistrateheexertedall his influenceon the Hindusto observetherules
laid down by him:

'Mhough I do not think that his feelings towardsthe Mahomedansis [sic]

84 The Muslims
proffered a declaration that they would restrict cow-slaughter during Bakr Id so.as to make
that festival less offensive to the Hindus. As both the Magistrate and the Commissioner pointed out, this
was no great concession. The Muslims were not under any circumstances allowed to slaughter cattle in any
place open to public view anyway. which was all that their document promised. For the agreements see
Appendix E- 'Translate copy of a deed of agreemententered into by Chowdry Bussunt Rain and other Hindoo
Inhabitants of the Town of Bareilly', 9 July 1837; 'Translate copy of a deed of agreementexecutedby certain
Mahomedan Inhabitants of the Town of Barcilly', 11 July 1837, signed and sealed by 37 of the 'principal
Mahomedans;of Bareilly'. IOR. NWP Criminal Judicial P/231/40,3 Nov. 1837. no. 43.
Freitag, in her discussion of the 1837 tension, relies upon a report written in 1871, after a much more
serious Ramnaumi-Muharram disturbance in Bareilly. I hope that it is not pedantic to point out where the
1871 report differs from the original. on-the-spot reportage of 1837. particularly as it provides some idea of
how people in the 1870s looked back on the events of an earlier generation. In 1837 the Muslims did not
make any concessions to the Hindus, although in 1871 the government believed that their 1837 statement
must have promised the Hindus something of value. Nor is there any evidence in the 1837 documents that the
leaders of the Muslims locked up the weapons of their 00-Teligionists before chaperoning them out to the
karbala. That this 'fact' appears in the later report suggests that the Muslim notables providing the
government with information in 1871 - in the midst of an official inquiry into recent violent Muslim
aggression against the Hindus - were attempting to enhance their reputation as responsible community
leaders by fictionalizing the pasL See Freitag, CoUective action and community, pp. 107-8. For the 1871
coverage of 1837 see: Report of F.O. Mayne. Officer on Special Duty, to Offg Secy to Govt NWP, 27 Apr.
1871, NAI, India Home (Publicý A progs 5 Aug. 1871, no. 146.
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altogether such as could be wished, I believe. that he sees and feels the necessity of peace and
85
71bepolicing for the 1838 and 1839 festivals was high, and the authorities opposed
conciliation'.
any suggestionthat the participants themselvesmanagethe celebrations. 1839 in particular worried the
Magistrate, R.H. Clarke, with the familiar build-up of cow-sacrifice incidents at Bakr Id in the month
prior to Muharram. Commercial relations once again became strained and Clarke imagined the air
heavy with veiled insults and threatened scuffles between Hindus and Muslims. 86 'Known troublemakers' were kept under police surveillance and urban landlords were instructed to keep their parts of
the town quiet. There was no trouble. The Ramnaurniprocessionwas enormously attendedwith some
12,000 people - double that of 1838 - and some 50-60,000 came out to watch the taziya parade,many
Hindus amongst them. At the conclusion of the festivities Clarke duv&ed the men whom he thought
insummental in the preservation of the peace: for the Muslims, the kazi, Ghularn Khan, and for the
Hindus, ChaudhadBasantRain and a tahsildar, Kishore Parshad. Clarke observedthat they had helped
to bring about 'a return of social intercourse which has been almost completely interrupted between
Hindoos and Mussulmansat their public meetings and festivals for the last 3 years.,87
85 G.T. Lushington, Offg Magte Bareilly,
to L Davidson, Offg Comr Rohilkhand, no. 26,6 Apr. 1838, TOR,
NWP Crintinal Judicial Pt231/48.23 Apr. 1838, no. 51. The same Magistrate deplored the attitude of
some
of the Muslirn spokesmenwho attempted to restore the old ban on Hindu merriment during Muharrarn with a
campaign to have the shouting of UaL jai' ('Victory, victory' - usually for Ram Chandra) prohibited.
86 Magistrate Clarke had list
a
of activities he recognized as provocative, almost comic in its detail: no
abusive language. no cutting of pipal or imli trees. no throwing bricks at images or taziyas, no flying of
kites near iaýbarahs, no knocking off the red turbans of the Hindus, no wearing of red turbans to insult the
Muslimsý no blowing of shells at mosques...R.H. Clarke, Magte Bareilly, to J. Davidson, Offg Comr
Rohilkhand, no. 25,3 Apr. 1839, TOR. NWP Criminal Judicial P/231/59,30 Apr. 1839, no. 127.
87 Ibid.
A disturbance in Chandausi, in Moradabad, in 1839 is relevant to Bareilly's experiences.
Chandausi's residents were almost entirely Hindu traders and moneylenders. The few Muslims dependedupon
the Hindus for capital to finance their weaving and other industries. Traditionally there were tariya paradesin
Chandausi but they were very modest and the butchers who lived outside the town had never been allowed to
bring their taziyas or alants inside the town's walls. In 1839 the Muluirram processions suddenly became
very much grander and with the connivance of Muslim subordinate officers and police burkandazis the
butchers were permitted to join in die parade of the alams, which culminated in a prolonged verbal assault on
a Mahadeo mandir in the centre of the town. Despite the attempts of the town's chaudharis to ward off
conflict, fighting broke out during the taziya parade. Several people were killed, many more were wounded,
the laziyas were smashedand several houseswere burnt. The two sides were not as unevenly matched as might
have been expected; Muslims from neighbouring villages had gathered in sufficient numbers to pillage the
town and might have succeededin doing so were it not for the timely intervention of the Muslim thanadar and
tahsildar. G. Blunt, Offg Magte Moradabad, to James Davidson, Offg Comr Rohilkhand, no. 17,9 Apr.
1839, TOR, NWP Criminal Judicial P/ 231/59,29 June 1839, no. 100.
It is unclear why the Muslims chose 1839 to grandify their celebrations, with camels and elephants
joining the processions for the first time. The butcher community, confined to life outside the town walls,
had been becoming increasingly wealthy and it seems that they combined their money with the more
privileged position of the Muslims inside the town to try to right off both the personal slight to themselves
and the image of the Muslims of Chandausigenerally as downtrodden by the Hindus. Econon-dcallythey were
strong enough to do this. but they had not yet proved their political clout. As in Bareilly in 1837 where the
Hindus had needed the support of government officers and guards to take out their controversial procession,
here too in 1839 the Muslims had had to call on government assistance. It was given unofficially. in the
form of the thanadar's
subscription to a taziya being built in the tahsil. and in the unauthorized
accompanying of the processions by Muslim burkandazis. but the effect must have been similar: to show
representatives of the administration backing the increasing display of one community's festivities to the
obvious cost of another's prestige. 'Mat the display was not repeated in the years immediately following
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Bareilly's good relations survived even the murder of Chaudhari Basant Ram by a Muslim
carpet-weaverin February 1842.88 The Chaudhari's deathbedbehaviour, witnessedby a huge crowd of
Hindus, won him the full approval of the British as a responsible community leader. Whilst dying he
entreatedhis co-religionists not to seek revenge for his murder and he publicly placed the care of his
89
into
Naubat
Ram,
hands
Assistant
Magistrate.
The local officers held their breath and
the
son,
of the
Bareilly stayed calm. 'Me Chaudhari had allied himself with the administration and had pledged the
loyalty of his co-religionists to the British forces of law and order. His ability to offer this sort of
community cohesionto the British was probably never greater than at the time of his death. That, after
1857, his descendantswould not be able to wield the same degree of control over Bareilly's Hindus
points to the changing role of the raises, the economic and political elites. as sponsorsand spokesmen
of public religious celebration.

Muharram

and Ramlila,

18S2-S4: the development

of explicit

compromise

Occasional incidents of communal ill-will cropped up in the years before the next festival
overlap, that of Muharrarn and Ramlila in 1852-4. In 1844 some Hindus attempted to build a temple
near the chief mosqueof the city. Petitions of protest from Bareilly's Muslims show that they would
have regardedthe shivala's completion as an insult to themselvesand a triumph to the Hindus involved
in its promotion.90 Caseslike this common in the nineteenthcentury were different versionsof the
samepolitics played out in die argumentsover processionrights during festival overlaps. Each party
argued for its rights to public display; religious buildings were more permanent indicators of the
91
in
group's status the sharedspace. In the Bareilly incident the Magistrate prohibited the erection of

also echoes the experience of Bareilly's Hindus. The first experiment marked a step towards a higher public
status. and implied increasing economic power, although in Chandausi this appears to have been confined to
one section of the Muslim population which had a particular grievance to overcome. But the gain could not
be confirmed all at once; greater, lasting power was necessaryto consolidate the first advances.
88 R. N. Clarke, Magte Bareilly,
to W. J. Conolly, Comr Rohilkhand4 no. 16,23 Feb. 1942, IOR, NWP
Criminal Judicial P/232/9,12 Mar. 1842, no. 161.
89 Ibid. Magistrate Clarke described
the Chaudhari as 'the acknowledged representative of the Hindoos in all
questions regarding their religious differences with the Mahomedans'. Commissioner Conolly described him
as 'the chief of the Hindoo party' in Bareilly; W. J. Conolly, Offg Conir Rohilkhan(L to R.A. C. Hamilton.
Secy to Govt NWP, 23 Feb. 1842, ibid., I Mar. 1842, no. 102.
90 H. Clarke, Magte Bareilly,
to C. W. Fagan, Offg Additional Sessions Judge Bareilly. no. 133.11 Sept.
1844, IOR, NWP Criminal Judicial P/23W5,16 Nov. 18", no. 96.
91 The
mid-nineteenth century has many similar disputes. In Almora in 1831 the Hindus attempted to have a
mosque removed, the only one in Kumaon and which had been built only a couple of years earlier under
British patronage. G.W. Traill, Comr Kumaon, to H. Pidcock, Offg It Magte Moradabad ND, 28 Dec. 1831,
UPSA, Kumaon Comr's Office, Pre-Mutiny Records, Judicial Letters Issued. vol. 27, pp. 23940.
In the early 1830s Kasipur in Moradabad district was polarized by a dispute over claims to a small building
in ruins, the Muslims claiming it as a mosque, the Hindus as a temple. This fed into the long-running
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the temple. Although the Ifindus owned the land in question, the temple was consideredan innovation
in the neighbourhoodand hencea threat to the peace.92
During the 1852-54concurrenceof Muharram and Ramlila many district off icers concentrated
on prodding local notables into arranging amongst themselvesthe timetables and processionroutes for
the two festivals. Agreements were drawn up, setting out the rights and responsibilities of religious
display for each community, although, inevitably, many were repudiated if they had not been inspired
by a genuine desire to observe the festivals peacefully. Some enthusiastic officers even attempted to
impose compromise mechanismson a town's raiýes, which suggeststhat they did not understandthat
93
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overlap passedoff peacefully in both Bareilly and Shahjahanpur, the two cities most

troubled in 1837-39.94 but tensionswere more widespreadin other parts of the NWP than ever before.
As in the 1830s,there is a senseof a society 'using' the festivals, classic indicators of statusand power
controversy over the sale of beef in the town. R. Lowther, Offg Comr Moradabad, to Welby Jackson, Regr to
Nizamat Adalat, 5 Oct. 1833. IOR, Bengal Criminal Judicial WP P/140/56,10 Feb. 1834, no. 18.
In 1834 at Mubarakhpur, in Azamgarh district, once again as merely a component in long-running HinduMuslim hostility, Muslim attempted overnight to establish a mosque within the boundary of a Hindu well
and to consecrateit in time for worship at Bakr Id. 'Note on the Mobaruckpoor Case' by J. Thomason. Magic
Azamgarh. 23 Apr. 1834, IOR, Agra Criminal Judicial P/231/16,18 Sept. 1835, no. 105.
In 1839 in Ambelita, in Saharanpur district, fighting erupted between Hindus and Muslims when the
Hindus added shikharas onto a temple thus making it taller than the neighbouring mosque, for years the
town's landmark. G. U. Bacon. Sessions Judge Saharanpur, to Regr to Nizamat Adalat, no. 252,15 Aug.
1839; M. J. Conolly. Magte Saharanpur.to G.U. Bacon. no. 215.15 Aug. 1839. IOR, NWP Criminal Judicial
P/231/61,21 Oct. 1839, no. 122.
In the early 1850s in Allahabad there were two cases of Jains attempting to erect Parusnath mandirs
against the wishes of neighbouring Hindus. identified as Vaishnavites). In one case the Jains were
successful; in the other the Hindus, led by a Maratha princess, won their protest. R. Lowther, Comr
Allahabad4 to W. Muir, Secy to Govt NWP, no. 29,17 Apr. 1852, IOR, NWP Criminal Judicial P/233/34,4
May 1852, no. 30.
In 1855 in SaharanpurMuslims had attacked and driven away workers erecting a thakurdwara, complaining
that it would be too close to neighbouring mosques and that Muslim worshippers would be disturbed by the
noise of the Hindu sankh. The temple was allowed to be built on the grounds that Saharanpur had many
mosques and temples in much closer proximity. A. Ross. Magte Saharanpur,to Secy to Govt NWP, no. 44.
24 Feb. 1855, IOR, NWP Criminal Judicial P/234/1,15 Mar. 1855, no. 273.
92 J. Thornton, Secy to Govt NWP, to Offg Civil
and SessionsJudge Rohilkhand, no. 5040,16 Nov. 1844,
IOR, NWP Criminal Judicial P/232/35.16 Nov. 1844, no. 97.
93 The behaviour
of the Magistrate of Etawah, E.H.C. Monckton, at Jaswantnagarin 1852 provides the best
illustration.
Having failed to convince the community leaders in Etawah city to come to an agreement,
Monckton ordered the Muslims and Hindus of Jaswantnagarto set up a panchayat to work out the times and
routes for the competing processions. Not only did he insist that the members of the panchayal sign
agreementsdrawn up by himself, but he instructed them all to sign bonds to the value of Rs.500 to the effect
that none of their co-religionists would cause any disturbances. Eventually Monckton worked out an
'agreement' of extraordinary complexity, but it collapsed because the men who had put their names to it,
especially on behalf of the Muslims, had no real control over their 'followers'. On the day of the Bharat
Milap procession the Hindus were attacked by a group of Muslim who had wanted it postponeduntil after the
laziya burial. Nowhere in Jaswantnagarwas there any evidence of the spirit of compromise that Monckton
had laboured to implant in the people. E.H.C. Monckton, Offg Magic Etawah, to W. H. Tyler, Comr Agra, 18
Oct. 1852, IOR, NWP Criminal Judicial P/233/38,9 Nov. 1852, no. 79; Same to same, no. 42,26 Oct.
1852, ibid., no. 85.
94 Of Shahjahanpurwe know only that a panchayat in the city, under the guidance of the Magistrate, drew up
an agreement for the routes and timings of the various processions. Ile agreement was expected to hold
M.
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Comr Rohilkhand, no. 43,28 OCL 185Z IOR. NWP Criminal Judicial P/233/38,8 Dec. 185Z no. 47.
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in an urban setting, to register change. Koil, in Aligarh district, reported troubles with cow-sacrifice at
Bakr Id and the taziya and Ran-dilaprocessionsin 1851,1852, and 1853. In 1852Ghazipur witnesseda
near disastroushead-onclash of Hindu and Muslim processionsin its main bazaar. In the sameyear in
Banda, Muslims attacked Hindus whilst in procession, throwing the timing and policing of all the
subsequentprocessions and tamasha into confusion. In 1852 Etawah district saw disturbances in
Etawah city. Jaswantnagarand Phaphund, a network of unrest that stretched the local administrative
resources to breaking point. In Kanpur there were difficulties in finding an arena for the Ramlila
lamasha, in which case the celebrations were not held at all. The Hindus, aggrieved at their loss,
attacked the taziya parade of the Muslims. In 1852 in Najibabad, in Bijnour districtý Hindu-Muslim
riots were narrowly averted. Ile following year the Hindus delayed the explosion of their Ravan so
that it feU on the day of the taziya burial. 'Mere was an affray at the height of the ceremonies,leaving
severalmen deadand others wounded. In 1853 Moradabadcity was the sceneof a Shia-Sunniclash at
Muharram. However, in 1854, following cow-sacrifice disputes during Bakr Id, the Muharram and
Ramlila celebrationswere the occasionfor Hindu-Muslirn tension. Kasipur. also in Moradabaddistrict,
witnessedseriousHindu-Muslim rioting in 1854 when Muslims cut back a pipal tree during the taziya
Parade.
In Bareilly, Chaudhari Naubat Ram, son of the assassinatedBasant Ram, had inherited, along
with his father's property, the mantle of spokesman for the Hindus in the matter of religious
celebration. On behalf of them he arranged with the Muslims that the Ramlila processions should
continue as usual until the beginning of Muharram, from which time all Hindu celebrations would be
confined to his garden outside the city. The procession of the royal throne of Rain - the rajgaddi through Bareilly's main streetswould be delayeduntil after the burial of the laziyas. An agreementwas
signed to this effect, Nawab Khan Bahadur Khan, a grandson of the famous Hafiz Rahmat Khan,
pleading with his co-religionists that they demandno more ftom the Hindus in restrictions on the noise
95
and showiness of their celebrations. The document was posted and proclaimed all over the city,
asking people to follow the good example of their community leaders. Throughout the district similar
schemeswere followed, with the Magistrate reporting triumphantly that:

95 F. WiUiams, Magte Bareilly, to R. Kerr-Dick. Comr Rohilkhand4
no. 54,1 Nov. 1852, ibid., no. 48.
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Even in the Villages where often in the Mohurrum misunderstandingsarise and broken
heads result quite a new spirit of accommodations and mutual forbearance generally
prevailed and the people encouragedto adjust all matters amongst thernielves did so with
96
interference
little
Police.
very
of the the
It is clear from the Magistrate's brief report that Naubat Rarn and his Muslim counterparts
wantedno trouble during the festivals and were preparedto commit themselvesto paper to prove this to
the authorities. '17heirreadinessto do this suggeststhat they wished to disassociatethemselvesfrom
any violence that might break out independently of their efforts to prevent it. This precision in the
delineation of the rights of religious display was novel, introduced to Bareilly by the British. Such
paper compromisesseemto have had little to do with avoiding trouble and everything to do with being
97
seento avoid trouble.

The Rebellion

of 18S7-S8

In 1857-58 Bareilly was at the centre of the rebels' achievements. A rebel administration
survived there longer than anywhere else and the city was not retaken until May 1858. Ile
conventional understandingof the causesof the rebellion in Rohilkhand emphasizesthe steady loss of
land by establishedlandholders, Rohilla Pathans,to urban-basedHindu moneylenders. According to
this thesis, after the accumulatedinsults of losing political power to the British and statusand prestige
to the Hindus, this slow loss of economic power to the Hindus as well made Rohilkhand, and Bareilly
in particular, the seatof much resentment. Rebellion there was almost inevitable.
Brodkin turns this theory on its head, arguing that most of those losing land were Hindus,
chiefly Rajputs, who had engagedfor it at cripplingly-high rates during the first chaotic settlements
when the British had found few people who could present an unquestionable claim to hereditary
landholding. They were surrenderingit, in Brodkin's analysis, to Rohilla moneylenders,professionals
with a history of competent agricultural managementin the region. Ile Rebellion in Rohilkhand was
still a Rohilla rebellion and Bareilly, as home to the descendantsof Hafiz Rahmat Khan, was a natural

96 Ibid. Freitag. Collective
action and community, p. 108, reports that Naubat Ram 'had great difficulty
extending the agreement of 183V I can find no reference to this in the reports of the 1850s and it seems
that, with the benefit of hindsight, officers in the troubled 1870s presumed this to be so because it fitted in
with their picture of the increasing unruliness of the Hindus.
97 The
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earnedhim warm praise and respect from the British for his religious temperance.
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an attemptto recapturethe political power to
centrefor it, but it wasa rebellionof aggrandizement,
matchthe gainsin wealthY8
Although Brodkin reversesthe roles of the aggrievedand the aggressorhis thesisdoesnot
changethe communalnatureof the Rebellion in Bareilly, as noted by contemporaryobservers.
Muslims were prominentin the rebel administration,while, for the most part, the Hindu raises of
Bareilly kepttheir headsdown.Only two Hindusstandout: a commissariat
officer, SobhaRam,sided
with the rebel administration as its treasurer,and a leading banker, Baijnath Misra, remained
outspokenlyloyal to theBritish at repeatedcostto his liberty andproperty.
After the RebellionBareilly's socialrelationswererapidly reordered.'Merewerevery public
rewardsfor thosewho hadremainedloyal; deathor imprisonmentandlossof propertyfor thosewho
had not. NawabKhanBahadurKhan,the Viceroy of Rohilkhandunderthe rebeladministrationand
leaderof the Muslimsin Bareilly, washangedoutsidethekotwali in 1860. Landconfiscatedfrom the
Nawabandotherdisloyaldescendants
of HafizRahmatKhanwashandedoveror soldto loyal subjects,
of Bareilly couldnameonly oneMuslim who wasrewarded
mostof whomwereHindu. 11e Gazetteer
for loyalty, thekorwal who hadfled with the British to Nainital at the outbreakof the insurrectionin
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the city. SomeRajputswho hadat first joined with the Nawabbut had later turnedto the British
l()O
land
for
gmnts. BaijnathMisra wasmosthandsomely
werealsorewarded their perspicacitywith
rewardedwith the title of 'Rao' and land to the value of Rs.28,000per annum. In 1860this was
convertedto a revenue-freegrantand the tide was upgradedto the hereditaryone of 'Raja'. Lala
101
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Bareilly,
Narayan,theformertreasurer
of
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werealsorewarded
The latterreceivedconfiscatedLandassessed
at Rs.2,000andthelife title of 'Rana'.anironic returnto
the 'aristocratic' status previously denied his family by the British. Hindu-Muslim relations
98 E.I. Brodkin. 'Rohilkhand from
conquest to revolt', pp. 139-68.
99 The kotwal, Sheikh Badr-ud-din.
was described as 'almost the only loyal Musalman of any note'. He was
Rs.
Nevill,
Bareilly:
1,200.
A Gazetteer. p. 179.
land
assessed
at
with
a
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of
irewarded
1()0 For example, Thakur Raghunath Singh of Faridpur. Ibid., pp. 172-3,178.
101 Naubat Ram was constant in his support of the British throughout the rebels' control of Bareilly. On 29
May 1857. two days before the outbreak, Naubat Ram sent a messageto the Magistrate warning him that
there would be a rising in the town by the Muslims after the Friday prayers. 'Daily Narrative of Events of
Badaun, Bareilly, and Shahjahanpurfrom 12th May 1857 to 19th July 1858', in S.A. A. Rizvi (ed.), Freedom
Struggle in Uttar Pradesh (6 vols, Lucknow, 1957-61), V. p. 173. He also provided sowars and footmen to
help pacify outlying villages after Bareilly's recapture by the British and gave evidence against Khan
Bahadur Khan at the latter's trial. Ibid.. pp. 498,607. At the trial Naubat Ram testified that he had been
writing secretly to Commissioner Alexander at Naini Tal from about a week after the outbreak. In one of
these communications in September 1857 he sent word that the Thakurs of Bareilly were ready to rise in
support of the British as soon as they put a force in Rohilkhand. W. Muir, Records of the Intelligence
Department of the Government of the North-West Provinces of India during the Mutiny of 1857 (2 vols,
Edinburgk 1902). 14 P. 249.
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reverberatedwith the aftershocksof the Rebellion. Ilere was a sensein which the Hindus, or at least
some very prominent Hindus, had aligned themselveswith the British to their great benefit, whereas
the Muslims of Bareilly had gambledand IOSL
After the RebeWon the government attempted to turn the clock back on its earlier antilandlordism. The assaulton large estateswas now seento have brutalized the organization of society.
Ilie new village proprietors had not shown much gratitude to the British for their change in fortune,
and generally, where areashad been held for the British, it was becausea large landlord had had the
102
from
local
'Merefore
the
population.
resourcesand the authority to commandobedienceand respect
in Oudh the governmentset about restoring the former Wuqdars to their estatesand recreatinga 'native
aristocracy'. In the NWP it was too late to reassemblethe old estates,but in the redistribution of
confiscatedland care was taken not to break up any surviving estatesand someof the smaller amounts
103
bigger
holding.
land
lumped
At a more general level the government
to
together
produce a
of
were
concentrated on promoting large landlords as their ideal leaders of society, men of influence who
retained some of the responsibilities of a raja or nawab, but none of his independence. Ile

1861

decision to award magisterialpowers to selectedmembersof the NWP's 'native aristocracy' symbolizes
the government's ideal. Metcalf has arguedthat the systemof honorary magistrates,although launched
enthusiastically, 'never achieved much success'; district officers found few candidates to the
104
liking.
But the scheme'spractical failure does not seemto be very important in the
government's
light of the runaway successof the concept of a class of 'respectablenative gentlemen' which could
discipline the 'unruly masses'. In particular, district officers looked to this select group of men including the few honorary magistrates,but also any large landholder who was educatedand of proven
loyalty - to forestall ill-will

between lower-class Hindus and Muslims before it erupted into

102 Metcalf, Land. landlords,
and the British Raj. pp. 157-9. Metcalf argues that the presence of an
influential estate-holder was a prerequisite if an aren was to be held for the British: 'Much of the pattern of
rebellion was...determined by the presence or absenceof a thriving magnate element heavily committed by
interest to British rule. Where such a class existed, whether comprised of Jats or Raiputs. new men or old,
they were able almost invariably to smother the sparks of revolt in the countryside as far as their influence
reached. Absentee bania landlords could not of course fulfil this role. 7bey were invariably swept away, and
the districts in which they predominated, such as Kanpur and Banda, carried into the rebel camp. Nor could
the holders of tiny estates, with limited resources and influence. do much to stem the tide of disaffection
around them.' ]bid.. P. 157.
103 Ibid.,
p. 159.
104 Ibid.,
pp. 159-60. Initially 57 men, including thirteen European planters, were given powers to try
petty criminal casesin their pargana.
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destabilizing violence. As we shall seebelow, disillusionment awaited the government, and many of
its chosen 'respectablenative gentlemen' took fright at its awesomefaith in their abilities.

Muharram

and Ramnaumi,

1870-71:

new challenges to elite sponsorship

of Hindu

festivitylOS
In the seventeenyears since the last festival coincidence Bareilly had changeda lot. Nawab
Khan Bahadur Khan had beenhangedand Naubat Ram had since died, leaving the Hindus and Muslims
to find new spokesmenfor the organization of their festivities. Naubat Ram's widow, Rani Ganesh
Koer, intended to preserve - through her agent Manuji - the family's tradition of sponsoring the
Ramnaumi and Rarnlila celebrations. Accordingly. Manuji led the negotiations for the Hindus on the
timing and routes of the processions,but it is clear that he lacked their whole-heartedsupport. There
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Hindus barely managedto speakas if with one voice.
Initially the Magistrate, Elliot Colvin, issued orders for the celebration of the festivals. In
for
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of
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new
with
accordance
the Hindus were granted routes and timings that were not obviously inferior to those allocated to the
Muslims. The Muslims protested at this, abstaining from their ceremoniesfor the first three days of
Muharram. 106 On 2 Muharrarn (4 April) the raises of each community met and proposed a
forgo
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the bazaarfor Ramnaumi and the Muslims would make certain concessionson cow-slaughteron certain
days. This was a near copy of the 1837 settlement,right down to the vaguenessof the Muslim part of
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former proceedings being printed in full, the latter only in precis, in the volumes which were distributed at
the various levels of government. The full text of the routine proceedings was kept separately and most of
these have now been destroyed. Under this division of material only major communal confrontations were
deemed 'important'; lesser incidents, such as the temple-building disputes in the 1840s and '50s, would not
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communal tension were an the decreasein the post-1860 period.
106 Elliot Colvin, Offg Magte Bareilly, to Comr Rohilkhand, no. 96,15 Apr. 1870, UPRAA, Rohilkhand
Comr, Post-Mutiny Records, dept XIH, file 52.
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astonishment,he repudiated his own scheme. Presumably he had encounteredstaunch opposition to
his proposal.
As Ramnaumi neared with no agreement in sight Colvin resorted again to an imposed
settlement. On the eve of Ramnaumi, 9 April, the tension in the city ran so high that he doubted his
ability to conduct safely any procession through the chauk. With the Commissioner's approval he
issued an order stating that from 10 April 1870 no procession, either Muslim or Hindu, could ever
again pass through the bazaar unless some special agreementhad been reachedand approved by the
107
goverrunent.
.
On Ramnaurni, the day also for the paradeof the Muslim alams, the Hindus shut their shops
and took out no procession. Colvin sent Colonel Earle and a guard to Manuji's house to offer
108
issued
forth.
but
The alams and the taziyas did go out, however,
none
protection to the procession
according to the new ruling on routes. By 12 April Muharrarn was over, but for another two days the
Hindu traders kept their shops shut and Hindu boys stayed away from their schools. Bareilly had
survived without any serious breach of the peaceand yet the issue was far from settled. Immediately
the agitation beganagain as Hindus and Muslims preparedto influence the ruling on the 1871 festivals.
Colvin was deluged with petitions and he set about his own enquiry to establish what could have been
done to make 1870a lessunsatisfactoryaffair.
Colvin was very unhappy with the role of 'the leading Hindu gentlemen': 'After Monday the
4th [they] withdrew in toto from the whole affair leaving the people to be influenced by Mohunts, and
persons of no character or social position. '109 Colvin did not make explicit his definition of a
being
fault
honorary
but
he
leader,
that
the
men
named
as
at
all
magistrates or
were
community
municipal commissioners,men of such social standing that he expectedthem to be able to control their
co-religionists - hence his disappointment that such men only 'kept to their homes and did nothing till

107 bid. Colvin
received full backing for this from the NrWP Government. Government Order no. 581A. 2
June 1870, para. 7 reads: 'His Honor the Ueutenant-Govemor is accordingly pleased to lay it down, as a rule
to be observed for the future, that no public processions, either Hindoo or Mahomedan, shall henceforth be
allowed to pass through the chowk and main city road4 but that the processions of each mohulla shall pass
outward by the nearest way to die exterior road, and so complete whatever ceremoniesrequire to be observed
without approaching the chowk or centre road.' NAI, India Home (Public), B progs 3 Sept. 1870, nos. 24-5.
108 In subsequent summaries
of these events it was reported that the Hindus refused to take out their
procession becausethe Commissioner had declined to offer them protection. From Colvin's reportage above
and also Manuji's own testimony (see below) this does not seem to have been correct. Report of F.O. Mayne.
Officer on Special Duty, to Offg Secy to Govt NWP, 27 Apr. 1871, NAL India Home (Public), A progs 5 Aug.
1871, no. 146, para. 9. Hereafter 'Mayne Report'.
109 Elliot Colvin, Offg Magte Bareilly,
to Comr Rohilkhand, no. 96,15 Apr. 1870, UPRAA, Rohilkhand
Comr, Post-Mutiny Records, dept XIII. rile 52.
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all was over.
acknowledged that their inactivity was motivated by fear, but fear of what?
Whatever the tensionsamongstthe Hindus, lower-class Hindus were unlikely to turn on their better-off
fellows at a time when conflict with the Muslims was uppermost. Nor would it seem probable that
men who had attempted to come to a settlement more palatable to the Muslims would be specifically
targetedfor attack by marribersof that community. Rather, the fear dud Colvin identified in Bareilly's
'leading Hindu gentlemen' was that of being shown up to the authorities as being incapable of
controlling all of their co-religionists, the ability that the British most wanted them to wield
effectively.
This type of withdrawal was repeatedin many places in subsequentyears. Men to whom the
governmentlooked as sourcesof local power and influence absentedthemselvesfrom scenesof possible
communal conflict rather than risk public humiliation at the hands of their self-willed coIII
religionists.
In Bareilly the timing at which thesemen bowed out of the negotiations was also significant,
viz., after Manuji's attempts to conciliate the Muslims had been rejected by other Hindus and he had
reneged on his assurancesto the Magistrate and the Muslims. In a statementmade after the festivals
Manuji showed how well he had leamt not to inflate his ability to act independently. He denied all
knowledge of the agreementsof 1837 and 1852. He professed to have never heard of any HinduMuslim settlementon the subject of overlapping festivals. He denied ever having raised the subject in
the municipal committee, of which he had been a member since Naubat Ram's death. And he pleaded
that fear had prevented him from taking out the Ramnaumi procession in 1870, although he left it
conveniently unclear as to whether it was the wrath of the Hindus or the Muslims that he dreaded
112
In other words. Manuji took part in a boycott of festivity that was universal amongst
most.
I 10 Ibid. Colvin identified Munshi Dwarka Das
and Lala Lakshmi Narain (the treasurer renowned for his
loyalty in 1857-58) as the only two Hindus who tried to help him reach a settlement on the matter of
processions. He named three others as being particularly unhelpful: Ganga Parshad,Baldeo Singh and Chait
Ram, all honorary magistrates. His greatest contempt was reserved for Manuji. Naubat Rain's widow's agent
and also a municipal commissioner.
III In this
context it is interesting to note the article in a Moradabad newspaper,The Rohilkhand Akhbar, of
9 April 1870 in which 'Rani Sahiba', Naubat Ram's widow, was reported to have gone on a pilgrimage to
Hardwar even though the newspaper understood that in reality she had gone to wait on the Lieutenant
Governor to solicit his interference in the matter of Bareilly's celebrations. SVN 1870, pp. 150-1. As there
was no subsequent report of the Rani appearing before the Lieutenant Governor nor any reference to her
presence in Bareilly, it appears that she had indeed gone to Hardwar and simply opted out of a situation in
which she could not possibly have pleased both the Hindus, who wanted a belligerent celebration of
Ramnaurni, and the British, to whom she owed her present position and who wanted the festivities to be as
muted as possible.
112 Statement Munnoo Jee, 21
Apr. 1970, UPRAA. Rohilkhand Comr, Post-Mutiny Records, dept XUI,
of
file 52.
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Hindus in Bareilly, whilst protesting to the British that his behaviour was not inspired by that spirit of
boycott, a spirit which Colvin had identified as dangerous. In this sensethe other 'leading Hindus' of
Bareilly were also not out of step with their co-religionists.
There is more evidenceof differencesbetweenBareilly's Hindus in the numerouspetitions that
were sent to the government after the festivals. Several petitions were submitted by people styling
themselves as 'the poor, oppressedHindoos of Bareilly'.

They are striking for their attacks on the

Hindu raises of their city, the sameclass that had irritated Colvin. Most revealing is the charge that
thesemen, tied as they were by the possessionof property, honoursand tides that might be confiscated
by the government, were not free agents; that. they would sell out the Hindu cause and come to
agreementwith the Muslims in an attempt to stay in the government's favour
It may be observed by your honor that Rain Nomeen does not belong to some
particular Ifindoo Raeesesof Bareilly; it is a festival kept by all Hindoos, both the rich
as well as the poor.
Our Hindoo Raeesescannot be our leaders in religious affairs. With regard to
religion, our leadersare Birehmins, Pundits, preachers,priests of temples, and the people
of other castsalways engagedin religious ceremonies; no matter whether they are rich or
poor. Here, no such ffindoo, as we meant, is desirous to make agreement with the
Niahomidans.113
In another petition of Eke tone the petitioners complained that the 'Hindoo gentlemen', being
'coward & timid', had allowed themselvesto be hoodwinked by the 'cunning' Muslim raiser.
'Me consequenceis the poor helpless and guideless Hindus have lost their Ramnowmiday, their bathing day & probably all their festivals, have been proved offensive,
disobedientand seditious to the authorities 114
...

Both of thesepetitionscomplainedaboutthe behaviourof the Muslims,but eachtargetedas
the gravestdangerthepotentialof theHinduraisesto reachanagreement
with theMuslims,especially
a 'compromise'set up by the government,without taking into accountthe wishesof their more
humblefellows.
A very differentsetof petitionsunderlinesthis conflict amongstthe Hindus. 17hese
appearto
haveoriginatedfrom a groupof Hinduswho werewealthierthanthepreviouspetitioners,but still did

113

The petition informed the Lieutenant Governor that 'the Magistrate of Bareilly. taking the partiality
towards the Mohomedans on accotmt of their dread, is now-a-days obliging the Hindoo Racesesof Bareilly to
put down their signatures upon the agreement which he has made according to his own will, or rather
according to that of the Mahomedans. He always threatens them by saying that if they won't sign the
agreement,all their estates&c. must be confiscated by the Government.' Petition to Lt Govr from 'the poor,
oppressed Hindoos of Bareilly', 19 Apr. 1870, ibid.
114 Petition to LA Govr from 'the Hindoos
of Bareilly', 15 April. 1870, ibid.
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not rank in British eyesas 'leading Hindu gentlemen'. The petitions were submitted in English, drafted
by Mr R.A. Fuller, an Anglo-Indian or perhaps English lawyer. There were miscellaneous charges
against the Muslims and the local officials, but the core of the complaints lay in the closing of the
chauk to all processions. The refusal to take out the Rarnnaurni procession in 1870 was said to be a
consequenceof this ban and, in support of this, sacredtexts were quoted to show that in an accurate
representationof the gods' lives the chauk had to be used. A less-exaltedroute would be an insult to
the gods.115 Moreover, there were practical considerations,asone petition explained:
It is a part of their religion for all Hindoos on the day of the Ramnaumee' to fast and
remain in their housesuntil the processionproceedsdown, when the inhabitants pay their
adorations to it by saluting it and throwing wreaths of flowers on it from the roofs of the
houses on each side in honor of their God 'Ramchundra'; and it is not until the
procession has thus passedthat they are privileged to leave their housesand break their
fast, sending the procession therefore out into the jungles where no-one would see or
follow it, particularly the aged, infirm and the women in purdah was virtually
interdicting its appearancealtogether.116
Clearly thesepetitioners were of some property and wealth. They were the people whose houseslined
the chauk, who did not normally join in with the crowds in the streets at religious festivals, but
partook of the auspiciousnessof the event from a distance: from the rooftops of their houses. For this
class of people - the merchants,the bankers, the commercial heart of the town - there was absolutely
no question of the women leaving their housesto join in with the processionat street level. A ban on
processionsin the chauk seriously reduced the merit to be derived from a festival. The presenceof
mahants and pandits among their signatories suggeststhat these men could mount a sophisticated
challengeto the older rais tradition of festival sponsorship.
Thus we have at least three identifiable interest groups amongst Bareilly's Hindus. First,
there were the 'leading Hindu gentlemen', landedand monied raises, somewith titles, who were seento
favour.
This
Hindus,
in
did
depend
to
the
the
group
of
government's
according
and
some
cases
upon
officer who reported on the disturbancesat the 1871festivals, wanted all grand religious processionsin
the city banned, thus removing the threat to the public peace. The same officer believed that many
Muslim raises would have appreciated this move as well. 117 Second, there were the commercial

115 Memorial from Mr R.A. Fuller, Attorney for Pundit Lukhman Dass, Kesho Dass Mahant, Rugber Dass
Mahant and approximately 1600 other individuals - priests, Brahmans, bankers and other Hindus resident at
Bareilly, 17 Aug. 1870; also two earlier memorials, 7 June 1870 and date unknown. from the same source,
NAI, India Home (Public), B progs;3 Sept. 1870, nos. 24-5.
116 Ibid.
117 Mayne Report, para. 13.
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Hindusof Bareilly, moniedbut ill-appreciatedby thegovernment.11ey werereadyto demandequal
processionrights with the Muslims,but this was of limited valueif the chauk wasclosedto them.
And third, therewerethepoorerHindus,artisans,labourcrsandperhapssomepettytraders,who feared
that the combinedinterestsof property,moneyand governmentfavour would effect a solutionthat
ignored their claims to representHinduism. 71cse were the people perhapsleast inclined to
compromisewith anyone,*whosawenemiesnot only in the Muslimswho wantedto keepthemfrom
the full displayof their festivals,but alsoin the wealthierHinduswho would betraythe causeof the
Hindusfor their financialinterest.Althoughthe moneyfor thecelebrations
hadalwayscomefrom the
raises,andonerais in particular,lower-classHinduslookedto menof religionfor theirinspiration.
in the matterof the
For all of thesepeopleManuji was meantto be the solerepresentative
Ramnatimifestival. It is not surprisingthatheshouldhavefirst erredsodisastrouslyandthenretreated
indoors. But it is important.in the light of later events,that a group of Hindus,potentiallylarge,
resentedthe fact thatfellow Hinduswhodid not sharetheir concernshadtheearof government.There
was a consciousnessthat Hinduism could be underminedfrom within. Hindus to whom the
governmentturnedfor advicewerenot necessarilydeemedby other Hindusto be goodHindusor to
havetheinterestsof Hinduismuppermost.
In additionto all the petitionssomeMuslimsbroughta suit in Bareilly's Civil Court for the
establishmentof the covenantsof 1837and 1852. Ile Court ruled that the agreementswereonly
binding on thosewho had signedthem,and that they did not hold good for three generations,the
traditionallifetime of a signedundertakingin Rohilkhand. The suit wasdismissedon 20 September
1870.118 This decisionfitted in well with the government'spost-Rebellioncommitmentto equal
for all, but it infuriatedBareillY'sMuslimswho believedthattheHindushadbeen
rightsof observance
of thegovernment.
ableto wriggleout of their ancestors'pledgeswith theconnivance
In 1871Ramnaumifell on 8 Muharram(30 March). Ile governmentrefusedto lift the ban
routes. T'heRamnaumiroutewas
on processionsin the chaukandColvin mappedout the necessary
slightly alteredfrom theabortiveoneof 1871; NaubatRam'swidow hadrequesteda differentreturn
route for the idol from the outgoingone, so as to get aroundas many housesas possibleand to
minimisethe lossof prestigeinflicted by thebanon passingthroughthechauk. The samereasonwas

1' 8 Ibid.,
para. 12.
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given by group of Hindus who petitioned for the first time to take out separateRamnaumi processions
119
Colvin rejected their request as an unacceptableinnovation, but it suggeststhat the
of their own.
Rani's position as the Ramnaurni sponsorwas under threat.
In the run-up to Ramnaumi Colvin was unaware of any overt threats to the peace, and on 8
Muharram, as Manuji led the Ramnaurni procession out, all looked quiet. The 'whole of the Hindoo
120
have
for
But on
their
turned
the
children were reported to
out
procession.
male population' and all
the return of the idol in the late afternooncrowds of Muslims tumbled out firom behind closeddoors and
attacked the unarmed Hindus. As soon as one group of assailantswas dispersed and a few Hindus
escortedto safety, others would regroup and allack the unguardedHindus. In two separateincidents the
priests who had officiated at that afternoon's ceremoniesand the 1852 and '53 Ramlila celebrations
respectively were sought out and murdered. Sporadic casesof assault and plunder continued into the
night and the following day, easingonly with the deployment of amps that afternoon. Four days later
the soldiers returned to their barracks; by then the shops had been reopenedand the taziyas buried.
LAzI officers reportedsevenmen dead,158peoplewoundedand an indeterminateamountplundered.
In the subsequentinvestigation the chargesthat Colvin had levelled against the Hindu leaders
in 1870were now turned on their Muslim countMarts:
Not a single independentMahomedangentlemancame to Mr. Colvin's assistancewhilst
the original disturbancewas going on [reportedF.O. Mayne]. Afterwards they apparently
thought it better to show themselves,and many presented themselvesat the Cotwallee
after the troops were called out, and, it is not to be denied, did good service in restoring
121
order.
The investigating officer, F.O. Nbyne, believed that these men had instigated the violence
its
it
have
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course, but again the more probable conclusion is that
out
of
whilst
only
the men whom the govemmentexpectedto be able to wield influence within their community exercised

119 Petition by Hindus (Jankee Dass, Narain Dass, Gundee Mull, Bunarsee Dass, Chedda Lall, Salik Ram,
Buggun Lall, Buldeo Pershad)for permission to take out Ramnowmee processions from separatehouses, II
Mar. 1871, IOR, NWP Criminal Judicial P/92, A progs 13 May 1871. no. 57.71te petitioners' argument, that
unless new processionsgo out all over the town no old or sick people and no pardanashin women will be able
to have darshan of the idol, is so similar to the earlier petitions complaining about the loss of the chauk that
it suggeststhat they came from the same class of people, i.e., monied, but not respectable in the eyes of the
British. Freitag, Collective action and community, pp. 113-14, suggests that the petitioners were
immigrants to Bareilly, new men of wealth who were not tied into the old order. Her evidence for this is slim
but it is an attractive idea. Certainly there was scope for new wealth in Bareilly. Since the Rebellion land
values had increased rapidly and the district had a tradition of speculative investment in land by nonagricultural castes. The boom in sugar-refining in Bareilly - it became the city's biggest industry - also
created new money-making opportunities.
120 Mayne Report,
para. 18.
121 Ibid.,
para. 32.
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only minimal control in matters of religion. The mass of their co-religionists looked to other figures
for their inspiration.122
Clearly many Muslims were angeredby the nullification of the old covenantswhich at a blow
bad silenced the final echoes of Muslim sovereignty in the city. The murder of the priest
who
officiated at the 1852-53Ramlila was an act of revengecalculated to recall to public consciousnessthe
state of subjection under which the Hindus had once laboured. Mayne thought that the Muslims had 'a
real and serious grievance' in the overturning of the covenantsand that rightly they felt cheated.123 He
also complained that in the run-up to the festivals the Hindus, determined to celebrateRamnaumi with
as much vigour as the government regulations would allow, had championed their newly-secured
equality at the expense of the Muslims. He accused them of refusing to hire Muslim servants, of
boycotting Muslim butchers, tobacconists, wood-suppliers and musicians, and of denying Muslims
legal and moneylending services. In short it was the Hindus 'who never, by a word or look, omit to
annoy or insult a Mahomedan when they have opportunity. ' 124 The activities that Mayne listed
suggestthat all sorts of Hindus - including financiers, lawyers, and presumably,given the referenceto
butchers. low-caste Hindus - joined the boycott. This further suggeststhat in 1871 the Hindus of
Bareilly were collectively in a much stronger economic position than they had been in 1837when they
had been unable to sustain this sort of commercial boycott of the Muslims.
The government considered this aspectof Mayne's reportage too favourable to the Muslims,
especially as elsewhere in his report he had identified several Pathans - the bane of the British in
122 Freitag.
who has paid more attention to the politics of the Muslim community in this 1871 riot than I,
concludes: 'Contrary to British expectations. then, leadership and popular influence in an Indian city could
be exercised by other than prominent patrons with extensive networks of clients. 71ose in positions such as
taziadar or mir muhalla that conveyed legitimate authority even to "the very lowest classes" exercised
significant influence as well. Should persons in such positions feel aggrieved4a riot could ensue - even if
"influential citizens" did not identify with, or support, these grievances.' Collective action and comflMnity,
p. 65.
123 Mayne Reportý
para. 38. With hindsight Mayne would be seen to have been right in pin-pointing this as
inflammatory
In 1885 in Shahjahanpur the Hindus were for the first time since the 1830s allowed to
.
celebrate a festival during Muharram, instead of postponing it for a few days. This was becausean agreement
signed in 1852 - much like the one in Bareilly - which had guaranteedfor all time the sole right of Muslims to
public display during Muharrarn had been ignored by the Magistrate. 7lie Hindus held their celebrations as
they would in a normal year, but the Muslims abstained from all of their ceremonies. In one of the many
petitions sent afterwards to the Ijeutenant Governor. Muslims, identifying themselves as the descendantsof
the Pathans who had populated Shahjahanpur in Shahjahan's time, complained bitterly about the British
connivance with the Hindus in allowing the latter to get out of their agreement. 'I'lie Humble Memorial of the
Mahomedan Community of Shahjahanpur', n.d., NAI, India Home (Public), B progs May 1886, no. 244. The
Magistrate also found the feeling on this to be very strong. even amongst the Muslims whom he thought to
be relatively liberal: 'even amongst the leaders of the party, the idea is unhappily prevalent that in what they
are pleased to consider a Muhammadan city, 'though in point of numbers the 2 parties are about equal, they
ought to have been allowed their own way during the Muharrarn'. J.S. Porter, Magte Shahjahanpur,to Comr
Rohilkhand, no. 96, n.d, ibid.
124 Mayne Report,
para. 38.
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Bareilly - as instigators of the violence. Nfayne's advice to ban forever all religious processions in
Bareilly was not however taken up by the government. It was argued that this would generatehostility
against the state when it was better that the people understand that their quarrels were with one
125
another.

Muharram

and Holi, 1872:

the 'community

leaders' take fright

In 1872 there were no open disturbancesin Bareilly when Muharram overlapped with Holi,
but the issue of the city's 'leading men' and their influence was a prominent one. In 1871 many of the
large landlordsof Bareilly's muhallashad beenplacedunder bond to keep their neighbourhoodspeaceful
leaden
force
influence
to
them
to
their
attempt
exert
elusive
over their fellows. It was a measureof
-a
dubious legality and even when no money was forfeited the bonds were unpopular, it was a sore point
with many that the city's raises should be called to account for the behaviour of their more lowly
neighbours. In 1872 the renewed threat of this measure,coupled, perhaps, with the inability of the
men concernedto guaranteethe desiredlevel of social control, prompted a massevacuationof Bareilly
by the very people that the governmenthad labelled as influendal. 126
As to the festivals themselvesthe Magistrate laid down the same routes for the lazlyas as in
the previous years and brought in a large supplementary police force. Apart from some initial
reluctance by the laziyadars to build their laziyas there were no problems and the celebrationspassed
over peacefully.
Meanwhile, in neighbouring Moradabad,rioting at the overlap of Holi and Muharrarn in 1872
was giving the Commissioner some new insights into the problems of community leadership. For
once a magistrate could have had no complaints about the quality of the cooperation that he received
from each community's leading men. The new moon, upon which the Muharrarn scheduledepended,
was hidden by clouds on 10 March, but the Muslim leaders- raises and religious authorities together decided to proceedas if it had been sighted. 11is preventedany further delay in the Holi celebrations.

125 Resolution Govt NWP, Judicial CriminaL
of
no. 1778A, 5 Oct. 1871, NAT, India Home (Public), A progs
23 Dec. 1871, no. 136. Mayne identified as Muslim 'trouble-makers' Ameer Khan Bunder, who was
supposed to control the taziyas; Sheikh Budur-ood-deen. Altaf Ali Khan, and Rehmat Hussain Khan, all,
according to Mayne, vociferous opponents of the Ramnaumi celebrations. Mayne also doubted the
trustworthiness of Inspector Nazeer Khan who was conspicuously absent during the greater part of the
rioting. Mayne Report. paras. 19-31.
126 W. A. Forbes, Comr Allahabad
and late Offg Comr Rohilkhand, to Conir Rohilkhand45 Nov. 1872, NAL
India Home (Public), A progs Feb. 1873, no. 138, enclosure.
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Ile Hindu gentlemen respondedby setting up sherbetand sweets stalls on the day of the alams. 127
Muslims identified as heads of muhallas were instructed to take out the taziya parades from their
128
had
It
discharged
duty
But
they
their
respectiveneighbourhoods. was reportedafterwards that
well.
there were sometaziyas that did not seemto belong under the care of particular neighbourhoodleaders,
and it was the bearersand followers of these who led an attack on a wealthy Hindu's house and then
fanned out through the city committing sundry attacks on shops,temples, and passers-by. Ile trouble
lasted no more than an hour. Several men were killed and others severely wounded; there were
numerousminor casualties.
The Commissioner, with this experiencecoming hard on the recent disturbancesin Bareilly,
was adamantabout the lessonsto be learnt:
[r]t is absolutely uselessto flatter ourselves that we are securewhen those whom we are
accustomedto look upon and treat as the leading and influential men of a town professto
have arranged matters satisfactorily. They have not the slightest power to influence or
129
lower
dangerous
orders - the
classesof a town population.
restrain the

Muharram

and Ramlila,

1885-87:

Bareilly's

raises try to regain the initiative

By the time of the overlap of Rarnfila and Muharram in 1885-87 the government was
beginning to look again at the influence of its gentleman allies. Some officers had at last begun to
realize that there were more thanjust problems of will involved in their failure to effect perfect control
over their co-religionists. However, in 1885-87in Bareilly the governmentcompoundedthe difficulties
of their 'leading native gentlemen' by publicly questioning their ability to implement communal
compromisesindependentlyof the official agenciesof law enforcement.
In 1885 an extraordinary number of petitions about the festivals arrived on governmentdesks
from aUover the NWP and Oudh.130 At Bareilly the Magistrate.WX. Neale, laid down the routes for
the various processions in accordancewith the resolution of 1870, but the Muslims insisted that the
route for the Hindu processionswas offensive to them and they threatenedto forgo their festivities. On

127 Major T. Dennehy. Dt Supt Police Moradabad, to Magte Moradabad, 5 Aug. 1872, ibid.
128 Ibid.
129 W. A. Forbes, Comr Allahabad and late Offg Comr Rohilkhand, to Comr Rohilkhand, 5 Nov. 1872,
ibid., enclosure.
130 A rile in the UPSA contains no less than one hundred petitions and telegrams, in Urdu. Hindi and
English, sent to either the NWP Lieutenant Governor or the Government of India. UPSA. NWP&O General. B
80.
box
784,
file
Oct.
1885,
progs
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18 October the Ramlila tamasha was celebrated successfully and on the following day the
rajgaddi
procession took to the contentious route without any signs of disturbance. But the Muslims did not
observea single ceremonyof Muharram; to all appearancesthe festival of mourning had not occurred.
Neale kept his silence in public. In his report, however, he reiterated the well-worn complaint against
community leaders:
The first refusal to proceed with the Musulman ceremoniescame from the man
charged with preparing and elevating the Fatteh-i-Nishan -a huge staff with a crest
bearing a red standard. 7his man is of low position, & was at one time a chaukidar on 41
or 51 p.m. It is to me quite clear that Mahomedan gentlemen could if they had so
...
wished, have easily madethis humble hierophantdo whateverthey pleased.131
Neither community had ever been known to forfeit its celebrationsfor two years in succession
and so it was to be expected that in 1886 the Muharrarn ceremonieswould go ahead. In view of the
government's distrust of religious celebrations in Bareilly and the ban on the chauk there would not
have seemedto be much room for manoeuvreamongst the contending parties. But a month before the
festivals severalMuslim and Hindu raises met and proposeda compromise. The municipal secretary,
Honorary Magistrate Mohammed Tajaumul Hossein, was the leading force in the Reconciliation
Committee. With fellow Muslims Shafi Ali Khan, Nawab Abdul Aziz Khan and the kazi, Abdul
Jamil, he persuadedsome of the Hindus, under the leadership of Chaudhari Shif Lal (the current male
representativeof Naubat Ram's family), Pandit Badri Parshadand Pandit Sheo Dhar, to draw up an
agreementwhereby mutually inoffensive routeswere specified for the occasionsof festival coincidence,
leaving both Muslims and Hindus free to paradeabout as they wished when their festivals clashedwith
no other. It was a solution minimizing government interference and it restored to both communities
the use of the chauk for all but one or two years out of fifteen. Most importantly, it attempted to
restore to recognition the right of the raises to make lasting agreementson matters of public worship.
A final proviso in the agreementread: 'The parties and their descendantsshall make no objections to
the above agreemenL'132 It appears that the raises were conscious of their loss of authority in

131 Memo. by Magte Barcilly, 22 Oct. 1885. UPSA. NWP&O General, B
progs Feb. 1886. rile 794, box 80.
Neale continued: '[W]hatever outward appearancesthe leading Musulmans may have maintained. they were
all either from timidity or from creed-prejudiceone with the crowd.'
132 Translation
of the razinama produced by the Reconciliation Committee, 27 Sept. 1886, sd. Pandit Badri
Parshad, Pandit Sheodar Suhal, Jivan SahaL Rai Durga PershadBahadur, M. Altaf Ali Khan, M. Azizuddin
Ahmad. M. Asfaq Husen, M. Abdul Aziz Khan, and 'other Hindus and Mahomedans of Bareilly', UPSA,
NWP&O General, B progs July 1887, file 988, no. 18. A later petition claims that the razinama was signed
by over two thousand men of both parties. Petition from Hindus and Muslims of BUCilly. Tecd6 Sept. 1887,
ibid., B progs Sept 1887, rile 988. See also in the same file a letter from Irwin. Offg Magte Bareilly. to Comr
Rohilkhand, no. 2182.26 Oct. 1886. It is curious that although Irwin named the representative of Naubat
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community religious matters and wanted now, just as the government had earlier, to turn the clock
back.
Ilie Reconciliation Committee was informed that it was too late for the orders for the 1886
festivals to be changed,but that the razinama (lit., 'agreement' or 'compromise') would be considered
in due course for the 1887 festivals. With this the signatories seemedhappy and the celebrations of
1886 passedoff in an atmosphereof unusualgood will. ] 33
After the festivals, however, the government eyed the razinama with caution. In public,
officers praised the chief negotiatorsand awarded them certificates of appreciation, but in private they
nursed their doubts. For a start an anonymous petition had been received which refuted the
Reconciliation Committee's right to speak for all Hindus-134 It seemedto be sent by the samesort of
people who in the early 1870s had feared that the Hindu raises would combine with their Muslim
counterparts in order to win government approbation and pre-empt the loss of property and status to
themselves that violence might occasion. Whether this fear was uppermost in the minds of the
members of the Reconciliation Committee remains open to question. It is clear however that the
signatories to the razinama were desperateto win back the right to the chauk, and as we have seenin
the Hindu caseat least, the use of the chauk was vital to the value of the processionsto those wealthy
Hindus whose houseslined it. 135 7bis petition played upon the fears of the officers who had come to
distrwq the degreeof control that the raises of either community could exerciseover the masses.Neale
was very wary:
[I]n Rohilkhand at least, all razinamasare dangerous- being often mere pitfalls for the
unwary. Ile signatoriesnot seldompretend fraud and deceptionon the part of thosewho
promulgate them, and thus by claiming this and that in fulfillment [sic] of imaginary
inducementsraise endlessstrife.136
Neale was preparedto entertainthe spirit of the ag=ment, but he warned againstsurrendering
any real control. His receptivity, however, was warm comparedto that of his Commissioner, George

Ram's family as taking a prominent part in the negotiations, his name does not appear in the list of
signatories identified with the translation of the razinama. It is unlikely that the Magistrue would have left
such an important personage off the list and it is tempting to conclude that Shif Lal, like his predecessor
Manuji. was adept at hedging his bets and took part in the negotiations but did not commit himself wholeheartedly.
133 ? Irwin. Offg Magte Bareilly,
to Comr Rohilkhand, no. 2182,26 Oct. 1886, ibid.
134 Ibid.
135 On this Neale had
commented: 'All parties seem to consider that the closing of the bliza to public
ceremonies is derogatory to the town at large.' 'Report on proposed alteration of Public Processionroutes in
Bareilly', W.E. Neale, Magte Bareilly, submitted 7 Dec. 1886, ibid.
136 Ibid.
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Lang, who was not all convinced of the Muslims' goodwill to the Hindus.137 The governmentdecided
to test the depth of their goodwill by offering to open up the chauk first to non-religious processions
only, in effect to Hindus and not to Muslims: Hindus tended to host larger and more extravagant
weddings than Muslims and they more frequently took out a procession. Inevitably the Muslims
rejected the offer. In doing so, Nawab Abdul Aziz Khan, a descendantof Hariz Rahmat Khan, tried to
turn to his advantagethe implicit charge that the community's leaderswere unable to control their coreligionists in religious matters:
[He] said [reported Neale] that the mass of uneducatedMuslims were convinced that the
Government fostered disunion between Muslims and Hindus for its own purpose; that
educatedmen knew however this to be incorrect & that they supposedin this casethat the
LL Govr. was merely leaving a difficulL question to be solved by his successor, that this
opinion would never be sharedby the Muslim masseswho would not welcoine the artial
concessionnow proposed& that he, the speaker,therefore felt bound to decline it. 1 8
It was a fine answer to an uncharitable offer and not without an element of truth in its
discussion of the limitations of the power of Abdul Aziz Khan and his fellow raises. But it confirmed
the government's doubts about relations between the two communities and the agreement was
henceforth ignored. Several petitions failed to persuade the government to take
up the proffered
compromise. The 1887festivals were celebratedpeacefully, but without any changeof regulations.
The government offered no concessions on the use of the chauk in 1888, by which time
Muharram and Ramlila no longer overlapped. More petitions recordedthe irritation of people who had
been officially praised for their public spirit but preventedfrom executing their initiatives. Given that
the government had once shied away from banning religious processionsaltogether out of fear that
intercommunal animosities would be redirected against the state, the continual rejection of this joint
offer is puzzling. One petition complained of the ban on the useof the chauk as 'a sort of punishment'
inflicted upon Bareilly's residents,a deprivation of their religious liberty and pride which would have
been 'the kindness of GOVLto bestow upon them.'139 Another complained that the rules of 1870
were intended to remain in force only until the people of Bareilly had made up their quarrel; now they
had done this and the governmentstill withheld from them their religious rights.140

137 George Lang, Offg Comr Rohilkhand. Chief Secy
to
to Govt NWP&O, n.dJbid.
139 WX. Neale, Magte Bareilly,
to Comr Rohilkhand, no. 422,28 June 1887, ibid.
139 Petition from Hindus
and Muslims of Barcilly, reed 6 SepL 1887, UPSA, NWP&O General, B progs Sept.
1887. file 988.
140 Petition ftom Hindus
and Mohammadans of Bareilly, 2 Feb. 1888, B progs Feb. 1888, ibid. See also
Petition from Mohammadan and Hindu residents of Bareffly, 28 Aug. 1888, B progs Sept. 1888,
no. 48, ibid.
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In effect the raises to whom the govenunent had traditionally looked for community
control
were losing ground Eromall angles. They were not able to deliver to local off icers a convincing display
of community leadership, and in turn when their initiatives were humiliatingly rejected by the
government they were not able to return to their more sceptical fellows and claim any gains through
the processesof peaceablenegotiation. The governmentdoes not seemto have comprehendedthe full
effects of this destabilizing of the city's secular leadership. Educated, landed, traditionally powerful,
they were the only people with whom the British had any empathy. Whatever their untidy and tenuous
hold over their fellows they did constitutea medium of communicationbetweenthe British officers and
the lower classesof Indiam. Without this the British would be hard pressedto rind any insights into
massbehaviour, particularly that generatedby religious ideology.

Conclusion
In theeightyyearssincethecessionBareilly's Hindushadwon enormousgainsin theirrights
inferiority in theearlypartof thecenturytheyhad
to public festivity. Froma positionof acquiescent
advancedto the stagewhere,in 1870,they could afford not to take out a Ramnaumiprocession.
Paradoxically.a community'sright to a celebrationwas morepowerfully expressedin self-denying
abstentionthan in observance.No community that was still trying to prove a right to a public
celebrationdaredforfeit any occasionfor thereiterationof thatright. Abstention,therefore,markeda
festival'scomingof ageand,by extension,that of thecommunitysponsoringit. By the 1880sHindu
raises wereable to treatwith the Muslim raises on an equalfooting, and if we look forwardto the
1890swe seethatby thenthe Hindushadbecomeconfidentenoughto assertthatcow-sacrificeat Bakr
Id had neverexisted in Bareilly, this most Muslim of towns.141 To varying degreesBareilly's
experiences
wererepeatedall over Rohilkhand:in thecitiesof Shahjahanpur,
BudaonandMoradabad
Hindusgraduallyacquireda publicreligiousidentitythattheyhadbeendeniedunderRohillarule.
Without exception,asnotedby numerousdistrictofficers,theseadvancesin Hindu rightsof
religious display were resentedby a majority of the Muslim populationin thesecities. But the
oppositionwasperhapsmorediscriminatingthan haspreviouslybeenallowed. In all the cities and
large towns in north India there seemsto havebeenone annualfestival, usually dating from the
141 H. D. Moule, Comr Rohilkhand,
to Chief Secy to Govt NWP&O, no. 1629/XM-534,4 Aug. 1894, IOR,
India Home (Public) P/4551, A progs Nov. 1894,
no. 210.
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eighteenth century, which set the tone for the city's corporate existence. There would be numerous
other festivals but they dared not rival the grand one. In Lucknow Muharram ruled supreme. In
Benares it was the great festival of spring joy, the Burhwa Mangal, and, in the Raja's capital of
Ramnagaracrossthe river, the Ramlila. In Mathura, the celebrationsof Krishna's birth and childhood
on JmriarnAshtmi took pride of place. And in the cities of Rohilkhand it was Muharram that had been
the most prominent celebration. What the Muslims, and particularly the descendantsof Rohilkhand's
former rulers, resentedabout the advanceof Hindu festivity in the nineteenthcentury was Muhan-am's
loss of precedenceto the Ramaite festivals. Although the district officers reported that Bareilly's
Muslims were unhappy when Basant Rarn started up his Ramlila and Ramnaurniprocessions,there is
almost no evidence of Muslims opposing either one except on the occasionswhen they claimed to be
142
Muharram.
In effect, the battle over festivals was a battle for the town's public
on a par with
143
The irritation that the loss of this caused to Muslims in Bareilly is suggestedby the
character.
actions of Sheikh Badr-ud-din, a former city kotwal. In 1857,before Muharram had lost its precedence,
he was singularly loyal to the British and was one of the few Muslim recipients of a reward. He
appears in a Muharram dispute in 1867 as an archetypal 'native Muslim gentleman', helping the
Magistrate to get a taziya processionaround an awkwardly-placedpipal tree.144 But in 1871, however,
after the 1837 and 1852 covenants had been quashedand after the Ramnaumi procession had been
accordedequal rights of celebrationwith the Muharram processions,Sheikh Badr-ud-din was one of the

142 nre

is one recorded incident of tension that occurred when the festivals were not overlapping. In 1867
there was a rash of problems with the Muharram processions in the cities of Bareilly, Budaon and
Shahjahanpur. 'Me simultaneous and unexpectedagitation of grievances about pipal trees and Hindu wedding
processions seemed to the local officers evidence of a division-wide conspiracy amongst the Muslims 'to
extort from the District Authorities concessions at the expense of the Hindoos. to which they are not
entitled; and to make these concessions,if granted, a pretext for demanding in future years that all Hindoo
processions should be prohibited during the Mohurrum. ' J. Inglis. Comr Rohilkhand, to R. Simson. Secy to
Govt NWP. no. 70,5 June 1867, IOR, India Home (Public) P/464/6, A progs July 1867, no. 176. enclosure.
Whatever the nature of the 'conspiracy' - officers serving in Rohilkhand were inclined to see Pathans
conspiring everywhere they looked - it is clear that in the uncertain and unfamiliar post-Rebellion era
Muslims in these cities were gearing up well in advance for the next festival overlap. 77heyprobably
suspected that the Hindus were not very far away from repudiating the covenants their ancestors had made
before the Rebellion.
143 This is
similar to the argument that Bayly has advancedabout religious conflict in the eighteenth century
at temples, shrines and sites of pilgrimage. He suggeststhat rising Hindu and Sikh rulers were not pursuing
any general anti-Muslim policy in tying to win control of pilgrimage sites or to ban cow-slaughter. but
rather that they were attempting to establish their sovereignty by association with those symbols most
prominent in their own religion. Such a pursuit was not incompatible with 'eclectic religious practice in
other spheres'. Bayly, 'The pre-history of "Communalism"'. pp. 186-9.
144 Elliot Colvin, Offg Magte Bareilly,
to J. Inglis, Comr Rohilkhand, no. 82,22 May 1867, ibid.,
enclosure.
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few izatdars (men of respectability) who was involved in the riots against the Hindus. 145 IUS
resentmentshows in the statementhe madeafter the rioting:
Tbere never was such a Ramnowmeeas there was this year. Such crowds, such shouting,
such music, such rites! ...The Hindoos had petitioned the Collector to take out the
Ramnowmee from different places all over the city, although never more than one has
ever been taken OUL146
Several things contributed to the Hindus' success in Bareilly's

public life, the most obvious

of which is the introduction of British rule. Without the British, Basant Ram would not have had the
chance to take out the new processions. In 1837 without police protection the Ramnaumi procession
would have been routed and in 1870 without the aid of the courts the earlier covenants could not have
been ignored. As late as 1870 a local officer observed that the Hindus of Bareilly were still 'no
match
for the Muhammadans in a fight'. 147
But, if the British created opportunities, the Hindus still had to provide the inspiration for the
new celebrations. It is not safe to assume that amongst the Hindus there was a well-developed demand
for public celebration of their own festivals which exploded into action
as soon as the British eased
Muslim 'oppression'.

Initially, the Ramnaurni and the Ramlila celebrations, like the one-off Kali
puja

before them, were one-man shows in their inspiration.
who took to participating
Bareilly's

Indeed, it is probable that the Hindu artisans

in Basant Ram's celebrations already had a role in public festivity

in

Muharram parades. Basant Ram's motives for starting the celebrations remain unclear. He

may have taken his cue from the Bengali sharishtadar who paraded Kali through Bareilly's streets in the
1820s. He may have thought it was time to assert his familial traditions;
dated the Rohillas.

after all, his family pre-

Whatever the reasons, his initiative increased his prominence in Bareilly's public

life, and he died as 'the chief of the Hindoo party in Bareilly'. 148 His son, Naubat Ram, inherited that

role.
In 1870 Judge Vansittart, in ruling on the disputed covenantsof 1837 and 1852,decided that
Naubat Ram had not been 'spiritual chief or lord that he should bind all Hindoos in matters of

145 Mayne Report,
paras. 20,31.
146 Statement Sheikh Budr-ood-deen. 11 Apr. 1871, TOR, NWP Criminal Judicial P/92,
A progs 3 June
of
1871. no. 5Z 13 May 1871.
147 R. Drummond, Corm Rohilkhand, Secy Govt NWP,
to
to
no. 79,25 Apr. 1870, TOR.India Home (Public)
P/4551, A progs Nov. 1894, no. 203.
148 W. J. Conolly. Offg Comr Rohilkhand,
to R.A. C. Hamilton. Secy to Govt NWP. 23 Feb. 1942, TOR,
NWP Criminal Judicial P/232/9,12 Mar. 194Z no. 102.
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Ramnowmee or other religious processions.'149 But this seemsto have been a reading of the past
influenced by the present,and influenced particularly by Hindus who, in 1870, did not want to have to
observean unpalatableagreementsignedin 1852. Apart from the covenantsthemselves,Vansittart had
no documentationto help him in his decision; all the local government records had been destroyedin
the Rebellion. But the 1852 reports show no evidence that Naubat Ram had any difficulty renewing
his father's covenant of 1837. He may not have been able to stop the Hindus from taking out a
procession if they had wanted to, but it appears that this was not likely - that the majority of the
community was happy to accept his leadershipin this affair.
By 1870 this had changed,and changeddramatically. By now the processionswere valued by
more Hindus as an expressionof their identity. The inspiration had broadenedand more Hindus and
different classesof Hindus wanted to be responsiblefor the observanceof the festivals, rather than to
havejust a participatory role. This meansthat long before the import of professional agitators and the
growth of modem agitational movements, such as the cow-protection organizations, lower-class
Hindus, commercial Hindus, and raises were all competing for the right to express and defend
Hinduism. It points to a political maturity far in advance of the government's expectations and it
suggeststhat many of the professional agitators who came to the NW? from the more sophisticated
cast in the 1880sand 90s found the political ground well turned over. In the 1890sthe cow-protection
agitation would have a fertile area in which to operatebecausethe consciousnessof Hindu issueswas
alreadyhigh.
Two principal developments seem to have inspired this broadening of the festivals'
significance. First, in the aftermath of the Rebellion, Bareilly's raises seem to have allied themselves
too closely with the governmentwhich, perhapseven more so after the Rebellion than before, was seen
as an alien, unsympathetic power. Lower-class Hindus were in no doubt that their raises had

149 Judgement Mr H. Vansittart, Judge Bareilly, 2 Sept. 1870, IOR, NWP Criminal Judicial
P/92, A
of
of
progs 3 June 1871, no. 41,13 May 1871. Vansittart cited as proof of this the existence of a lesser
procession the mahants of a local gurudwara took out at during the Ramlila. 7liere is almost no information
about these mahants and their disciples, except that they were the same priests who officiated at the Ramlila
and Ramnaumi celebrations run by the Chaudharis, Basant Ram and Naubat Ram. It does not seem to be
sufficient proof therefore of the existence of competition between them for the role of leadership in the
festivals. Ile Chaudharis provided secular leadership and money, but they always needed the assistanceof
priests to perform the pujas, etc., at the ceremonies.
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surrendered their moral authority in return for government honours:and rewards, and they correctly
150
that
held
independence.
the
this over them to curb their
surmised
government
Second,after the Rebellion, Hindus took a much more prominent role in Bareilly's economic
and political life. Sugar cultivation boomed in Rohilkhand and Meerut Divisions, aided by the new
transport networks of the railways. 151 Sugar-refining, chiefly in the hands of Hindus, became
Bareilly's staple industry. The export of cotton rugs, daris, also increasedand here too, although the
weavers tended to be poor Muslims, the dealers were usually wealthy Hindus. 152 The elective
principle was introduced to Bareilly's municipal government in 1868. and. although the Hindu and
Muslim populations were almost equal numerically, the wealth franchise for both candidates and
electors gave the city's Hindus a headstarL By as early as 1870, the Hindus had capturedthe majority
of the elected municipal commissionerships. Their prominence was such that, in spite of the
government's reservations about new wealth, they also outnumbered the Muslims as honorary
153
Hindus who had succeededin the commercial and political world of the city looked to
magistrates.
establish their credentials in Bareilly's public social environment as well. It was almost certainly
people of this class who petitioned to take out new Ramnaumi processionsin 1871.
Increasingly in the late-nineteenthcentury the family of Chaudharis came under pressureas
sponsorsof public Hindu festivity. The presenceof the family's representativein the 1885-87festivals
was muted, but the ultimate expression of the family's fall from grace came in 1894. when a huge
number of Bareilly's Hindu traders, moneylenders and artisans accused Basant Ram of having
compromised with the Muslims:

150 The government often was not very subtle in the
pressuresit placed on the 'leading natives'. In 1870
when the Commissioner of Roliilkhand was u*g to get the Muslims and Hindus to come to some agreement
about the Ramnaurni and Muharram processions two of the four men chosen to negotiate a compromise were
Kanhaiya L&I and Mubarik Baz Khan, both vakils who were then competing for the government pleadership.
Both must have known that their chance of promotion dependedupon them towing the goverrunent's line. R.
Dnunmond, Comr Rohilkhand, to Secy to Govt NWP, no. 79,25 Apr. 1870, IOR. India Home (Public)
P/4551, A progs Nov. 1994, no. 203.
151 It is this aspect Bareilly's development.
of
or rather that of the western NWP as a whole, that Robinson
stressed as the cause of communal politics in the NWP in the second half of the nineteenth century. In spite
of the modifications that have since been made to his thesis, many of his observations are still valid,
particularly those emphasizing the economic advancement of the Hindus vis-ti-vis the traditional, landed
elite. Robinson. Separatism among Indian Muslims, pp. 13-83.
152 Nevill. Baredly: A Gazetteer,
pp. 67,207.
153 R. Drummond, Comr Rohilkhand, Secy Govt NWP,
to
to
no. 79.25 Apr. 1870, IOR. India Home (Public)
P/4551, A progs Nov. 1894, no. 203.
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Raja Basant.Rai, who had a large number of Muhammadan tenants thought fit to
conciliate them entirely by undextaldngnot to take out the Ramnovomi processionunder
certain conditions.154
This repudiation of the Hindu who, above all others, should have been revered as the founder their
of
festivals, the initial opponent to the Muslims' intransigence,and a martyr to his religion,
shows how
much independencefrom their raises BareiUY'sHindus had earnedsince the cession.

154 Memorial from Suraj Mal. Khattri,
son of Lala Tanu Mal, and others, to Secy to Govt India, n.d. (1894),
ibid., no. 220.
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THE

ADMINISTRATION'S

ROLE

IN COW-SLAUGHTER

DISPUTES

Introduction
In nearly all the major urban centres of the NWP British officers had to grapple with the
intractable problem of cow-slaughter. Their attempts to appearimpartial and to rule over their subject
population without alienating large sectionsof it were regularly underminedby their predictable affinity
with the beef-eatingMuslims. There was always antipathy towardsa ban on cow-slaughterat any level
of government. But, at the sametime, the early decadesof British social administration in the NWP
were shapedby the emphasison precedentand establishedusage. There were occasionswhen it did
seemadequatelyproved that a ban on cow-slaughterhad been in place for many years in a certain town
or neighbourhood. This spawnedthe difficulty of reconciling essentially contradictory principles of
government. For many years the British did not confront the problem directly. Incidents were treated
in isolation, always with an eye to discretion, if not in fact secrecy, and the hope that the fudge of
principles and pragmatismwould never by exposedto the public gaze. It was a forlorn hope. Already
by the 1830sdistrict officers were having to review their policies as mistrustful Hindus and Muslims
resurrectedyearsof conflicting pronouncementsfrom their predecessors.The processcontinuedinto the
1840sand '50s, and long after the pursuit of establishedcustom had slackenedlocal officers went on
disentanglingthe legacyof contradiction and confusion.
In the late 1880s and 90s cow-protectionism became one of the most vital political
movementsin north India. The successof an indigenous ideology in rallying massesof people across
urban and rural divides, class boundariesand provincial borders frightened the British who, after the
Rebellion, had comforted themselveswith the satisfying thought that Indians would always be more
divided than united. In the aftermath of the 1893 riots the various governments devoted enormous
155
discovering
In recent years
to
the
specific causesof the movement's success.
amounts of energy
historians have hardly paid any less attention to the cow-protection movement.156 However what
often seemsto be missing from these accounts is the senseof how well the ground was prepared,

155 One the
of
most lucid summariesof the Hindus' increasing belligerence on the status of the cow appears
in the Government of India's report on the riots to the Secretary of State for India. no. 84,27 Dec. 1893, in
PP. 1893-94, vol. 63, paper 538.
156 See for
example: Freitag, Collective action and community, pp. 148-74; J.R. McLane, Indian
nationalism and the early Congress (Princeton, 1977). pp. 271-31; Gyanendra Pandey, 'Rallying round the
cow'; Anand Yang, 'Sacred symbol and sacred space' Comparative studies in Society and History, 22 (1980),
pp. 576-96.
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particularly in the urban environment, for a movement such as this to take hold amongst Hindus.
Disputes over cow-slaughter were not in any way new in the nineteenthcentury but those that did crop
up under British rule were worked through in an administrative framework which actively contributed to
the preservation of the communal identities and extended the potential of each dispute to create bad
feeling. Increasingly sophisticated meansof communication, the advancementof Hindus in Western
education,politics and commerce,and the debatebetweenthe reformist and traditionalist Hindus, were
certainly all important factors in the cow-protection movement's achievementson a broad scale.but we
ought not to underestimatethe high consciousnessof the cow as a political symbol that predated by
many yearsthe cow-protection movement in the NWP's urban centrcs. 7be following studies of cowkilling disputes in Kumaon, Kasipur, Shamli, Hardwar, Delhi and Bareilly attempt to show the input
of the colonial administration into the long-term developmentof this consciousness.

Almora,

Kumaon

1914-37
-

One of the first casesto cause the provincial government anxiety surfaced in Kumaon in the
1830s. In 1814 the British had allernpted to render their invasion of Kumaon more palatable to the
Hindu population by curbing the beef consumption of their troops. Edward Gardner, the first Resident
of Kumaon, was informed that the government 'particularly understoodthat the slaughteringof cattle is
highly revolting to the notions of the people of Kumaon.' Furthermore, this 'prejudice should be
respectedand cattle should not be killed, if sheepand goatscan be procuredfor the Troops.'157
Over twenty years later Charles Metcalfe, as Lieutenant Governor of the NWP, qualified this
instruction with the observation that:
[It] was probably deemed necessaryon the invasion of Kumaon, becausethe Troops,
which first entered, were Irregulars raised for the purpose...chiefly Mahomedans,who
would have delighted in the Slaughterof Cattle, more for the purposeof triumphing over
the Hindoos, than from any other motive. 158
Metcalfe thought it improbable that anyonein 1814had intended to impose a permanentcowslaughter ban in Kumaon. But this was precisely the interpretation that Gardner and all the subsequent
officers in the region had placed on the 1814 statement. Officially cows were not to be killed in

157 j. A. Adln. Secy
to Govt, to E. Gardner. 14 Dec. 1814. UPSA. Kumaon Comr. Pre-Mutiny Records, Misc.
Letters Recd, 1814, vol. 1, p. 143.
158 Minute by C. T. Metcalfe, Lt Govr NWP. 2 Feb.
1837. IOR. NWP Criminal Judicial P/231/34.9 Mar.
1837, no. 66.
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Kumaon, although privately all the officers knew of someone,usually a European, who had managed
to slaughtercattle in secret.
It was in 1837 that the ambiguities in the goveinment's behaviour were exposed. In January
crowds of angry Hindus gatheredat Almora to protest against the intended slaughter of eight bullocks
159
in
Colonel
Commanding
Officer
his
by
Andree,
Kumaon,
The
the
and
purchased
officers.
Commissioner,G.E. Gowan, wanted the cattle released; once their intended fae had attractedso much
attention it was foolhardy to allow the butchering to proceed. At the same time, he wanted the
160
legitimacy
Europeans.
by
government to clarify the situation as to the
of surreptitious slaughter
Colonel Andree pointed out that a former Commissioner, Mr Traill, had, 'in more than one instance,
prohibited the slaughter of particular Cattle, on the representationof the inhabitants, and the view of
161
he
his
had
In other
disturbance',
in
but
that
assistants
and
slaughteredcattle private.
preventing
words, Traill had worked out his own system of tacit compromise with the Hindus. Andree thought
that this had now run its course and, for whatever reasons, the Hindus were no longer willing to
tolerate surreptitious slaughter.
Both the options facing the Lieutenant Governor were unattractive. Either he could prohibit
cow-slaughterin Kumaon, an order which would be unprecedentedin British India and would unleash
agitation for similar bans all over the NWP, or else, in apparentcontradiction of two decades'usage,he
could declare that cow-slaughter was not illegal in Kumaon, and risk the awakening of mass Hindu
162
in
His solution was a perpetuation of the fudge, at the sametime defending and
the
outrage
area.
undermining the policy basedon establishedusage. The Commissionerwas instructed 'to adhereto the
practise which has hitherto prevailed, neither permitting nor preventing the Slaughter of Cattle more
than has heretofore been customary.'163 Metcalfe wanted Gowan to observea custom which of itself
was a denial of the existence of a custom; covert slaughter was to continue, thus allowing both the

159 G.E. Gowan. Comr Kumaon, to G.A. Bushby, Secy to Lt Govr NWP, 23 Jan. 1837, ibid., no. 64. 'Me
intensity of the locals' feelings on the matter can be gauged from the fact that, in addition to the petitioning
of the civilian authorities about the fate of the bullocks, they were angry enough to warrant the sending of the
butchers - foreigners to the district - into hiding. 71ey eventually neededan escort from Almora to guarantee
their safety. Ibid. The resistance to the sale of cattle for slaughter was also very strong; the eight bullocks
had had to be imported from Bareilly with their butchers. Stuart Corbett, Asst Contr Kurnaon, to Col. Andree,
C.O. Kumaon. 13 Jan. 1837, UPSA, Kurnaon Comr, Pre-Mutiny Records, Judl Letters Issued, vol. 33, pp.
258-61.
160 G.E. Gowan, Comr Kumaon, to GA. Bushby, Secy to Lt Govr NWP, 23 Jan. 1837, IOR, NWP Criminal
Judicial P/231/34,9 Mar. 1837, no. 64.
161 Col. Andree, C.O. Kurnaon, to Comr Kumaon, 23 Jan. 1937, ibid., no. 65.
162 Minute by C.T. Metcalfe, Lt Govr NWP. 2 Feb. 1837, ibid., no. 66.
163 ibid.
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defendersof the cow and her would-be consumersto claim that their interpretation of the past was the
correct one. Ironically, the government had stumbled upon its own form of implicit compromise.
On a longer time scale the government's respect for precedentwas temperedby the fear that
Hindus would begin to claim zonesof exclusive privilege. ThereforeMetcalfe also arguedfor a gradual
increasein cow-slaughter in Kumaon so as to dull the sensitivity of the Hindus to the practice.164

Kasipur,

Moradabad

1830s
-

In Lhe1830s the issueof cow-slaughterand beef salesat Kasipur, a moderately-sizedtown at
the baseof the Kumaon larai, becameso complicated with differing versionsof the past and ineffectual,
inconstant governmentorders that the government's faith in the determination of custom was severely

Wed.
Kasipur occupied a peculiar position in the geography of Hindu-Muslim relations in
Rohilkhand. Founded in the mid-seventeenth century it was always governed by Hindus, despite
determined efforts by the Rohillas in the eighteenthcentury to wrest it from the Kumaon Rajas. It was
not a healthy place in comparison with the plains to the south, but its site was a marked improvement
on the jungly tarai stretching out to the north of the town. In 1743-44 Kasipur had servedas the last
supply stop for Ali Muhammad's Pathanarmy en route to avengeDaud Khan's murder by Debi Chand
165
in
But although spectacularly victorious in battle the Pathanssickened in
Kumaon
1720s.
the
of
the hill climate, forcing their return within months to the healthier climes of Rohilkhand. In this way
Kasipur stood out as a sort of frontier post, demarcating the limits of both Rohilla penetration and
Hindu resistance.166
Throughout the eighteenth century Kasipur grew in importance and wealth as it sheltered
increasing numbers of Hindu immigrants, refugees first from the wars between the Marathas and the

164 Ibid.

Comr Gowan agreed with Metcalfe on this point. He expected Hindu hostility to subside once
slaughter became commonplace, chiefly because of the relentless presence of the British: I[O]ur Hindoo
subjects, bigoted as they here are, must yield to circumstances & eventually entrust to what they cannot but
perceive is beyond their power to obviate.' G.E. Gowan. Comr Kumaon, to G.A. Bushby, Offg Secy to Lt
Govr NWP, 27 Feb. 1837, UPSA. Kumaon Comr, Pre-Mutiny Records,Judl Letters Issued, vol. 33. pp. 294-6.
165 Charles Hamilton. An historical
relation of the origin. progress, and flnal dissolution of the
Government of the RohilLa Afgans in the northern provinces of Hindostan (U)ndon, 1787), pp. 54-7.
166 In
the 1840s a British offlicer in Kumaon wrote of the Rohilla invasion of Kumaon thus: '[I]ts ill results
to the province are well and bitterly remembered, and its mischievous, though religiously zealous character is
still attested by the noselessidols and mmkicss elephants of some of the Kumaon temples.' J.H. Batten, 'A
few notes on the subject of die Kumaon and Rohilcund Turaec', Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. XIII
(1944). p. 998.
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Rohillas to the south and then, later, from Kumaon proper as intemecine warring destroyed the Chand
dynasty and left the state easy prey to invasion from Nepal in 1790. When finally driven out of
Almora the remnants of the Chand family made Kasipur their residence in exile. Ile locals always
recognized the head of the family as the Raja of Kumaon, but the British accordedthem no more than
zamindar status until 1840 when they styled Shiuraj Singh, grandson of the first exile, Raja of
Kasipur. 167
In the 1830sthe Hindus in Kasipur outnumberedthe Muslims by five to one. 7le wealth of
Kasipur was concentrated in Hindu hands; one magistrate described them as men of 'the most
respectable stock' in comparison with the town's Muslim population, chiefly weavers and cloth168
'the
lowest
description'.
The weavers dependedupon the local Hindu financiers and
printers of
merchantsfor advancesof raw materialsand for the marketing of their finished products.
In the pargana of Kasipur the zamindari right was vested in the government and, of the
Muslims.
All of the malguzars, regardless of their religion,
two
three
only
or
were
maiguzars,
dependedupon advancesfrom the mahajans of Kasipur to be able to make regular instalmentsof the
revenue. Without the cooperation of the Hindu financiers the whole revenue-collecting machinery in
the pargana ground to a halt. 169 Thus the Hindu gentry of Kasipur were well positioned: in any
negotiations with either the Muslims or the British their arguments were backed by a superior
economic threat.
Amongst the Hindus Kasipur had a reputation as a sacred place, although the origins of its
170
In the 1820sand '30s this sanctity was used by the Hindus to justify the
sanctity were uncertain.
continuation of a ban on cow-slaughtet within the pargana. Local officers puzzled over the historical
legitimacy of such a ban, although with hindsight it seemsclear that the sanctity of the town derived
167 E.T. Atkinson. The Himalayan Districts
of the North-Western Provinces of India (3 vols, AlIahabad,
1886), 111.pp. 396-9.
168 F.P. Buller, Actg Magte Moradabad ND, to R. Lowther, Conir Moradabad, 31 Oct. 1833.10R. Bengal
Criminal Judicial WP P/140/56,10 Feb. 1834, no. 20.
169 Ibid.
170 In 1834
some Hindu residents were happy to state that Kasipur's sanctity lay simply in the locality's
ancient unpopularity with the Muslims: 'Cashipoor though unhealthy, was originally colonized by a Hindoo
from whom it derives its name, merely for religious purposes with a view of avoiding the interference of
Mahomedans.' Abstract trans. of petition from Chobi Jaulanath and other Hindu inhabitants of Kasipur, n.d..
10R. Bengal Criminal Judicial WP P/140/58,30 June 1834. no. 22.
Kasipur was said by locals to have been founded by one Kasinath Adhikari, a government official in the
time of Baz Bahadur Chand, d. 1678, on the site of four villages, in one of which the temple of Uijain Devi
marked an old place of Hindu pilgrimage. Batten. 'A few notes on the subject of the Kumaon and Rohilcund
Turaee', P. 896. IMe nineteenth century town was not thought to be on exactly the same site, having shifted
to a less salubrious position away from the original Ujjain village. Atkinson. The Himalayan Districts, M.
p. 399.
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from the ban on cow-slaughter,not vice versa, and that the ban, in turn, had derived from the
economic,political andnumericalstrengthof theHindus. Essentiallyit wastheir powerthat enabled
theHindusto maintainthattheir versionof historywasthecorrectone,so that successive
generations
thebanon cow-slaughter
andbeefsales.
of districtofficersconfirmedandextended
Until British rule therewasno documentation
of the ban; no indigenousauthorityhadever
investedthis indicatorof relationsbetweenthe two communitieswith the permanence
of a written
171
instruction.Thefirst British order,passedin March1825apparentlyaftersomesortof disturbance,
172
forbadecow-slaughter
in theparganaandprohibitedbeefsaleswithin ajarib of Kasipur'ssuburbs.
SeveralyearslateranotherMagistrate,W Okeden,revampedtheorder,this time puttingthebutchers'
shopstwojaribs from the suburbs.Ile only effect of eitherorderwasto confirm thatcow-slaughter
beyond
did not happenin Kasipur. In thefaceof Hinduoppositionno butchers'shopswereestablished
173
limits.
the
even new
By the 1830sthe senseof injusticeamongstsomeof Kasipur'sMuslimswasenoughto steel
themfor openconfrontation.In 1831MuhammadMhoseem,a vocalopponentof thebanon slaughter
andbeefsales,andVazir Khan,a soldierreturnedfrom SayyidAhmad'sjihadagainstthe Sikhsin the
Punjab,setup a meatshopin the suburbs.The Magistrate,Mr Pidcock,immediatelyshutit down on
the productionof theearlierordersby the Hindus.174andin theensuingdebatehe veeredwildly, first
from a proposedlifting of all therestrictionson butchers'shopsandthen,finally, to the impositionof
a morerigid ban,banishingall butchers'shopsto the neighbouringpargana. Thereis no doubtthat
Pidcock was intimidated by the Hindus' economicmight. The slaughterof a cow during his
magistracyhad promptedthe mahajansto abandonKasipurfor threemonths,thusendangeringthe
machineryandupsettingthefragileeconomyof theMuslimweavers.He hadneeded
revenue-collection

171 In 1884 Allahabad's Prayag Samachar
referred to a riot at Kasipur over cow-killing in 1825. As the other
dates and information that the paper mentions in connection with Kasipur's history of cow-killing disputes
are correctý it seems likely that the reference to a riot in 1825 is also correct. Prayag Samachar, 31 Mar.
1884, SVN 1884, p. 248.
172 R. LAowther,Offg Comr Moradabad, to Welby Jackson,Regr to Nizamat AdalaL,5 Oct. 1833, IOR, Bengal
Criminal Judicial WP P/140/56,10 Feb. 1834, no. 18.
173 The
is
Okeden's
demonstratedby the fact that when a subsequentmagistrate,
order
of
nominal character
Mr Pidcock. attempted to implement it he discovered that any shop erected two jaribs from the town would
have been sitting in the middle of the Dehla stream. Ibid.
174 F.P. Buller, Actg Magte Moradabad ND, to R. Lowther, Offg Comf Moradabad. 31 Oct. 1833, ibid.,
no.

20.
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the public assistanceof the Raja of Kumaon to bring them back to the town, humiliating testimony to
175
British
limitations
the
of
authority.
After this, a meat shop was opened in the pargana to the west of Kasipur and over the Dandi
nadi which marked the pargana boundary. Thus it was officially confirmed that the Muslims of
Kasipur ought to travel a round trip of six kos acrossa river and back in order to purchasebeef.176
Ile

following months saw a new crop of Hindu-Muslim disputes. Events in Almora,

Kasipur's former capital, seem to be of importance here also. Itere the Hindus had been agitating
against the presenceof a lone mosque, erected as a direct result of the British takeover of Kumaon.
With the British had c(xne Muslim troops and Muslim administrators into this Hindu state and only
with the implicit protection of the British could the mosque have been built and hope to survive. In
1831 the government upheld the right of the immigrant Muslims to their place of worship. The
Muslims had won a considerable victory in an area where they were vastly outnumbered and Hindu
177
vaditions were strong and proudly maintained.
This affair encoumgedthe Muslims agitating for a more equitable shareof religious privileges
in Kasipur. At the foreErontof the agitation were the two men previously mentioned, at least one of
whom, Vazir Khan, had travelled well beyond diis enclaveof Hindu authority and tradition. 7bese two
men headeda campaignto claim asa mosquea partially-demolishedbuilding that the Hindus declaredto
be a pathshala. 178 They acted as mukluars (agentsor attorneys) for the Muslims and were sponsored
by subscriptions from each Muslim householderin the town. Clearly more than two or three people
thought that they had a grievance.

175 Ibid. On the matter of the boycott Buller commented: 'Mhe Mohomedan population seem to have stood
in the relation of regret to the Hindoos by their having been reduced in the refusal of the former to purchase
the work of their looms (which they were accordingly obliged to send for sale to Moradabad) publickly to
beseechdat a compromise of the disputes in 1831 might be made.'
176 Two
subsequent commissioners believed that this order was a mistake and contributed greatly to the
Hindu-Muslim illfeeling in Kasipur that festered thmughout the 1830s. R. Lowther, Offg Comr Moradabad,
to Welby Jackson. Regr to Nizamat Adalat, 5 Oct. 1833, ibid, no. 18; G. Stockwell, Comr Moradabad, to C.
Macsween. Secy to Govt. 10 Jan. 1834, ibid., no. 17. However another magistrate argued that the Muslims
could not have taken offence when all his predecessorhad done was to codify local practice. F.P. Buller, Actg
Magte Moradabad ND, to R. Lowther, Offg Comr Moradabad4 31 Oct. 1833. ibid.. no. 20. Either way
Pidcock's order lessenedthe possibility of a gradual change in the prevailing practices.
177 Commissioner Traill
explained to Pidcock that the two year old mosque at AlmoTa was the only one in
Kumaon and that under previous Hindu governments such establishmentshad not been tolerated. He further
explained that 'the prejudices of the Hindoos have been respectedin regard to the Slaughter of Kine, but their
objections to the existence of a Musjid have been treated by me as frivolous and have now been finally
Magte
Moradabad
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ND, 28 Dec.
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by
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G.
Comr
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to
rejected
1931, UPSA, Kumaon Comr, Pre-Mutiny Records, Judl Letters Issued, vol. 27..p. 240.
178 F.P. Buller, Actg Magte Moradabad ND,
to R. Lowther, Offg Comr Moradabad, 31 Oct. 1833, IOR,
Bengal Criminal Judicial WP P/140/56,10 Feb. 1834, no. 20.
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In March 1833the new Magistrate,F.P.Buller, was approachedby people whom he idenaied
as the principal Hindus and Muslims of Kasipur asking that the disputes be referred to arbitration by
panchayal. The town's raises appearto havebeen worried by the erosion of their power as community
leadersand perhaps

the potential for bigger disturbancesif the disputes were not soon resolved.

Subsequentlythe Muslim spokesmenwere shown not to have the support of a the Muslims of the
town, and we are reminded of eventsin Bareilly in the 1870sand 80s when it transpiredthat the Hindu
raises could not carry the lower classeswith them on matters of public religious prestige. The Hindus
nominated the erstwhile Raja of Kumaon, Gurman Singh, as their representative,whilst the Muslims
selected the local thanadar, Fateh Jang Khan. to act for them. By their agreement of 6 May the
prohibition on cow-slaughter was to remain whilst the bricks of the disputed building were to go to
completea public well and the site was to becomepart of the government's zamindari holdings. Buller
advertised thesedecisions on 8 May 1833, but they were almost immediately challengedby Muslims
179
denounced
heretic.
These Muslims, according to Buller, were notIsame
the
thanadar
who
as a
people who had called for independentarbitration.180
Four days later the town's kazi, Izat Ali, along with Vazir Khan, Muhammad Mhoseem,and
one Summoo Khan, a woodcutter, conveneda public meeting at the town's main mosqueand arranged
for the simultaneous slaughter of four cows, one in each quarter of the town. Then, before their
inevitable arrest, they marched about the town in an armed state: 'Hostile Triumph' was the
Commissioner's description. 58 Muslims were sentenced to various punishments, including six
months' imprisonment and fines for Izat Ali and his closest companions. Izat Ali of course forfeited
181
kazi.
The defiant and stagednature of this protest made it a symbolic protest in a way
the post of
that previous attemptsat surreptitiousslaughtercould never have been.

179 R. Lowther, Offg Comr Moradabad, to C. Macswem Secy to Govt, Judl, 20 Aug. 1833, IOR, Bengal
Criminal Judicial WP P/140/43,4 Nov. 1833, no. 24, para. 45.
180 Unhappy Muslims later
claimed that Fateh Jang Khan had been bribed by the Raja with liberal
hospitality and presents, including an elephant, and that they had not wanted to be part of an independent
arbitration anyway. 'Urzee of Mohammud Azim Khann, a Trooper of the Ist Regiment Native Cavalry,
Wuzeer MohununeA Abdoor Rushood Khan. and all other Mussulman inhabitants of Casheepore to the
...
Governor General', delivered 23 Jan. 1834, IOR, Bengal Criminal Judicial WP P/140/56,10 Feb. 1834, no.
22.
181 R. Lowther. Offg Comr Moradabad, to C. Macsween. Secy to Govt. Judl, 20 Aug. 1833, IOR, Bengal
Criminal Judicial WP P/140/43.4 Nov. 1833. no. 24, para. 45; Welby Jackson, Register to Nizamat Adalat,
to R. Lowther, Offg Comr Moradabad, no. 20,8 Oct. 1833, IOR, Bengal Criminal Judicial WP P/140/56,10
Feb. 1834, no. 19. Izat Ali had justified the killing of four cows on the grounds that during the Nawab
Vizier's rule there had been four butchers' shops in Kasipur.
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After the removal of these men from Kasipur's public life another Muslim spokesmancame
to the fore. Trooper Muhammad Azim Khan of the Ist Regiment of Native Cavalry, 'lately of
Calcutta', continued to petition the local officers and the government on the injustice of the
mosquelpathshala arbitration and the beef situation. He too was marked out by local officers as an
outsider and a trouble-maker. But most of Kasipur's residentMuslims were in debt or under contract to
Hindu financiers and their 1831 experiencehad taught them that overt protest was expensive. It is not
surprising that the Muslims who led the agitation were not bound to the economy of the loom and, in
the case of Vazir Khan and Muhammad Azim Khan, had travelled widely and to parts of the country
where Muslims did not labour under such difficulties.
When a new Commissioner, G. Stockwell, inherited Kasipur's problems towards the end of
1833 he hoped to be done with the old orders. After a brisk assessmentof the situation he suggestedto
the goveniment that all the existing orders be anulled and a place on the outskirts of town, not so close
1
82
Hindus,
be
be
'really
fairly
for
beef.
In
to
the
selected the slaughterand sale of
and
offensive'
as to
this solution he was disappointed. Despite the already voluminous reportage of the matter the
governmentdirected Stockwell to go back to the townspeopleand to inforin himselfas exactly as possible, what the previous usage in regard to the points in dispute has
been, whether as relates to the Slaughter of Cattle, or the Sale of Beef in or near
Kashipore.183
'Me government clung to the notion that there was a single, i dentifiable tradition which, when
restored, would erasethe ill effects of the earlier officers' misguided interference and the subsequent
bitterness of the rival communities. Stockwell laboured to convince his superiors in Calcutta that if
ft

issueever had beenbeyond dispute,which swe he doubtedanyway, it certainly never could be now,

as the argumentsand ordersof recentyearshad becomeinextricably bound in as proof and counter-proof
of the protagonists' claims about pre-British practice. That which the government wished to eraseas
false history was to the people of Kasipur as authenticand meaningful as that which precededit. 184

182 G. Stockwell, Comr Moradabad, to C. Macsween, Secy to Govt, 10 Jan. 1834, ibid., no. 17.
183 J.R. Colvin, Depy Secy to Govt. to G. Stockwell, Comr Moradabad4 no. 542,17 Mar. 1834, IOR,
Bengal Criminal Judicial WP P/140/57,17 Mar. 1834, no. 11.
184 See for
example the abstract of the petition from Thobi Jaulanath & other Hindoo inhabitants of
Cashipoor', n.d., IOR, Bengal Criminal Judicial WP P/140/58,30 June 1834, no. 22, in which the
petitioners complain about the incomprehensible intention of the government to deny them their 'ancient
privileges' - incomprehensible because that government's own agents had formerly admitted them and
confirmed them on paper.
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StockweU 'despaired' of ever being able to advance beyond the prevailing level of 'party
spirit', and in this he had graspedthe recurring problem in cow-slaughterdisputes: the absenceof space
for explicit compromise between incompatible ideologies. Here, and in many other like disputes,
British officers often unwittingly exacerbatedthe display of party spirit by accusing the protagonistsof
hypocrisy where there was proof of a former tradition of unparticularized compromise. T'he chief
complaint of a former Commissioner, R. Lowther, against the Hindus of Kasipur was that their
agitation was not genuinely inspired by religious feeling:
I'he objections urged by the Hindoos against the sale of meat in the Pergunnah
while they wink at its importation into the Town if brought by the consumers from
Ilakoordwara, [in the neighbouringpargana I are not only preposterousin the extremebut
can only be referred to a bad and hostile feeling wholly unconnectedwith their religious
185
prejudices.
In other words. a Hindu who 'winked at'. or suffered to exist anything less than a complete ban on
cow-slaughter and beef consumption,was not, in the eyes of Lowther, a very good Hindu and therefore
not morally entitled to protest on behalf of his religion. It should have been obvious to U)wther and
his colleagues that, faced with this sort of argument, the Hindus were almost certainly to eschew all
signs of compromisc, explicit and implicit, in favour of an all-out defence of their reputation as
Hindus. Given their Christian, especially Protestant, reverence for the divine word, many British
officers unthinkingly became agents of a crude fundamentalism, accusing Indians willy-nilly

of

hypocrisy and a lack of genuine religious feeling if they failed to act up to a British reading of their
respective religious tenets. This further undermined the traditions of implicit compromise that had
enabledpeople of diffe=t

religious ideologiesto sharethe sametown.

Eventually Stockwell persuaded his superiors of the need to modify their adherence to
established usage. Calcutta still refused to lay down any central policy, but it acceptedthat custom
might have to be altered if it representedgross oppression of the rights of one group of people by
anodx:rThere are no rules or precedentsfor generalapplication - eachcasemust be decidedon its
own merits, with referenceto what has beencustomary,as far as that may be practicable,
186
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without causing any serious
or
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185 R. Lowthm Offg Comr Moradabad, to Welby Jackson. Regr Nizamat Adalat, 5 Oct. 1833, IOR, Bengal
to
Criminal Judicial WP P/140/56,10 Feb. 1834, no. 18.
196 C. Macsween. Secy to Govt. to G. Stockwell, Comr Moradabad,
no. 1172,9 June 1834, IOR, Bengal
Criminal Judicial WP P/140/58,9 June 1834, no. 7. Emphasis added.
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As in the towns where the government, or its agents, had been sliding towards enshrining
equal
processionrights for different religious communities, here too this marked a first step towards limiting
the absoluterights of one cotrimunity over another.
Stockwell left the division before any order was passed. His successor,S.H. Boulderson,
reverted to the certainties of earlier officers and, in March 1835, according to his reading of local
custom, confirmed the most recent of the former orders, prohibiting cow-slaughter and beef sales
anywherewithin thepargana.187
While contemporary officers tended to look for very specific causesfor this sort of agitation,
especially the evergreen'trouble-makers', it is worth adopting a broaderperspective. In 1881Kasipur's
residentsnumbered14,667,a slight increaseover the previous decade. But no longer were every five of
its six residentsHindu. Instead there were 6190 Muslims to 8477 Hindus.188 In addition, the volume
of trade passingthrough the town was noticed to have decreased,thus reducing the town's importance
in the region.189 T'he decline in the economic and numerical superiority of the Hindus suggestsa like
reduction in their political power. As a processof some decades' maturation it is not difficult to see
how many of the tensionsin the 1830swere sparkedoff by Muslims seekingan improved social status
to match their nascentrise against Hindu domination. In pre-British times this probably would have
resulted in a bloody rearrangementof the existing compromise, perhapsnot producing another stable
equation of Hindu-Muslim relations for some years. Under British rule the situation was oddly frozen
in an irrelevantreverencefor pastpractice.
Little evidencesurvives of Kasipur's Hindu-Muslim relations after the 1830s,but we do know
that in 1854 no changeshad been made in the cow-slaughterrules. A riot at that year's Muharram in
which Muslim weavers had set about the Hindu spectatorswith swords, killing at least five of them,
suggeststhat the irritation at their lowly position in the town had not subsided.190 '17hirtyyears later,
the Hindus seemfinally to have lost their privilege. A newspaperreported that Hindus had rioted in
Kasipur after the Magistrate had encouragedthe Muslims to introduce beef sales discreetly into the

187 S.H. Boulderson, Offg Comr Moradabad, C. Macsween,
Secy to Govt, no. 109,18 May 1835,10R,
to
AIra Criminal Judicial P/231/13, I June 1835, no. 6.
1 8 Atkinson, The Himalayan Districts, E[[.
pp. 395-6. The Gazetteer commented: 'T'he inhabitants in
former days were almost entirely Hindu, but Musulmans have now settled here in considerable
numbers and
now number three-seventhsof the whole population. '
189 Ibid.,
p. 396.
190 H.B. Thornhill, A Magte Moradabad, J.
Strachey, Offg Magte Moradabad, no. 7,9 Jan. 1855.10R,
to
NWP Criminal Judicial P/234/1, I Mar. 1855, no. 14.
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pargana. A subsequentorder by the Magistrate, permitting beef sales in one street of Kasipur, was
upheld by the Commissioner on appeal, and the Hindus, no longer in such a majority, were now said
191
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Events in Shamli. Muzaffamagar, in the 1850s and 60s provide us with insights into later
developments in a situation similar to that in Kasipur. In the mid-nineteenth century Shandi and
Kasipur sharedmany characteristics. Shamli's population was heavily Hindu, over threequartersof the
total of ten thousand. Although not as grand as their Kasipur brethren, it was the Hindus who
controlled the wealth in Shamli. In the event of a communal rift the petty traders and merchants
among their number were both able and ready to cripple the commercial life of this market town, an
192
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were describedby one magistrateas 'a feeble class', labourers in a variety of occupations. Even as an
ardsanal group they were not particularly strong, for Shamli was more of a trading town than a
manufacturing centre. IMe few cloths woven in Shamli were coarse and cheap, requiring few
193
production skills.
Shamli had nothing to recommend it as a particularly sacred town but again, as in Kasipur,
the numerical and economic strength of the Hindus was such that they had imposed a virtual ban on
cow-slaughter and beef saleswithin the town. The Muslim population did obtain beef but always by
stealth; it was either brought in in coveredbasketsfrom neighbouring villages or, very occasionally, a
cow or bullock was slaughteredcovertly and the flesh was distributed to householdsprivy to the secret.
If news of the slaughter of a cow ever escapedthen some sort of disturbance was almost inevitable.
When this happenedin British times the agitation would be carried before the district officers. On one
of theseoccasions,in 1827, the Magistrate had beenpersuadedto prohibit cow-slaughterin Shamli and

191Prayag Samachar,31 Mar. 1884,SVN 1884,p. 248.
192 F. Williams, Comr Meerut. to G. Couper,Secyto Govt NWP, no. 153,25 May 1861.UPRAA. Agra
Comr. Post-MutinyRecords,deptXVH. file 9/1861.no. 23.
193 H.G. Keene,MagteMuzaffamagar,to G.D. Turnbull. Offg Comr Meerut,7 May 1960,ibid. H.R. Nevill
(e&), Muzaffamagar: A Gazatwr. (Allahabad41903).pp. 312-13.
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to guarantee that a Muslim kotwal would never be appointed to the town. 194 Although the
governmentlost track of theseorders,the Hindus never did.
In 1854 the situation in Shamli arousedthe attention of the NWP government. Ile slaughter
of a cow had brought the Hindus out onto the streetsin huge crowds and the Magistrate, W Lloyd, was
reduced to threatening them with the introduction of troops to the town. 195 Lloyd sympathized with
the Hindus in their outrage and refused to contemplatea changein the existing
practice, even though
his Joint Magistrate, W Keene, favoured the erection of a slaughterhouse in an isolated
and
'inoffensive' spot.196
Two years later the butchers of Shamli were still petitioning the local government for the
right to kill cows in their town. But the local officers, like others before them, did not want the
situation to be altered. The Officiating Magistrate, Mr Berford, supported his Deputy Collector's
defenceof the local usageas:
pleasing to a very large Majority of the Inhabitants, not exceedingly injurious to the less
numerous class, sanctioned by authority: prized by one sect and acquiescedin by the
otherfor a long period. 197
In this Berford had the full support of his Commissioner, H. H. Greathed.198 But by 1856 the NWP
Government took a very different view of local usage. Some of the difficulties experiencedin
other
districts had begun to impress upon senior officers the dangers of allowing one section of a town's
population to claim official sanction for the privileges they wielded over another section. This time
the governmentdecidednot to countermandthe ordersof the Magistrate and the Commissioner,but the
Lieutenant Governor did express his unhappiness that no beef shop or slaughterhouse was to be
establishedat Shamli.199

194 F.Williams, Comr Meerut,
to G. Couper, Secy to Govt NWP, no. 153,25 May 1861. UPRAA, Agra
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195 Ibid.
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After the Rebellion the governmenthad even more reasonto regret the official sanction the
of
cow-slaughter ban. Ile Hindus of Shamli had proved themselvesof dubious loyalty. The tahsildar,
Ibrahim Khan, had managed to hold his territory for the British until August 1857, but then it
was
discoveredthat Mohar Singh, chief landholder in the neighbourhoodand supposedlysympatheticto the
British cause,was in secretcommunication with the rebels at Delhi. Despite an influx of troops to the
town, attempted uprisings in the neighbourhood were common.200 In 1861 Commissioner Williams
spoke of Shamli's Hindus as 'notoriously the most contumacious & seditious community to be found
in any town in the Division'; they were far from loyal and peaceable,and 'undoubtedly' they
were in
leaguewith the rebels in 1857.201
That the agitation continued after the Rebellion seemedto the officers of the new era ample
proof that existing orders were in effect deadletters and that previous usagewas not sufficiently clearcut to justify continuing the prohibition.

Accordingly, in April 1860 the Magistrate, Mr Keene,

nominated a site in a Muslim muhalla for the slaughter of cattle and the sale of beef.202 The reaction
from the Hindus was swift and angry. Officers at all levels of governmentwere deluged with petitions.
The baniyas shut their shops and blocked the supply routes into the town. Mass protests were held
before government offices. 203 Support for the Hindus also came from outside, as befitting a market
town. One of the petitions to the Meerut Commissioner was from the merchants of Ambala in the
Punjab who pleaded that the mandi of Shamli, a meeting place of importance for all kinds of Hindus
traders,be restoredto its former sanctity.204
The Hindus could not preserve their privilege. 711istime the Magistrate, Commissioner and
local government all agreed that the introduction of slaughter was desirable. Neverthelessit was an

200 A
massacreof government servantsat the tahsildari on 14 September 1857 was headedby Muslim rebels
from Thana Bhawan a dozen miles to the north and it was the green flag of Islam that was unfurled in the
assault. Nevertheless the British never again looked favourably upon the locals of Shamli, and the Hindus,
becauseof Mohar Singh's duplicity, acquired a particularly bad name. Nevill. Muzaffarnagar: A Gazetteer,
pp. 312-16,324-7. In September 1804 Shamli had also been considered a hostile town in the long-nuuiing
battle with the Marathas and Sikhs to hold the 'conquered' territories. Then Mohar Singh's father, Chasi
Rain, had organized a blockade of the Company's forces and the town had closed its gates to the British. Two
months later when the troubled garrison had been relieved, the troops were allowed to burn Shamli as a
punitive measure. Ibid., pp. 187-8.
201 F. Williams, Cornr Meerutý G. Couper, Secy
to
to Govt NWP, no. 153,25 May 1861, UPRAA, Agra
Comr, Post-Mutiny Recordsýdept XVU. rile 9/1861, no. 23.
202 Ibid.
203 Ibid. Conunissioner Williams
was astounded at the belligerence of the Hindus. He marvelled that they
'proceeded even to open turbulence before a European officer'l For shutting their shops eighteen of the
baniyas were put to work as labourers on the roads for four days, a 'rather irregular but effective' punishment,
according to Williams, but one which threatenedto upset the Hindus even more.
204 Petition
to Cornr Meerut 'from Merchants of all description'. 6 Sept. 1860. Ambals, ibid.
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embarrassingtime for the administration. The Hindus resentedstrongly having to surrenderthe official
guaranteesof their privileges and they kept bringing the old orders of the 1820s and 50s before the
government,proving better than their rulers at preserving and reclaiming the past. It was an irony that
would not have been lost on those officers who, only a few decadesbefore, had strived to uncover
exactly this type of documentationas an aid to resolving communal tensions.

jawalapur,

Hardwar

1820s60s
-

The agitation over cow-slaughter at Jawalapur, near Hardwar, stretching right across the
nineteenthcentury, provides a good illustration of the general Mt

from implicit compromise to public

confrontation and the role of the British in promoting this change.
Jawalapur was not of itself of any definable sanctity, but its proximity to Hardwar
-a mere
two to three miles away - always made its statusas a Hindu holy site a matter of somedebate. It had a
large population of Hindu priests, the pandas, who preferred to live there rather than in the less
salubrious climate of Hardwar proper where they plied their trade.205 Most of the tenantry in and
around Jawalapur was Hindu. However, the zamindars of Jawalapur, Kankhal, on the other side of
Hardwar, and even parts of Hardwar itself, were Muslim Rajputs, converts from Hinduism of some
generations'

206
During the big festivals they let out their lands to the pandas to
standing.

accommodatethe pilgrims who could not be housedat Hardwar. Both communities had economically
powerful representatives and their interdependence meant that there was little scope for open
confrontation. It is understandabletherefore that some implicit compromise had been reachedon the
matter of cow-slaughterand seemsto have held for some yearsprior to British intervention in the area.
'Mere was a sizable butcher community in Jawalapur, but the butchers never killed cattle openly, nor
exposedbeef for sale in public. It was the most common form of compromise: Hindus turned a blind
eye to the practice as long as the Muslims acknowledged their sensitivity on the matter by not
butchering the animals promiscuously.

205 J. Thomton, Secyto Govt NWP. to Cow Meerut,5 May 1848,Mr. Thomason'sDespatches(2
vols,
Calcutta,1856-58).1. p. 416.
206 G.F. Harvey,MagteSaharanpur,
to G.F. Franco,Comr Meerut.6 May 1943,IOR. NWP Criminal Judicial
P/232/21,22 May 1843,no. 287.
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In 1824 someincident disturbed the equilibrium of this arrangementand the issue was agitated
before the Magistrate. But before he had a chanceto rule on the practice the zamindars and the priests
came to a private settlementand the casewas struck off his booksý207
For the next twenty years the matter did not surface before government officers, but then, in
1843, some Hindus petitioned the Magistrate. G.F. Harvey, complaining of the 'innovation' of cow208
in
for
its
It is unclear who drew up the petition,
slaughter Jawalapur and pleading
suppression.
although the zamindars were quick to blame the local priesthood. The provocation is also uncertain.
There is no independent evidence of an increase in cow-slaughter or its prominence in the town.
Harvey had noticed an increase in the prosperity of the zamindars and in the numbers of Muslims
residentin the region and the Brahmansof Hardwar were known to have suffered quite severelyfrom the
209
lands.
This shift in the relative fortunes of the two groups
government's resumption of their mafi
of power brokers could have prompted the priests to attempt to shore up their status through the means
offered by the new ruler. The Muslim zamindars saw in this approach to the British state an
unforgivable breachof their unwritten understandingto settle things without the aid of the government
and they reproached the priests for taking the matter before the Magistrate, a move which had
210
implicit
From now on the matter was one of public
effectively ended the era of
compromise.
discussion and contention; no Hindu would admit to previous occurrences of cow-slaughter and no
Muslim would acceptthat it had beena surTeptitiouspractice.
The petition was a strident one and its authors proved adept at investing long-forgotten orders
with new significance. They uncovered an 1815 statement which banned cow-slaughter in the
immediate environs of Mathura, Brindavan, and Hardwar, and then claimed that Jawalapurwas part of
Hardwar.

This was a much wider interpretation of the ban than the authorities in 1815 had

intended.211 The petitioners also arguedthat orders had beenpassedin 1824prohibiting cow-slaughter

207 Ibid.
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rule. He decided that in future no cows were to be killed in the immediate vicinity of Hardwar, Mathura and
Brindavan. but that this ought to be effected without the issuing of specific orders. The Superintendent of
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in Jawalapur. although at most thesewere muchalkas taken from the butchers to ensure that they did
not kW any cattle until that particular dispute was resolved. Now in 1843,at meta time, they despaired
for the salvation of the pilgrims and the sanctity of the whole area,given that the evil of cow-slaughter
haden4xedagain:
Cows and other precious things will be given to the poor personsin alms,
of
-thousands
but owing to this new system of killing the Cows the whole crowd of persons will fly
away and will be much grieved on seeing this new system contrm-yto the Hindoo Law and it is true what interest and pleasurewill they derive on coming on such a pilgrimage,
212
before
their own eyes such nasty acts...
when they see
As a last, famWar resort they threatenedto shut their shops, thus inconveniencing the locals,
'together with thoseemployed by Governmentin digging the new GangesCanal.' 7le referenceto the
mela, the shopsand the new canal works adds another clue to the identity and concernsof the petition's
authors. As we have seen,the 1830s had been a difficult decadethroughout north India, with severe
famine and its attendantmalaisesof social crimes and economic depression disrupting society. Several
Europeanobservershad noted the decline of the Hardwar meta, once famed for its trade in horsesand
exotica and, although pilgrim visitors to Hardwar were probably increasing, the fair had certainly lost
some of its former grandeur. The GangesCanal schemewas an additional disruption to the locality, a
work of empire on a grand scale, tampering with the holiest of Flinduism's rivers almost at its source.
Rumours were rife about the threat to the Ganga and the almost certain revenge to be exactedby the
gods, even though the authorities did their best to counteract thesefears with pamphletsexplaining the
beneficial effects to be had from the completed canal.213 It is plausible that the priests and the traders
of Hardwar should have begunto fear that their world was being turned upsidedown, that nothing - not
even the Ganga - was safe any more from the inroads of the new power and the increasingly wealthy
214
issue
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and numerous
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was clearly one

W. B. Bayley, Actg Secy to Govt. to Actg Supt Police WP, no. 91.23 May 1815, IOR. F/4/1306 (51957),
'Pilgrim Tax/Appendix'.
212 'Petition
of certain Hindoos of Kusbah Jooulapoor, Kunkul, and Hurdwar, in the District of Seharunpoor',
29 Mar. 1943, IOR, NWP Criminal Judicial P/232/20,3 Apr. 1843, no. 5.
213 See, for
example, the Hindi pamphlet 'Ganga ki nahar ka sankshep', 'An outline of the Ganges Canal'.
published in 1854 by the NWP Govt, IOL, VT 205 (H).
214 There
were other issues on which the Hindus could make a stand as well. In the 1850s the priests and
other Hindus expanded their agitation to take in questions of public festivity. In spite of a traditional
arrangementwhereby the Hindus observed their festivals in Kankhal and Hardwar and the Muslims kept theirs
in Jawalapur, in the 1850s the Hindus tried to take out Ramlilas and Krishnalilas in Jawalapur. In 1855, after
some tension. an agreement was signed by the raises of both communities which stated that henceforth
Muharram would only be observed in Jawalapur and Ramlila in Kankhal. Ironically, the government
understood this to me4mthat Ramfila could never be celebratedpublicly in Hardwar, not something that either
the Muslims or the Hindus had intended. From the early 1890s when all of the Hindus in the Union plus the
Muslim members of the municipality petitioned to have Ramlila allowed at Hardwar the government refused
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It is unclear what made
with a view to conducting an enquiry once the pilgrims
Harvey change his mind, but on 3 August 1843 he positively prohibited cow-slaughter in Jawalapur
and convicted three of the local butchersfor 'killing kine on a Public Road of the Hindus in Jawalapur.'
There had been an affray and the Hindus had shut their shops.216 The SessionsJudge at Saharanpur
upheld the conviction on the grounds that Jawalapur was part of Hardwar proper and that therefore the
1815order was relevant here.217
Only five years later the government bitterly regretted theseorders. Since 1843 the butchers
of Jawalapur had maintained a clamorous agitation for the restoration of their full livelihood. One
petition complained of their ruination and humiliation at the hands of the local Brahmans and
218 The Muslim zamindars had also supported the butchers' demands. In 1848, with no
mahajans.
sign of the agitation waning, the NWP Government decided to attempt a return to the pre-1943
practice.

However, the Lieutenant Governor, James Thomason, wanted the change to be an

unobtrusive one, partly to avoid the embarrassmentof a public reversal of governmentorders, but also
219
losing
Hindus
to try to circumvent the anger of the
their recently-confirmed privilege.
at
The most important thing about the new order was Thomason's instruction to de-emphasize
the religious component of the dispute and to stress in its place concerns about public health and
safety. This did not become standardpractice until after the Rebellion, but this 1948 decision was an
indicator of future policy. Having commentedon the 'generally offensive' nature of any flesh exposed
to public view, especially in the north Indian climate where it decayedrapidly, Thomasonadvised the

to sanction any change in the existing practice. In 1903 the government was still refusing to allow Hindus
On top of the other unpopular state
to celebrate Ran-dila at one of the most renowned tirths in all of Ms.
actions at Hardwar, which are discussedin the next chapter. this must have come as the ultimate example of
state hostility to Hinduism. Offg Comr Meerut to Secy to Govt UP, no. 1540,24 June 1903; Secy to Govt
UP to Comr Meerut, no. 149Z 22 Aug. 1903, UPSA, UP General, B progs Aug. 1903, no. 43, file 557c, box
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216 Government Verdict: Bhoodoo, Chota
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SaharanpurNIagistrate to handle any future cow-slaughter dispute 'without prominent reference to
religious feeling'. He further suggestedthat

the ostentatiousand offensive exposure or slaughter of animals by the butchers may be
punishedas [an] offence against the conservancyrules, and acts of unwarrantedhostility
by the Hindoos against the butchersmay be punished as trmVassesand assaults.220
Gau kushi, cow-slaughter, was not to be an offence in itself, but when it was conducted with a
deliberateintent to insult the Hindus and thereby threatenedpublic tranquillity the act could be adjudged
of a criminal nature. Furthermore, the government was preparedto pay the costs of erecting a modest,
discreedy-placedabattoir if this was likely to help achievethe desiredresult.
In Jawalapur,however, such a move seemsto have come too late. Ile butcherswere angry at
the all out assaultthat the Hindus had launchedon them, and when the new slaughteryardswere built
they irritated the Hindus by making a show of carting the meat from the yards to their houses.221
Eventually, in the 1860s, the Hindus determined to be rid of the nuisance for all time. With the
government's backing they subscribedenough money to buy out the butchers (at three times the value
of their property) and to relocate their colony near the slaughteryards. The butchers were furious at
their helplessnessbefore the wealth of the Hindus, but their protests were ignored by the government,
which, in 1866,ordered the compulsory acquisition of the butchers' land.222 One of the ironies of the
dispute is the fact that by the mid-1860s the Muslims were branded as the instigators of the annoyance
and the Hindus were portrayed as the long-suffering victims of Muslim oppression.223

Municipal

Self-Government

and Cow-Slaughter

After 1857the governmentregularly emphasizedthe issuesof public health and safety in cowslaughter disputes, usually with much more successthan that experiencedat Jawalapur. As we shall
see in the next clwpter, the Rebellion of 1857 triggered important changesin social administration in
British India. The apparent effectiveness of the cry of 'religion in danger' in rallying support to the
rebel causehad frightened the British. The Queen's proclamation of I November 1858 declared with
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renewed vigour Britain's intention to rule over its Indian subjects without any partiality towards or
interferencewith specific religious beliefs.
At the same time, the appalling casualties inflicted on the British troops by cholera and
dysentery led to a new appreciation of the importance of sanitation. Ile survival of the empire
was
seen to depend upon the health of its army and its enveloping civilian environment. Western medical
science, especially that relating to public health, was entering its heyday, promising accessiblecures
for mass social ills and stability for the society as a whole. Tle technology and its rationale were
confident and interventionist and the British willingly harnessedthem to their Indian administration.
Western sciencepromised to be an objective, incontrovertible body of knowledge which would endow
them with administrative insights that properly overroad the prejudices of the individual faiths.224
In addition, the post-1857 developments in municipal government enabled the British to
transfer much of the responsibility for decisions about cow-slaughter to local residents.225 T'he
magistrates - even as chairmen of the municipal committees - could no longer be seen as solely
responsible for these sorts of decisions. Indians were now sharing in the process, reluctantly or
otherwise,and they would have to shareequally blame and credit for controversialdecisions.
Francis Robinson has argued that the creation of municipal committees in the NWP offered
new arenasfor communal politics, in particular increasing the scope for cow-slaughter disputes. Ms
argument is based on the premise that prior to the appointment of municipal commissioners the
decisionsof municipal management,such as the location of a slaughterhouse,were 'in ft handsof the

224 One
extreme example of the increased confidence and the sense of righteousness afforded to
administrators by a crude grasp of the new basics of science comes from the town of Negapatarnin Madras in
1876. An aged and respected Brahman of the town had, two months before his death, entered the fourth,
ascetic stage of life so that, upon his death, he was technically a sanyasi. Accordingly his family did not
cremate his body. but buried it on the banks of a water tank that lay within the municipal boundaries.
Assistant Magistrate Weld reckoned the burial to be a sanitary hazard and ordered that the body be exhumed in
spite of the family's willingness to provide remedial measuressuch as the sinking of cement walls around the
grave. Weld's actions causedserious offence in Negapatarnand in the district of Tanjore as a whole. In the
subsequentenquiry Weld was suspendedand then demoted whilst the residents of Negapatarnwere praised for
'their entire abstinence from any violent acts or language, under circumstances which were calculated to
excite the warmest feelings of grief and anger'. Order of Govt Madras. Financial Deptý no. 1585.2 Sept.
1876. Upon receiving the relevant papers the Secretary of State for India minuted: 'The desire to amend the
habits of the natives of India. in accordance with the latest results of European civilization, is, in the
abstract, highly to be commended; but the object is sometimespursued with a dangerouszeal. Without in the
least depreciating the value of sanitary reforms, there are other considerations which it is even more urgent to
remember, both for the welfare of the people themselves,and in the interests of our rule in India. ' Minute by
the Marquis of Salisbury, 4 May 1877, PP. 1877, vol. 63. paper 265, pp. 777.824.
225 The
elective principle was introduced to municipal goverrunent in NWP with the Municipalities Act of
1868. It was extended in 1873 and again in 1883, by which time there were municipal boards with elected
majorities in over one hundred towns in NWP and Oudh. A majority of these was in the Meerut and
Rohilkhand Divisions. Robinson. Separatism among Indian Muslims, pp. 50-2.
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Kotwal, an autocrat whose word was law. '226 The suggestion that there were no cow-slaughter
disputesin towns managedby kotwals is obviously wrong; if that was the caw Bareilly, Kasipur and
Shamli would never have posed the problems they did for the local authorities. And, as Bayly has
shown, the decline of the kotwal's authority set in long before the election of Indians to municipal
governmenL227 From his premise Robinson continues:
So, under the guise of the hygienic managementof slaughter housesand kebab shops,
Hindus could defend the cow and impose their standardson Muslims, while, for Muslims,
the maintenanceof their right to slaughter cows and eat them could becomea symbol of
their ability to protect their religion and culture.
Ilere must have been some instances where the siting of slaughterhousesand meat shops
triggered communal rivalry within a municipal committee.

However, the only examples that

Robinson provides come from local newspaperreports of 1902-04, a period of heightenedcommunal
sensitivities becauseof the overlap of Muharrarn and Ramnaumi in those years,and the date of at least
one of his references - February 1902 - suggests that the cow-killing in question is a Bakr Id
228
In his discussion of cow-protection, he refers only to disputesabout cow-sacrifice, as at
sacrifice.
Bakr U4 rather than cow-slaughter,which was concernedwith the regular killing of cattle for their flesh.
The two issuesare quite different and ought not to be confused. in most municipalities the district
magistrateretained the power to permit or prohibit the sacrifice of cows at Bakr ld; rarely was it left to
the deliberationsof municipal committees.
But the introduction of municipal self-government did herald important changes in urban
religious politics. Ile men who served on the municipal committees, especially in the early years,
were meant to be governmentmen. Ile British expectedthem to respond to appealsto their 'reason'
to implement new and often unpopular measures, and to popularize them amongst their lessenlightened fellows: for example, vaccination against smallpox, the licensing of pilgrim lodginghouses,the extermination of stray dogs, or. for that matter, the placement of slaughterhouses. Many
of the responsibilities of municipal government touched upon religious sensibilities, but it was not the
competition between communities that was so important, but the fact that a spokesman for a
community -a 'native gentleman' or 'natural leader' in the terminology of the administration - was

226 Ibid..
p. 56.
227 See
above, p. 102.
228 Robinson, Separatism among Indian Muslims, pp. 79-83.
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expectedby the government to adherepublicly to a less than perfect statementof his religion's ideals.
In other words, a Hindu on a municipal committee would be part of a process that decided where a
slaughterhousefor cows should go; the option of saying that there would be no cow-slaughter at all
was not open to him if he valued his reputation with the British. Similarly, a Muslim municipal
commissioner would be expectedto advise on the new site for a Muslim burial ground, not to oppose
outright the shifting of the existing one out of the inhabited area. It is easy to see how men in such a
position could be howled down by the more radical sectionsof their community as yes-men,slaves to
229
independent
by
In this way
their co-religionists.
the administration, and not acceptedas
politicians
municipal self-government had more impact on the politics within religious communities rather than
betweenthem.230
In the 1860s, 70s and 80s cow-slaughter became one of many items on the sanitation
agenda, along with questions of public latrines, night-soil removal, and the positioning of burial
231
industries,
It did not lose
'unhealthy'
distilleries.
suchas tanneriesand
grounds,cremation sites and

229 An
example of the pressure put on municipal conunissioners as representatives of their religious
community comes from Bareilly in 1893 where the Magistrate. J.P. Hewett. set up a committee of two Hindu
and two Muslim municipal commissioners to select suitable sites for Bakr Id sacrifice. The committee, which
included the municipality's vice-president, Rai Damodar Das, and Pandit Het Ram, C.U., did not have the
option of banning cow-sacrifice. Not surprisingly, the Hindu members did not want to be a party to any sort
of compromise on this matter, and the Muslim membersdid not want to be seen to be restricting the Muslims'
right of sacrifice in any way. 'In these circumstances'. recorded a disgruntled Hewett, 'the members of the
Committee were, it seemsto me. disinclined to give me all the assistanceI might have expected.' Order of
the Magistrate of BareWy. LP. Hewett, 27 Apr. 1893, IOR, India Home (Public) P/4342. A progs Sept. 1893.
no. 2, enclosure.
The cost in community support of being too close to the government is well fflustrated by Lala Lacluni
Narayan, the former treasurer of Bareilly who was liberally rewarded for loyalty in 1857. In 1870 the
Comn-dssionerof Rohilkhand summoned Lachmi Narayan to help work out a compromise between Bareilly's
Hindus and Muslims for the Ramnaurni and Muharram festivals. But he did not come. Ilie Commissioner
acceptedhis explanation that he was unpopular with both the Hindus and the Muslims and that he feared for
his life if he attempted to take part in the negotiations. R. Drummond, Comr Rohilkhand, to Secy to Govt
NWP, no. 79,25 Apr. 1870, IOR, India Home (Public) P/4551, A progs Nov. 1994. no. 203.
230 Nevertheless I take Robinson's
point that with a municipal cornmissionership came a chunk of
patronage, the power to appoint relatives and favourites to municipal jobs and to lease out government
contracts, and that communal rivalry was often a feature of one commissioner's use of his patronagevis-h-vis
another's. Robinson, Separatism among Indian Muslims, pp. 52-6.
231 See Veena Talwar Oldenburg's 'The City
must be Clean' in her book. The Making of Colonial Lucknow.
1856-1877
(Princeton, 1984). pp. 98-144, for a study of the impact of sanitary theories on the postrebellion administration's social policy and how they were used to confirm existing British prejudices about
domestic Indian life. Needless to say, many widely-held theories of the 1860s and '70s - most notoriously
that of the miasmatic spread of disease - were later to be proved wrong. But this in no way lessened their
impact at the time, as Oldenburg shows convincingly.
On the link between municipal government and
its raison
"I'lie municipal committee's most important responsibility,
sanitation Oldenburg comments:
d'etre, in fact, was sanitation'. Ibid., p. 99.
Pre-Modern
'Allahabad:
A Sanitary History'
in The City in South Asia:
See also J. B. Harrison's
and
(eds) (London.
history of
Modern.
K. Ballhatchet
1980), pp. 167-95, for a straightforward
and J. B. Harrison
Unlike Oldenburg's
in Allahabad
in the late-nineteenLh
centuries.
sanitary developments
and early-twentieth
Work this does not cover the reactions of Al. lahabad's residents to the fairly drastic changes that were imposed
committee
members adjusted
on them in the name of progress, nor does it consider how the native municipal
demands of the British
to the conflicting
power base on
administration
an the one hand and their traditional
the other.
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its potential for rousing religious passions,but it was freed from the crippling inheritance of the policy
of establishedusageand the many conflicting orders that had marked that era. Magistrates no longer
had to call upon native informants to establish past practice and they could rescind with relative ease
the cow-slaughter bans that dated from the first half of the century. Gradually the NWP Government
establishedself-contained slaughterhousesfor most towns in die province beyond the limits of their
residential areas. Ile butchering of all animals, not just cattle, was carried out at these housesand,
ideally, they were models of discretion and cleanliness, with high walls to discourage attention from
both scavenginghoundsand passers-by.232 Hindus would have had to go out of their way to witness a
cow being killed and this would have not beenconsidereda sufficient excusefor them to protest against
it. Ibis was the closest that the colonial administration ever came to mcmting the pre-British type of
compromisebetween Hindus and Muslims: a form of imposed compromise, locally-implemented, and
dependentupon the cooperationof all interestedparties for its success.
Unfortunately, few details survive of the shift of butchers' colonies to the urban margins of
the NWP's towns and cities. Oldenburg reports that this was completed in Lucknow by the late 1860s,
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and soiled with decaying animal mwer and open to dogsP5 But in 1884 the municipal committee of
Moradabad was reported to have spent money on putting stone flooring in the slaughterhouse,
presumably a reference to a place constructed by the municipality since Planck's earlier visit. 236 Of
Cawnpore,the 1881 municipal report observed.
T'he conservancycattle lines have been rebuilt at a place distant about one mile from the
inhabited site. The new slaughter-place of sheep and goats has been built, and the
slaughter of these animals on private premises forbidden, to the general sanitary
improvement of the city. 237
A new slaughterhousewas built at Bareilly in 1876, presumably on its outskirts, for in 1894
when Hindu residents were protesting at the sacrifice of cattle at Bakr Id some observed that the
slaughter of cattle for flesh was not so obnoxious becausethey were less likely to hear and see what
238
'outside
the town,.
went on

Bakr Id Sacrifices
There was however one form of cow-killing that retained its potential to provoke HinduMuslim antagonism and which proved impossible to dislodge from the rhetoric of establishedusage.
Gau kurbani, as opposed to gau kushi, was the ritual sacrifice of cows by Muslims at Bakr Id.
Primarily it was a religious act and only secondly a source of food for the sacrificer's family and
friends. It could not be banishedto the abattoirs; it was a matter of great prestige to the families that
had a tradition of Bakr Id sacrifice that it took place within their own compounds. All that district
officers could do under these circumstances was to attempt to establish which housescustomarily

235 First Annual Report
of the Sanitary Commissioner of the North-Western Provinces, 18,68 (Allahabad,
1869), p. 39.
236 Report
on municipal taxation and expenditure in the North-Western Provinces and Oudh, during the year
ending 31st March, 1884 (ARahabad. 1885). p. 7.
237 Report
on the working of municipalities in the North-Western Provinces and Oudh during the year ending
31st March, 1881 (ARahabad, 1882), p. 19.
238 H.D. Moule, Conir Rohilkhand4 Chief Secy Govt NWP&O,
to
to
no. 1629/XIII-534,4 Aug. 1894, IOR,
India Home (Public) P/4551. A progs Nov. 1894, no. 201. Also the Ninth Annual Report of the Sanitary
Commissioner of the North-Western Provinces, 1876 (Allahabad, 1877), p. 32. A considerable amount of
municipal income was raised at Bareilly from the fees paid at the slaughterhousesand the Tents of a large
municipal meat market, built in 1904 with a loan of Rs.40,000 raised for the purpose. Small municipal
markets for the sale of beef were dotted about the suburbs. NeviU, Bareilly: A Gazetteer, p. 138
One more interesting reference comes from Jeitpur. in Hamirpur district, a town of some 5,000
inhabitants, with only twenty Muslim households. In 1873 Planck wrote: 'there is some difficulty about the
slaughtering of cattle, which never was permitted until after the mutiny, and is very repugnant to the feelings
of the people now. However there is a slaughter place established at a place far outside the town, where an
average of four head of cattle are slaughtered daily. The meat principally goes away to Koolpahar, where
Mahomedans are more numerous. This business,being done as it were by stealth, is well done, the slaughter
place properly hidden away'. Sixth annual report of the Sanitary Commissioner of the North-Western
Provinces, 1873 (Allahabad, 1874), p. 55.
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sacrificed cows and to ensure that it was carried out as discreetly as possible. Of course all of the
problems that we have seenin tracing tradition applied here, perhapseven more S0,239so that it is not
surprising that resolution of disputeswas as far beyond the local officers as before. It is to be expected
that in the later nineteenth century most of the disputes about cow-killing start with particularistic
complaints about Bakr Id sacrifice. The Hindus were no longer in a position to demand that cowslaughter per se be banned, but they were still able to challenge the right to sacrifice within private
compounds. Likewise the British had ruled out the possibility of slaughtering for food within towns,
so that Muslims were left defending with only the right to private sacrifice. This had the unforseen
consequenceof making cow-killing a more obviously 'religious' issue,and focussedHindus' anti-cowkilling agitation on Muslims alone, rather than on Muslims and Christians together as beef-eaters.

Bakr Id - Delhi, 1883
At the festival of Bakr Id in Delhi in October 1883 a minor disturbance erupted between
Hindus and Muslims when Maulvi Yakub Ali, an outspokendefendantof Muslim religious privileges,
attempted to sacrifice several cows at his mosque within the city, at least one of which had originally
been a gift to a Brahman. Yakub Ali had been offered a Largeprice for the cow by a Hindu prominent
in the city's cow-protection agitation, but he refused either to sell it or to substitute another in its
place. According to the Deputy Commissioner, Hindu-Muslim relations prior to this had been
relatively amicableand it was essentiallythe intendedfate of the one doubly-sacredcow that had sparked
off the troubI040

From the subsequentagitation this would appear to have beenan overly simplistic

rationale; clearly there were men in the city who had already establishedthemselvesas antagonistsin
the cow-slaughterdebateand the grievanceson either side proved to be more durable than one thwarted
act of cow-sacrifice would suggest.
In Delhi the slow leakage of Muslim power and status in the rust half of the nineteenth
century attained torrential proportions after the Rebellion. After the recapture of the city multitudes

239 The
purchase of a cow for a sacrifice was an expensive undertaking, and only the wealthiest of families
could have sacrificed cows annually. Other families substituted goats in the years between sacrificing cows,
and this often enabled Hindus to claim that cow sacrifice was not customary. especially if the gap between the
years of cow-sacrifice was a long one. Investigating officers often found it very difficult to establish the
difference between an occasional sacrifice and a customary one.
240 Memo. by G. Smyth. Depy Comr Delhi. 4 Sept. 1884, NAI, India Home (Public), A
progs Nov. 1884,
no. 45, enclosure.
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fled, fearful for their lives in the indiscriminate and terrible revengeexactedby the Company's troops.
The Muslims were the last to be allowed to return - in January 1859 only to find their property
plundered,their housesattachedand many fine architecturmlrelics of Mughal rule destroyed. The army
occupied the Jama MasJid and the Fatehpuri Masjid had been sold to Lala Chunna Mal, a banker.241
Of the Hindus and Jains who had beenallowed to return to the city earlier a small knot of rumciers had
grown enormously wealthy speculating in confiscated property: houses. land and the crown jewels.
Only a couple of Muslims, amongst them the Mughal Mirza Ilahi Baksh, were to join this elite the
'Lalacracy' as it is called by Narayani Gupta which went on to dominate municipal politics and to
answerto dw familiar label of 'respectablenative gentlemen'.242
On the two matters of religious privilege that have concerned us here cow-slaughter and
festival precedence- the position of Muslims in post-rebellion Delhi was greatly reduced. By the late
1870sJain festivals as well as Hindu oneshad beenaccordedthe samerights of celebration,where once
they had dependedupon the pleasure of the Emperor, inevitably bowing to Muharram at times of
overlap. In the 1885-86 Ramlila and Muharrarn coincidence Ramlila would be celebrated with the
grandest pomp: ten days of processionsthrough Chandni Chauk, the commercial heart of the city,
with as much illumination, decoration and music as the Hindu traders and landlords of the area could
muster, all culminating in a splendid tamasha at Tis Hazari, the polo ground outside of Lahore
Gate.243 Every year, wailed a Muslim petition, the Hindus come closer with their lamasha, 'their
ultimate goal being perhapsthe inside of the city itself. '244
241 Narayarti Gupta. Delhi between
two empires, 1803-1931 (Oxford, 1981). pp. 21-31.
242 Ibid.,
pp. 29-30. Gupta stresses that the rebellion in Delhi 'cannot be simplistically stated as being
between a declining Muslim aristocracy and a nascent Hindu bourgeoisie, but between those who sided with
the Emperor and those who were far-sighted enough to back the British and thus set up a store of security and
rewards for the future. ' She names several prominent Hindus who sided with the rebels and several Muslims
who were loyal to the British to illustrate her point. Ibid, p. 20. Nevertheless, once the rebellion was
crushed. there is no doubt that British perceptions of a communal divide encouraged them to reward and
punish along communal lines with relatively few exceptions, so that the post-rebellion picture did become
one of a declining Muslim aristocracy and a nascent Hindu bourgeoisie. As many of the rewards took the form
of titles and land grants, whether revenue-free or otherwise. the foundations were in fact laid,
artachronistically, for a nascent Hindu aristocracy.
243 Memo.
on the Muharrarn and Ramlila festivals at Delhi by R. Clarke, Offg Comr Delhi, 22 Oct. 1885;
H.W. Jackson. Supt Police DelhL to Depy Conu Delhi, 22 Oct. 1885. NA14India Home (Public), B progs Apr.
1886, no. 114.
244 Petition to the Viceroy,
sd. Muhammad Abdul Haq, Kucha Raiman, Hajee Ala Baksh. Muhammad Diu and
nearly 7000 others, n.d.. ibid., no. 113. In 1886 one of the Ramlila processions was attacked by Muslims
participating in a laziya procession. Gupta notes that this clash over the use of the city centre would have
been out of the question in pre-1857 years becausethen 'the Ram Lila route had been along the northern wall,
well away from the Jama Masjid area'. Initially Muslims tried to keep the Hindu processions out of their
areas: 'Many mohullas in the am between Chandni Chowk and Jama Masjid improvised kucha gates during
the early days of the Ram Lila procession, though this practice was prohibited by the government.' Gupta,
Delhi between two empires, P. 131. But Gupta must be mistaken in blaming the later problems
of the mid1980s on the "'impartial" officialdom' that allowed the Hindus into hitherto forbidden areas after the
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As for cow-slaughter the Muslims of Delhi were uniquely repressedfor a community
once
ascendant. The slaughter of cattle for flesh had long been banned within the city walls, a prohibition
dating from the days of Mughal rule. 245 Meat shops were also restricted in their number and
placement, although these restrictions derived at least in part from after the Rebellion.246 But the
sacrifice of cows at Bakr Id had not been prohibited before the Rebellion; afterwards this too was
banished to the slaughterhouses outside of the city, a ruling without parallel anywhere in the
neighbouring NWP and one which impressedupon the Muslims of Delhi the extreme disadvantageof
their position.
Ironically the ban had beenall the more easy to implement becauseof the decreesagainstcowslaughter made by Bahadur Shah during his brief reign in 1857. Desperateto focus the anger of the
rebel troops on the British and to prevent it from turning inwards in communal hostility, Bahadur Shah
repeatedlywarned againstcharacterizingthe Rebellion asfihad, or Islamic holy war. His boldest stroke
to preservecommunal harmony was a ban on cow-sacrifice at the Bakr Id of August 1857, an attempt
to avoid alienating Delhi's already jittery Hindu popuWon. 247 Nor were the butchersof Delhi very
popular with either community. In July 1857 five of their number were murderedand their shopswere
shut when they were caught taking meat to the English camp on the ridge outside of Delhi.248 After

rebellion. There must have been some restraint on the part of the Hindus as well, for had they wished to enter
certain muhallas, kachcha gates alone were unlikely to keep them out.
245 See
the collection of papers 'Commotion at Delhi', IOR, F/4/827 (21946), for 71iomas Metcalfe's 1822
attempt to ban Bakr Id sacrifices within the city walls. From this episode it transpired that the butchers had
long practised their trade beyond the city boundaries.
246 In 1882
the Punjab Government replied to a query Erom the Goverriment of India with the information
that: 'The slaughter of cattle within the City of Delhi has been prohibited for a long time, and about 1870 the
shops selling meat at Kashmeri and Mori Gates and at Phatak Habash Khan were closed and transferred to the
meat market near Mor Serai. Besides this, there are beef shops in Muslim quarters, though none in Hindu
quarters. So far their existence has created no bad feeling. ' Quoted in Gupta, Delhi between two empires, p.
129.
247 Mutiny
records: correspondence, Punjab Governinent Records, vol. V11 (Lahore, 1911). pp. 280-1.
Gupta cites evidence that shows that t1tis sort of conciliatory behaviour was entirely to be expected from
Bahadur Shah, that on previous Bakr Id celebrations he had refrained from sacrificing
cows and had urged
others to do the same. But I cannot accept her claim that the British introduced the practice of cow-slaughter
to Delhi and that without their interference before the Rebellion there would never have been any cow
sacrifice in the city at Bakr Id. Gupta. Delhi between two empires, p. 10. If there was a pre-Rebellion ban on
cow sacrifice within the city - and it seems unlikely given the resistance from Muslim religious men that
Bahadur Shah encountered with his 1857 proclamation
it
have
from
dated
the reign of Bahadur
can
only
Shah himself, and not 'the Mughal rulers' in general as Gupta states. From Tliomas Metcalfe's attempt to ban
Bakr Id sacrifice within the city in 1822 it seems almost certain that there was some tradition of the practice
within private compounds, although Hindus vociferously contested it. See above fn. 245.
248 'Narrative
of Mainodin' in C.T. Metcalfe, Two native narratives of the Mutiny in Delhi (London, 1898).
p. 68 Intelligence received by the British said that the butchers had been murdered by Hindus becausethey
had killed cows, but this is not borne out by the other evidence and it seemsto have been wishfW thinking on
the part of the British who prayed daily for a communal cleavage between the rebels. Muir, Records of 1he
Intelligence Department. L p. 450.
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the Rebellion, the British merely had to preservethe existing situation to publicize the degradedstateof
the Muslims as a religious community.
To many of the British officers serving in Delhi this reducedstatuswas no more than what the
community deservedfor its treachery. After the 1883 disturbance the Commissioner, Major Nisbet,
marvelled that the Muslims should even dare to ask for the return of former privileges. In his opinion
the aggressionof the Hindus was strongly mitigated by 'the original cause' of the excitement: Yakub
Ali's determination to sacrifice Idne within the city walls.249 When some Muslims petitioned the
governmentto have Bakr Id sacrificesrestoredNisbet itched to remind them of their proper place:
Although the English Government have consentedto bury the memoriesof 1857, and the
murder, bloodshed. and cruelty that was perpetrated by Muharnmadansin the City of
Delhi, and which led, on the retaldng of the city after prolonged siege,to their expulsion
from it, the memorialists mightýif necessary,be reminded that their return to Delhi at all,
250
forget.
after such events,was an act of unparalleledgenerosity that they should never
Clearly the resentmentof the British worked to the advantageof the 1-findusin the matter of religious
display.251
In the agitation after the 1883 disturbancedivisions within each community were noticeable,
much as we have seen in the agitation over festivals in Bareilly in the 1870s. Narayani Gupta has
identified amongstthe Muslims of the 1880sa renewedinterest in things 'temporarily forgotten' in the
calamitous years after the Rebellion. A new generation was prepared to discuss social issuesof the
day: the lhndi-Urdu controversy, the menaceof Christianity, the control of the major mosquesin the
249 Major R.P. Nisbet, Offg Comr
and Supt Delhi, to Offg Secy to Govt Punjab, no. 2188,11 Oct. 1884,
NAI, India Home (Public), A progs Nov. 1884, no. 45.
2501bid. The Punjab Government forbade Nisbet from
mentioning the Rebellion in his reply to the
memorialists. C.L. Tupper. Offg Secy to Govt Punjab, to Comr & Supt Delhi, no. 768S, 21 Oct. 1894, ibid.,
no. 45 1/2.
251 There is
a parallel in Koil, in Aligarh district, where it is clear that the Magistrate saw the removal of the
slaughterhouseto the outskirts of the town as fitting punishment for Muslim disloyalty in the Rebellion. In
1859 the butchers of Koil repeatedly petitioned the government in protest at their victimization at the hands
of the Hindu subordinate officers. They were unhappy that cow-slaughter had been stopped in the town and
the butchers' shops closed. Officiating Magistrate Prinsep denied that the butchers had been maltreated.
Upon his arrival in the district he had found that the butchers were slaughtering and selling beef outside of
Koil. their colony having been burned on the recapture of Aligarh by the British. Prinsep,decided that it was
best to preserve this arrangement and he blocked the butchers' expected return to the city by ordering that
they must never again slaughter animals within two hundred yards of a habitation, an order designed 'to
protect Hindoos from insult'. When the petitions to the government did not stop Prinsep reminded his
superiors that these were the sort of complaints that one could expect from people 'whose atrocities during
the rebellion and hatred towards the Hindu Community are already too well known'. But in case it should
prove necessary to downplay the political motives behind his exile of the butchers to the town's periphery,
Prinsep was happy to provide another, apparently more objective. assessmentof his actions. The butchers
were dissatisfied, he reported, because of 'the sanitary measures taken by me'. The government approved
Prinsep's actions and henceforth the petitions were ignored. W. H.J. Lees, Secy to Bd of Examiners, to Offg
Under Secy to Govt India. Home. no. 30,12 Sept. 1859, forwarding translation of a petition. 6 Aug. 1859,
from 'the respectable inhabitants of Coel in Ally Ghur', IOR, NWP Criminal Judicial P/235fl. 7 Oct. 1859,
no. 181; J. Prinsep, Offg Magte Aligarh. to F. Williams, Comr Meerut, no. 216.13 Oct. 1859. IOR, NWP
Criminal Judicial P/235/9.15 Nov. 1859, no. 112; Same to same, no. 236.3 Nov. 1859, ibid.. no. 307.
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beef
This
city, government employment opportunities, and, occasionally, cow-slaughter and
sales.
last was still not an issue that the 'loyalist Muslims' could take up whilst hoping to preserve their
reputation with the administration, a fact reflected in the composition of the 1884 petition. The men
named as responsible for the petition were maulvis, pleaders, a druggist and Sayyid Ahmad, the
253
in
Delhi
Government
School.
Nisbet reported with
the
petition's author and a school master
satisfaction that these 'fanatical Maulvis' had not been able to inspire the Muslim raises of the city to
join their protest to have cow-sacrifice returned to the city:
the leading Muhammadan gentlemen of the place, to whom Government looks for
information and advice in all matters affecting the Muhammadan community, have not
joined it. )AqA
Far from being a matter for congratulation, this evidence of a split in the Muslim community should
have causedthe governmentsome concern. Nisbet had baldly stateddim the administration's Muslim
allies were completely out of touch with the people mounting the current agitation.

These

'Muhammadan gentlemen'. the principal of whom were Mirza Suleiman Shah and the Nawab of
Loharu, were frequently abusedand insulted by the protesters for refusing to side with them in their
protests against the Hindus and the administration. Their conspicuousloyalty to the government cost
them their reputation as good Muslims with many of their co-religionistsý255
The Hindus vociferous in their defenceof the cow were similarly divorced from thoseof their
co-religionists who were identified by the goveniment as loyal and responsiblegentlemen,although not
to qttite ft

sameextent. Among the pleaders,jewellers, cloth dealersand agentsof merchantsthat the

Deputy Commissioner named as being responsiblefor the near constant petitions, meetingsand fundraising drives of 1884 was Lala Hardhian Singh, a banker and member of the municipal committee
since 1880. In 1908 he would be one of the Delhi hostsof the 13haratDharm MahamandaL256We do
not know how prominent Hardhian Singh was in the cow-protection movement; he was not listed as
one of the men who housed the meetings. But his mere inclusion in a list of 'instigators' of classic

252 Gupta, Delhi between two
eirnpires,pp. 125-31.
253 Memo. by G. Smyth, Depy Comr Delhi, 4 Sept. 1884, NAI, India Home (Public), A
progs Nov. 1884,
no. 45, enclosure.
254 Major R.P. Nisbet. Offg Comr & Supt Delhi. to Offg Secy to Govt Punjab,
no. 2188,11 Oct. 1884, ibid.,
no. 45.
255 Ibid. In
a move that was likely to compound their difficulties within the Muslim community as a whole,
several Muhammadan gentlemen were singled out by Nisbet to receive rewards as a sip of the government's
appreciation of their loyalty in the face of overwhelming pressure Erom their co-Teligionists.
256 Gupta, Delhi Between Two Empires. 130.
p.
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colonial definition suggeststhat the I-lindus in Delhi, even in the 1880s, were less haunted than the
Muslims by the shadow of government mistrust and that consequently they felt freer to
organize as a
community without forfeiting

257
This is also suggested by Nisbet's
government approval.

observation that in the run up to the 1884 Bakr Id 'the aggressivehumour was certainly more marked
258
Hindus.,
In general, however, Hindus who sought the government's favour, like
the
the
on
side of
the Muslims. abstainedfrom overt religious agitation.
It is not surprising therefore that in the Ramlila-Muharrarn riots of 1886 the administration
failed utterly to communicate with the people in the streets: all the municipal commissioners
went
underground,and 'community leaders' such as the banker, Lala Ram Kishan Das, and Mirza Suleiman
Shah had too little direct influence with the rioters to be of much use. Tley served as symbols their
of
respective communities and as such often attracted the hostility of the opposite community but they
were unable to control membersof their own communities at this level of agitation.259

Bakr Id - Bareilly, 1893-94.
At the 1893 festival of Bakr Id in Bareilly twenty Muslims sacrificed cows in their
private
compoundshaving first obtained sanction in writing from the Magistrate. Never before had officers of
the government in Bareilly authorized so many particular acts of cow-killing. In its own way it was as
257 Lala Hardhian Singh
must have been a man of some political ability for, following the 1884 Bakr Id and
Ramlila celebrations. he was named by Smyth as one of the 'native gentlemen
who rendered willing and
useful assistance' in preventing open Hindu-Muslim hostility, a rare example of a British officer accepting
that a man given to religious protest could also be socially responsible. G. Smyth, Depy Conir Delhi, to
Comr & Supt Delhi, no. 356,4 Oct. 1894, NAI, India Home (Public), A progs Nov. 1884,
45 1/2.
no.
258 Major R.P. Nisbet, Offg Comr &
Supt Delhi. to Offg Secy to Govt Punjab, no. 2155,7 Oct. 1894, ibid.,
no. 45 1/2.
259 Gupta, Delhi between
two empires, pp. 132-3. In the numerously-signed petition submitted by the
Muslims after the Ramlila of 1885 it was argued that no Muslim had been happy
with the procession routes
drawn up by a conunittee chaired by the Deputy Commissioner. Of the committee members Mirza Suleiman
Shah, honorary magistrate; Azizuddin, pleader-, Lala Ram Kishan Das, honorary
magistrate; and Lala
Hardhian Singh, municipal commissioner the petitioners could only explain their
acceptanceof the Deputy
Commissioner's suggestions by branding them as 'Municipal Commissioners. his personal friends
or his
off'scial subordinates.' Petition to the Viceroy, sd., Muhammad Abdul Haq, Kucha Raiman. Hajee Ala Baksh,
Muhanunad Diu and nearly 7000 others, n.d., NAI, India Home (Public), B progs Apr. 1886.
no. 113. See
also: Memo. on the Muharram and Ramlila festivals at Delhi by R. Clarke, Offg Comr Delhi, 22 Oct. 1885,
ibid., no. 114.
In 1885 the route of the Ramlila processions went up Chandni Chauk to the Fatehpuri Masjid,
straight
through to Lahore Gate and thence to the maidan at Tis Hazari. It was the proximity of the route to the masjid
that was most frequently cited by the Muslims as the cause of distress, a doubly important factor when we see
from Gupta's work that it was always the custodiansof this mosque who took a more belligerent line towards
the administration. Gupta comments: 'The Jams Masjid appears to have been more "loyalist" than the
Fatehpuri, which was the venue of unorthodox religious sermons and animated politics,
and was patronized
generously by the prosperous Punjabi merchants of Sadar Bazaar.' Gupta, Delhi between two empires, p.
128. In 1885 it was the same Punjabi merchants who closed their shops in disgust at the liberties accorded to
the Ramlila celebrations. Nor are we surprised to learn that Mirza Suleiman Shah. the Muslim most favoured
by the government as the representativeof his community, was a member of the Jama Masjid Committee,
not
the Fatehpuri Masjid. Ibid., pp. 76-7.
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signif'xmt as the decision in 1837 to protect the Ramnaumi procession of the Hindus. Increasingly
after the Rebellion the Hindus had opposedthe practice, insisting that there never had been a tradition
of Bakr Id sacrifice in Bareilly and that the Muslims had only introduced it in the post-1857 era of
260
impartiality.
Many Muslims were outraged that they had to prove to
administrative religious
government officers that they had a history of private Bakr Id sacrifice in order to obtain the necessary
certificate of approval.
There is no doubt that there had beena long history of private cow-sacrifice in Bareilly. Even
if the local officers' interpretation of old, tangentially related orders had not convinced them of this, it
would have beeninconceivable that a city once home to Hafiz Rahmat Khan should not have had cow261
in
its
Muslim
sacrifice
calendar. Predictably, however, there was no indigenous documentation of
Tights of sacrifice; the Muslims and the Hindus had observed some tacit compromise whereby undue
offence was neither given nor taken frequently. In 1893 the Commissioner of Rohilklwd complained
that a former Magistrate, Mr Campbell, had, in 1892, destroyed this local tradition of compromise by
refusing to 'wink at' surreptitious sacrifice at Bakr Id as everyone else had before him. Persuadedby
the Hindu kotwal's representationsand the failure of the Muslims to produce any written proof of their
right to private sacrifice, Campbell had declared the practice unknown in Bareilly and had ordered all
262
be
After this extraordinary blunder Campbell's
sacrifices to
carried out at the slaughterhouses.
successorswere forced to resurrect the policy of establishedusage.seeking out evidenceat the level of
individual householders to try to distinguish between valid and fraudulent claims of long-standing
practice. Every step of this processhardenedpreviously flexible behaviour without any corresponding
gains in Hindu resignation to the practice. It was of crucial importance to the life of these sorts of
disputes that they were beyond explicit solution. If the Hindus did not want to be convinced of the
long-standing nature of Bakr Id sacrifice at Bareilly, then the type of evidence that the government or
the Muslims could produce would not be sufficient to changetheir minds.

260 'T'he humble
petition of the Hindu community of Bareilly. a town in the North-Western Provinces, to His
Exy. the Viceroy and Governor General in Council', sd. Suraj Mal Khattriv son of Tanu Mall Khattri, and two
others. 18 May 1894, IOR, India Home (Public) P/4550, A progs June 1894, no. 135.
261 H. D. Moule, Comr Rohilkhand, to Chief Secy to Govt NWP&O, no. 1629/XIII-534,4 Aug. 1894, IOR,
India Home (Public) P/4551, A progs Nov. 1894, no. 201.
262 H. D. Mottle. Comr Rohilkhand. to Chief Secy to Govt NWP&O,
no. 1830,26 July 1893, IOR, India
Home (Public) P/4342, A progs Sept. 1893, no. 2.
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But if Bakr Id sacrifice was not new in Bareilly and if the Hindus had already corrected the
previous imbalance in the rights of public religious celebration, why was there this prolonged assault
on the sacrifices and which of Bareilly's Hindus sustained it in the face of strong government
disapproval? Since the mid-1880s cow-protection had demandedthe attention of many Hindus right
across north India with highly organized gaurakshini sabhas in many districts, raising funds,
distributing pamphlets and posters, sponsoring travelling preachers, and instructing Hindus in their
dudes to gau mata. As Freitag has shown, cow-protection was the main article of faith commonly held
by conservative and radical Hindu activists, best exemplified by the SanatanDharmis and the Aryas
263
Bareilly, not least of the major towns of the NWP, had long played host to all
respectively.
manner of defenders and reformers of Hinduism, locally-based organizations as well as itinerant
264
But in 1894 when the Bareilly cow-protection agitation was at its height, the movement
preachers.
in other parts of the NWP was already in tatters, many of its supporters frightened away and its
organizersdriven undergroundby the government's fearsomereaction to the Bakr Id riots in 1893.265
Whilst Bareilly's Hindus might have drawn some encouragement from the provincial network of
protest, they clearly possessedan independent source of inspiration and organization, otherwise we
could have expectedthem to be cowed in 1894along with everybody else.
Initially the government had hoped to pass off the Hindua' protest as a product of external
agitators. Ile first petition had arrived at the Lieutenant Governor's office from Calcutta signed only
by a Bengali, Hirendra Nath Datta, and apparently lackied genuine links with the Hindus of Bareilly
whose grievancesit claimed to voice. Subsequentlyit was resubmitted in May 1894. this time with
the signatures of Lala Suraj Mal, and Pandits JagannathPershad and Chidamni Lal, all said to be
Bareilly residents. 'Me provincial governmentdenied that they were 'men of any note or position', but

263 Freitag. Collective Action
and Community, pp. 149-56.
264 From debate
over a book published at Bareilly in 1862, Asul-i-din-Hindu. said by M. Kempson. the
a
Director of Public Instruction, to be a 'scurrilous lampoon' of Hinduism. it transpired that a Dharm Samaj,
known locally as the Tuthu Bodni. had been convened at Bareilly some time in 1862 or 1863. According to
Kempson, the members were all 'men of education and respectability'. who denied publishing an earlier
critique of Islam, Tohfatul Islam. M. Kempson, Director of Public instruction NWP, to Secy to Govt NWP,
no. 276,23 June 1863; same to same, no. 690,16 Sept. 1863. IOR, NWP Genl P/216/14. A progs 24 Oct.
1863. nos. 75 (12 Sept. 1863) & 38 (24 Oct. 1863). It is not known howýlong this Dharm, Samaj remained
active. The earliest reference to the existence of a branch of the Arya Samaj in Bareilly comes from 1882.
Nevill, Bareilly: A Gazetteer, p. 95. According to the Gazetteer, Bareilly was strong in Arya activities. and
the Samaj counted many 'leading resident' amongst its members.
265 See Freitag. Collective Action and Community,
pp. 66-70, for a description and analysis of the
government's almost immediate successin crushing the gaurak!rhini sabhas which had offered many Hindus,
especially those in rural areas. an alternative authority to that of the state.
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266
investigate
forced
In June Babu Hirendra Nath Datta, the
to
their complaints.
nevertheless was
Honorary Secretaryof the Indian Relief Society, sent the NWP Government a declaration by another
267
Still more backing for the petition
Hindus
Bareilly
two thousand
claiming to support the petition.
was to be revealed at the public hearing in the Commissioner's court in July.

The Hindus in

268
filled
five
by
After briefly
the court and the enclosure:
thousand
their own count.
attendance
questioning representativesfrom about fifty different muhallas, the Commissioner, H.D. Moule, was
forced to concede that 'numerically the section supporting [the memorial] probably consists of the
majority of the Hindu residents.' He used the word 'section' deliberately. as he drew some consolation
from the observation that 'no Rais or Darbari has openly supported the memorial'. 269 Towards the
end of October another petition was sent to the government, this time with the signatures of ten
270
Hindus.
Even if the agitation against Bakr Id sacrifices had initially been of limited
thousand
extent, by the end of the year it was impossible to deny its appeal to Bareilly's Hindus; each step of
the petitioning processhad galvanized more Hindus into active support.
The government was faced with what should have been by now a familiar problem: a near
perfect expressionof community solidarity, with the exception of the raises and the darbaris, the very
men to whom it looked to exercisecommunity leadership. The government's 'native gentlemen' were,
as per usual, torn between allegiance to the authorities and their co-religionisLs. That the best that
Moule could say of them was that none 'openly supported' the cow-protection agitation suggeststhey
they had remained silent to avoid compromising their position with either the petitioners or the state.
Moule's investigation revealed considerable hostility against the government's'definition of men of
respectability. We have already seenhow the governmentdismissedSuraj Mal and his companionsas
men of no importance. Babu Hirendra Nath Datta on the other hand defended them as 'men of high

266 J.D. L&Touche, Chief Secy to Govt NWP&O, to Secy to Govt It"
no. 666,2 June 1894, IOR, India
Home (Public) P/4550, A progs June 1894, no. 134.71c Ueutenant Governor was reported to think that the
memorial had been 'got up in Calcutta by professional agitators, aided, no doubt, by some of the Bareilly
malcontents. '
267 Babu Hirendra Nath Dam. MA., B. L. Hony Secy to the Indian Relief Society, to Chief Sacy to Govt
NWP&O, 18 June 1894, IOR, India Home (Public) P/4551, A progs Nov. 1894. no. 197. In this letter the
Babu explained that he had initially signed the memorial himself as he had been authorized, as a member of
the Indian Relief Society. to act as attorney for 150 Bareilly inhabitants. He added that the locals feared the
'highhandedncss' of the local officers. hence their initial reluctance to put their munes to the memorial.
268
269 HD. Moule, Comr Rohilkhand, to Chief Secy to Govt NWP&O, no. 1629/X]E-534.4 Aug. 1894, ibid.,
no. 201.
270 Memorial fiont Suraj Mal. Shattri,
son of Wit Tanu Mal. and ten thousandothers, to Secy to Govt India,
n.d, ibid., no. 220.
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and SurajMal at leastcould readEnglish. Moule wasnonetoo gentlein his
casteandeducation'271
inquiry, accusingthe Hindu delegatesof lying, fabricatingevidenceand attemptingto misleada
governmentoff=.

His languagewith Lala SurajMal who receivedthefull forceof his irritation may

havebeenabrasiveto the point of rudeness,for the Octoberpetition complainedbitterly aboutthe
insults offered to the Lala. Ile petitionersalso took issue with Moule's dismissalof them as
unimportantmembersof theHindu community:
Among the limited number of persons examined, there were about 10 who were among
...
but Mr. Moule remarked that the memorial was not
the richest men in the city;
supported by the Rais or Darbari (leading members) of the Hindu community. The
undersigned, however, do not think it necessary to say anything more on this
272
question.
There is no reason to doubt the petitioners' claim that they counted wealthy men amongst
their number. Ile petitions and the overall campaign were organized professionally. Far from the
Bareilly Hindus being at the beck and call of Calcutta agitators, it was Bareilly money and influence
that were securing the services of these professionals, such as Babu Hirendra Nath Datta and the
barrister from Lucknow, Pandit Bishan Narain Dar, said by Moule to be 'one of the leading agitatorson
273
But the money and influence were not aristocratic, provenly loyal, or tied down
this question'.
within the government's extensive network of rewards and honours. Of the ten delegateswho gave
lengthy evidencebefore Moule in July, six were identified as baniyas.274 Herein perhapsfies the point
of the agitation. It is impossible to argue to argue that all ten thousand signatories to the October
memorial understoodthe complaints in all their complexity. This petition and that proceeding it were
in English, each severalpageslong and with numerousannexuresdetailing different interpretationsof
all the relevant government orders promulgated since 1837. At best we can say that the signatories
were opposedto the sacrifice of cows in Bareilly: not an extraordinary stancefor Hindus to adopt. The
more important conclusion to be drawn from the agitation is that there was a group of Hindus,
influential enough as men of their community to rally an enormousnumber of their co-religionists on

271 Babu Hirendra Nath Datta, MA., B. L., Hony Secy to Indian Relief Society, to Chief Secy to Govt
NWP&O. 18 June 1894, ibid, no. 197.
272 Memorial firom.Suraj Mal, Khattri,
son of Lala.Tanu Mal, and ten thousandothers, to Secy to Govt India,
n.d, ibid., no. 220.
273 Proceedings in die Court of the Commissioner of Rohilkhand, Bareilly, 16 July 1894, ibid.. no. 202.
274 Ibid. The
men were: Suraj Mal, Khattri; Janki Parshad,Baniya; Puran Parshad,Baniya; Tulla Ram,
Brahman; Sham Behari Lal, Brahman; Sundar Lal, Baniya; LaIji Mal, Khattri; Lalta Parshad. Baniya;
RamcharanDas. Bxniya; and Kardudya Lal. Baniya.
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275
Furthermore these Hindus resented the government's spurning of them as
a religious matter.
leadersof their community. With each rebuff from Moule the petitioners went out and gathered
more
people to their cause. It was the government's folly if it believed that such displays of group solidarity
were unrepresentativeof the population's sentimentsif they lacked the support of the leadersthat it had
selectedfor them.

275 nIe 190,
censusenumeratedapproximately 60,000 Hindus in Bareilly. 10,000 signatures would suggest
therefore that the petition organizers had been in direct contact with at least one third of the Hindu adult male
population. Nevill, Bareilly: A Gazeueer, p. 206.
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CONCLUSION
Before the imposition of British rule urban Hindus and Muslims appearto have coped with the
problems generated by overlapping festivals and differing sentiments on cow-slaughter with a
fluctuating tradition of implicit compromise, tailored, of necessity, to each locality's conditions.
Rights of precedencein processions -a symbol of a particular religious community's status in the
larger setting of the town were not codified, either in terms of written agreementsbetweenthe
parties
or in rulings imposed by the local authorities. This seems also to have been the case with cowslaughter. Not only would codification have presupposedan unchanging relationship between the
involved;
it
would have alienated one section of the population from the local ruler. In
-communities
towns where the power imbalance between two religious communities was very great the implicit
compromise was likely to involve the suppressionof one community's public religious expressionby
the other. This was the casein Bareilly, where for generationsthe Hindus acceptedthat they were not
to exhibit any sips of merriment during Muharrarn. Insofar as they tolerated this state of affairs and
did not foment disturbances or shut their shops at every Muharram they were acting in a spirit of
compromiseand not conflict.
Of course there were outbursts of hostility and violence betweendifferent religious groups in
pre-British India; such ill-will was not a product of British rule. These occurred most frequently when
the existing compromise no longer suited the relative circumstancesof the communities; when, in
effect, new terms of compromiseneededto be thrashedout to reflect a shift in the relationship, perhaps
in the balanceof population, wealth or political ambitions. The riots at Mubarakhpur in Azamgarh in
1813provide the clearestexample of this processat work. Essentially it was a pragmatic method that
weededout 'irrelevant' historical knowledge and concentratedon the contemporaryproblems of people
of incompatible religious beliefs having to share the same setting. 71is does not mean that the
protagonistsdid not have an appreciation of the past, but rather that their past was not independentof
the presentand that it too was capableof reflecting changesin contemporarystatuses.
Tle introduction of a new, alien authority to India, one which was powerful but naive,
irrevocably changed the practice of implicit compromise. Part of this was a simple function
of the
British presenceas the new rulers; not personally involved in this sort of dispute they introduced
excellent opportunities for particular religious communities to attempt to rework the balanceof status
in their favour.

But the British also took an active role in the relations between religious
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communities. 77heystimulated change with their insistence on codifying the rights of festival
precedenceand cow-slaughteraccording to a locality's history as their officers could best reconstructit.
The threat of freezing what had been a fluid practice - one which ebbed and flowed according to a
community's fortunes - naturally encouragedpeople to present the past in the fight most favourable to
their contemporary religious objectives, a process of recurring irony whereby the new rulers'
determination to prevent innovation in religious practice actually nurtured it.
Just as important as the documentationof compromise was the publicity which accompanied
it. Compromise was acceptable, - indeed, attractive - to the British, but unspoken compromise.
whereby one professedone thing and did another, was not. It smackedof hypocrisy when they wanted
community leaders who would readily champion a doctrine of religious moderation and declare their
willingness to sharesacredtime and spacewith their religious opponents.
All of this tied down the earlier, nebulousart of compromise. The public and lengthy process
of dispute-solving under the British seemsto have preservedat the forefront of local politics identities
of 'Hinduness' and 'Muslimness' for longer periods after a communal dispute, so undermining the
regenerationof other identities basedon locality and profession. The emphasison precedentand local
history reinforced this, necessitating,in the caseof overlapping festivals, a return every fifteen years or
so to an earlier occasionwhen communal identities had beenparamountin the town.
The evidence suggests that initially some Indians tried to avoid being drawn into British
methods of dispute-solving, but resistancewas only effective if both of the competing parties absented
themselvesfrom British jurisdiction. In Mubarakhpur in 1813 both the Muslims and the Hindus held
aloof from the Magistrate's inquiries. In Hardwar the Muslim zamindarsand the Hindu priests tried to
keep their disputes out of the Magistrate's court for as long as possible. But, sooner or later, one set
of complainantsalways turned to the British-, the rewards were very big for any group that thought that
it had a good chance of winning the state's support for its case. Generally-speaking, Indians
enthusiasticaBytook up the opportunities to have their contemporarygains cementedas rights in law.
After the Rebellion the British, alert to the dangersof alienating people on the basis of their
religious affiliation, declareda new policy of equal rights of religious observancefor all, regardlessof
past practice and regardlessof locality. In reality, many district officers had been pursuing something
like this long before the Rebellion. It appealedto them as a more honourable practice than that of
upholding the symbols of one ccmmunity's triumph over another. The Magistrate at Bareilly in 1837,
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Mr Benson, is an example of such an officer. Even so the official demise of the established usage
policy, marked by the Queen's Proclamation of I November 1858, was still important in signalling to
Indians as a whole tha they no longer had to accept an inherited position of inferiority vis-d-vis other
religious communities. Moreover, the reduction of the emphasis on locality in dispute-solving
legitimated the comparison of one community's status in one town with that of its sister community
in another town. In other words, there was room for the disputes to get bigger and for grievances to
spill out over traditional town boundaries. This, of course, is the sort of thing that was going on on a
grand scalein the cow-protection movement in the 1880sand 90s.
7le British never intended to force solutions upon communities in conflict. They always
wanted to work through Indian agentsand they wanted thoseagentsto declare their sympathieswith the
British ideal of religious moderation. To this end they sought out secular leaders in the towns rather
than overt religious figures such as maulvis and pandits.

'nese latter they regarded as religious

fanatics, politically immoderate and personally interested in the foment of religious excitement. The
raises of British favour were educatedand temperatein their views, ideally men of inherited wealth and
land and not new seekersafter status and power. 11ey were the men who received honours and titles
from the British: honorary magistrates,darbaris, and loyal supportersof the British in the Rebellion.
Most important of all, the British reckoned that they ought to have an interest in maintaining a stable
and peaceful society and be ready to exert their influence over their co-religionists to this aim. Decade
after decade,the British leaned on this highly visible class to keep their tenants,retainers, employees,
and debtors quiet and non-fractious at times of possible religious tension. With hindsight it seemsthat
the closer these men moved towards the government the less able they were to exhort their coreligionists to one courseor another. Whatever their economicdependencethe urban massesrepeatedly
and belligerently declared their independence of the raises in matters of religious identity. 71is
independenceflourished as the century progressed,aided especially amongst Hindus by the political
ambitions of commercial men of new wealth. In Bareilly we have seen how lower-class Hindus
regardedthe alliance of the governmentand the raises as particularly unholy, undermining the ability of
the raises to seeclearly the needsof their religion. As the British reactedto this and beganto doubt the
power of the 'native gentlemen' the chasm widened betweenthose who would defend their identity in
termsof their religion and thosewho would counselmoderation.
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INTRODUCTION
In the aftermath of the Rebellion the drive to reform Britain's rule of India opened up many
more areas of Indian life to administrative intervention. Paradoxically, the Queen's declaration of
religious toleration with its promise of equal rights of worship for all religious communities heralded
an age of unprecedentedregulation and official control of religious behaviour, particularly of large
melas, the focus of this chapter.
After the Rebellion all eyes were on the army. The realization that disease,chiefly cholera,
had killed more of the Company's loyal troops in 1857 than rebel fire alerted the government to the
importance of improved sanitary management. Moreover, the new, higher ratio of Europeans to
Indians in the post-1857 army heightened the need to reduce its mortality rate. At home a partial
sanitaryreform of the army was alrea y underway,chiefly becauseFlorence Nightingale, flush with her
triumphs over army bureaucracyin the Crimea, had badgeredthe War Office into action. From behind
the scenesNightingale had set up and run the Army Sanitation Commission of 1857, one of her coworkers, the statistician William Farr, marshalling the figures on army mortality which persuadedthe
commission to recommendto the War Office Nightingale's desiredreforms.1 The political appealthat
Farr injected into his statistical tables and explanations points to a future hamassing of scientific
advancesto imperial concerns. In the light of the very recent mutiny of Indian troops in India, he had
written:
'lle question of military hygiene is rapidly becoming a question of vital importance to
the interests of the empire. Upon the British race alone the integrity of that empire at
this moment appearsto depend. The conqueringrace must retain possession.Experience
has shown that without special information and skillful application of the resourcesof
science in preserving health, the drain on our home population must exhaust our means.
The introduction. therefore, of a proper sanitary system into the British army is of
2
importance
the
interest.
essential
to
public
Having initiated change in the British army, Nightingale turned next to India, in 1859
winning, in spite of stiff opposition from the India Office and old India hands, a Royal Commission
into the Sanitary State of the Army in India. The India Office delayed so long in providing the
statistics the commission required that Nightingale sent directly to India for them. From the

I John M. Eyler, Victorian social medicine: the ideas and methods of William Farr (Baltimore. 1979). pp.
159-72.
2 Ibid.,
p. 171.
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information receivedFarr projected a short life expectancyfor the averageEuropean
soldier in India and
calculated a shockingly high mortality rate of 69 per thousand.3 In spite of the commission's
optimistic conclusion that a white army could survive in the tropics given the correct attention to
sanitation, its findings stirred controversy from the day of their publication. Indian army officers
furiously rebutted Farr's high mortality rate and both the India Office and the Government India
of
looked askanceat the cost of the proposed reforms.4 Only one of the commission's
proposals was
implementedquickly: three sanitary commissions,one for eachpresidency,
were set up before the end
of 1864.5
Ilese too were beset by political problems. Ile

Viceroy, Sir John Lawrence, delayed

announcing the rules on which the commissions could proceed. Army medical officers, mindful of
their independence,mistrusted them. At home, according to a recent historian, 'the Horse Guards,the
India Office and the War Office, locked in interdepartmentalwarfare, were united in wanting to retain
a
cheap army and doubly united in keeping out Miss Nightingale., 6 Ile

presidency sanitary

commissionscould not securemoney, power or information. Such inauspicious beginnings bedevilled
public health administration in India for many years. As at home the rhetoric of sanitary reform was
lofty, drawing on the moral tone of Victorian liberalism and the scientific credibility
which the new age
of statistics leant to it, but the achievements were fewer. Administrative conservatism and the
parsimony of the government combined to thwart the ideals of many sanitary visionaries and the
scientific and medical principles applied in India were often years behind the latest developmentsin
Britain and Europe.
Given the intransigenceof the army medical establishmentit is unsurprising that the sanitary
commissions soon turned their attention to the civilian environment.7 It was a pragmatic shift, but
also a justifiable one. Ilere was more room to move in the world of civil administration and, at the
same time, an appreciation that the health of the army depended upon the health of its host
environmenL Moreover, in the 1860sinternational concern focussedon India as the home of cholera
3 F.B. Smith, Florence Nightingale:
reputation and power (Loondon,1982). pp. 114-18.
4 Eyler, Victorian
social medicine, PP. 174-5; Smith, Florence Nightingale, pp. 122-3.
5 Royal Commission
on the Sanitary State of the Army in India. PP, 1863, vol. IXX, pp. xvii, lxxxiv.
6 Sntith, Florence Nightingale,
p. 121.
7 IMe
commissions' only achievementswith the army, such as a new design for barracks, were things that the
army bureaucracy itself wanted to implement. Ibid.. p. 121.
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and Europe demandedthat Britain destroy the menaceat its source. In 1866 the International Sanitary
Conference at Constantinople stressedthe regularity with which Indian Muslims coming on the HaJ
carried cholera upto the shores of the Red Sea and thus endangered Europe's health and trade.
Importantly, the Conferencealso expressedconcernabout the threat to international public health posed
by Hindu pilgrimage, which, although confined to India, was seenalso to have the power to trigger a
cholera pandemic. The Conferenceadvised the Governmentof India to control big Hindu gatheringsby
licensing pilgrims, deploying sanitary police, and establishingquarantinefacilities. 8
The perception of a link betweencholera and Hindu pilgrimage was not new. Large fairs had
long been seen as the ideal foci of epidemics, beset by problems of overcrowding, polluted water
supplies, and, most of all, unhealthy or non-existent conservancy management. David Arnold has
argued ilia. for all the supposedobjectivity of the scientific approach to diseasemanagementby the
British, they often confused medical and moral judgements.9 This, as Arnold shows, was a conflation
first deployed in the early 1800sby Claudius Buchanan,a Company Chaplain who campaignedfor the
severanceof all connectionsbetweenthe Company and the Jagannathtemple at Puri. In his polemical
tracts he intertwined observations on the obscene nature of the worship at Jagannath and on the
disgusting state of cholera-stricken pilgrims. Diseaseand delusion were seen to go together. In the
post-Rebellion era the perception of this link betweencholera and Hinduism was sharpenedby the new
10
health,
doubled
Hinduism.
as assaultson
emphasison public
and assaultson cholera often
For most of the secondhalf of the nineteenthcentury grand public health projects, suchas the
registration of births and deathsor smallpox vaccination, achievedlittle success. Ira Klein has shown
how twentieth-century sanitarianslooked back on their predecessors'efforts with a mixture of regret,
shame and resentment. Former sanitary commissioners complained that the medical profession, the
cream of which went to the army, did not take preventive medicine seriously and denied that it required

8 Proceedings the International Sanitary Conference
of
opened at Constantinople on the 13th February 1866
(Calcutta, 1868), especially pp. 12-14,714,875-6.
9 David Arnold, 'Cholera and
colonialism in British India', Past and Present, 113 (1986). pp. 13842.
10 Arnold
concludes very strongly that: Mie attack on cholera was also an assault on Hinduism. one which
was all the mom authoritative for its invocation of medical science.' Ibid., p. 142.1 appreciate his point,
and indeed in this chapter I go on to show how much of an assaulton Hinduism the sanitary men did mount in
the late nineteenth century, but I am not ready to grant such a degree of consciousness to that assault as
Arnold's statement suggeststhat he does.
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In this discouragingsetting, the careful managementof fairs was perhapsthe
training)
any special
one areain which an overstretchedsanitaryofficer could hopeto effect someimmediate'good'. But the
fear of failure and its consequenceswere fraught with tension. The rust SanitaryCommissionerin the
N"

onceobservedthat he had experiencedno work quite as stressfulas his mela duties.12
To meettM costsof sanitaryreformsat melas administratorsacrossthe NWP levied a variety

of taxes- on stalls. vehicles,animals,and eventually pilgrims. The local governmentalways refused
to creal any uniform fund-raising schemefor the NWP and it frequently voiced its opposition to the
direct taxation of pilgrims. Pilgrim taxation was seen to be politically dangerousbut not morally
wrong, a markedshift from die official position of 1840when the taxesat Gaya, Allahabadand Puri
had been abolished. Mien religion had been at the heart of the issue: the propriety of a Christian
governmentcollecting revenuefrom idolatry and the fear that good administration was propping up
heathenism.Ilie absenceof this themefrom the taxation debatesof the 1860sand '70s highlights the
effect of the import of the 'scientific' rationaleinto the issue. The goal of public healthwas seento be
universallygood and to transcendreligious divides. It gavea new confidenceto colonial administration
so that no longer were the British primarily Christi=;

they were impartial civil servantspossessed
of

a knowledgethat could be employedto everyone'sbenefit. 7bis inevitably increasedthe paternalismof
mela administration. Individual pilgrims inay not havebeenbotheredaboutthe life-threateningnature
of their congregations,but they could not be allowed, so many officers argued,to inflict that risk on
the populationat large.
But intrusive reforms at the big pilgrimage sites generateda lot of hostility amongstHindus
and the new taxeswere often unpopular. After threeor four generationsof freedomftorn government
control the priestsof the NWP resentedattemptsto bring them within the ambit of new sanitarylaws.
Many Hindus either protested that pilgrims had never before been taxed, or complained that the
governmentwas no longer benevolentas it had beenin 1940. In "

politically uneasyenvironment,

11 Ira Klein. *Death in India.
1871-1921'. Journal of Asian Studies, XXXII (1973), p. 657. Klein writes that:
'One of the failures of the public health
advocates was their inability to convince the best young medical men
coming to India that sanitatior, vaccinating villagers or purifying water supplies made glamorous careers.'
Klein notes that the major
problem. however. was the lack of government money and support for the
initiatives of the sanitary officials.
12 C. Planck. Fourteenth
Annual Report of the Sanitary Commissioner of the North-Western Provinces and
Oudh. Jor the year ending 31sr Deceinber, 1881 (Allahabad, 1882). p. 4 1.1
cannot recall any occasion of
Professional anxiety greater thin that of my times of fair experience. '
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local officerswereforcedto temperthe self-assurance
of their initial attemptsto cleanup melas. By
the turn of the century the NWP Government,unnervedby cow-protectionriots, the Benares
waterworksfiasco, and, in general,an increasinglyassertiveHinduism, had come to realize that
althoughpublic health was a desirablegoal it was not paramount,and that at times it had to be
sacrificedto morepressingpolitical objectives. At the sametime the British saw that the division
betweennon-HinduadministratorandHindupilgrim remaineda very realonedespitetheimpositionof
the all-encompassingideology of public health. and they looked to 'Hinduize' their mela
administration.Againtheyturnedto theirfavouredcategoryof 'nativegentlemen'for adviceand,more
importantly,support. EducatedHindus,loyal and landed,were requestedto adviseofficers on the
acceptabilityof aspectsof their fair management.But the governmentdid not want to surrenderany
authority; thesemenwereintendedonly to bridgethegapbetweenthe uneducated
pilgrim's religious
priorities and the enlightened administrator's civic priorities. These developmentsin mela
from wider developments
in Hinduismin the lastquarterof thecentury.
administrationareinseparable
As the British weretrying to makethe administrationof melasmoreobviouslyHindu, Hinduswere
havethe
seekingthesameend. ThoseHindusthatwontheapprovalof governmentdid not necessarily
supportof otherHindus,so that somemelaseffectivelybecamepolitical arenasin which competing
elementssetout to definecorrectHinduidentityandbehaviour.
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CLEANING
An initial

UP THE MELAS
experiment:

the Hardwar

Kumbb Mela, 1867

By the early 1850ssomeofficers in the NWP were beginning to consider questionsof hygiene
and public health at fairs, but the first major sanitation experiment was made at the Hardwar Kumbh
Mela of 1867. Ile singling out of this fair for special attention is not surprising. For decadesthe
Hardwar melas had captured the British imagination, more so even thari the comparable fairs at
Allahabad. Until the mid-1800s the annual Dikhaud Mela at Hardwar had been famed as much for its
trade as for its capacity to draw pilgrims. Every spring, in early April, horses,shawls, dried fruits and
other exotic items were brought to Hardwar from the north west to be purchased by or for India's
aristocracy. Ile traders took back with them Bariarasi brocadesand other luxury items. Most of the
pilgrims were Punjabis, but in any year pilgrims from all over the subcontinent could be found there.
Before the British took over in 1804, the Marathas had taxed the vehicles and goods coming to each
mela, but every twelfth year, at the Kumbh, all temporal power was vested in the akharas, Hinduism's
great monasticorders. Not infrequently the asceticsfought bloody battles over ritual and administrative
precedence,the victors winning a higher place in the bathing hierarchy and a bigger share in the
government of the mela. Under British rule physical conflict was suppressedand disputes about the
ranking of the different akharas were 'resolved' by referenceto the usageof previous years. As in other
settings the British initiated the definition and demarcation of religious rights. The British also
deprived the asceticsof their periodic ascendancyas 'kings' of the mela, taking all aspectsof the fair's
government upon themselves. As fair managersthey presided over a decline in its trade: after the
1820sand the near cessationof internal warfare the demandfor horsespeteredout, and the demandfor
luxury goods declined in accordancewith the unhappy fate of India's princes. By the 1830sand 40s
most observersagreed that the trade at the Hardwar fair was a shadow of its eighteenth-century self.
Nevertheless,pilgrimage to Hardwar boomed in the nineteenth century, as at the other big tirths of
north India. Tens of thousandsof pilgrims came to ordinary fairs, and lakhs to the Kumbhs. The
ascetics, too, kept on coming in their thousands, although now they filled a narrower monastic or
priestly role in the fair, in contrast to their former statusas temporary sovereigns.
From a sanitary officer's perspective, Hardwar's facilities in the 1860s were woefully
inadequateto cope with gatheringsof such magnitude. The elaboratepreparations for the 1867 meta
were probably partly in responseto the huge,unexpectedassemblageat the Mahavaruni Mela two years
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before.13 A near disasterat this fair, coupled with local resentmentat the inadequatesafety measures
for bathing. alerted the authoiritiesto the needfor greaterprecautionsat the 1867 Kumbh. 14
FLD. Robertson, the Magistrate of Saharanpur,was in charge of the 1867 preparations. ffis
colleague firorn neighbouring Bijnour expressedsurprise at the meticulous detail of Robertson's work,
regretting his inability to match it on his side of the river. 15 It is unlikely that the pilgrims were any
less surprised. All over north India it was rumoured that this was to be the last Kumbh Mela, that the
holy Ganga was losing her sanctity to the monstrous sacrilege of the irrigation engineers.16 Pilgrims
arriving in April 1867 found much that was unfamiliar. Major construction work had been carried out
on the main channel of the Ganga, a necessity imposed by the canal works which, in the 1840s,had
replaceda gentle stream, safe for bathing and easily fordable, with a deep, swift torrent. The channel
depth was reduced,holes in the bed were filled in and ten bridges-of-boatswere erectedto connect the
bathing ghat with Rauri Island. 'Mese were to carry the pilgrims acrossthe river after bathing: no one
was to turn back into the oncoming crowd.
On 12 April, the great bathing day, no carts, horses or elephants were allowed into the
township. All pilgrims regardless of their rank or sanctity had to walk to the bathing ghat. The
asceticswere denied their traditional processionsthrough the town's streetsand they had to leave their
paradeelephantson Rauri Island and crossand recrossthe bridges on foot like all the ordinary pilgrims.
This was not a concessioneasily gained from the six akharas, which totalled over fifty thousandmen.

13 A fair
of this peculiar sanctity had not occurred for almost half a century and it drew the largest concourse
of pilgrims that any British officer could remember seeing in north India: about 25 lak&. The officer sent in
to oversee the last minute preparations complained about the lack of advance warning from the local priests,
accusing them of ignorance of the intricacies of their own religious calendar. He believed that the priests
were as much taken aback as the British by the huge turnout. C.A. Daniell, A Magte Saharanpur, to H.D.
Robertson, Offg Magte Saharanpur,no. 98a, 22 Apr. 1865, UPRAA, Agra Comr, Post-Mutiny Records, dept
XVIL file 6/1867, no. 52.
14 Them
were not enough bridges to carry the pilgrims on over to Rauri Island after bathing. so some turned
back into the oncoming crowd. A large-scale tragedy was averted, but even so four people were trampled to
death in the mud. Ibid. Resident Gosains blamed the British for the problems: rust, for altering the river so
as to make it unfordable. and second, for failing to provide the requisite number of bridges. H.D. Roberston,
Magte Saharanpur,to F. Williams, Comr Meerut, no. 7,6 Jan. 1866, ibid.
15 Mage Bijnour to Comr Meerut,
no. 161,11 May 1867. UPRAA. Agra Comr. Post-Mutiny Records, dept
XVII, file 37/1867, no. 60.
16 F. Williams, Comr Meerut, 'Report
on the Hurdwar Fair. 1867'. n.d., IOR. NWP General P/438/30, A
progs 31 Aug. 1867, no. 122,22 July 1867. Rumours such as this gained currency in the late-nineteenth
century, and they were always received with satisfaction by British officers who read into them a desperation
on the part of the Hindu priesthood to drum up custom before enlightened Hindus turned away completely from
the superstitions of their upbringing. Williams' reaction here is typical and it shows the wonderful
confidence and brashness of many Victorian administrators: 'Although the Brahmins have a prediction.
dating about the time when they became convinced the Ganges would succumb to the intellect of Engineers,
that there will be no more great Koomb or great WA - that the sanctity of the Ganges and Hurdwar will cease.
or cease to be recognized, - there will be gatherings of considerable magnitude before the prediction is
verified fully, as it may be hoped it will be by the expanded intellects of the people refusing to accede to a
simple but magnificent line of drainage such reverence as they have hitherto paid.' Emphasis added
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At first they threatenedto leave the fair en masse.but eventually their mahants opted for the lesser
17
their
sacrifice of surrendering
processions.
In addition to thesetraffic controls - largely successfulin preventing bottle-necks in the crowd
- there were conservancymeasuresof an unusually intrusive nature. Robertsonobservedwith pride that
the pilgrims 'wherever encamped,were forced to submit to the sanitary rules enforced by the police'. 18
Trench latrines were dug near the main camping ground, itself marked out in unfamiliar streets and
blocks, and it was prohibited to retire in privacy elsewhere. Police patrolled the surroundingjungle and
the banks of the Ganga all the way up to Rishikesh. These arrangementswere functional by midMarch and so distressedthe locals that an officer arriving at Kharkari, a village on the Dun side of
Hardwar, found that 'the strict conservancy rules had driven many of the Town's people to the
...
Khukurree Jungles, and the lands were becoming very filthy. '19 Within a few days theselands too
were cleaned up and put under police supervision. Some months later the Commissioner of Meerut
was better able to appreciate the inconvenience and anxiety that the enforced use of public latrines
occasionedmany flindusI have heard from a native gentleman,that rather than go to public latrines, many people,
women particularly, abstainedfrom relieving themselvesduring the two or three days the
fair lastedat GurhmuktesurUdely.20
Food supplies at the 1867 mela were also strictly controlled. Robertson endeavoured to
stockpile grain well in advance to head off the 'famine prices' that had prevailed at the Mahavarurti
Mela. Orders were issued for the immediate seizure and destruction of any unwholesome supplies in
the markeL21

17 Ibid. Robertson flattered himself
that the ascetics had agreed to give up their procession becausehe had
threatenedthem with a prohibition an marching naked. Had Robertson thought about it he must have realized
that no one could take seriously his threat to thrust clothing on several thousand naked men. H. D.
Robertsoru Magte Saharanpur.to Comr Meerut, no. 102.27 May 1867. ibid., no. 126.
18 Report
on the cholera epidemic of 1867, in northern India (Calcutta, 1868). p. S.
19 C.A. Daniell, Supt Dehra Dun, to F. Willia=, Comr Meetut,
no. 71.21 Apr. 1867, UPRAA, Agra Comr,
Post-Mutiny Records, dept XV114file 2/1867, no. 50.
20 Comr Meerut to R. Simson. Secy to Govt NWP,
no. 30,30 June 1868, UPRAA. Agra Comr, Post-Mutiny
Records, dept XVU, file 31/1868, no. 75. The Commissioner also found amongst the Hindus, especially 'the
better class of natives', art abhorrenceof hospitals, which, if provided at a fair, increased the likelihood that
sickness would be concealed Eromthe authorities.
21 Robertson's
experience at the 1865 mela had convinced him that the grain merchants would always make
enormous profits at the expense of pilgrims unless provided with a degree of competition from his own
stockpiling and subjected to a careful watch on the quality of their foodstuffs. H. D. Robertson. Offg Magte
Saharanpur.to F. Williams, Comr Meerut, no. 90,26 Apr. 1865, UPRAA. Agra Comr, Post-Mutiny Records,
dept XVII, file 6/1867. no. 52. But he may have exaggeratedthe cupidity of the merchants for in 1867 there
were few complaints about adulteratedfoodstuffs. A bigger problem for Robertson and one over which he had
no control was the food brought into fair for personal consumption: 'as many of the poorer pilgrims brought
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Given theseunprecedentedprecautions it is ironic that it was at this mela that cholera erupted
in an especially virulent form. Unlike Puri in the east, Hardwar did not have a bad reputation for
cholera. It had not servedas a focal point in the 1861 epidemic and the diseasehad List appearedat a
meta there ten yearspreviously in 1857.22 Before that audition only recordedoutbreaksat the melas of
1783,1819 and 1829.23 In 1867 Hardwar was probably not the source of the disease; it appearedat
the very end of the mela after takhsof pilgrims had beensafely encampedthere for severaldays already.
Only nineteen caseswere seen at Hardwar, but the homeward-bound pilgrims, some two millions of
them, carried the diseaseacrossnorth India. north-west into the Punjab and Kashmir, south-wcst into
Rajputanaand south-eastinto Rohilkhand and Awadh.24 In the next few months almost a quarter of a
million people were attackedby cholera and4of these,about half die&25
Cholera, in its epidemic form at least, was a disease of the nineteenth century.

'Me

indiscriminate application of the label 'cholera' to all manner of ailments over the course of two
thousandyearsmeansthat even now it is not clear whether a completely new diseaseappearedin India
at the turn of the nineteenth century, or whether a pre-cxisLing one suddenly acquired an epidemic
character. In either case, the first well-documented epidemic is the devastating one of 1817, well into
26
Company
It is not surprising that Indians associatedcholera with the British: a
the era of
rule.
diseasecoterminous with their rule and apparently, when it ravaged military cantonments and their
27
bazaars,
by
surrounding
spread their agents. In 1867 at Hardwar the pilgrims were convinced of the
food all ready cooked from their homes, much that was unwholesome found its way into the fair. ' Report on
the cholera epidemic of 1867, p. 6.
22 T"his
was 'an outbreak of considerable severity' according to the 1867 report, ibid, p. 12.
23 Ibid.,
p. 12. In spite of this the 1866 International Sanitary Conference at Constantinople identified
Hardwar as one of the biggest danger spots for the dissemination of cholera throughout India. At the time
this damning assessmentwas made there was no evidence to support it; but it shows the readiness of the
European scientists and diplomats who made up the conference to point an accusatory ringer at this symbol of
the exotic and the superstitious. All of the conference's proceedings were permeated by the fear of the
foreignness of cholera, so that it was only natural for the delegates to stress the role of 'irrational' religious
practices in spreading the disease at the expense of more 'rational' aids to dissemination. such as the
movement of troops around India by the imperial power. Proceedings of the International Sanitary
Conference, pp. 714.
24 T11e
other customary post-mela trek, north-east to the Himalayan shrines of Badrinath and Kedarnath, was
stopped by the Garhwal authorities who broke down the swing bridge just north of Rishikcsh and refused to
allow pilgrims to move beyond that town. C.A. Daniell. Supt Dehra Dun. to F. Williams, Comr Meeru4 no.
71,21 Apr. 1867. UPRAA, Agra Comr, Post-Mutiny Records, dept XVIT. file, 211867,no. 50.
25 Report
on the cholera epidemic of 1867, p. 101.
26 N. Howard-Jones, 'Cholera
nomenclature and nosology: a historical note', Bulletin of the World Health
Organization, 51 (1974). pp. 317-24. Howard-Jones argues that 'the first really convincing description of
true Asiatic cholera' dates from the early 1780s in the report of a surgeon on a small British warship anchored
off Madras.
27 David Arnold has
pointed to the aptnessof military metaphors for cholera outbreaks in India. Cholera did
seem to 'attack' or 'invade' local populations, as in 1818 when it erupted in western India in the wake of the
Company's third war against the Marathas. In 1857-58 too it dogged the Company's troops in die campaign
against the rebels. Arnold also marshalls enough anecdotesof indigenous responsesto the disease to suggest
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causal link between the new sanitary regime, especially the latrines, and the unexpectedappearanceof
choleraat the fair. Robertsonmocked the reasoningof the 'ignorant and terror-stricken multitude':
Other fairs. they argued, in which no attempt had been made to interfere with their
ordinary habits, had, as a rule, come and gone without any serioussickness. Now when a
new systemhad beenin force how disastrouswere the results.28
However, Robertson's scom was embarrassingly out of place. The pilgrims were right to
doubt the healthinessof the latrines, but they wrongly pointed to foul air as the chief evil. Although
the subsequentinquiry praised the sanitationpreparationsin general, it condemnedthe burying of night
soil in the porous riverbank, for 'the whole ground must have been more or less impregnated with
sewage,and the water of the Gangesmust have becomecontaminatedwith the accumulatedexcreta of
an immense multitude. '29 'Me inquiry concluded very strongly in favour of the theory of the waterborne transmission of cholera.30 but beyond the physical causes, the pilgrims also discerned the
intervention of a divine player. Robertsonparaphrasedtheir reaction thus:
In former years they had trusted to Kallee [i. e., Kalil, and she had preserved them in
health. What were all theseso-calledsanitary improvements,but evidenceof distrust, and
was it strangethat the goddessshould resentthem, and visit the offending people with her
31
displeasure.
grave

that there was 'a shared belief that the British were in some way responsible. whether through the direct
violation of Hindu taboos or indirectly through the disruptive effects of their military intervention on the
Hindu cosmos.' Arnold, 'Cholera and colonialism in British India', pp. 126-9.
28 Report
on the cholera epidemic of 1867, p. 18.
29 Ibid.,
p. 9.
30 Curiously
this was one of the few times that this theory was officially accepted in India until Koch's
isolation of the cholera comma bacillus in a Calcutta water source in 1884. In the intervening years senior
government officers resolutely advocated theories in which miasma. particularly noxious under India's
peculiar' climatic conditions, was the chief culprit, even though these arguments had long since lost favour
in Europe. Arriold4 'Cholera and colonialism in British India', pp. 143-5. At home scathing judgements were
passed on the competence of the sanitary officers in India. with an emphasis on their refusal to accept that
cholera was spread by poisoned water. The Times. in an article dated 18 November 1875, accusedthe Bengal
Sanitary Commissioners of unwittingly aiding the spread of cholera by their so-called preventive measures.
Other publications, amongst them The Lancet and The Practitioner. took up the theme of scientific
incompetents running India's sanitation programmes. O.P. Jaggi. Western medicine in India: public health
and its administration. History of science, technology and medicine in India, vol. 14 (Delhi, 1979). pp.
100-3. It was I. M. Cuningharn, the Government of India's Sanitary Commissioner, who most opposed
theories of water-bome transmission. The Punjab's first Sanitary Commissioner, A. C.C. DeRenzy, had to
right both Cuningham's antipathy to municipal water schemes which DeRenzy believed could bring urban
cholera under control - and the local government's refusal to sanction any expensive works. In 1876
DeRenzy was transferred from his post after he had conducted a long and public campaign in London decrying
Cuningham's professional ability. John C. Hwne, Jr, 'Colonialism and sanitary medicine: the development
of preventive health policy in the Punjab, 1860 to 1900'. Modern Asian Studies, 20 (1980). pp. 712-18. See
also Veena Talwar Oldenburg, The making of colonial Lucbtow, 1856-1877 (Princeton. 1984), pp. 97-111;
and J.B. Harrison, 'Allahabad: a sanitary history' in K. Ballhatchet and J.B. Harrison (eds), The city in South
Asia: pre-modern and modern (Landon, 1980), pp. 167-95, for the dominance of the miasmatic theory and
the way in which this determined the sanitation programmes of municipalities. Waterworks schemes were
always unpopular becauseof their cost, but, as Hume points out, as long as air and filth were determined to be
the main channel of disease communication delays in providing clean and controllable water to cities and
towns were justifiable.
31 Report
on the cholera epidemic of 1867, p. 18.
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While it is possible that the Magisti-atewanted to explain away the pilgrims' annoyanceat the
sanitary innovations in terms of their 'superstition', it is also likely that the pilgrims did attribute the
outbreak of cholera at least in some part to divine displeasure. This combination by the pilgrims of
apparentlyincompatible rationales - the one Westernand mundane,the other indigenous and divine - to
explain cholera's appearanceat the mela is important for the light it sheds on pilgrim behaviour in
general. It is not dissimilar to the phenomenonobserved by many doctors in India that, when faced
with an epidemic, Indians would resort to a combination of Western and traditional remedies: cholera
pills, indigenous medicines, and appeasement of the deity.

Both points suggest that, unlike

contemporaryBritish observersand later commentators,Indians did not perceive hard and fast divisions
betweenWestern and homegrown methods of diseaseprevention and care. From this it follows that
there probably was not much truth in the charge frequently made in the nineteenthcentury that Hindu
pilgrims opposedsanitary reforms at pilgrimage sites purely becauseof their novelty. Pilgrim reaction
to sanitary innovations was not uniformly hostile. However, where reforms did produce irritation,
although its initial edge may have been blunted by familiarity, the dislike never entirely disappeared;
pilgrims often resorted to subtle meansof evasion instea02
Customarily pilgrims returning home from a fair, especially a grand one like the Kumbh,
could expect a jubilant welcome. The journey for many was long and hazardousand the mere fact of
their safe return was often sufficient causefor celebration. But the pilgrims also carried with them an
auspiciousnessunattainable elsewhere which they were empowered to share with their family and
friends. In 1893, the Punjab Sanitary Commissioner enquired into the practices of homeward-bound
pilgrims to try to discover what made cholera incidence so high amongst them. Most pilgrims, he
observed,brought back with them a jar or pot of sacredGangawater (gangajal) from Hardwar, as well
as sweetmeatspurchasedat the fair. 'Me pilgrim performed the ganga bhog ceremony immediately

32 Throughout

this period of reform many British officers preserved images of two types of Hindu pilgrim:
one who was enlightened and would greet officers with praise for the cleanliness of a mela site, and the other
who remained sunk in ignorance and would resist sanitation reforms. In 1868 the Magistrate at Saharanpur,
Mr Webster, attributed the very small attendance at that year's Hardwar mela to the cholera scare of 1867. He
belittled as 'a distinct afterthought' the pandas' explanation that 'last year the people had been so disgusted
at the restrictions under which they were placed4 that they had actually preferred to stay away rather than again
subject themselves to such annoyances. ' Webster could not believe that any sensible pilgrim would have
denied die wisdom of the reforms; indeed many had assured him of their great satisfaction.
But Webster
overlooked the fact that complaints were unlikely to come directly to a European. 'Me distress of unhappy
pilgrims naturally tended to surface through rumour or perhaps, as in this case, through their priests, a group
H. B. Webster, Magte Saharanpur, to F. Williams, Conir
accustomed to dealing with the local authorities.
Meerutý no. 128,10 June 1868, UPRAA. Agra Comr, Post-Mutiny Records. dept XVIL file 5/1868. no. 62.
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upon reaching home. Priests, relatives and friends would attend, all receiving a share of the holy
substances.The housewas purified during the riUW and any remaining gangajal was usedfor purifying
polluted places,such as a derded tanL33
But many of the pilgrims rettnuing home in 1867 were not welcomed. It was obvious that
cholera was amongst them and some pilgrims were all but rejected. IMe Commissioner of Kurnaon
reported that the Kumaonis perceived a clear link between the return of the pilgrims and the
introduction of cholera to their villages at the foot.of the hills, so that the pilgrims, 'instead of meeting
with respect,received unlimited abusefrom all classeson their return.'34 For others their arrival home
marked the end of a nightmarish journey of sickness, hunger, and harassmentfrom officers and local
residents. A doctor in Muzaffmagar, fifty miles southof Hardwar. reporteda steadystreamof diseased
pilgrims passingthrough his district:
They were, they said, in great alarm on account of the pestilence, and expressedmuch
anxiety to hurry on so that the journey might the sooner be ended. As the stream of
traffic increasedin density, it was seen that not only cholera existed amongstthe people,
but that smallpox. diarrhoea,and fever also prevailed.35
In Sirsa district in the Purjab the Deputy Commissioner met 'diseasedand unhealthy' pilgrims, many
partiesbeing composed'chiefly of agedand emaciatedwomen and sickly children, and old and tottering
men who seemedquite exhaustedfrom fatigue.'36
Quarantinemeasureswere implementedalong the most frequentedroutesof return. They were
especially stringent in the Punjab where plans already existed for this type of cholera outbreak and
where the authorities had more time to ready themselvesbefore the pilgrims began arriving. Pilgrims
were stopped at rail stations and bridges and examined for symptoms of the disease; confirmed and
suspectedcaseswere detainedin temporary hospitals. Certain rail routes were closed to them and they
were made to by-pass large towns, cordons of police being used to direct them on to less-frequented

33 Surgeon U-Col. W. A. C. Roe, Offg Sanitary Comr Punjab, to Offg Junior Secy Govt Punjab,
to
no. 38,1
Aug. 1893, UPSA, NWP&O Sanitation, A progs June 1894, no. 40, file 275B. box 3. Contemporary
scientists believed that the cholera vibrio could survive in ordinary drinking water for up to seven or eight
days (much longer in purified water), so Roe concluded that pilgrims within a week's journey of Hardwar
whether by foot, rail, or cart - were in an excellent position to contaminate their home water supplies even if
they appearedhealthy themselvesat the time of their return.
34 Report
on the cholera epidemic of 1867, p. 32. A doctor serving in Cuttack reported that locals
traditionally avoided pilgrims returning from PurL knowing them to be sources of cholera infection year after
year. Ibid., p. 89.
35 Ibid.,
p. 28.
36 Ibid..
p. 42.
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passages.Those pilgrims who resided in such towns were kept outside in quarantine camps for two to
five daysandBefore being allowed to re-enter their town or village, they were obliged to wash, and
their clothes were fumigated. The bodies of the dead were burnt or buried as soon as
possible, and the clothes of all persons who had been attacked were destroyed. Food of
good quality was provided and supplied gratis to thosewho were too poor to pay for iL37
Officers in the Punjaband the upper NWP believedthat theseefforts had slowed the advanceof
cholera in the more important towns and cantonments,but such successwas achievedat the cost of the
pilgrims' comfort. 17hereis no doubt that some local authorities over-reacted to the threat and caused
more deaths amongst pilgrims than might otherwise have occurred. IMe Civil Surgeon of Amritsar
reportedon the distressof some:
Mhe pilgrims complained bitterly of the treatment they had received near
being
driven off the regular road and forced to walk through the heat of the day for miles
through
heavy sand without food or water. In fact, they attributed a great many of the deaths to
38
this cause.

The consolidation

of sanitary

reform

The 1867 mela ought to have been an embarrassmentfor the authorities. Their attempts at
sanitary control had failed and they had not popularized the measureswith the Hindu public. But the
local government displayed remarkably little caution in building on this early experiment and almost
no consciousnessof its fallibility.

In the following year Sanitary Commissioners were appointed to

Oudh and the NWP. Charles Planck, the energetic Sanitary Commissioner of the NWP from 1868
until 1885, drew up a list of recommendationsfor the sanitary managementof fairs and pilgrimage
site09

Any fair drawing more than 100,000people was classified as an 'important fair' and at these

an officer of the seniority of District Magistrate was expectedto take control. His chief object would

37 Ibid.,
pp. 95-6. The report does not detail the measuresadopted at all of the towns affectedL Nevertheless,
it is clear that in the Punjab quarantine cordons were thrown up around Ambala, Kumal, Rohtak, Hissar, Sirsa.
Hoshispur. Jullundar, Amritsar, Lahore. Gurdaspur, Ferozepur. Shahpur. and Muzaffarghar. Pilgrims were not
allowed to travel by train from Amritsar to Lahore, being diverted onto the Grand Trunk Road instead. Rail
travel was permitted between Amritsar and Multan but the trains were prohibited from halting at Lahore.
Medical checkpoints were established at the bridges-of-boats over the Sutlej at Phillour and Ferozepur. And
the Maharaja of Kashmir was persuadedto split up his camp of many thousands and to skirt around Ambala;
the main body of followers was not allowed to proceed to Jammu via the Grand Trunk Road. In the NWP some
of the towns to be cordoned off were Budaon. Bareilly, Moradabad and Roorki. Ibid., pp. 94-7.
38 Ibid.,
p. 136.
39 Similar
rules were drawn up by the Sanitary Commissioner of Oudh, Mr Sutherland. Almost immediately
he initiated a swing away from concerns about the purity of water supplies by declaring robustly that air was
the most important channel of epidemic disease,'of more importance than that of the food we eat or the water
Mar.
1869, NAI, India Home (Public), A progs 30 Oct. 1869, no. 153.
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be to prevent the outbreak and spread of disease. The district's Civil Surgeon was to be the fair's
medical officer, in chargeof hospitals and responsiblefor the segregationof the sicL The police were
to enforce the conservancy arrangements. They were also to be responsible for traffic control, the
reportage of illness, and the prevention of the entry of diseasedpersons to the main fair site. If
possible the Sanitary Commissioner himself was to attend and submit a full report for the information
40
of government. In the event of an outbreak of diseasethe healthy pilgrims were to be encouragedto
leave as soon as possible. Magistrates who could expect returning pilgrim traffic were to reroute the
pilgrims away from major towns. No pilgrim was to be allowed to enter his home town until he had
spenta disease-freeweek in a quarantinecamp on its outskirts. These camps were to be provided with
food, water and medical care, and to be subject to the same rules governing the managementof the
41
fair
original
site.
Theserules were sweepingly comprehensiveand it is unlikely that they were ever enforced to
their full extent. The requisite establishmentand degreeof organization was probably beyond the reach
of most District Magistrates. Even in imperfect application however they still allowed for the creation
of numerousfigures of authority who would greet pilgrims arriving at large fairs, figures whose power
derived solely from their secularconnection with the government, rather than any establishedlink with
the sacredtraditions of the holy site. They would exercisea control of the most personal and intrusive
nature and yet it would be defended by the British as a cautious policy because, in their narrow
definition, it avoided interference with the pilgrims' religious expression. Ile
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report of the 1895 Garhmuktesar mela. The reporting officer observed with satisfaction that the
pilgrims had 'behaved excellently from a sanitary point of view' and he pointed proudly to the
conservancyarrangements:
Perhapsthe most prominent featurethat would strike the new arrival's eye would
be the long and prominent line of straw latrines that lay all along the rear of the fair,
teaching the pilgrims from the very rust a sanitary lesso02
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n.d. of publication. Received at Cambridge University Ubrary in 1872.
41 Ibid..
p. 6.
42 T. C. Edwards, Offg it Magte Meerutý to Magte Meerut, 23 Jan. 1896. UPSA, NWP&O Misc. (General), A
progs May 1896, no. 1, file 69B. box 8. Elsewhere a municipal report referred to the building of bathing
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The new rules had an immediate effect. At the Garhmuktesar fair in Meerut district in 1868
the patchy sanitary reforms of the previous couple of years were tightened up and a new regime
implemented. The fair site was divided into streetsand camping blocks, trading areasand recreation
spaces. Circular latrines were erectedon the outskirts of the fair and watchmen were employed to keep
people from soiling the jungle or nearby crops. Any long grassat the fair site was cut down to prevent
people from 'committing nuisances' at the meld itself. 'Me cost of thesemeasureswas met by a rent
taken from stall-holder03
At the Ballia fair in Ghazipur district similar arrangementswere effected, although there the
44
by
costs were covered a subscription schemeamongst the stall-holders. At the Batesarmeta in Agra
district the local officers undertook to introduce the principles of sanitation not only to the pilgrims but
also to the cattle and the horses,each of these sections of the fair being subjectedto new control05
Ilie fair at Bithur in Cawnporedistrict also experienceda new order of cleanlinessand neatness.
As officers in charge of melas and pilgrimage sites acquired more experience their sanitary
reforms did not necessarily lose their experimental character. Well into the next century debates
flourished about the best type of temporary latrine, the best system of waste disposal, the best method
46
hospitals,
best
Even in establishedmeta
of constructing
the
way of ensuring a clean water supply.
administrations there were frequent changesto the sanitary agenda. Nevertheless individual officers

during the year ending 31 March 1880, pp. 11-12 on Bulandshahr, NAI. India Home (Municipal), A progs
Feb. 1882, nos. 7-14.
43 C. Planck, Sanitary Comr NWP,
to R. Simson, Secy to Govt NWP, no. 202.9 Nov. 1868, Sanitary
Arrangements at the Gurhmooluessur Fair of 1868. (Allahabad, 1869).
44 Bulliah Fair
of 1868, (Allahabad, 1869), pp. 1-5.
45 F. Baker, Asst Magte Agra, 'Report
on the Butesur Fair of 1871', Selections from the records of
Government. North-Western Provinces. Second Series. VI. 2 (Allahabad. 1872), pp. 300-10.
46 Latrines
occasionedvoluminous speculation about 'native preferences', and nearly every officer was ready
to report the successof one design vis-a-vis another. Implicit in this experimentation was a belief that there
was one perfect design which. when discovered, would prove acceptableto the pilgrim. Conflicting theories
abounded as to whether natives preferred privacy or openness within the latrine enclosures; perceived
differences between the preferences of the sexes further complicated the debate. Some officers do seem to
have understood that absolute cleanliness was likely to have been the primary concern of any pilgrim rather
than the design of the latrine, although even this was acknowledged patronizingly. In 1891 the Sanitary
Commissioner wrote of the behaviour of the pilgrims at the recent Hardwar Kumbh Mela: 'The tendency of
the natives is to resort to any retired spot, but such habit was restricted and controlled though not without
some resistance at first, and a resistance more or less determined which disappeared when nature could be
obeyed in a cleanly and orderly manner....Cleanliness is appreciated by the natives, and cleanliness is
freedom from odour, nuisance and annoyance,and the conveniencesat Hardwar might have been entered by a
Europeanwithout offence.' Surgeon-Major G. Hutcheson, Sanitary Comr NWP&O. to Secy to Govt NWP&O,
Misc.
NWP&O
(General)
P/4061,
A
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IOR,
file
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progs
no.
no.
spite of Hutcheson's glowing report it is unlikely that any latrines made of grass with dirt floors and
frequented by thousands could have long remained in a state of appealing cleanliness. The pilgrims' long.
standing antipathy to the temporary latrines erected at ntelas was probably well founded.
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radiated confidence in the 'improvements' of their day and were loath to receive any comments from
pilgrims who did not first acknowledgethe wisdom of the government's vision.

Lodging-house

control:

antagonism

between priests and the state

It was at the Kumbh Mela of 1879 that the Sanitary Commissioner Charles Planck decided to
tackle the problem of overcrowding in Hardwar's pilgrim lodging-houses. Hardwar's rents escalatedat
meta time. A single room could cost Rs.300 per month. Pilgrims were crammed into dark,
unventilated closets, paying exorbitant rates for the privilege of not living under a lean-to on Rauri
Island. Planck found 152 people in a house that he thought could reasonably have held only 25.47
-PkL_
The town's sweepers could not cope with&lume

of waste produced under these conditions so Planck

and the NUgistrate sent in the police, with the result that the houses' population was 'thinned to
reasonable limits. '48 Planck did not specify how this was achieved:

it was unlikely to have been

without some distress to pilgrims, especially women in seclusiom49

Planck never slackened in his war against unhealthy lodging-housesbutit was not until the
Ardh Kumbh Mela at Hardwar in 1885 that the local authorities seem to have addressedthe issue with
50
he
the thoroughnessthat
thought necessary. In 1885 the lodging-houseswere registered, 117 in all,
and allotted a maximum number of residents. Each was inspectedbefore eight o'clock every morning
by a European officer, with a visit later in the day from a hospital assistant. 'Excess' pilgrims were
51
The authorities' definition of excesswas obviously at odds with that of
Rauri
Island.
moved onto
many lodging-house proprietors. In 1892 Ganpat Gir, a 35 year old Gosain, complained of the loss
inflicted on him by the new rules:

47 Eleventh
annual report of the Sanitary Commissioner of the North-Western Provinces and Oudh, 1878
(Allahabad, 1879), p. 46.
48 Ibid.
49 Ibid.,
p. 47. In one lodging-house the discovery of a cholera victim led to the closure of the house and its
fumigation with sulphur. the dispersal of its 150 pilgrim inhabitants, and the quarantining of the dead man's
family in a hut near the hospital for four days.
50 This initial
concentration on Hardwar meant that the registration and control of lodging-houses was
always more effective and thorough there than in any of the other NWP pilgrimage sites to receive attention
subsequently. Report of the Pilgrim Committee, United Provinces, 1913 (Simla, 1916), p. 8.
51 A. H. Harington, Magte Saharanpur. to Comr Meerut,
no. 102.15 Sept. 1885, UPSA, NWP&O Misc., A
progs July 1886. no. 2. file 283, box 9.
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I havea haveli at Hardwar. On the occasionof Mahavaninifair [in 1892],in the ticket
fixed by Government,only 165 pilgrims were allowed to stop in my house. Itere is
room for 500 people. The Governmentdid a great zulum [oppression,tyranny] in
allowing 165insteadof 500pilgrims in my house. I chargerent from pilgrims. This is
my meansof livelihoodL52
Planck's campaigning bore fruit on a larger scale in 1892 with the passing of the NWP
Lodging-House Act (Act I of 1892).53 -rbe legislation enabled municipalities to fine lodging-house
owners for maintaining unlicensed establishments and for ignoring basic sanitary requirements.
Overcrowding, lack of ventilation and light, contaminatedwells and foul Wrines were the evils that the
Act was intended to combat. The right of inspection and the imposition of licence fees were intrinsic
to the Act's successfuloperation and financing.
But the Lodging-House Act was very unpopular and in Benares,Allahabad and Mathura the
lodging-housekeepersopposedits application with determination and skill. As early as 1883rumours
that a lodging-house tax was to be collected at Benareshad alarmed the owners of dharnahalas and
lodging-houses who feared the increased avenues it would afford the police for oppression and'
bribery. 54 It was this complaint that was repeatedmost frequently in the protests against the 1892
legislation. Tle March 1891 edition of Allahabad's Hindi Pradip complained that the bill would put
the pandas of Allahabad, Mathura and Benaresat the mercies of the police. Certainly pilgrims needed
protection, but it was the police and the railway officials who nee4to be controlled, not their pandas
55
fed
housed
The apprehensionswere not confined to the lodging-house keepers.
them.
and
who
Many people were frightened at the prospect of health officers and their underlings being granted
inspection powers. Holy men would be subjected to the insults of the police; female pilgrims would
be shamedand their families humiliated, householderswould no longer be allowed to accommodate
holidaying friends and relatives;and "tended families would be forcibly separateA In short, all manner
of activities once veneratedby society would now incur the unfavourable attention of the police and
other municipal authorities,and acts of charity would be regulatedand taxedL56

52 Evidence Ganpat Gir. 4 Sept. 1892, UPSA. NWP&O General. A
progs Mar. 1893, no. 76, file 511 13,
of
box 64. After the 1879 clearance of die Hardwar lodging-houses die SaharanpurMagistrate reported that he
had been inundated by complaints from houscowners about the sudden curtailment of their income.
'Memorandum in re Hardwar Fair, 1879', J. Sladen, Magte Saharanpur,30 Apr. 1879. IOR. NWP&O General
P/1458. A progs Feb. 1880, no. 64,7 Feb. 1880.
53 An Act for Licensing, Inspection and Regulation of Lodging-Houses in Municipalities in the NorthWestern Provinces and Oudh. passedby the Lieutenant Governor in Council, 27 Nov. 1892.
54 Report in the Kavivachan Sudha. a Hindi newspaperpublished weekly at Benares, 7 May 1883. SvN 1883,
p. 415.
55 Hindi Pradip. March 1891, SVN 1891. pp. 349-50.
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Protests notwithstanding, the Lodging-House Act was applied to the municipalities of
Hardwar, Allahabad, Benaresand Nbthum before the end of 1894.57 Hardwar, already used to lodginghouse regulation, experienced little active opposition to the new legislatioOg

After the 1895 mela

the chairman of the municipality reported that the extent of the new rules" ability to check
overcrowding was indicated 'by the unusually large number of pilgrims who though the fair was by no
meansa large one were unable to find accommodationin the town & camped out in Rori Island.'59 In
the other three sites, however, the Hindu priesthood managed to elude the workings of the Act by a
sophisticated combination of legal manoeuvres and popular protest. 'Meir success testified to the
extent to which their grievanceswere sharedby the LargerHindu public.
Ile Act had defined a lodging-house keeper as someonewho regularly received a direct or
indirect consideration for housing visitors on his premises. But most of the lodging-houses were
managedand/or owned by resident priests who, as part of their service to their wealthier clients, would
house them in this more substantial accommodation rather than subjecting them to makeshift
residenceson the river sands. The cost to the pilgrims might have been high, but it is probable that
they did not pay a separatesum for rent, as opposedto a generallump sum, expressedas a donation, for
all of the priest's services. In reducing the numbers of lodgers allowed in each house, the health
officers would have threatenednot only the income of the priests but also the degreesof distinction that
60
have
they could
offered their most valued pilgrim clients. However, becausethe health officers could
never prove that priests in charge of lodging-houseshad been paid for providing accommodation, the

Naim-ul-Hind. 24 Jan. 1895,Hindi Pradip. Sept. and Oct. 1894, Hindustan, 15 Mar. 1895, Hindustani. 8 May
and 12 June 1895, Faryad-i-Hind, 15 July 1895, SVN 1895, pp. 9.74,87.147,243-4.370.
57 The Act
was also extended to the municipality of Ajudhia-Faizabad, although I am uncertain of the date of
its application.
58 In Hardwar lodging-houseshad to be licensed
according to the new ndes after I October 1894. People were
slow to come forward for licences; very few applications had been received by the end of January. After this
the Joint Magistrate, Mr Dampier, took up residence in Hardwar in order to enforce the licensing of lodginghouses before the 1895 Mahavartmi Mela, due in March. He successfully prosecuted several people for
maintaining an unlicensed lodging-house or for exceeding die number of lodgers stated in a licence, with the
result that applications for licences increased rapidly in March. The fines imposed for a breach of the new
laws were stiff, upto Rs.50 and even Rs.100 in some cases. R. Allen, 'Annual report of the Hardwar Union
Municipality for 1894-95'. UPSA, NWP&O Municipal, B progs Dec. 1895. no. 8, file 103B. box 34.
59 Ibid.
60 In
opposing the extension of the Pooree Lodging-House Act (Bengal Act IV of 1871) to Gaya in 1883, the
Gayawals argued that they never charged their pilgrims a rental fee, but that if faced with a licence tax they
would be forced to pass this on to their patrons. This. they argued4would render pilgrimage to Gaya 'difficult
and impractical to a numerous class of Hindus, who for the most part visit Gaya by begging alms on their
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India Home (Public), A progs June 1884, no. 132. The Bengal authorities had earlier rejected this plea with
the argument that the pilgrims had always paid a rental fee of some sort but that it had traditionally been
included in 'one lump fee, proportioned to the pilgrim's means, but payable probably in instalments'. J.C.
Geddes,Offg Supt and Remembrancerof Legal Affairs. to Secy to Govt BengaL 22 Sept. 1879. ibid. no. 134.
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Act was virtually a dead letter amongst this class of people. Ile few lodging-house keeperswho did
not also provide pilgrims with religious services were more easily prosecuted for failing to take out
licences.
In Mathura the Chaube Brahmans agitated furiously against the ACL Numerously-signed
petitions were sent to the NWP Government and to the Viceroy in which the Chaubesdenied that they
took rents from their pilgrims. When the Act was not withdrawn they refused to house the pilgrims
who were thus forced to camp all about the city's gardens. The Chaubes' protest was sufficiently
61
NWP's
newspapers. The pilgrims joined in the
striking to engage the attention of many of the
agitation with a petition to the Viceroy complaining about the loss of their regular accommodationand
backing the Chaubes' assertionthat rent was never paid for lodging.62
Thcre is no doubt that the official assumption that the mass of lodging-house keepers did
collect rent was viewed by the Mathura Chaubesas a slur upon their good character. Many of them did
not own the housesin their care, but had been appointed to managerial positions by the proprietors pious and wealthy Hindus who had undertakento provide free accommodationfor Hindu pilgrims. In
this sense,most of them would have claimed to be managersof dharmshalas, not lodging-house
keepers. The municipality's classification of them as the latter was tantamount to accusing them of
betraying the trust of Hinduism's benefactors. The pilgrims were equally reluctant before the
government to accusetheir spiritual guides of self-aggrandizemenL63Ile Chaubessoon triumphed,
winning an exemption Erom the workings of the Act before the end of 1895. An inquiry in 1913
discovered that, of Mathura's many lodging-houses, only three were licensed, another 33 were
specifically exempted from licensing, and the majority had no official status at all. Prosecutionsfor
keeping an insanitary lodging-househad all but ceasedbecauseof the near impossibility of securing a
64
conviction.

61 Hindustani, 8 May and 12 June 1895, Anis-i-Hind, 22 June 1895. and Bundelkhand Punch, I July 1895,
SVN 1895, pp. 243-4.299,310,331,345.
62 Bharat Jiwan, 8 July 1895, ibid.,
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In Benaresthe successof the priesthood in avoiding the attentions of the municipal authorities
was even more marked. All the Panch Dravid Purohits were exempted from the Act, so that of the 398
lodging-housesregistered in Benaresonly 58 were required to have a licence.65 Even in the licensed
houses that the standards of hygiene were not very high. TU 1913 inquiry found that municipal
employeeswere no match for the powerful combinesof the lodging-housekeepers:
In the placesof pilgrimage the lodging-housekeepershave,as a class,a very considerable
amount of influence, and if the whole duty of fixing the standards according to which
licenseswill be gmnted or refused is placed on the health officer, the tendencywill be for
66
be
the standardsto relaxedgenerally.
The Prayagwals of Allahabad did not securesuch a clear-cut victory. In 1913 there were 84
licensed lodging-housesin the city and there appearsto have been no blanket exemption in favour of
the Prayagwals. Neverthelesstheir protest is noteworthy. There, as in NIathura, the priests refused to
submit to licensing inspections and they stopped taking in pilgrims. This form of protest continued
sporadically for several years and as it coincided with the depression of the late 1890s many locals
linked the two factors of the Lodging-House Act 'oppression' and the decline in the attendanceof
pilgrims at the annual mela. The Prayagwals cannot have been united in the suspension of their
accommodationfacilities for the municipality did launch somesuccessfulprosecutionsagainstthem for
overcrowding and one local paper.the Prayag Samachar,occasionallycomplainedof the fines levied on
67
But nor can the municipality have achieved the control that it desired; the 1913 Pilgrim
them.

65 Report
of the Pilgrim Committee, p. 11.
66 Ibid.,
p. 12.
67 Prayag Samachar, 7 May 1896, SVN 1896, 260; Prayag Samachar, 14 Jan. 1897, SVN 1897, 47;
p.
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Prayag Samachar. 3 Aug. 1899, SVN 1899, p. 413. In 1896 the Deputy Sanitary Commissioner complained
of the difficulties made by the Prayagwals to the inspection and licensing of their lodging-houses. W. G.
Miorold, Deputy Sanitary Comr 2nd Circle NWP&O, to Sanitary Comr NWP&O. no. 133,20 Feb. 1896, TOR,
NWP&O Misc. (General) P/4906, A progs Aug. 1896. no. 13a. rile 372. The Magistrate of Allahabad
complained that upto 18 April 1896 only sixteen licences had been taken out. In consequence he had
instructed the municipal commissioners to watch buildings suspected of housing pilgrims so that
prosecutions could be launched accordingly. By mid-May several caseswere awaiting trial. One Prayagwal
had already been convicted and fined but, as he was appealing to the High Court, the Magistrate held over the
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Allahabad, no. 121/XXII-8,22 May 1896, ibid., no. 17a. After the 1897 mela Magistrate Fuller observed
that although he had secured two convictions for overcrowding of lodging-houses it was unlikely that the
Prayagwalscould ever be persuadedto take out licences. He thought that the Lodging-House Act's usefulness
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99/XXII-6,11 May 1897, TOR, NWP&O Misc. (General) P/5125, A progs July 1897, no. Id, file 372. In
1901 very heavy rain fell at the Magh Mela which meant that many pilgrims preferred to be housed in the city
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W. E.M. Campbell, R Magte in charge of the Magh Mela, 'Report on the Magh Mela of 1901'. UPSA,
NWP&O Misc. (General), A progs Dec. 1901, no. 2b, rile 372.

Committee included Allahabad in its complaint that in all the pilgrimage sites, perhaps with the
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However the Lodging-House Act was not without effect. 'Me fear of regWationand inspection
by municipal authorities encouragedpeople who provided accommodation for pilgrims to make their
services more overtly religious in order to avoid the disadvantagesnow consequenton obvious rent
collection. Dharmshalas, or pilgrim rest-houseswhich provided pilgrim with free accommodation,
were never intended to be regulatedby the Act. Thesewere the buildings erectedat pilgrimage sites by
pious gentlemen who wished to benefit their less wealthy fellows. They were often lofty masonry
structures, suitable testimony to the benefactor's spirit of charity. Although in theory any Hindu
pilgrim could hope to find accommodationat a dharmshala, most had a clearly-defirted clientele and
within a pilgrimage site different dharmshalas served as the focal points of regional, caste or
69
But if the original owner of the dharmshala did not
professional affiliation amongst the pilgrims.
reside locally there were often problems with the upkeepof the building and its management. In 1913
the Pilgrim Committee observedthat this factor, combined with the widespreadand practiseddislike of
the Lodging-House Act, had fostered the creation of a new type of pilgrim housing, 'spurious
dharmshalas':

I'lie distinction betweena voluntary payment and a charge is very subtle and difficult to
prove, and the knowledge of this, combined with the great freedom ftom special sanitary
control which dharmshalashave enjoyed in the past, has tended to createa special classof
house for the reception of pilgrims which are dharmshalasin name only. A rich pilgrim
will build a dharmshala at a place of pilgrimage and make it over to his priest who is
resident there to took after [it]. The latter will continue to call it a dharmshala,but will
exact fees firom all who put up in it: in other words the so-called dharmshalahas become
a lodging-houseýO
In Allahabad the District Magistrate found that some Prayagwals had adopted the simple
71
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to
order escapemunicipal
expedient of calling their
Partly becauseof the difficulty of distinguishing between'true' and 'spurious' dhamuhalas, legislation

68 Report
of the Pilgrim Committee, p. 9.
69 In Hardwar, for
example, the Maharaja of Patiala kept a haveli with a resident mahant for housingfakirs of
the Nirmala Akhara. Evidence of Mahant Kapur Singh, 40, Mahant of Ninnala Akhara at Kankhal, 2 Sept.
1892, UPSA, NWP&O General. A progs Mar. 1893, no. 76, file 51 IB, box 64. Lachmi Chand4a zamindar of
Meerut, maintained a house at Hardwar in which not only he but scores of pilgrims could stay, all. without
cost. At the 1892 mela at least some of the seventy or eighty pilgrims living in his haveli were personal
Hissar.
Meerut
from
Evidence of Lachmi Chand, 48, zamindar of Meerut, 7 Sept.
his
and
acquaintancesof
1892, ibid., pp. 225-6.
70 Report
of the Pilgrim Committee, p. 22.
71 Ibid.
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introducedin 1915replacedthe Lodging-HouseAct with regulationsencompassingall forms of
accommodationfor pilgrims, free or otherwise. By this move the priests of north India's chief
72
from
lost
immunity
their
sanitarycontrols.
pilgrimagesites
Antagonismbetweenpriestandstatewasa featureof nineteenth-century
British rule in India,
andthe Lodging-HouseAct wasonly one of severalattemptsby the British to imposesomesort of
controlon Hinduism'sreligiousprofessionals.As we haveseen,the British inheriteda priestlyclass
largelyunfetteredby taxationandgovernmentcontrol,a legacyof theerosionof indigenousstatepower
at the time of British expansion. this freedom,followed shortly afterwardsby the growth in the
73
industry,
independence.
increasing
By the
pilgrimage
produceda professional
groupof
prosperityand
early to mid-nineteenthcentury any attemptsby the British to reincorporatethe priests into the
administrativeframeworkof their respectivelocalitieswerebelligerentlyresisted,not only by themen
concernedbut by their patronsand disciplesas well, reflecting a growing consciousness
amongst
Hindus that it was wrong to subject their religious guides to secularcontrol. Ironically, it was
attemptsto tax the prieststhat weremostdisliked,as two examplesfrom MathuraandHardwarwill
show.
At MaLhurain 1816 severalhundredChaubessat dharna in the Magisuve's camp for almost a
week before submitting to the 'voluntary' chaukidari tax that he was attempting to impose on them.
The Chaubes claimed never to have paid any taxes before and they resented enormously this
'innovation' of British rule. One infuriated protester threatenedthe Magistrate, Mr Halhed, with an
insurrection that would seeevery Englishman in India cut to pieces. The other inhabitants of Mathura
were happy to pay the tax but they did not support Halhed in his insistence that the Chaubesshould
74
But if under strong regional goverrunentsthe Gayawals, the Prayagwals and the
have
to
also
pay.
72 Ibid.,
p. 8, fn. Similarly tough legislation was enacted for Gaya in the Bihar and Orissa Places of
Pilgrimage Act of 1920. Clearly, earlier lodging-house legislation was felt to have failed there also.
Vidyarthi reports that the 1920 Act was vigorously opposed by the Gayawals, who saw in it a sustainedattack
Lodging
income.
IMe
House Committee set up in Gaya to administer the Act took
their
and
on
privileges
Rs.3 per pilgrim from the Gayawal or the owners of the house who accommodatedthe pilgrims; in the 1950s
the Gayawals complained of the deleterious effect that this had had on their earnings. L. P. Vidyarthi, The
sacred complex in Hindu Gaya (London, 1961), pp. 100-1.
73 Vidyarthi believes that the Gayawals' freedom in the
nineteenth century substantially contributed to their
wealth and their sense of power. 'Vildle the number of pilgrims continued to increase, the government did
not take any steps to curtail the sacred and secular roles of the Gayawal in dealing with the pilgrims. The
Gayawal had a free hand in accommodatingtheir pilgrims, in conducting them to different sacredcentres, and
in receiving from them as much in the way of gifts as they could. Ilie monopolistic slatu of the Gayawal left
them free to extort wealth either through persuasionor compulsion.' Ibid., p. 92.
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immediately. All of Halhed's actions were illegal; Mathura was not required by law to have a chaukidari
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BenaresGangaputrashad all paid some sort of tax, it seemsunlikely dw the Chaubeshad always been
likely
is
it
In
1816
that they were attempting to cement a privilege of only ten or
more
exempt.
twenty years' standing.
We get a glimpse of the priests' protected status in formation at Hardwar in 1831, where a
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consideration.
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Hardwar were exempted from the tax. It was of greater significance, however, that in Jawalapur and
Kankhal the Brahmans were allowed to opt out of schemesthat had already been running for some
A
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monthly
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of
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the Brahmansbe responsiblefor policing in Hardwar was not welcomed by the SaharanpurMagistrate,
independe
further
to
their
concessions
against
any
who warned
Mhe superiority they claim in point of personal consideration and the general sway
exercisedby them over personsof an inferior order render them impatient of control in
their own persons,and less subserviousthan any other class of the native community to
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functionaries to some form of licensing or taxation. It was unjust, argued the committee, that at sites
of pilgrimage the priests should amass huge fortunes without returning any of their wealth to the
76
community.

Godless science:

the dispersal of the Hardwar

Mahavaruni

Mela, 1892

Sanitation reform, continually refined and emboldened,reachedthe height of its intrusiveness
in the cancellation of the 1892Hardwar meta. The local and imperial governmentshad for some years
disagreed over the merits of the stricter forms of disease management, viz.. the quarantining of
pilgrims, either on arrival at or departure from a fair, and the banning of high-risk gatherings. IMe
local government had usually favoured the more stringent controls; even so, the course adopted in
1892was unprecedenteA77
The fair was an extraordinary one, a Mahavaruni Mela, for which 250,000 pilgrims were
78
26
28
March.
days
But on 22 March the Sanitary
big
bathing
and
of
expected on the two
Commissioner reported that cholera had broken out in the fair.

With the backing of the NWP

Government the Saharanpurauthorities began to disperse the assembly. On the night of 23 March
officials of the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway were instructed to stop issuing tickets to Hardwar.
Oncoming trains were turned back and empty wagonswere tnicked into Hardwar to evacuatethe seventy
thousandpilgrims already there. Civil and military authorities in the surrounding districts were notified
of the unexpectedearly return of the pilgrims and told to turn back thosestill on their way. In Hardwar

76 Of Mathura the
committee wrote: 'Mt is desirable that a license tax should be imposed on pandas and
ghatwals. T'hey make a large income Erom their clients. and return little of it to the community in the shape
of taxation.' The committee also wanted to tax bankers and lodging-house keepers. Brindavan was open to
similar recommendations: 'rhe temples and their servants and the lodging-house keepers are wealthy. and we
think that though it is impossible that the temples should be taxed, it is desirable that the chief profession
should pay for the municipal convenience it enjoys.' In Benares;there were many classes that the committee
wished to subject to increased taxation, especially the bankers and jewellers, however most indignation was
reservedfor the pandas- "Mey are a wealthy and avaricious class, and we consider that they should be subject
to a fairly heavy license fee. If this results in reduced numbers, it is probable that the fact will be beneficial
to the visitors to Benares;and in the best interests of the temples themselves. The measure would prove
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popular. It seemsthat the committee's witnessescame from that official category of men - 'respectable Hindu
gentlemen' - which, by its very definition, would contain only men who shared many of the government's
priorities. That they should have agreed with the govemment about the need to license pandas is only to be
expected.
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itself police and civil officers and some local notables were sent around to lodging-houses and
79
leave.
encampmentsites to explain to the pilgrims why they must
But the pilgrims did not want to go. The railway carriages stood empty at the station until
the afternoon of 25 March. Though no pilgrims offered violence to the police they were tenaciousin
their resistance. Some lodging-houseswere cleared on 24 March, but the successwas temporary. Of
his duties the next morning the District Superintendentof Police reported:
We found that the lodging-houses had again been crammed, and the pilgrims, who had
evidently beentamperedwith by Pandas,were far more sulky and stubborn than they were
on the 24th. We often had to form a fine of constablesbehind a crowd of pilgrims who
would refuse to move on and push them on. At other times some of them would squat
down with their bundles and say, 'It is better to die here. We won't go home (behiar hai
marna yahin: ham nahinjate ghar).' T'hesehad to be forced up naturally [sic] and bundles
shoved on to their headsand pushedon and told to go. Half measureswere useless. The
pilgrims would not get up by khushamad karoing [cajoling] them, and they had to be
forced up. We also found that a very good method of moving them on was to raise your
80
This
in
for
distancc.
them.
stick and rush at
generally resulted a stampede a certain
In this manner lodging-houses were emptied and reemptied, some upto three times. Some
wealthier pilgrims were able to delay their evacuationby bribing the police.81 Guards stationedat the
Har-ki-pairi Ghat had to hold back pilgrims who were desperateto collect someof the preciousgangajal
before departing. T'he halwais, retailers of most of the eatablesin the town, attemptedto starveout the
police. One halwai, when abused by an inspector for refusing to sell sweets to his constables,
protested. 'I alone have not done it. All have combined not to sell the sauda [goods). All the bara
admis [lit. big men]. Any one who sells sauda will have to pay a penalty.'82 When the police, tired
and hungry, could no longer effectively right the resistanceof the pilgrims a company of Sappersand
Miners was called in to continue the evacuation. They startedat the ghats where, on die evening of 25
March, severalthousandpilgrims were still vying to bathe. Ile Superintendentof Police reported:
Mhe pilgrims moved down the riverside getting a dip where they could and thus we had
to keep on following them about d= miles, leaving sentries at every 30 or 40 yards to
keep guard on the ghats A number of pilgrims crossed over into the Bijnour jungle.
....
The river was fordable in severalplaces. After considerabledifficulty we managedto get
some Sappers and Nfiners between the pilgrims and the river and thus blocked them
bathing. Pilgrims kept shouting 'Nahaenge. nahaenge.' [We will bathe, we will bathe.]

79 William Holmes, Magte Saharanpur.to Conir Meerut,
no. 358,8 Apr. 189Z UPSA. NWP&O General, A
progs Mar. 1893, no. 4. file 511B, box 64.
80 Evidence C.F. Knyvett, District Supt of Police, 22 Sept. 189Z UPSA. NWP&O General, A
of
progs Mar.
1893. no. 77. file 51 IB, box 64.
81 Evidence Lala Ram Narayan.
saraf of Amritsar. 20 Aug. 189Z and Maharaj Mal. trader from Amritsar.
of
23 Aug. 1892, ibid.
82Evidence Raja Ranbir Singh,
resident of Dehra Dun. 21 Sept. 1892, ibid.
of
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The womenjumpedin naked.We hadto leavethembehind....
Pilgrimsstayedon till Sth
or 6th April or morethan thatýand the townsof Hardwar,Kankhaland Jawalapurwere
not thoroughlyclearedtill about thosedays. They loitered on for the Dekhauti fair.
Pilgrimshid in everycreekandcomerin Siwalik hills, in jungles,in cavesand in every
83
hiding
possible
place.
At thestationtherailwayandcivil policehadto forcethepilgrims to buy tickets. 'Me Traffic
Superintendentof the Oudh and RohilkhandRailway describedthe pilgrims' resistanceand the
authorities'countermeasures:
'ne force used was that men were lifted up and pushedalong towards the railway station.
Policemen got hold of the men by their arms, lifted them up and pushedthem along. Ite
Panjabi pilgrims used to get behind the women. The police had to get between the
women and pull out the men. When the outcry of separation from their families was
raised, as an experiment Colonel Cantor releasedabout six or eight men from the crowd.
T'hesemen were shouting that they had left their wives and children behindL They simply
returned and sat down before Colonel Cantor and beggedof him to be allowed to stay on
84
Hardwar.
at
Eventually the town was cleared and the cholera contained; certainly there was no epidemic
like that of 1867. Ile

Magistrate of Saharanpur, Mr Holmes, was relatively satisfied with the

proceedings. He acknowledgedthat therehad beenproblems,but he attributed the pilgrims' 'reluctance'
to the antagonism of the Hardwar priests and traders who stood to lose much money from the
85
fair.
Neither he nor his superiorsexpected the enormouspolitical backlash that
abandonmentof the
swept acrossnorth India in the succeedingmonths.
The agitation was overwhelmingly urban, attracting most of its support outside Hardwar from
the commercial and religious classesof Amritsar, Lahore and Calcutta. Traditional and modem means
of organization and protest were hamesse& the panchayat and respectful petitioning on the one hand,
and printing presses,public meetingsand professionallegal representationon the other. Demandsfor a
public inquiry were loud and insistent. But the urban nature of the agitation, and particularly the
involvement of journalists and lawyers from Calcutta, put the NWP Government on its guard. The
Lieutenant Governor, Sir Auckland Colvin, was no admirer of the Hindu commercial cl;isses; already
he was unhappy that their representativeshad excelled at elective municipal government at the expense
86
landlords,
his
ideal
of traditional, conservative
pillars of a stablesociety.
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of Police, 23 Sept. 1892, ibid.. no. 77.
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on Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway, 22 Sept. 1892, ibid..
no. 77.
85 William Holmes, Magte Saharanpur,to Conir Meerut,
no. 358,8 Apr. 189Z ibid, no.4.
86 Francis Robinson. Separatism
among Indian Muslims: the politics of the United Provinces' Muslims,
1860-1923 (Cambridge, 1974). pp. 57-8.
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Togetherthree'outsiders',PanditGopinathof Lahore,SurajMal Jhanjhanwalaof Calcutta,
andoneSrimanSwarniof uncertainaddress,addedstructureandsophisticationto the raw stirringsof
protestamongstthe unhappypilgrims and priests. SrimanSwamiwasa sadhu,reputedlya former
convict,who hadacquiredall-Indiafameasanadvocateof cow-protection.His organizational
skills and
thefoundingof dozensof gaurakshWsabhasin
abilitiesasa publicspeakerweresaidto havegenerated
the previousfour or five years,but his detractors- and thereweremany- accusedhim of pocketing
donationsfor his own use. He was known to be hostile to the British and he forfeited few
87
Christianity.
for
insulting
More than anything else, Sriman Swami's
them and
opportunities
shadowypresencein the Hardwaragitation- he presidedover a meetingof protestin Lahore,but thert
failed to appearat thesubsequent
inquiry - convincedtheNWP Govemmentthattheprotestershadno
legitimategrievancesand were simply attemptingto foment discontentamongsttheir uneducated
fellows.
Pandit Gopinath was the editor of Akhbar-i-Am, a Lahore newspaper,and president of the
Punjab SanatanDharm Sabha. As there had been a huge gathering of the Bharat Dharm Nfahamandal
in Benaresin early March it is possible that Gopinath had attended the functions in Benaresand then
stoppedoff at Hardwar on his return to Lahore, thus witnessing the dispersal.88
Suraj Mal (d. 1895), unlike Sriman Swami and Pandit Gopinath, could not be dismissedby the
governmentas an impecunious, professional agitator. He was an immensely wealthy man, a Marwari
banker renowned throughout north India for his liberality. The famed swing bridge, Lachhmanjhula, a
boon to pilgrims journeying to the Himalayan shrinesof Badrinath and Kedarnath, was built by him at
a cost of Rs.28,000. Although his business interests were Calcutta-based he maintained a large
presencein Hardwar. During the subsequentinquiry the Magistrate of Saharanpurwas heard to say of
Suraj Mal: 'He regardshimself and is regardedby the Pandasas the Lord of Hurdwar.'89 T'hereis no
doubt that his money and influence secured the services of the British Indian Association and its
lawyers and it is probable that he helped some witnessesand observers with the costs of coming to

87 I. R. McLane, Indian
nationalism and the early Congress (Princetoru 1977), p. 301.
88 Ten thousand
people were said to have participated in one or more of the Mahamandal's functions, which
included a concerted programme of prayers and offerings intended to lift contemporary Hinduism from its
fallen state. Tribune, 19 Mar. 1892, p. 4; Bharat Awan, 21 Mar. 189Z SVN 189Z p. 101.
89 Tribune, 7 Dec. 1892, p. 2.
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Hardwar.He hada largehaveliat Jawalapurandwascertainlyin a positionto provideaccommodation
for anywhoattendedtheinquiry'ssittingsfrom afar.
In CalcuttaandLahoretherewerewell-attended
meetingsof protesLPetitionsweredrawnup
allegingactsof brutalityandinjusticein the dispersalof thepilgrims,andtheAntrita BazarPavika of
CalcuttaandGopinath'sAkhbar-i-Ampublishedaccountsof fantasticattackson the f1indureligion,
suchasthekilling of fish in thesacredpool, the defilementof idols,andthe locking up of temples,all
saidto havebeencarriedout by EuropeansandMuslimson official duty at the mela. Newspapersin
horrorat therudeinterruptionof a holy gathering. At
theNWP repeatedthe allegationsandexpressed
the sametime, however,manyeditorsassuredthe governmentthat they understoodthe natureof its
difficulties. Thecommentsin a Moradabad
weekly,Rahbar,arerepresentative:
Government,which seesthrough the spectaclesof science,may say what it likes
regarding cholera; but the Hindus, who believe in fate, think that no man can die until
his hour has come, and cannot realize how the germs of diseasewhich broke out a year
90
having
die
ago still continue to existý
survived the rains and
winter.
In July the British Indian Association forwarded to the Goverrunentof India a memorial signed
by five hundredpeople claiming to havedirect experienceof the abusesat Hardwar. The Association's
involvement in the agitation was probably crucial to the appointment of an inquiry for, although the
NWP Governmentmay have resentedfurther intervention from Bengal, it would have beenfoolhardy to
ignore the unusual degreeof cooperation between commercial Flindus, professional agitators and this
prominent landlord organization. The British Indian Association's memberswere Bengali zamindars,
political and economic conservatives, who nonethelesscould boast a tradition of protecting Indians'
rights. In the indigo disturbances of the 1850s and '60s the Association had lobbied Parliament to
protect the peasantsfrom the oppressionsof the European planters. In 1892 the Association faced a
political void. Relations with the Congresshad always been cool. and the loose alliance between the
zamindarsand Calcutta's rising professionalclasswas under strain. In a few more years the new urban
elite, led by the lawyer Surendranath Banerjea, would displace the older landlord group from the
Calcutta Corporation. Tenancy reform threatenedthe zamindars' economic and social status; in the
1890s they no longer championed the cause of the cultivators. 91 Thus, unsure of its place in the

90 Rahbar, 17 May 1892. SVN 1892, p. 183.
91 McLane, Indian nationalism and the early Congress, pp. 217-20.
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Hindu community and Bengal politics, the British Man

Association was probably relieved to take up

the relatively safe questionof the maltreatmentof Hindu pilgrims.
Upon receipt of the Association's memorial the NWP Government convened a two-man
committee of inquiry into the complaints. In August Kunwar Jwala Prasad, a Joint Magistrate of
Saharanpur,and Lala Nihal Chand, an Honorary Magistrate and banker of Muzaffarnagar city, began
hearing evidence. The careful choice of two Hindus indicates that the local government had finally
graspedthe political implications of its actions at Hardwar. But both men were classic examplesof the
NWP administration's favoured 'native gentlemen' and Jwala Prasad in particular was so closely
identified with the govenunent's causethat the vernacular press targeted him as an official yes-man,
next to uselessin an inquiry into the misbehaviour of governmentemployee02
The inquiry is interesting not for its conclusions the authorities were found to have used
only reasonableforce and the individual chargesof assault on the Hindu religion were dismissed as
malicious fabrication - but for the extent of antagonismthat it uncoveredbetweenthe representativesof
the government and Hardwar's religious community. 93 Of the 163 witnesses produced by the
complainants, 130 came from around Hardwar, and, of these,86 were classified in the report aspandas,
pujaris, priests or Gosains. IMe remaining 44 were shopkeepers. The final report pointed out.
obviously enough, that all of these witnesses were somehow related to one another, if not by caste,
marriage, or profession, then by landlord-tenantengagementsor neighbourhood. But the complainants

92 See the
complaints about the inquiry's findings in the Hindustani, 14 and 21 Dec. 1892, the Colonel, 24
Dec. 1892, and Bharat Awan, 19 Dec. 1892; SVN 1892, pp. 466,474.
Kunwar Jwala Prasad was the eldest son of Raja Jai Kishan Das Bahadur, C.S.I., of Moradabad, a former
tahsildar handsomely rewarded for his loyalty during the Rebellion. Jai Kishan Das's father, a Chaube
Brahman of Batesar, had been an agent to a Lucknow rum of bankers and had held considerable amounts of
land around Etah and Agra. Jwala Prasad was a graduate of Calcutta University, through Queen's College at
Benares, accomplished in English. Sanskrit and Persian. His government posts hsd included deputy
collectorships and joint and officiating magistracies. After completing his duties on the 1892 committee of
inquiry he was made an officiating judge, a permanentjudgeship following shortly thereafter. At the turn of
the century his son left for England to prepare for the civil service examinations. He returned with his ICS
credentials to work in the UP. In 1911 the family's annual land revenue obligations amounted to Rs.22,000.
The Kayastha Samaclw. Ul. June 1901, p. 473. H. R. NevilL Moradabad: A Gazetteer (Allahabad. 1911). pp.
92-3.
Lala Nihal Chand's father and uncle were bankers and zamindars in Muzaffamagar whose readiness to
advancecash to British officers in difficulty in 1857 had earned them big increasesin the size of their estates.
By 1900 the family held 41 villages. Lala Nihal Chand, and later his son, Lala Sukhbir Sinha, dominated
Muzaffarnagar's municipal politics and ran the Muzaffarnagar Zamindars' Association, founded in 1896.
Francis Robinson has pointed out that Lala Nihal Chand was one of the very few municipal politicians that
the Lieutenant Governor, Sir Auckland Colvin, was likely to admire: his money, his land, and his family
were all 'old' and his loyalty to the government was unquestionable. Separatism among Indian Muslims. p.
58, n. 4.
93 'Report
regarding certain complaints connected with the dispersion of the Mahavaruni fair held at Hardwar
in March last', submitted by Kunwar Jwala Prasad,It Magte Saharanpur,to Magte Saharanpur,26 Sept. 1892,
UPSA, NWP&O General, A progs Mar. 1993. no. 59, file 51 IB, box 64. Hereafter 'Report regarding certain
complaints'.
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from the religious professions shared other characteristics as well, a fact which added to the
government's belief that irresponsible elementsin Hardwar were conspiring to discredit the authorities
before the massof credulous Hindus. The government would have recognized none of thesemen as a
'respectable Hindu gentleman'. but they were men of some financial independence. Several pandas
owned up to earningsof one or two hundredrupeesat the 1891Kumbh Mela and several more reported
paying modest sums of some twenty to forty rupeesin income tax.94
The complainants from Hardwar also shared a degree of familiarity with the institutions of
government. They do not seem to have been intimidated by the proceedings of the inquiry; in the
report chargesof insolence and flippancy are frequently levelled at their manner of giving evidence.
One witness, a panda of Jawalapur,detailed his extensive experienceof the local courts and his history
of petty religious disputeswith Muslims:
I have attendedCivil Courts. I have also attended Criminal Courts. I was one
of the complainants in the pipal tree casebetween Hindus and Muhammadans I was an
accusedin a criminal case. It was a caseabout fishing by a Muhammadan at the Ganges
Canal ghat at Jawalapur. A Muhammadan was the complainant. I also brought a cross
complaint. The Muhammadan was fined Rs.5. I was discharged. Sardar Lachhman
Singh [on duty at the Mahavaruni Metal came in the pipal case between Hindus and
Muhammadans.
I am 39 years old. I have been visiting Courts for seven or eight years. I have
been to Courts about 10 or 15 times. I have given evidence about two or three timesY5
Two more Jawalapurpandas,Nupa and Faqira, had knowledge of the local police becausethey
were bound over to keep the peaceduring the Muharrarn observancesat Saharanpurcity. Ile Muslim
police inspector who was on duty at the mela, Abdul Kayurn, was the same off icer who had bound
them over as recognizedtrouble-makers.96

94 Evidence Gauridad Deehet, Run Chandra. Surja Babu, Mula
of
and Lekha. all pandas of Jawalapur, ibid.,
no. 71. Ram Chandra reported earnings of Rs.800 and Lekha Rs.4-500 from the previous Kumbh Mela. See
also the evidence of Durga Dart. a panda and teacher in a vedic school in Kankhal and of Jagan Nath and
Iliandi Ram, pandas of KankhaL ibid, no. 69. If anything. the mela earnings were probably under-reported.
The estimates were given to an inquiry anxious to prove that the complainants were motivated by economic
self-interest, i. e., the fmancial losses that they had sustained as a result of the premature break-up of the fair.
One witness corroborated the inquiry's suspicions about under-reportage of losses when he claimed that. as a
purohit of some of the pandas of Jawalapur, he had made Rs.100-150 at the 1891 Kumbh Mela. As for his
jaimans however: 'Pandas cam thousands of rupees. 11cy support us.' Evidence of Shankar. purohil of
Jawalapur, 3 Sept. 1892, ibid., no. 76.
95 Evidence Suria Babu,
panda of Jawalapur. 29 Aug. 1897, ibid., no.71.
of
96 Evidence Faqira
of
and Nupa, 3 Sept. 1892. ibid., no. 76. Yet anotherpanda of Jawalapur, Kanhaiya. was
also familiar with this officer and the courts: The Inspector was a Muhammadan....He is a fat dark man. He
has a beard. I have seen him in Saharanpurkachahri. I have always casesin Lachahri. I have casesin Civil
Courts. I saw that Inspector in Hardwar investigating cases. I saw him in Hardwar mela. ' Evidence of
Kanhaiyaý 3 Sept. 1892, ibid.
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A municipal commissioner,Balwantgir, who claimed to have witnessedthe forcible closing of
temples, had his evidence devalued by the inquiry becauseof his litigation with the municipality over
compensationfor lands taken up at the previous year's Kurnbh Mela.97
The depositions of the Hardwar witnessesalso show that quite a few of them had come into
contact with the mela authorities through the imposition of the lodging-house controls. We have
already seenhow one Gosain used the inquiry to complain of the government's tyranny in reducing the
number of his lodgers from five hundred to 165. Several others were at pains to stressthat they had
98
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dun
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door.
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their
not
more pilgrims
specified
attached
that had seen the most efficient lodging-house controls. As reforms were initiated there before the
enactmentof the U)dging-House Act, dharmshalashad not escapedregistration and licensing, rendering
it very difficult for a lodging-house keeper-cum-pandato evade the attention of the municipal health
officers. Many of the pandas used the inquiry to show their resentmentat this interference with their
operations.
In the main, the inquiry rejectedthe evidenceof the Hardwar witnessesand acceptedthat of the
remaining witnesses,mostly Punjabi traderswho levelled non-specific chargesagainst the authorities
of rough handling, separationof families, defilement of cooking areas,and generalhigh-handedness.It
is hard to disagreewith the report's findings that many of the local witnesseshad colluded to set up
false accusationsof gross outrages. But the inquiry took a particularly narrow view of the causesof
this hostility, nor did it care to examine closely the implications of the charges thus put forward.
Almost certainly every one of the Hardwar complainants had lost some money in the break-up of the
mela, however this did not have to be the sole cause of their resentment. In giving evidence the
Hardwar witnesseswere askedto estimatethe extent of their losses. The answer that nearly all of them
gave, that the loss was in the damagedone to their religion ('My dharm was lost.'), seemsto have been
viewed by the inquiry as an act of prevarication. One panda and lodging-housemanagerlamented that

97 A
complaint presented to Joint Magistrate T'homton on behalf of the temples' pujaris was dismissed too
becauseit was written by Jhandagir, an agent of Balwantgir: 'T'he application was drawn up at the instigation
of Bulwantgir, and the allegations in it are tissues of falsehoods.' 'Report regarding certain complaints'. pp.
82-3.
98 Evidence Nupa,
panda of Jawalapur and thikadar of a havell at Gaughat, Hardwar, 3 Sept. 1892, UPSA.
of
NWP&O General, A progs Mar. 1893, no. 76, file 511 B, box 64. See also the evidence of Sattu. panda of
Jawalapur, 30 Aug. 1892, ibid., no. 71.
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by the action of the government 'the sanctity of the tirath was diniinished. '99 And yet this type of
complaint was accordedno legitimacy in the inquiry.
Even though the British traditionally attributed to priests an unrivaHed ability to control their
pilgrims, the priests at Hardwar were not consulted about the break-up of the fair, nor was their
assistancesought in effecting it. Resentmentat this crude slight shows strongly in the deposition of
Shankar,a 65 year old purohir
I have seen 5 or 6 Kumbhs. I have not yet discovered why this mela was stopped. The
saheb did not send for the chaudharis of Brahmans and consult them. Never a fair was
dispersedbefore the parbi [bathing dayl.... Mere was great mar dhai [chaos] in the mela.
There was no bandobast[order, system] about any matter.100
In the light of this statement it is interesting to discover that the memorial of complaint that
initiated the inquiry was drawn up and signedat two panchayatsof the local pandas, following on from
the agitation in Lahore and Calcutta. Mulchand, a school master, was responsiblefor the composition
of the memorial, but it was framed under the auspicesof the chaudharis of the religious professions.
The first panchayat was held at the Jawalapur residence of Suraj Mal Jhanjhanwala. Khub Chand,
sarpanch of the pandas, convenedthe secondpanchayat at Kankhal. Potential witnessesamongst the
pandas who did not attend either panchayat were later sought out for their support and signature. Tle
inquiry viewed this as further evidence of conspiracy, rather than as a reassertionof the customary
forms of authority and decision-makingthat had beenignored during the dispersal.
Shankar's statementabove also points to a senseof disorder, all dw was proper and natural al
a religious gathering had beenrepudiatedby the unprecedentedintervention of the authorities. Jai Dyal
Gir, a 60 year old Gosain from Hardwar, protested that 'the meta was dispersedby mir pit [beating].
Such afat I never saw before. I saw three or four Kumbh melas, but I never saw such an atiat as at the
Mahavarunifair. '101 A trader from Amritsar who kept a shop in Hardwar likened the dispersal to 'the
102
And a panda who saw his jajmans chasedaway by sipahis in the midst of a
Delbi'.
massacreof
ceremony for their ancestorsbemoanedthat: 'Never such a zulunt took place. ltdidnottake
even underMuhammadannde.'103

99 Evidence Lekha. 30 Aug. 1892, ibid.
of
100 Evidence
of Shankar, 3 SepL 189Z ibid.. no. 76.
101 Evidence Jai Dyal Gir, 4 SepL 1892, ibid.
of
102 Evidence of Sannuý4 SepL 1892. ibid.
103 Evidence of Mahesh.panda of Jawalapur, 29 Aug. 189Z ibid., no. 71.
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Ile inquiry ought to have confirmed the government's worst suspicions about these men of
religion. T11eywere sufficiently familiar with government institutions not to be in awe of their
workings and they were independentenough of statepatronageto be able to question the governmenes
priorities. The charges that the pandas constructed showed that they expected the authorities to be
hostile to them and their religion. For example, to argue that Muslim sipahis were used extensively in
the mela dispersal was not so much an attack on Muslims, but rather on the government; in its
perceived lack of sympathy with Hinduism it was seen to have gone out of its way to humiliate the
104
Similarly, a charge that sipahis had trampled on p&tdas [offerings
Hardwar.
priests and pilgrims at
to one's ancestors]was not an accusationof carelessnessagainst the authorities but one of their intent
to convey deliberateinsult.
The inquiry seemedto take this hostility for granted, although, as noted above. it discerned its
origins in short-term, material grievances. It also accepted without question that the pilgrims'
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resistance
priests and traders were not the only ones to feel any loss, that together the pilgrims and the residents
of Hardwar shareda perspective of the mela which the authorities had violated. It ought not to have
been surprising that organized protest was forthcoming only from the men who had had some dealings
with the local establishment. Tle statusof those pilgrims who did appearbefore the inquiry - Purýjabi
bankers,traders,and zamindars - supportsthe contention that the massof pilgrims, cultivators from die
Punjab and the upper NWP, would not have come forward to express their grievances in a fonnal
setting. This does not mean that they felt the insult less. Ilere is little doubt that the priests distorted
the actions of the authorities at the nw1a,but it does not follow, however, that they also misrepresented
the sentimentsof the pilgrims who experiencedthe dispersal.

The administration

seeks allies in reform

Although the NWP Governmenthailed the inquiry's findings as a vindication of its actions at
the mela, its subsequentapproachto diseasecontrol at fairs was much less aggressiveand self-asswed.
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the evacuation work. 'Report regarding certain complaints'. p. 90.
105 A. W. A. Pope, District Supt of Traffic on the Oudh
and Rohilkhand Railway, 22 Sept. 189Z UPSA,
NWP&O General, A progs Mar. 1893, no. 77. file 511 B, box 64.
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Upon receiving the inquiry's report the government set up a committee, presided over by the Sanitary
Commissioner, but composed chiefly of 'respectable Hindu gentlemen' to advise the authorities on
106
improvements
Hardwar.
introducing
In the early days of sanitary
at
sanitary
palatable ways of
reform the Government of India had hoped to enlist men of this class to dissuadetheir unenlightened
fellows from undertaking life-threatening pilgrimages, but the NWP Government uncovered such
hostility to this proposal that it refused to pursue it beyond the initial enquiries. 107 In 1892 the
programme was less radical: an attempt to work within the tradition of pilgrimage rather than to
changeit Erornwithout. Neverthelessthe authorities could still not divest themselvesof their mistrust
108
Of the Hindus selectedto serve on the 1892committee not one was a
local
of the
religious claws.
Hardwar man: Lala Nihal Chand, the Muzaffarnagar banker and landholder who had sat on the initial
committee of inquiry; Rai Pramoda Das Mittra Bahadur, Assistant Professor in the Anglo-Sankrit
Department of BenaresCollege and renowned 'conservative' Hindu; 109 Kunwar Ram Singh of Bara,
Allahabad; Babu Durga Parshad.of Farukhabad; and Pandit Het Ram, one of the largest landholdersin
1
10
district.
Bareilly
the
The committee was empoweredto call upon 'one or two principal residents' of Hardwar who
might have special knowledge of the subjects under discussion, but eventually fifteen pandas and
106 Resolution
no. 3201 of 189Z 12 Dec. 1892, UPSA. NWP&O General, A progs Mar. 1893, no. 80. file
511B, box 64.
107 R. Simson, Secy to Govt NWP, to Secy to G.
of L (Home), no. 1212,13 Mar. 1868, IOR, NWP General
P/438/32, A progs I Aug. 1868, no. 144,14 Mar. 1868. The Commissioner of Benares reported of his
gentleman informants that: 'LA>oking on pilgrimage and bathing at certain times and places as highly
meritorious, of course they could not recommend any one to fail in such duties merely for fear of diseaseor
death.' A. Shakespear,Cow Benares. to Secy to Govt NWP, no. 220,28 Nov. 1867, ibid., no. 130,18 Apr.
1868. In Cawnpore the Hindu gentlemen reacted with similar abhorrence. Ile Magistrate wrote that: 'They
all treat [pilgrimage] as a religious matter, and look upon the suggestion to avoid attending these fairs on
account of fear of sickness as wicked in the extreme, death to the older ones at such places being their
summum bonum, leaving nothing to be desired on their own or their relations' part. ' W. S. Halsey, Magte
Cawnpore, to Conir Allahabad, no. 169,23 Nov. 1867, ibid., no. 163N. 27 June 1868.
108 The attitude of J. Sladen, Magistrate of Saharanpurduring the 1879 Kumbh Mela, provides an extreme
illustration of the general opinion. Sladen wanted to ban all the extraordinary melas at Hardwar like the
Kurnbh because of the threat posed by cholera. He did not think that the pilgrims would have many
objections and, as for the priests: 'Persons like the Brahmins of Jawalapur. who net a large income from
pilgrims coming to the fair, would4 of course, not like the Kumb stopped. They are simply extortionists, and
'
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1879'. by J. Sladen. Magte Saharanpur, 30 Apr. 1879,10R. NWP&O General P/1458, A progs Feb. 1880,
no. 64.7 Feb. 1880.
109 PramodaDass Mittra was of a Bengali Kayasth family which had settled in Benares in the late 1700s. He
had broken with the family tradition of landholding and service to the Benares Raja in accepting the post at
Benares College, although eventually he was to resign in disappointment at not securing the Professorship
there. He was a Fellow of Calcutta and Allahabad Universities and an honorary magistrate. The Kayastha
Samachar, IV, 1901, pp. 92-3.
110 Pandit Het Ram
was a Kayasth, formerly Diwan to the state of Rewa under the Awadh government. He
in
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Rs.13,000 in revenue on their estates. He also had a large banking business and owned many houses in
Bareilly city. Both and his son, Rai Kanhaiya LAI, were honorary magistrates. H. R. Nevill. Bareilly: A
Gazetteer (Allahabad, 1911ý pp. 66,102.
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mahants were consulted, of whom over half had given evidence against the authorities in the earlier
inquiry. 1II Ile Hindu members of the committee sought out the very men that the government had
hoped to exclude; clearly they did not feel that they possessedthe requisite authority amongst Hindus
to recommend by themselvesthe changesthat the government wanted. And although the report was
essentiallya technical one, with details of the engineeringwork neededto increasethe flow of water at
the Har-ki-pairi Ghat and to deependie Bhimgoda tank, they appendeda memorandumhighlighting the
difficulty of their dual role as unofficial servantsof the govermnent and representativesof Hinduism.
They stressedthat their duty had been a 'sacred' one. aimed at improving the welfare of millions of
Hindu pilgrims, and they pleadedth=

our wise and paternalgovernmentwill never, in future, find it advisableto order a
of pilgrims that gatherhere,
prematureand forcible dispersalof the large assemblage
which, as the government justly recognizes. cannot fail to cause distress and
112
annoyance
...
The alterations to the tank and ghat were openedby the new Lieutenant Governor, Sir Charles
Crosthwaite, on the evc of the 1893 Dikhauti Mela. After the undisguisedhostility of his predecessor,
Sir Auckland Colvin, to all forms of Hindu agitation, Crosthwaite was seen to understand that
Hinduism had been bruised by the Hardwar affair. 17hroughoutthe preceding months, Colvin had
steadfastly argued that the pilgrim had only themselvesand their seditious leadersto blame for their
troubles at the dispersal. Neverthelesseven Crosthwaite incurred some hostility with his speechat the
Har-ki-pairi Ghat, urging the local priests to donate money to the cause of sanitary reform at
Hardwar. 113 Hindu observers recognized that behind Crosthwaite's proposal lay the same old
suspicion that aU priests sat on hoards of ill-gotten money, and several newspapersreminded the
government that the traditional patrons of religious institutions were secular leaders. Lala Suraj Mal

III The
eight men concerned were: Mahant Saran Das, Mahant of the Akhara Udasi. Kankhal; Mahant
Brahm Narayan, mahant of another akhara of Udasis at Kankhal; Lala Govind Jao, zamindar of Kankhal;
Sarup Lal, panda of Jawalapur; Mahant Pancharn Gir. Gosain of Hardwar; Lala Ram Parshad. Khattri
moneylender and municipal commissioner of Hardwar; Sardar Khub Chand, chaudhari of the pandas of
Kankhal; and Mahant Balwant Gir, Gosain and municipal commissioner. The committee also called upon
SardarParmaNand. chaudhari of the Jawalapurpandar, SardarPrabhuLal, a'petty'sardar of the pandas, Sardar
Ganga Saran; Panda Suraj Mal; Panda Chhanga Ram; Lala Jawahir Singh; and Mahant Ghanshiam Puri of
Bhimgoda. Report of Committee set up under Resolution no. 3201 of 1892,11 Jan. 1893. UPS& NWP&O
General. A progs Mar. 1893. no. 83, file 511B. box 64.
112 Hindu Members Committee to Chief Secy to Govt NWP&O, 10 Jan. 1893, ibid., no. 85.
of
113 Lucknow's Hindustani agreed with Crosthwaite that no government had ever been so liberal as the
British in handing out money for the sanitary improvement of pilgrimage sites, but it argued that the
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Hindustani, 19 Apr. 1893, SVN 1893, p. 159.
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Jhanjhanwalaand the Maharani of Balrampur were both praised for their exemplary contributions to
Hardwar's improvementfund.114
A more cautious approach was being followed at other pilgrimage sites also. Increasingly,
Hindus were invited to advise local officers on the administration of Hindu fairs, and Muslim managers
1
15
However the consultative role offered to Hindus was not so much
Hindu
ones.
were replaced with
an attempt by the government to elicit help as an attempt to shift some of the blame for unpopular
administration from its own shoulders to those of the pilgrims' co-religionists. thereby reducing the
apparent'anti-Hindu' characterof its mela management.
From 1883 the European officer in charge of Allahabad's Magh Mela took advice from a
116
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natives',
and control over the selection of the advisers,however, was expected to remain in government hands.
After the 1885 Magh Mela the Commissioner of Allahabad advised his Magistrate to select only men
'of the old fashion, not of the young Bengali clique' for the advisory committee, thus underlining the
government's fear of the city's expanding class of Hindu professionals, future supporters of the
Congressin the NWP. 117 It was difficult advice to follow, however. Allahabad's many lawyers, its
busy printing pressesand its skilled municipal politicians, soon ensured that a position on the mela
subcommitteewas something sought and gained independently of the patronageof the local officers.
Although the administration had createdthe role of Hindu adviser it rapidly acquired a value of its own.
Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya was the politician who best illustrates this. A sometime teacher,
editor, publicist and lawyer, of a conservative but not very distinguished Brahman service family, he

114 Rahbar, 8 Apr. 1893, Bharat Jiwan, 17 Apr. 1893, Aktar-i-Hind, 5 May 1893, SVN 1893,
pp. 141.152.
177.77he Magistrate of Saharanpur, Mr Holmes. reported that the pilgrims were very pleased with the
improvements. but he omitted to mention whether any of them perceived a link between the new works and
the doubling of the pilgrim tax to two armasper head. W. Holmes, Magte Saharanpur,to Comr Meerutý no.
721,24 July 1893, UPSA, NWP&O Misc., A progs Feb. 1894, no. 45aýfile 432B. box 695.
115 The
most prominent example of this comes from Allahabad where, from 1886, the management of the
Magh Mela was entrusted to a Hindu tahsildar. Before this the Muslim kotwal had run the mela, and although
his experience and skill marked him out as excellent for the job, the Joint Magistrate in overall control of the
fair recommendedthat a Hindu would be a more suitable appointment. A. Macmillan, Jt Magte in charge of
Magh Mela, to Magte Allahabad, 21 Mar. 1885, UPSA, NWP&O General, A progs July 1885. no. 8. rile 372,
box 46. In recommending the change the Macmillan omitted to mention the long-running campaign against
the Muslim manager of the mela that had been conducted by Hindu traders and municipal politicians in
Allahabad. C.A. Bayly, Local roots of Indian politics: Allahabad, 1880-1920 (Oxford, 1975), pp. 106-7.
116 T. Benson, Offg Magte Allahabad4 to Offg Comr Allahabad, no. 221/L. F.
May
IOR.
1883.
-43.25
NWP&O General, A progs July 1883, no. 4,28 July 1883. In this first year there was one Muslim Sayyid
Madad Ali, on the municipality's mela subcommittee, but by 1885 it was entirely Hindu in composition. A.
Macmillan, Jt Magte in charge of Magh Mela, to Magte Allahabad, 21 Mar. 1885, UPSA. NWP&O General, A
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117 A. J. LAwrence, Comr Allahabad, to Secy to Govt NWP&O, no. 3898/213,5 June 1885. IOR. NWP&O
Misc. (General) P/2450. A progs July 1885. no. 6. rile 372.
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was not 'respectable gentleman' material. But he was an extraordinarily gifted politician, for thirty
years the mainstay of every Congress organization in Allahabad. He served long terms on the
municipal board as an elected member and on the Provincial Legislative Council, and he patronized
numerousHindu causes: cow protection, the Nagri script, Hindu education - especially his cherished
BenaresHindu University - and orthodox Hinduism. 118 From the mid-1890s he frequently servedon
the meta subcommittee, his pronounced sympathy with the pilgrims' objectives earning him a
grassrootslevel of popularity in Allaliabad that few contemporary politicians could match. In effect,
the pilgrims were his ideal constituency. Bulý surprisingly, he was also a success with the local
authorities. By 1909 he was one of the two most prominent meta advisers and clearly he was
uppermost in the Magistrate's mind when that officer suggested that some of the subcommittee's
members be 'more formally'
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multiplicitous Hindu interests Malaviya embodied the spirit of the meta in the late-nineteenthcentury,
a time when Hindu revivalists of all kinds sought a patch of ground and an audience at the sacred
confluence. And as both a conservative Hindu and a politician skilled 'in the Western style' he
exemplified the uncommon abilities and sympathies needed to bridge the two very different sets of
. ities of the pilgrims and adniinisa-ationat the mela.

A more cautious approach:
Ile

the plague in the Hardwar

Union, 1897-98

NWP Government's cautious implementation of anti-plague measuresin the Late1890s

illustrates most clearly the tempering of its early self-confidence in diseasemanagement. The NWP
Government had few of the unhappy experiences of the Bombay authorities. Certainly the plague
posed the biggest threat in Bombay and Sind and the anti-plague measuresthere probably reflected a
senseof desperationnot felt by authorities in the other provinces. But the NWP authorities also had a
history of popular resistance to sanitary reform. Throughout the plague years the lessons of the
Hardwar mela dispcrsalwere never far from mind and Sir Antony NfacDonnell,the LieutenantGovernor
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119 H.M. R. Hopkins. Magte Allahabad. to Comr Allahabad,
no. 587,15 Mar. 1909, UPSA. UP General, A
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from 1895 until 1901,was preparedto state openly that the eradication of plague had to be subordinate
to the political contentmentof the pop"on.

120

When the government's first set of plague regulations was issuedon 12 February there was an
uproar at the vague definition of the powers to be allowed to plague-workers. Fears were expressed
about the invasion of homes,the segregationof patients in plague hospitals, the seizureof corpses,and
the many opportunities for the violation of women. In newspapers and at public meetings it was
stressedthat the government's preventive measureswere worse than the diseaseitself, that a case of
plague in a family would be affliction enough without the ruinous humiliation that would follow from
121
implementation
the
of the plague rules.
Ile

government had to listen to the complaints, not least because the people loudest in

protest were the very ones to whom it looked for support in its social administration, the 'respectable
native gentlemen'. These were the men whose self-respectwould be most imperiled if their families
fell victim to the plague rules. Wisely, the government made a virtue of a necessity and, advertising
its readiness to attend to legitimate grievances, took advice from 'a number of leading l4indu and
Muhammadanlandownersand residents' to help it remodel the regulations. Given the identity of these
advisers- nearly all of them Rajas and Nawabs - it is not surprising that the new regulations, issuedon

120 The 1900 Magh Mela
went ahead despite the presence of plague in Allahabad district. Explaining this
decision to the Government of India the Lieutenant Governor recalled 'the excitement which prevailed at the
stoppage of the Hardwar Mela in Sir A. Colvin's time', further observing that 'even an outbreak of plague
would not be so serious a matter in the present conditions as the discontent among Hindus which would in all
probability be the result of prohibiting so important a religious gathering as an Ardh-Kumbh Mela at
Allahabad.' Secy to Govt NWP&O to Secy to G. of I., no. 2C/449C, 8 Jan. 1900, UPSA, NWP&O General, B
progs Jan. 1900, no. 8. file 449C. box 12. It comes as no surprise that it was MacDonnell who should make
this assessment. His term of office as Lieutenant Governor was marked by a repudiation of the old policy of
conciliating the Muslim landlords and government servants and an attempt to win back the sympathies of the
Hindu majority. which he feared had been alienated by long years of concessions to the Muslims and the
obviously cosy relations between the government and Sayed Ahmed Khan's Aligarh clique. It was
MacDonnell who made Nagri a legitimate script of official communication. requiring Indian government
servants to be able to work in both the Nagri and the Persian scripts. And it was also he who fixed communal
quotas for employment in the government services: no more than three Muslims were to be appointed for
every rive Hindus. Both moves disadvantaged traditional Muslim service families. and the Nagri resolution
of 1900 was a particularly sweet victory for the Hindus who had long been campaigning against the
ascendancyof Urdu in government offices. Robinson, Separatism among Indian Muslims, pp. 424. Several
reasons have been advanced for MacDonnell's drive against the Muslims in the NWP. Robinson suggests
that his early service in Bihar during the Wahabi crisis of the 1960s and '70s prejudiced him against the
community. Moreover, he viewed the NWP's administration as cliquish, corrupt and backward. Ibid., p. 43,
n. 4. J.R. McLane has pointed to MacDonnell's Irish Catholic background which was said to have given him
a natural sympathy with the cultivating classes vis-1-vis zamindars. This manifested itself in Bengal in the
1885 tenancy legislation and in the NWP in his antipathy to the long-standing 'Oudh policy'; in each case
he was concerned to stabilize agrarian relations and halt the political alienation of the majority of the
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121 Dahdab-i-Qaisari, 6 Mar. 1897, Hindustani, 10 Mar. 1897, Rahbar, 8 Mar. 1897. OudhAkhbar, 13 Mar.
1897, Jami-ml-Ulam, 14 Mar. 1897, Azad, 12 Mar. 1897, Bharat Awan, 22 Mar. 1897. SVN 1897, pp. 166,
182,183.199-201.
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26 March, differed from the old chiefly in their reduced impact on the raises.122 Poor plague sufferers
would still have to be carted off to segregationhospitals and their hovels demolished. Wealthy victims
could be segregatedat home and, in the event of a serious outbreak of the disease, they would be
allowed to erect hospitals for the exclusive use of one casteor sect. In short, 'respectablenatives' were
to be subjectedto no harsherrules than thoseapplied to Europeans. Of broaderrelevancehowever were
the tighter controls on the police and the much more prominent role offered to local notablesas a buffer
between the actions of the state and the reactions of the people. 11ey were to assist and advise the
123
interaction.
Even though most of the
plague-workers and educate the people at all points of
material gains were for a privileged few, the new rules did seemto easepeople's fears. The concessions
were an official acknowledgementthat the priorities of Indians differed, and differed legitimately, from
those of the state. In this sensethe new rules were meaningful to all of the NWP's population.
Ironically it was at Hardwar, the sceneof so many innovations in sanitary administration, that
the plagueregulations received their most prolonged trial. Plague was first detectedthere in April 1897
during the Ardh Kumbh Meta. Strict measureshad been imposed to prevent its importation into
Hardwar- the examination of road and rail passengers; the segregationon Rauri Island of pilgrims
from plague-infected areas; and the provision of a large number of sanitary police to report illness.
When plague was discovered in a lodging-house in the town the authorities decided to examine all the
pilgrims upon departure as well. The medical checks and the segregation were reported to have
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122 Resolution
no. 211/XVI-404B. 26 Mar. 1897, IOR. NWP&O Sanitation P/5126, A progs June 1897.
no. 236. In the resolution it was explained that the Lieutenant Governor had worked with a committee which
had included Maharaja Sir PartabNarayan Singh of Ajudhia; Raja Sir Muhammad Amir Hasan Khan; Rana Sir
Shankar Bakhsh Singh; Nawab Agha Mehdi Hussain Khan; Nawab Mumtaz-ud-daula Fai az Ali Khan of
Pasahu; Raja Tilsaddiq Rasul Khan; Raja JagmohanSingh; Raja Jai Kishan Das; Honble Babu Sri Ram. Rai
Bahadur, and Chaudhri Nasrat Ali. Two maulvis and two pandits, all well-known. had attended the meeting as
expert advisers'. and representationswere received from a host of other Rajas also.
123 For
a summary of the differences between the two sets of plague regulations see R. Nathan. The Plague in
India, 1896,1897 (4 vols., Simla, 1898), 14pp. 247-62. The new rules paid particular attention to the fears
of the abuse of women. promising that only female doctors could demand to examine a woman Or enter the
women's quarters of a house. The principle of compensation for the destruction of property was admitted
also, but it was left to the Magistrate's discretion to award payouts to those whom he thought would suffer
severehardship as a result of the loss of a hut or clothing.
124 Mid.,
pp. 268-70. Fear of the authorities' power was more often suggestedthan expressed. One of the
first cases detected was that of a convalescent Brahman woman. a lodging-house manageress. The Sanitary
Cornmissioner reported that: 'One of her sons was a panda, whose clients were principally Sindis. Both
mother and son denied that any people had come from Karachi, Sikkur or other infected centre lately; but
their statements were evidently worthless. They feared that the lodging-house in which the mother lay. and
in which the son's Sindi clients stayed, would be closed. IMe whole family was segregated.and the ordinary
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After the mela the government prepared to tackle the plague head on. It was essentialto the
successof the campaign that the locals should believe that the government was trying to help rather
than to harassthem. More than anything else therefore the government wanted to keep Hardwar open
to the pilgrims to avoid a repetition of 1892's unhappy events.
On 28 April Sir Antony MacDonnell came to Hardwar to meet with the municipal
commissionersand the mahants (headsof the asceticakharas) of the town. The Union's two thousand
pandas, its largest occupational group, were not represented at the meeting; even in a crisis the
government was not able to suppressits antipathy to them. Ile gentlemen who were in attendance
promised every help in evacuating the one muhalla that was thus far beset by the disease. This was
125
from
the residents.
effected without any obvious resistance
Two small bathing festivals on 31 May and II June were not banned, but would-be pilgrims
were warned about the unpleasant conditions that awaited them. No railway tickets were issued for
Hardwar or Jawalapur and those pilgrims who did manage to get there had to submit to the now
dreadfully familiar medical examinations. AH the lodging-houseswere closed and the pilgrims had to
live in a segregationcamp outside of the town. They were escortedto and from the bathing ghat and
126
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several newspaperscommenting drily that the government had set about its objective intelligently, as
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But here the government had run into some resistance. Ile pandas complained that the
stoppageof the railway booking was tantamountto closing the fairs. Lacking pilgrims to guide or to
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house their income from the melas had plummeted, and so they pooled their resources and paid for
Pandit Gopinath of Lahore to return to Hardwar in his well-rehearsedrole as defenderof Hinduism.128
Gopinath exhibited a fortuitous senseof timing: his arrival in mid-July coincided with the lifting of
the ban on ticket salesto Hardwar and the announcementthat plague had been eradicated. Nevertheless
he stayedto found a SanatanDharm Sabhaamongstthe pandas, declaring an intention to improve their
129
intellectual
Although the government believed that it was Gopinath who was
moral and
abilities.
leading the pandas and not vice-versa, it was the pandas who had taken the initiative: they recognized
Gopinath's political skilis and were prepared to pay for them. The Sabha, like the panchayats in
Hardwar in 1892, seemsto have been an attempt by the pandas to reasserttheir position in the local
community at a time when they felt that the government was intent on cutting them off from their
supporters. Underlying all their actions and complaints was the very strong suspicion that the
governmentwas intent upon doing them harm.
In spite of the pandas' unhappiness,other Hindus expressed themselves pleased with the
government's anti-plague measuresand the municipal board passeda vote of thanks to the officers
130
in
the
engaged
plague eradication.
In September plague victims were discovered at Kankhal, a mile distant from Hardwar.
Although the Union had been thoroughly disinfected in die preceding months the diseasehad survived.
This secondoutbreak was worse than the first and the measuresadopted were correspondingly severe.
Becausethe guiding principle was to keep Hardwar open to the pilgrims a cordon was placed around
Kankhal, and free egressand ingressprohibited. Of the five hundredpandas who lived in Kankhal two
hundred were instructed to move to Hardwar if they wished to continue servicing their pilgrims. The
remaining pandas, less Erequentvisitors to Hardwar, were advised to depute their businessto men not
residentin Kankhal. Several 'respectablenative gentlemen' were exemptedfrom the travel prohibitions

128 E.F.L. Winter, Magte Saharanpur,to W. H.L. Impey, Secy Govt NWP&O, 12 Nov. 1897, ]OR, NWP&O
to
Sanitation P/5126, A progs Dec. 1897, no. 141. Winter believed that the pandas had bought Gopinath's
services with a gift of Rs.2500 that they had received firom the Jammu state. A gift of the same amount had
been received at the end of June from the Kapurthala state, the Jammu one following shortly thereafter.
Usually the gifts were divided up equally, Re.1 to eachpanda.
129 Ibid. Winter,
who was no fan of the pandas. insisted that the other Brahmans of the three towns, the
mahants, the mahajans and the landowners all distrusted the pandas and rejected the Sabha's attempts at
association.
130 Copy
of paragraph no. 21 of proceedings of an Ordinary Meeting held by the Hardwar Union Municipal
Board on 7 Aug. 1897, IOR, NWP&O Sanitation P/5126, A progs Dec. 1897, no. 4.
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in recognition of their assistance to the government in these difficult times.131 As each muhalla
reported a case of plague it was evacuated, the people shutting up their houses and moving to
temporary plague camps on the town's outskirts. By 4 November 1897 aU of the town's 6-7000
people had beenmoved out. There had been51 reportedcasesof plagueand 38 deaths.132
If not exactly happy, the people of Kankhal did not flout the government's orders.133 Again
it was the pandas who did not hesitate to show their irritation. They had been coaxed into the drastic
anti-plague measureson the understandingthat by their sacrifice Hardwar would remain accessibleto
pilgrims. But, with the approach of the somvati amawas and karfik purnmashi melas on 25 October
and 9 November respectively, the government again stopped railway booking to Hardwar and
sm-roundingstations. Ilie pandas angrily accusedthe government of breaking its promise to keep
Hardwar open and Gopinath dashedoff a telegram to MacDonneU warning of widespreaddisaffection
134
Hindus.
The telegram frightened the local authorities. They did not think that
the
amongst
Gopinath accurately reported Hindu sentiment but they dreadedhis abilities as a religious activist and
they wanted him silenced. Tle Magistrate, E.F.L. Winter, wrote to Gopinath at Lahore and warned

131 They included Lala Govind Jas,
the leading mahajan of Kankhal and a municipal commissioner, two wellknown hakints, the leading chaudhari of the bazaar and several 'learned pandits'. E.F.L. Winter. Magte
Saharanpur, to G.R.C. Williams, Conir Mecrut, 30 Sept. 1897, IOR, NWP&O Sanitation P15126. A progs
Dec. 1897. no. 87.
132 Nathan, The
plague in India, 1. pp. 276-9. At this time although scientists could identify the plague
microbe in rats and humans they did not understand the means of its transference from one species to the
other. Ile discovery of the rat flea's crucial role as plague vector was still a few years away. Without this
piece of the diseasejigsaw puzzle attempts to control the spread of plague were necessarily experimental.
Plague microbes appearedto survive in clothes and bedding. so that all of these were subjected to thorough
disinfection in a solution of perchloride of mercury, often ruinous in the case of fine silks, pashmina
woollens and delicate embroideries. Grain and sugar were exposed to long hours in the sun. There was
disagreement about the efficacy of the removal of thatched rooves and the limewashing of houses, but the
govenunent preferred to err on the side of caution and in Kankhal these measureswere vigorously pursued. As
every scientist accepted the value of evacuation in beating the disease it formed the cornerstone of the
government's anti-plague efforts.
For the role of rats, rat fleas and rail-transportation in the spread of plague in India, see I. J. Catanach, 'Plague
and the Indian village, 1896-1914'. in Peter Robb (ed.). Rural India: kind, power and society under British
rule (London, 1983), pp. 21643.
133 Magistrate Winter
was happy with the level of cooperation he received. He thought it particularly
significant that the townspeople volunteered to surrender their Ramlila celebrations. E.F.L. Winter, Magte
Saharanpur. to W. H. I. Impey, Secy to Govt NWP&O, 28 Sept. 1897, IOR, NWP&O Sanitation P/5126, A
progs Dec. 1897, no. 85. However there is some evidence that the people pursued what petty evasion of the
rules that they could. In mid-December, just before the proposed re-occupation of Kankhal, the Joint
Magistrate discovered that inner rooms in 39 houses had been stuffed with bedding, clothing, jewellery and
household utensils from many houses,bricked up and then plastered over in an elaborate attempt to avoid the
unwanted attentions of the disinfecting teams. E.F.L. Winter, Magte Saharanpur, to W. H.L. Impey, Secy to
Govt NWP&O, 19 Dec. 1897. IOR, NWP&O Sanitation P/536Z A progs Aug. 1898, no. 11. In view of the
people's many hardships - they were not to return to their houses until 15 February 1898 - the govemment
decided not to prosecute anybody for attempting to frustrate the work of the plague officers.
134 Telegram from President Hardwar Hindu Sabha to Private Secy 1A Govr NWP&O, 6 Nov. 1897, IOR.
to
NWP&O Sanitation P/5126, A progs Dec. 1897, no. 134.
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him to keep out of Hardwar. Then he went to the pandas on the Sabha's committee and advised them
to put asideGopinath as their leader if they ever wished to regain the government,s trusL135
As much as the government wanted to believe that GopinaLh'swas a lone voice of discontent,
the evidence suggestedotherwise. Winter put it to the pandas that they had been duped by him, an
interpretation they readily accepted. The Commissioner, G.R.C. Williams, was less sanguine: faced
with an angry Magistrate of course the pandas would profess ignorance of the telegram and blme the
136
Gopinath.
Even Winter had found that in spite of lengthy talks with the Kankhal people
absent
there were somewho could not be persuadedof the good senseof closing mil trafflic to Hardwar. The
'more respectableand better educatedclasses'acceptedWinter's arguments,but others insisted that the
government was deliberately reducing their income by depriving them of patrons. At Jawalapur the
pandas observedthat 'though the railway was openedwhen there was no fair, it had beenclosed during
the last four fairs of any importance, and from this they gathered that in future all fairs would be
stoppedif there were any excusesof illness anywhere.'137 Winter dismissedthesecomplaints because
they were inspired by concernsabout income and not religion. But in Hardwar whose very livelihood
was religion the two were hardly separableand it was not just the pandas who dependedupon the
pilgrims. It was unwise to treat the grievancesof the pandas as selfish and unrepresentative; as at the
mela dispersal inquiry in 1892they were voicing worries that otherssharedbut darednot express.
This was amply borne out at Jawalapur, by far the largest of the three towns, when plague
appearedthere in February 1898. This time the people bucked at the anti-plague measures. They had
seen the sufferings of the people in Kankhal and Hardwar and were determined to avoid as much
as possible. Casesof plague were not reported until all the neighbourshad had a chance
unpleasantness
to shift their property into uninfected localities. At night people crept away from Jawalapur acrossthe
fields. By day women and children wearing two or three setsof clothes carried out discreet amountsof
household property to nearby villages. They returned empty-handedand dressedlightly so that after
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135 Pandit Gopinath to Private Secy to Lt Govr NWP&O, I Apr. 1898, IOR, NWP&O Sanitation, P/5362, A
progs Aug. 1898, no. 126; ERL Winter, Magte Salutranpur. to W. H. L Impey, Secy to Govt NWP&O, 12
Nov. 1897, IOR, NWP&O Sanitation P/5126, A progs Dec. 1897. no. 141.
136 G.R.C. Williams, Comr Meerut, to W. H.L. Impey, Secy to Govt NWP&O. Tonfidential', 12 Nov. 1897,
ibid., no. 142.
137 E.F.L. Winter, Magte Salwanpur, to W. H. L. Impey, Secy to Govt NWP&O, 12 Nov. 1897. ibid., no.
141.
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thus avoiding the regulation twelve days in an observation camp.138 In this way Jawalapur's
population of about 17,000 quickly dropped to about 12-13,000. Of these,by the end of March 9,000
had voluntarily moved into camps (built at their own cost) and 2,000 from infected muhallas were
living in governmentcamps. Five hundred butchersand a few other groups of labourerswere the only
139
in
the town.
people still
The government knew that the people's patience was running out and it was anxious that the
140
be
For all but a very few in the Union normal life and
town
reoccupied as soon as possible.
income had been suspendedfor almost a year. Relief works had helped some of the labourersbut the
'respectablepoor' had suffered badly. Moreover, the people had had to bear the costsof whitewashing
their housesand, if they did not want to use the government's facilities, of building private campsand
hospitals. In a very tangible way the anti-plague measureswere felt to be worse than the diseaseitself,
especially when they did not seemto work. For all their privations people in the camps still fell sick
and they still died.
On 30 March 1898, the frustration at one camp culminated in an attack on a Joint Magistrate
and a Surgeonas they tried to remove a sick Brahman to a government plague hospital. The two men
escapedthe angry crowd unharmed, but the incident marked the beginning of the end of the severe
plague regulations. This time the agitation could not be blamed simply on selfish pandas. One of the
principals in the assault was the brother of Parmanand, sardar of the Brahmans and one of the
government's acknowledged community leaders. 'Me closest Gopinath had got to the scene was a
telegram sent from Saharanpurin which he beggedto be allowed to come and representthe grievances
141
Hindus.
The Lieutenant Governor sampled for himself the simmering discontent when he
of the
visited Hardwar the day after the 'riot':
Mhe railway on both sides was lined up by a very excited massof people, some
of whom, although it was 7 o'clock in the morning, bore lighted torches as symbolical of
142
local
darkness
the
officers.
of the administration of the
138 E.F.L. Winter, Magte Saharanpur, to Comr Meerut, no. 1.54,11 Feb. 1898, IOR. NWP&O Sanitation
P/5362, A progs Aug. 1898, no. 62.
139 Surgeon-Lt Colonel SJ. Ilomson, Sanitary Comr NWP&O, to Secy to Govt NWP&O, no. 1297.21 Mar.
1898, ibid., no. 107.
140 The
government did not stop trains to Hardwar for the Varuni and Dikhaud Melas (20 March and 11-12
April respectively); only people from other infected localities in the Punjab and Bombay were prohibited
from buying tickets to the melas. Minutes of a Conference held at Government House on 5 Mar. 1898, ibid..
no. 92.
141 Pandit Gopinath to Private Secy to Lt Govr NWP&O, I Apr. 1898, ibid., no. 126.
142 Minute by A. P.MacDonnell, Lt Govr NWP&O, I Apr. 1898, ibid., no. 123.
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The 'leading men' of the Union were bullied by Winter into surrendering fifteen men
implicated in the anault, two of whom were sentencedto terms of rigourous imprisonment, but this
was more of a face-saving gesture by the government than an indication of things to come. A month
later Jawalapurwas reoccupiedand with the onsetof the hot weather the plague subsided. It returnedto
the Union in the cold weather of 1902-03 and thereafter each succeedingwinter for almost a decade.
Each time it was seenoff by the summer heat, for the government never again attemptedto forestall its
progress with the vigour of its first anti-plague campaign. There was an implicit recognition that the
occasional reappearanceof the diseasewas less of a threat to the region's stability than the popular
resentmentspawnedby harsh anti-plague measures. In 1909 the Saharanpur Gazetteerregretted the
government's abandonmentof the initial attwic
Preventive operations have been confined to voluntary evacuation and disinfection,
together with the destruction of rats, but the people have yet to learn that evacuation to be
143
half-measures
fUtile.
be
are merely
effective must complete and that
It was a churlish acknowledgement that the people of Hardwar had won the right to choose for
themselvesbetweenthe risks of diseaseand the disadvantagesof a prolonged disruption to their ordinary
life.

Accommodation

and resistance:

long-term

pilgrim

reactions to sanitary

reform

By the early twentieth century sanitary procedures at pilgrimage sites were well practised.
Many permanent improvements at mela sites had been effected and a lot of the initial hostility to
sanitary reform seemedto have mellowed. There is some evidence, however, which suggeststhat the
hostility did not disappear, but that the pilgrims developed subtler forms of resistance. In the last
quarter of the century Hardwar's Dikhauti Mela attracted ever decreasingnumbers of pilgrims, even
though the extraordinary melas, such as the Kumbh, continued to be hugely attended. Over the same
144
Hardwar
increased
IA)cal officers concludedthat a)
steadily.
period the annual number of visitors to
the railways gave pilgrims a better opporamity to come to Hardwar at any time of the year, and b) the
stringent conservancy controls at the Dikhauti Melas were encouraging pilgrims to attend the many

143 H. R. Nevill, Saharanpur: A Gazetteer (Allahabad, 1909). p. 40.
144 W. Holmes, Magte Saharanpur,to Conir Mccrut, no. 221/XVIL 7 Mar. 1893, IOR. NWP Misc. (General)
P/4296, A progs July 1893, no. 41. In 1890 trains brougl*a quarter of a million visitors to Hardwar, and yet
the Dikhauti Fair only registered 38,000 visitors. In 1891, however, a Kumbh Mela year. of the 367,000 Tail
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smaller bathing festivals throughout the year that remained relatively unpoliced. But special fairs like
the Kumbh Melas still had the ability to draw the crowds no matter what the conditions. In 1883 the
SaharanpurNfagistratevoiced his opinion that there was
no doubt that the diminishing attendanceis due to the people's dislike of our sanitary
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Often officers basedin Hardwar relayed to governmentrumours that they had heard predicting
an end to the Ganga's sanctity or the demise of the Kumbh Melas, finding in them an explanation for
147
Whilst theserumours were not new their incidencedoes seemto
Hardwar.
the changesoccurring at
have increased towards the end of the century. It is unlikely that they initiated changes in pilgrim
behaviour but they did reflect the anxieties of pilgrims and priests as their gmnd religious occasions
were subjected to ever more intrusions from an unsympathetic state. Overt resistancesecuredlittle
long-term relief, especially as the statewas preparedto back its policies of intervention with the police,
the judiciary and the army. More effective resistancelay in the pragmatic side-steppingof the controls:
the selection of bathing times when there would be less interference from secular authorities in the
relationsbetweenpilgrim, priest and sacredriver.
Other evasivebehaviourincluded the hiding of evidenceof disease,the avoidanceof fairs where
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145 A. H. Harington. Offg Magte Saharanpur, to Comr Meerut. no. 89/XVU, 22 Apr. 1883, IOR, NVVT&O
General, A progs Aug. 1883, no. 20.4 Aug. 1883.
146 E. Colvin, Offg Comr Meerut, to Offg Secy to Govt NWP&O, no. 19C/XVII, 15 July 1882, IOR, NWP&O
General P/1812, A progs Aug. 1882, no. 16,12 Aug. 1882.
147 See, for example, E.G. Jenkinson, Magte Saharanpur.to Comr Meerut, no. 63,20 June 1874, IOR. NWP
General P/53, A progs July 1874, no. 53,18 July 1874. Jenkinson also puts great importance on the new
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kartik purrunashi mela which includes details of the fair managers' attempts to combat the unpopularity of the
latrines. During the plague years both the Hatesarand the Garhmukiesarnselasrecorded low attendanceswhen
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was a sort of uneasy truce between the administration and the pilgrims. If compelled the pilgrims
would abide by the rules but opportunities for evasion of the less popular innovations were eagerly
seized. It shows that the cotenure of the pilgrims and the administration at pilgrimage sites was a
feasible relationship, but not one of empathy.

for his 'great ability' in exposing a number of Hardwar baniyas. G.R. Dampier, It Magte Meerut, to Magte
Meerut, 20 Jan. 1898, IOR, NWP&O Misc. (General) P/5361, A progs Mar. 1898, no. 29b, file 69B.
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THE COST OF REFORM
Fund-raising

at melas and pilgrimage

sites

As the sanitary and safety precautions at fairs increasedin sophistication the question of how
to pay for them pressed more insistently. It was a problem that beset chiefly the very large fairs.
Smaller 'private' fairs, hosted by a zamindar and lasting only one or two days, did not merit expensive
conservancyand policing work. The landholder raised sufficient funds - and any profit for himself from modest fees on stallholders. These were known as baithaki fees, i. e.. fees for sitting room, and
could range from a few pice per stall upto severalarmas. Only occasionally did landholdersin the NWP
149
form
income
from
fairs
land.
Nor were they likely to raise the fees to
of
on their
collect any other
exorbitant levels. Confectioners and ainket-sellers were essential to any fair's success and if a
landholder asked too much of his traders he was likely to see them move off to any of the similar fairs
dotted about the locality.
For many years stall fees served as the backbone of funding for the larger fairs also. They
were sanctioned by custom and, as they taxed the men who made a profit from the pilgrims, many
government officers saw them as inherently just. The collection of thesefees varied from site to site.
At some fairs it was a loose assessmentof a trader's relative value, so that a silversmith paid much
more than an ironseller. Elsewhere there was a charge per foot of frontage, perhaps several rates of
charges,reflecting the desirability of a certain position within the fair. Some stalls were let on tender
150
whilst others were auctioned.
The growth of these stall fees was a haphazard process, rarely sanctioned by the correct
151
Additional income was raised from charges on other forms of land use. The meta
authority.

149 At

one vWage fair in Mirzapur the zamindar used to collect the head of every goat sacrificed to the Dcvi,
and at a fair in Azamgarh district the zamindars took a cess on the articles sold as a zamindari perquisite. I
have found no other instances of landholdm using anything other than baithaki fees to raise income at their
fairs. Precis of replies to Govt. order no. 1911C, 4 Aug. 1890, calling for a list of fairs in each district with
details of any imposts or taxes there levied and the authority for levying of such. UPS,6,, NWP&O Municipal,
file 458A. box 42.
150 At a well-settled site Eke AHahabad. where many of the mela traders had outlets in the
city proper. the
auctioning of sites proved very lucrative for the fair managers. But the local government disapproved of the
practice; it was unhappy that its agency should be caught profiteering at the pilgrims' expense. From 1882
the mela managers were instructed to let all stalls on tender and only to persons of respectable character.
Even so the practice of auctioning the most desirable shop frontages periodically crept back into the mela
management. R. Smeaton, Secy to Govt NWP&O, to Comr Allahabad, no. 857,3 July 1886, UPSA, NWP&O
General, A progs July 1886, no. 19, rile 372.
151 IIC
replies sent to the NWP Government's 1890 circular about mela taxation showed that very few stall
taxes, tolls on animals and carts, etc.. the surplus funds of which were credited to various municipalities,
town improvement funds and nazul funds. had any written authority to back them. In caseswhem the proper
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administrationsat Garhmuktesarand Allahabad both levied fees on private latrines. At thesesites and
at Ajudhia and at Kakora in Budaon district priests paid large sums for the land that they took up to
152
for
their
housing
wealthy patrons at the river's edge.
provide temporary
All of thesemeasuresstopped short of direct taxation of pilgrims; despite their imperfections
the NWP authorities preferred them to this obvious alternative. Once again it was the 1867 Kumbh
Mela at Hardwar that opened up the debate. The Government of India was not yet ready to introduce
legislation that would empower magistrates to levy pilgrim taxes at any site,153 but it argued that
wherevermunicipalities existed and thereforealready possessedthe meansto tax pilgrims they ought to
be encouragedin this by their local government. Ile Government of India believed that pilgrim taxes
were the only equitable way of raising adequatefunds to meet the costs of the long-term improvements
1-54
Already in Bombay Presidencypilgrims were paying tolls
like
Hardwar.
and maintenanceof a site
of one to two armasat the famed tirths of Pandharpurand Jejuri, and by 1869 nearly every Bombay
Collector who had large melas to oversee favoured the extension of pilgrim taxes to his domain.155
But the NWP Governmentflatly rejected the suggestion. 7be enquiries that had beenmade in 1867-68
of Ifindu gentlemenconvinced the Lieutenant Governor that the reintroduction of a poll tax on pilgrims
would be impolitic. Several informants had been quoted as saying that the 1840 abolition of the old
taxes at Gaya, Allahabad, and Jagannath was one of the most enlightened acts of the British
Governmentand many officers had reportedthat a direct tax on pilgrim would be widely misinterpreted

sanction had been obtained, the monies collected often exceededthat specified by the order. Precis of replies
to G.O. 1911C. 4 Aug. 1890, UPSA. NWP&O Municipal. file 458A. box 42.
152 At Allahabad the Prayagwals took
up a lot of land near the confluence for huts in which to house their
most valued clients but they paid heavily for the privilege. The government leased the land for the duration
of die fair at a cost of Re.1/2/- to Re.1/4/- per bigha and then let it out to the Prayagwals at Rs.80 to Rs.150
per bigha, an enormous profit for the government and one heartily resentedby the Prayagwals. In 1886, with
the support of Sardar Lachhman Singh, the mela manager, the Prayagwals petitioned Magistrate Porter on the
matter. promising to charge no rent from the pilgrims if die government agreed to reduce the charges on the
land to Rs.15 or Rs.20 per bigha. Porter was not unsympathetic to the Prayagwals' case but he doubted they
could be trusted to observe the spirit of their undertaking. F.W. Porter. Collr and Magte Allahabadto Comr
Allahabad, no. 403,22 Mar. 1886, UPSA. NWP&O General, A progs July 1886, no. 12, file 372.
Apparently the Prayagwals did not win any reduction in the rates. for at the 1894 Kumbh Mela they were
paying upto Rs.250 per bigha for land near the confluence. Memo. by H.W. Pike, Jt Magte in charge of
Magh Mela, 16 Mar. 1894, UPSA. NWP&O GeneraL A progs Aug. 1894, no. 2c, rile 372.
153 E.C. Bayley. Secy to Govt India. to Actg Chief Secy to Govt Bombay, no. 1510.19 Mar. 1870. NAI,
India Home (Public), A progs 15 Mar. 1870, no. 186.
154 E.C. Bayley. Secy to Govt India, to R. Simson. Secy to Govt NWP. no. 55/3767.21 Aug. 1867,
UPRAA, Agra Comr, Post-Mutiny Records, dept XVII, file 31/1868. no. 75.
155 A. F. Bellasis, Offg Comr Police ND, to Chief Secy to Govt Bombay, no. 1501,2 Nov. 1869; W. H.
Havelock. Revenue Comr SD, to Chief Secy to Govt Bombay. no. 152.27 Jan. 1870, NAI, India Home
(Public), A progs 15 Mar. 1870, nos. 184-5.
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as an infringement of the 1858 declaration of religious tolerance. 77heLieutenant Governor therefore
ruled out the adoption of 'any uniform scheme of taxation' in favour of the existing mish-mash of
funding. He directed that each mela be provided for according to its local peculiarities, although he
156
distinct
for
land
showeda
preference
usecharges.
This rejection of pilgrim taxes produced some funding anomalies. In the following years
many melasdevelopedfund-raising schemeswhich were capitation taxesin all but name. For example,
at Hardwar in 1871 each pilgrim crossing the bridge to Rauri Island had to pay a toll of one anna. As
it had been decided to permit the pilgrims to camp only on the island, and not all about Hardwar as in
former years,every pilgrim should have had to pay the tax. In spite of Ws the goverrunentpersistedin
calling the tax an 'Accommodation Tax' rather than a capitation tax. In 1873 a new magistrate's
carelessreference to it as a pilgrim tax provoked an immediate responsefrom the NWP Government;
although the difference was one of Libelling and not substance,he was ren-dndedthat an accommodation
157
had
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tax
sanctioned,not a poll tax.
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156 R. Simson, Secy to Govt NWP. to Secy to Govt India (Home),
no. 1212,13 Mar. 1868. IOR, NWP
General P/438/32, A progs I Aug. 1868. no. 144.14 Mar. 1868.
157 J. Sladen. Magte Saharanpur,to Offg Comr Meerut,
no. 70,29 May 1877, IOR, NWP&O General P/838.
A progs Sept. 1877, no. 81,4 Aug. 1877; C.A. Elliottý Secy to govt NWP, to Comr Meerutý no. 2154A, 3
Sept. 1873, IOR, NWP General P/52, A progs Sept. 1873, no. 26,6 Sept. 1973.
158 AJ. Lawrence. Magte Agra. to Comr Agra,
no. 11,18 Jan. 1878; C. Currie, Comr Agra, to Secy to Govt
NWP&O, no. 12,30 Jan. 1878, IOR, NWP&O General P/I 136, A progs Apr. 1878. nos. 57,58,16 Mar.
1878.
159 Offg Secy to Govt NWP&O to Comr Agra,
no. 1156.2 May 1981. IOR, NWP&O General P/1605. A
progs May 1881, no. 42,2 May 1881. One officer had long since pointed out the unreasonablenessof the
government's position. Of the 1878 mela Joint Magistrate McMinn had complained that: 'The animals,
vehicles, and men who came along the Agra Toadalso paid nothing. although they received similar protection
and accommodatioruand the said road cost infinitely more to cut and make than the bridge whose transit was
charged four annas.' C. McMinn, A Magte in charge of Batesar FaiA to Magte and Collr Agra, 24 Jan. 1879,
IOR, NWP&O General P/1279, A progs Apr. 1879. no. 13,19 Apr. 1879.
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government's fears about the political impact of direct pilgrim taxation it was an advantageto have a
systemwhereby somepilgrims at a mela were not taxed.

Direct

taxation:

the pilgrims'

response

In the last two decades of the century the bulk of fair taxation was levied directly from
pilgrims - with the notable exception of the monies raised at Allahabad's Magh Mela - but the N"
Government never overcame its squeamishnesson the issue. Taxes on people travelling by rail to
pilgrimage sites, collected by meansof a small surchargeon the ordinary ticket price, were officially
designated 'passenger' or 'visitor' taxes even though they were expressly designed to catch pilgrim
160
traffic.
Was the NWP Government right to be wary of overt taxation of pilgrims? Even though none
of the taxeslevied in the late nineteenth-centurywere anywherenear as high as the onesthat the British
had inherited from the indigenous governments.there is no doubt that capitation taxes were unpopular.
This in itself is an indication that, one hundred years on, a large part of the pilgrim population was
much less wealthy than it had been in earlier times. A pilgrim tax of half an anna imposed at Ajudhia
in 1870 met with strong opposition from some of the town's prominent lEndus, including several of
the municipal commissioners. In the following year the tax was dashed to one pie per head, almost
too low to make its collection worthwhile, and then in 1875 it was abolished at the instance of a
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petition Erornthe Maharaja of Balrampur. 161 However, there is almost no evidence to suggestthat
pilgrims favoured one form of direct taxation over another, bridge tolls rather than capitation taxes,for
example.
Wherever possible there was large scale tax evasion. In unusually dry years when the river
was low at Batesar, pilgrims would ford the Jumna some distance from the fair site and thus escape
162
bridge
Most fairs had bottle-necks at their collection points: pilgrims often
the
tolls.
paying
rushed the barriers and many would get through without paying any tax. At Hardwar in 1885,an Ardh
Kumbh Meta, it was estimated that almost a quarter of the 345,000 pilgrims evaded the one anna
tax. 163 At the much larger Kambh Mela of 1879 half of the five or six lakhs of pilgrims were
thought to have escapedpayment. The Magistrate was at a loss to explain the discrepancybetweentax
receipts and pilgrim numbers. According to his figures a quarter of a million pilgrims must have
pushed past the police, skipped under the barriers, or clambered down into the site by unorthodox
164
When the tax on rail tickets to Benares was introduced in 1895 the railway authorities
routes.
noticed an immediate increasein the number of passengersbuying tickets for the nearby, but untaxed,
destination of Mughal Serai. They would alight at this station and then walk the couple of miles into
Benares,thus avoiding the tax.165
Several things contributed to the unpopularity of direct taxation. Advocates of pilgrim
taxation did not believe that the amount of tax was in itself a grievance. T'hey arguedthat an anna was
a very small proportion of the averagepilgrim's total outlay on presentsto priests and the deity, food
and householdpurchases,and travelling expenses. In 1868 the Commissioner of Meerut insisted that

161 Comr Faizabad to Secy Govt NWP&O,
to
no. 6066,10 June 1896, UPSA, NWP&O Municipal, B progs
June 1896, no. 26, file 198B. box 38.
162 J.R. Pearson. Asst Collr Agra.
to Collr Agra, Report on the Batesar Fair, 1896, UPSA. NWP&O
Miscellaneous, A progs July 1897, no. 4b, file 258, box 8; C.A. Sherring, Officer in charge of Batesar Fair,
to Magte Agra, Report on the Batesar Fair, 1893, IOR, NWP&O Miscellaneous P/4506, A progs July 1894,
rile 258, no. lb.
163 A. H. Harington. Magte Saharanpur, to Comr Meerut,
no. 102,15 Sept. 1985, UPSA. NWP&O
Miscellaneous, A progs Jan. 1886, no. 2, rile 283, box 9.
164 Memorandum in
re Hardwar Fair, 1879, J. Sladen, Magte Saharanpur, 30 Apr. 1879, IOR, NWP&O
General P/1458, A progs Feb. 1880. no. 64,7 Feb. 1880.
165 'Notes
and Orders', UPSA, NWP&O Municipal, A progs Dec. 1896, nos. 1-9, file 179B. box 37. As late
as the 1930s similar tactics were adopted by pilgrims travelling to Mathura and Brindavan. Pilgrims would
buy tickets to untaxed stations en roide to either destination and then walk or take buses for the remainder of
the journey. Chairman, Municipal Board Brindavan, to Secy to Railway Board, Simla, no. 313,11 May
1933; Agent, East India Railway Company. to Secy to Govt UP, Iocal Self Govt. 20 Oct. 1933, UPSA. UP
Municipal, rile 421F, 'Taxation of pilgrims at pilgrims centres', box 328.
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half an anna could not be considered a heavy impost when, in his estimation, 'the poorest
person that
attends a great bathing fair pays from 12 annas to Rs. 1/4/- to the Brahmins.'166 However, other
evidence suggests that the Commissioner had not met the poorest of pilgrims. In 1880 the NWP
Government ruled out the possibility of year-round taxation of one anna on foot
pilgrims going to
Hardwar precisely becauseit 'would... virtually... make Hardwar inaccessibleto the very poor.- 167 In
the 1880sJ.C. Oman, a professor at the Government College of Lahore, wrote of a visit his chaprasi
made to the Bhadrakali Mela, the largest fair held within the neighbourhood of Lahore. The chaprasi
took with him a small purse containing four four-anna pieces, in all a rupee. and with this he expected
to propitiate the Devi, buy his food and partake of a few amusements. He walked the sevenmiles from
Lahore to the fair and returned the same way, thus sparing any unnecessaryexpense. Oman,
who
himself went to a subsequentBhadrakali Mela, found that one could obtain sugar-waterfor fi-eefi-ornthe
standsset up along the route and within the fair by charitable persons. Merry-go-round rides could be
had for about one pie. Entry to a theatre-cum-operacost an anna, and somepaintings on moral themes
168
be
for
half
In other words, there was plenty of scopefor a person to
could purchased
an anna each.
experience the flavour of a meld without spending many annas. For anyone on this sort of budget a
governmenttax of one anna.would bite heavily into his spending money.169
Mendicants, many of whom had taken vows not to touch metal, were often troubled by
pilgrim taxes and had to rely upon the charity of other pilgrims to get them through the toll barriers.
The plight of these pilgrims and the very poor at Ajudhia was vividly represented to the 1909
Municipal Taxation Committee:

166 Comr Meerut to R. Simson, Secy Govt NWP.
to
no. 30.31 Jan. 1868, UPRAA. Agra Comr, Post-Mutiny
Records, dept XVH, file 31/1868, no. 75.
167 C. Robertson. Secy Govt NWP&O,
to
to Comr Meerut, no. 2241.19 July 1880. IOR, NWP&O General
P/1458, A prop July 1880, no. 8,24 July 1880. This of course was a tacit admission
on the Government's
part that the taxation already in place was keeping very poor pilgrims away from the Dikhauti Melas in April
and the extraordinary fairs such as the Kumbh and Ardh Kumbh Melas.
168 j. C. Oman. CuUs,
custans and superstitions of India (Delhi. 1972 reprint), pp. 202-7.
169 In 1907 the Deputy Commissioner Garhwal
of
would have sanctioned a tax on the pilgrims who had the
money to travel to the Himalayan shrines, a journey requiring no less than thirty or forty rupees in his
estimation. But he thought it indefensible to tax pilgrims at Ajudhia and Benares 'where thousands of
villagers come in to bathe with only a few annas in their pockets.' V. A. Stowell. Depy Comr Garhwal, to
Comr Kumaon, no. 2907.8 May 1907, UPSA, UP Sanitatior4 A progs Aug. 1907, no. 6. file 293B, box 3.
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We had unanimousevidenceof the strongestdescription from all the witnessesin
Fyzabad,to theeffectthat thousands
duringthe bathing
of pilgrims havebeencompeUed,
fairs of the pastyear,to remainon the othersideof the river, asthey havebeenunableto
170
the
bridge
Lakarmandi
barrier.
pass
The imperfection of collection methods added to the unpopularity of direct taxation. When
arriving at a site most pilgrims would not eat or rest until they had performed some preliminary rituals
and bathed. Theseactivities were often delayed for several hours as impatient pilgrims crowded at the
collection barriers waiting to pay their tolls and to be allowed to proceed to the fair site. Invariably too
there were problems with the collection staff, many of whom were hired only for the duration of a fair
and could afford to demand extra money from credulous and weary outsiders with little fear of their
corruption being detected by permanent government employees. Ajudhia's collection system was
notoriously slack, admitting numerous opportunities for extortion by the temporary collection
171
In 1881 the SaharanpurMagistrate gave up taxing vehicles and animals at Hardwar's smaller
staff.
religious gatherings when he found that 'in the absenceof a proper supervising establishment...too
much opportunity is thereby afforded for peculation.'172
Material considerations aside, however, extracts from the NWP's vernacular newspapers
provide evidence of a more deep-rooteddislike of taxation at pilgrimage sites. Two principles were
commonly invoked: them was a distinct dislike of direct taxation, and a preferencefor land-usecharges,
much as the NWP Government had discernedin the 1860s; and there was resentmentof excessprofitmaking from any form of taxation at melas, especially when those profits were seen to accrue to the
government.
Although the contributors to the newspapersoften differed in their appreciationof government
intervention at pilgrimage sites, unmistakablethemessurface in all of the Hindu papers.173 There Was

170 Report

of she Municipal Taxation Committee, p. 36. IMe committee concluded that in this respect rail
taxation was preferable; it could be safely assumedthat a pilgrim who could afford a train ticket could also
afford an extra anna.in pilgrim tax. Although, as we have seen above, even these pilgrims were prepared to
put themselves to considerable inconvenience to avoid paying a surcharge on their tickets.
171 Ibid.
172 j. Sladen, Magte Saharanpur,to Comr Meerut,
no. 71/XVH, 7 June 1881, IOR, NWP&O General P/1605,
A progs July 1881, no. 39,9 July 1881. Similarly a scheme to fund a mobile conservancy staff in the
Himalayas with bridge tolls on all the main pilgrim routes was repeatedly denied government approval
becauseof fears that the collection staff would cheat the pilgrims and pocket a good deal of the legitimate
proceeds as well. UPSA, NWP&O Sanitation, file 293B. box 3. This file includes the Kumaon
correspondenceon the issue from 1894 to 1907.
173 It
goes almost without saying that newspapers with Muslim proprietors agreed far more readily with
government efforts to control internal pilgrimage activity than did Hindu publications. For example, in
1879 Sheikh Alimullah's Aligarh Institute Gazette lamented that the goventment carried its excellent policy
of religious toleration too far at times. It should have banned the Hardwar mela that year becauseof the risk
posed by cholera; as it did not, lots of people were now suffering unduly. However the Gazette did not
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a ready acceptanceof the state's duty to protect the pilgrim, to afford him every meansto perform his
pilgrimage in comfort and safety. From this premise the state was morally bound to stamp out the
174
However, as the state discovered to its
unscrupulouspractices of priests, traders, and mendicants.
costýwhen it did atterript to control the professionalsat the pilgrimage sites, such as the lodging-house
keepers, there was an angry rejection of its intervention between pilgrim and pilgrim servicer. Ibis
was not mere perversity. For while the state had a duty to protect pilgrims its agenciesof protection,
especially the police, were invariably seen as more corrupt than the men whose activities they were
supposedto be regulating. Thus the conceptof a benevolent state survived, and was often invoked, but
attempts to translate that into reality were often greeted with hostility. Whatever the criticism of the
priests more accusations were always levelled against the police. One example should suffice to
illustrate the government's dilemma.

In the early 1880s, after many years of complaints, the

Magistrate of Allahabad, Mr Robertson, forbade Prayagwals from standing on the platforms at
Allahabad's railway station and fighting over the pilgrims as they got off their trains. 7be police were
instructed to block their entry to the station. But a local newspaper,Sahas, was soon complaining of
the uselessnessof the reform: the police were only too ready to accept bribes from the Prayagwals,it
175
but
it.
did
had
been
It is not
that
the
not only
a new one
alleged, so
original evil still exist
added to

recornmend banning pilgrimage to Mecca, instead suggesting a lesser control of ensuring that all of the
pilgrims had sufficient funds to support themselves on their journey. Aligarh Institute Gazette 3 May 1879,
SVN 1879, pp. 358-9.
174 In 1870 the Mufid-ul-Anam
of Fategarh complained that the police at the Batesar ntela did nothing to
stop either traders from selling adulterated food or aghorpanthis from begging offensively. Muflid-ul-Anam,
17 Nov. 1870, SVN 1870, p. 441. In 1872 a Benares newspaper complained of the extortion practised by
Allahabad's Prayagwals, who were said to grab bewildered pilgrims at the railway station and keep them under
their control for the rest of their time in the city. The writer wanted the government to control the accessof
the Prayagwals to the station and to place a European offw*.
er at the ghats to receive the pilgrims' complaints.
Kavi Vachan Sudha, 23 Apr. 187Z SVN 187Z p. 219. Complaints against the Prayagwals were particularly
common. See Roznamcha, 9 Jan. 1873, SVN 1873, p. 17; Hindustan, 8 Feb. 1890, SVN, 1890, pp. 80-1;
Prayag Samachar, 9 July 1896, SVN 1896, p. 374. For more general complaints about the abuse of pilgrims
at melas by their fellow Hindus see: Benares Akhbar. 27 Mar. 1873, SVN 1873, p. 225; Sahas, 30 Aug.
1882, SVN 1882, p. 563; Prayag Samachar. 28 Jan. 1985, SVN 1985, pp. 76-7; Ram Pataka, I Dec. 1893,
SVN 1893, pp. 548-9; Rahbar, 8 Nov. 1896, SVN 1896, p. 642; Natya Patm Jan. 1897. SVN 1897, p. 34.
175 Sahas, 6 Sept. 1882, SVN 1882, p. 588. For
general complaints about the police, chiefly their readiness
to accept bribes and their 'over-enthusiasm' in crowd control see: Roznamcha, 12 Apr. 1873, SVN 1873, p.
279; Sudarshan Samachar, 10 Feb. 1876, SVN 1876, p. 280; Mashir-i-Qaisar, 2 Dec. 1877, SVN 1877, p.
845; Almora Akhbar. I May and I June 1879, SVN 1879. pp. 362,431-2; Kavi Vachan Sudha, 26 Jan.
1880, SVN 1880. p. 79; Hindi Pradip. Feb. 1880, SVN 1880, p. 108; Sahas, 28 Jan. 1882, SVN 1882, p.
79; Tutiya-i-Hind. 13 Apr. 1883, SVN 1883, p. 354; Rahbar-i-Hind, 26 Aug. 1886, SVN 1886, p. 618;
Nasim-1-Agra, 7 Nov. 1890, SVN 1890, p. 720; Tohfa-i-Hind, 27 Apr. 1894, SVN 1894, p. 183. An article
in Prayag Sanwhar, 19 May 1890, is typical of the tone of many of the chargesmade against the police. The
prohibition on retiring on the plain near the Allahabad confluence was said to be 'an engine of oppression'
in the hands of the police; people were having to bribe the police to avoid being prosecuted for sanitary
offences that they had not committed. SVN 1890, p. 289.
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difficult to seetheextentof the government'sproblemsin attemptingto achievethe idealcombination
176
of patronage
andprotection.
Direct taxationof pilgrims earnedthe governmentfew plaudits,especiallyas the blamewas
seento lie primarily with the policy-makersandnot the flawedexecutive.Not all of the contributors
to the newspapers
were awareof the previousexistenceof pilgrim taxationat Gaya,Allahabadand
Jagannath.But it is ironic that thosewho did know of the 1940abolition of thesetaxesdid not see
Act X astheresultof illiberal evangelicalism,
but asa productof theenlightenment
of anearlierage,a
time in which wiser Britonshadadmittedthat it wasunjustto tax men for performingtheir religious
duty.177 It waswidely felt that it waswrong to tax peopleengagedin their spiritualbetterment.A
furtherpracticalobjectionwasthatpilgrim taxationbecamean 'engineof extortion' in thehandsof the
government'sagents,addinganotherlayer of oppressionto the pilgrim's lot, which, as we havejust
seen,it was the state'sduty to mitigate,not to exacerbate.71us objectionswereraisedagainstthe
taxationof pilgrims at Hardwar,178at the BhadrakaliMela near Lahore,179at Ajudhia,180at the
Batesarmela in Agra district,181and at Benares,on visitors enteringby rail. 182 Ile rail tax at
Benaresprovokedthe most scathingcriticism. In 1893 its rumouredintroduction promptedthe
Hindustanto portraytaxationasa powerfuldemon,boastingof its strengthandforcingpeopleto bow
downto it ratherthanto RarnChandra.The writer hunentedthateventhoughthedemonwas'levying

176 Ile Hindus'
suspicions about the integrity of the police are partly bome out by the observations of
European officers serving at pilgrimage sites. In 1885 the Commissioner of Allahabad argued cogently for
the replacement of the current police manager of the Magh Mela with a civilian officer: 'a thorough
separation of the police and executive arrangementswill of itself go far to conciliate the crowd of pilgrims.
IMey are said to look upon the police, who give out the contracts, as aids and abettors of the contractors [who
were charging exorbitant prices for necessariesin the fair]. It is not an unnatural idea.' A. J. Lawrence, Conir
Allahabad, to Secy to Govt NWP&O, no. 3898/213,5 June 1885, IOP, NWP&O Miscellaneous (General)
P/2450, A progs July 1885, no. 6, rile 372.
177For
papers which denied that pilgrims had ever been taxed see: Rohilkhand Akhbar, 7 Dec. 1867, SVN
1868, p. 10; and Nusseem founpore, 28 Apr. 1868, SVN 1868, p. 226. In 1872 an Allahabad paper, the Nurul-Absar, complained that die taxation levied at the Magh Mela was an infringement of both Act X of 1940,
which ruled that it was improper to levy an impost on religious ceremonies, and the Queen's Proclamation of
1858 which forbade interference with religious practices. Nur-ul-Absar, 15 Jan. 1972, SVN 1872, pp. 29-31.
In April 1874 the same paper attacked the tax of one pie taken from pilgrims at Ajudhia's big Rarnnaurni
mela. Ajudhia, it argued4came wid-dn the spirit if not the letter of Act X of 1840. Nur-ul-Absar, I Apr. 1874,
SVN 1874, p. 130.
178 Rohilkhand Akhbar, 15 Apr. 1871, SVN 1871. 181; Lawrence Gazette, I May 1874, SVN 1874,
p.
p.
176; Hindustan, 19 Apr. 1889, SVN 1889. p. 252.
179 Koh-i-Nur, 20 May 1871, SVN 1871. 252.
p.
Igo Nur-ul-Absar, I Apr. 1874, SVN 1874, 130.
p.
181 Benares ALhbar. 21 Nov. 1877. SVN 1877, p. 831.
182 Bharat Jiwan, 29 May 1893, Anis-i-Hind, 24 June 1893, Rahbar, 24 June 1893, SVN 1893.
pp. 221.
249; Anis-i-Hind, 8 Apr. 1896. SVN 1896, p. 204.
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blackmail' from every pilgrim going to Benares,Lord Shiva and his followers did not rise up against
him. 183

Indirect

taxation:

Allahabad's

Magh Mela as a symbol of the state's cupidity

Protestsagainstthe taxation of tradersat pilgrimage sites were less frequent and there seemsto
have been no objection to this in principle. 194 However many objections were registered against the
collection of excessprof its from tradersand in the caseof the taxation at Allahabad's Magh Mela it was
to this that many of the evils that the government sought to control by regulation were said to owe
their origin. If the government did not charge such high prices for stall space,so the argument went,
then the traders would not be forced to recoup the money by adulterating their supplies and shortweighting their customers. Or, if the Prayagwals; could hire the land for their pilgrim huts at
185
high
to
the
then
they
pilgrims
would not need charge
rents.
reasonablerates
Tle accusationthat the government used the Magh Mela as a source of income was correct.
Only towards the end of the century with the advent of "pensive projects such as the provision of
piped water to the mela site and elaborateanti-plague precautions did the pilgrims seem to be getting
value for money. Before this some of the surplus funds were distributed amongst a number of worthy
municipal causes- the museum. the library, the dispensary and Alfred Park - whilst the remainder,
86
1
often amounting to thousandsof rupees,accruedto provincial revenues.

183 Hindustan, 28 Sept. 1893, SVN 1893, 420. In 1896 the
passengertax was likened by the Anjuman-ip.
Hind of Lucknow to the jizya of former Muslim emperors. The writer warned that persistence with this form
of religious oppression would cost the British their empire as it had Aurangzeb. Anjuntan-i-Hind, 25 Apr.
1896, SVN 1896, p. 230.
184 For
example, in 1867 the Rohilkhand Akhbar opined that it was universaUy held to be proper to tax the
people who profited from the fair rather than the pilgrims. RohilkhandAkhbar, 7 Dec. 1867, SVN 1868, p.
10.
185 Nur-ul-Absar, 15 Jan. and 15 Feb. 1872, SVN 1872, pp. 29-31,96; Sudarshan Samachar. 10 Feb. 1876,
SVN 1876, p. 280; Hindi Pradip, Feb. 1880, SVN 1880, p. 108; Hindi Pradip, Jan. 1882, SVN 1882, p. 77;
Sahas, 28 Jan. 1882, ibid., p. 79; Hindustan, 8 Feb. 1890, SVN 1890. pp. 80-1; Prayag Samachar, 17 Feb.
1890, SVN 1890, pp. 109-10.
186 File 372 (box 46) in UPSA contains Magh Mela
reports for the years 1885-1906. The balances of the
fair's funds fluctuated considerably over these years, sometimes upto Rs.30,000 or more. In 1899 the
expenseof plague precautions saw the surplus drop to Rs.3,000 and in the following year there was a debit of
Rs.11,639. At the Kumbh Mela of 1906 huge efforts to prevent a cholera outbreak produced a shortfall of
Rs.27,524 in receipts over expenditure.
Local officers occasionally suggestedthat the fair's income need not be greater than the money expended
on sanitary and policing measures,but they usually received a frosty reply from the government. In 1885
Secretary Smeaton observed of one such suggestion that 'there appearsto be no good mason for entertaining
Mr Macmillan's view - that the income derived from the mela should not be more than is needed to cover the
expenses. So long as the fair is not in anyway discouraged or hindered. the rates levied are, in His Honor's
NWP&O.
Conir
income.
'
R.
Smeaton,
Secy
Govt
Allahabad, no.
to
legitimate
to
public
of
source
opinion, a
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Someof the complaints registered in the native presswere eventually heeded. The granting of
monopolies to traderswho bid for the sole right to provide a certain commodity in the fair was stopped
in 1883.187 After representationsfrom local Hindus a few small licence fees were abolished in 1886,
188
lotahthose
boule-closers.
However some of the more far-reaching
and
on pinda-sellers and
viz.,
demands,such as the abolition of fees on barbers,and the direction of the surplus funds towards Flindu
institutions were never met. In spite of the government's attempts to clean up its mela administration
a residual suspicion of its intentions lingered. In 1886 the Prayag Samachar complained that the fair's
189
Church.
The claim seems
to
the
them
the
surplus went
government's pet projects, amongst
absurd,but it shows Um the government's actions were perceived as insensitive. There was a readiness
to believe that the government wished Hinduism ill and was set about its demise.190
In the 1880s and '90s the dissatisfaction with the taxation at the Magh Mela and the
disbursementof its surplus funds seemsto have fed upon and fuelled other concems about the mela's
management. Increasingly there were complaints about the 'corruption' of the mela although there is
little evidenceto suggesta burgeoning of immoral or irreligious behaviour in theseyears. There was a
tendency to identify as 'evils' long established features of the fair and to blame Muslims for their
inmAuction. Gambling, begging. prostitution, and even the display of rive-legged cows (sometimes
six! ) were attributed to a novel, malevolent Muslim influence. Muslims were accusedof disguising
themselves as Hindu barbers, ascetics and lotah-sellers, and of inflicting awful pollution on
unsuspecting pilgrims. By implication the British were at fault for not preventing the Muslim
infiltration. In spite of the fact that from about the mid-1880s the government attemptedto reducethe

978/XH-372-2.13 July 1885,IOR, NWP&O Miscellaneous(General)P/2450,A progs July 1885.no. 14.
file 372.
187 T. Benson,Offg Magte Allahabad. to Offg Comr Allahabad,no. 221/LF. 43,25 May 1883, IOR,
NW&O GeneralP/1996,A progsJuly 1883.no. 4.28 July 1883. Articles in SahasandHindi Pradip in the
previousyears had correctly reportedthat the monopoliesgave the successfulbidders the right to set the
priceswithin the fair at any level they liked and to exacta fee from other peoplebringingthe samegoodsto
the site. Sahas,21 Jan. 1882,Hindi Pradip, Jan. 1882,SVN 1882,pp. 48-9.77-8. The monopolieswere
replacedwith a licencefee on all petty traders.
188 F.W. Porter,CoUr and MagteAllahabad,to Comr Allahabad4 403.22 Mar. 1886,UPSA, NWP&O
no.
Miscellaneous(General),A progsJuly 1886,no. 12, file 372, box 46.
189 Prayag Samachar, 17 Feb. 1886, SVN 1886,p. 156. Tle newspapercorrectly identified the other
recipientsof the fair's surplus.
190A similarly fantasticclaim wasmadeaboutthe Batesarmela uponthe introductionof stall taxestherein
1877. The innovationwascondemnedaspressingheavilyuponpoor tradersandbecausethe governmentwas
said to be taking a fourth part of all the offerings at the Shiva temple. IMe latter claim was false but the
writer. who claimed to have attendedthe mela, clearly believedthat it was within the goveniment'slikely
rangeof activities. BenaresAkhbar, 21 Nov. 1877,SVN 1877,p. 831.
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numbers of Muslim policemen on duty at the Magh Mela and to curtail the peripatetic proselytization
191
Christian
issues
The more Hindu participation
of
missionaries the agitation on these
escalated.
there was in the mela's management,either in an advisory or an executive capacity, the more numerous
were the calls for a greater Hindu say. With relatively little change in the content of the mela, a
pervasive Hinduization of its 'spirit' or reputation was underway, given voice to by the numerous
advocatesof Hindu causeswho visited the meld in these years. Cow-protection updeshaks, Aryas,
sanatan dharmis, and supporters of Hindi and the Nagri script frequented the meta, often arguing
amongst themselvesor with the missionaries, but always serving to lift the profile of the mela as a
Hindu event.192

191 In 1886 the
managementof the Magh Mela was transferred from Allahabad's kotwal, then a Muslim, to a
Hindu tahsUdar. This was partly in responseto a long campaign waged by the Hindu traders and priests to get
rid of the Muslim, but it also reflected the government's wish to separate the policing from the meta's
management. At the same time the Commissioner attempted to ensure that there was not a preponderanceof
Muslims amongst the serving officers: 'The officials employed this year. even the police, were almost
entirely Hindus, so that a fruitful cause of complaint has been removed....More attention must in future years
be paid to the police deputed here. and it does not seem necessary that they should all be Hindus. Those
employed at the bathing-ghats should be...but a sufficient number could probably not be got if Musalmans
are rigorously excluded.' AJ. Lawrence, Comr Allahabad, to Secy to Govt NWP&O, no. 3286/85.7 May
1886, IOR, NWP&O MisceHancous (General) P12677,A progs July 1886, no. 11, file 372. In 1897 a local
newspaper complained that die Government of India's 'ban' on Muslim and Christian officers at the fair was
being broken with increasing frequency to the great distress of the Hindus. Natya Patra, Feb. 1897, SVN
1897, p. 111. This paper repeated the complaint in 1901 and again in 1902, SVN 1901, pp. 45-6 and SVN
1902, pp. 226,379. In 1890 the Joint Magistrate in charge of the Magh MeIa reported that, although he was
unhappy with the presence of Christian missionaries at the fair, as their right to be there had for so many
years gone unchallenged he did not think that they could now be removed. However. he stressed that their
activities had to be confined to their tents (stall spacefor them and other religious groups was free) and that if
they attempted to preach outside of their compunds then the authorities would intefere. P. Gray, Jt Magte
Allahabad, to Magte Allahabad, 31 Mar. 1890, UPSA, NWP&O Miscellaneous (General), A progs May 1890,
no. 10, file 372. Complaints about iiiissionary activity are to be found in: Prayag Samachar, 4 Feb. 1889,
SVN 1889, p. 94; Prayag Samachar, 17 Feb. 1890, SVN 1890, pp. 109-10; Ram Pataka, I Dec. 1893, SVN
1893, pp. 548-9; Natya Patra, Jan. 1897, SVN 1897, p. 34; Nalya Patra Extraordinary, Feb. 1897, SVN
1897, p. 129; Natya Patra, Feb. 1899, SVN 1899, p. 81; Natya Patra Extraordinary, 22 Jan. 1901, SVN
1901, pp. 45-6; Prayag Samachar, 23 Jan. 190Z SVN 1902, p. 77; Natya Patra, Feb. 19OZ ibid., pp. III12. See also Rahbar, 28 June 1891, SVN 1891, p. 461, for a complaint about the missionary presence at
fairs other than the Magh Mela.
192 Swami Ala Ram.
a ubiquitous cow-protection preacher, attendedseveral Magh Melas from the late 1880s,
addressingcrowds of pilgrims with the fiery speechesthat were his hallmark. Hindi Pradip, Sept. 1888, SVN
1888, p. 631; Hindustan, 19 Apr. 1889, SVN 1889, p. 252; P. Gray. A Magic Allahabad, to Magte
Allahabad. 31 Mar. 1890. UPSA. NWP&O Misc. (General), A progs May 1890, no. 10. file 37Z box 46. An
1894 edition of Prayag Samachar observed that Ala Ram had first lectured for the Arya Samaj but 'rive or six
years ago' had gone over to the Dharm Sabha taking the cow-protection cause with him. He was said to have
founded several gaurakshini sabhas, including the one at Allahabad, and was seen lecturing at the 1894
Kumbh Mela in the tent of the Dharin Sabha in support of cow-protection. orthodox Hinduism and the
National Congress. He was the recipient of numerous writs for libel, slander and abusive language. Prayag
Samachar, 25 Jan. 1894, SVN 1894, p. 53. Other cow-protection speakers present that year were Pandit
Shiva Sahai Datta of Shahjahanpur,Pandit JagatUjagar of Benares and Babu Sadhu Saran Singh of Gorakhpur.
Godharm Prakash, Feb. 1894, SVN 1894. p. 132. Of the 1901 meta Joint Magistrate Campbell observed that
as usual' the Arya Samaj, the Vidya Dharm Vardhini Sabha,and the Gorakshini Sabhawere given free sites to
position. W. E.M. Campbell, Jt Magte
put up tents. Both they and the local papers complained of their PCOOT
in charge of the Magh Mela, Report on the Magh Mela of 1901. n.d., UPSA. NWP&O Misc. (General), A
progs Dec. 1901, no. 26, file 372, box 46; Natya Patra Extraordinary, 22 Jan. 1901. SVN 1901. pp. 45-6.
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Nita Kumarhasfoundthatin twentieth-century
Benarestherehavebeenfirequent
andrepetitive
callsfor the moralreformof thecity's melasandfestiv" andthatthesecallshaveoftenservedasthe
prologuefor theintroductionof wider,contemporaryconcernsinto the celebrations.71is, sheargues,
is an unextraordinary
reflectionof a festival'sability to be 'currentlymeaningful'.193 For example.in
the 1920sand '30s Benares'sHoli celebrationssawthe customaryobscenitiesreplacedby nationalist
194 Fromthe 1890s,
slogansand the processionsof role-reversalreplacedby nationalistprocessions.
just as in Allahabad,typical elementsof manyBenaresfestivals,suchas gambling.interminglingof
the sexes,raucoussingingandcrudesatiricaldisplaysof the ills of society,wereidentifiedasproof of
the degeneration
of the Hindusandweretargetedfor reform by politically-activelocals. In Kumar's
settingandperiodof investigationthesecalls for reform seemto havepreparedthe way first for the
introductionof nationalistconcernsinto Benares'sfestivalsandthenlater,in theeraof Independence,
concernsaboutclassdivisions. In our slightly earlierperiodandin politically-matureAllahabad,calls
for reformof the Magh Mela appearinsteadto haveheraldeda contemporarypreoccupation
with the
natureof Hinduidentity.
Most of the complaintsabout the Magh Mela's corruption came from papersbasedin
Allahabad.'17heir
proprietorswerelocalpoliticians,alive to thewranglesof themunicipalboardandits
sub-committees,
andtheircontentsoftenreflectedtheconcernsof the merchants
andbusinessmen
who
tradedat the mela. It is probablethat their attackson aspectsof the mela's administrationdid not
mirror theopinionsof the massof pilgrims,andthat theyweremadewith a view to scoringpointsoff
it is significantthat the Magh Mela wasseenas fit territory for
their political rivals.195 Nevertheless
this sort of political competitionwhich, like the argumentsof the Hindu spokesmenat the mela,
enhancedits statusas an exclusivelyHindu event. The mela reflectedthe diversity of the Hindu
revivalist movement,capableof meaningdifferent things to different Hindus,but alwaysdefining
Hindus as a separategroup. And in as much as the governmentwas seento permit 'anti-Hindu'
featureswithin theMaghMela it wasseento opposeHinduismper se. British officerswouldprobably

193 Nita Kumar, The
artisans of Banaras: popular culture and identity. 1880-1986 (Princeton. 1988). pp.
165-200.
194 Ibid., pp. 177-8.
195 See Bayly. The local
roots of Indian politics, pp. 145-76, for a detailed study of the politics of
newspaperownership in Allahabad during this period.
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have preferred that the Magh Mela be seen in terms of its 'objective' needs- sanitation, policing and
financing - rather than its nebulous religious character. But although they could hope to retain
executive control they had no way of tying down the mela's spirit. The government's attempts to win
Hindus over to unpalatableaspectsof its administration with the offer of a consultative role to handpicked 'Hindu gentlemen' endedwith the surrenderof its moral authority over the mela's management..
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MELA

HISTORIES
The above evidence constructs a history of British intervention in fair managementand the

reactions of the Hindus to the changes. But the vitality of a fair dependedvery much upon its local
circumstancesas well as the overarching managementpolicies of the state, and each fair responded
differently to the colonial state's intervention, dependingupon its individual characteristicsand history.
The following study of two fairs, the kartik purnmashi melas at Garhmuktesarand Batesar,in Meerut
and Agra districts respectively, makes this point clearly. It also shows how the nineteenth-century
decline in royal patronage and the rise in middle-class patronage varied in its impact on different
religious celebrations. One did not necessarilycompensatefor the loss of the other. The Batesarmeta,
long a recipient of aristocratic patronage,languished in the late-nineteenth century, heavily reliant on
government support to keep its traditional trade in horsesalive and its temples and ghats in repair. In
contrast, the Garhmuktesar meta flourished, buoyed up by a prosperous peasantry, improved
communicationsand enthusiasticparticipation by the commercial classesof the surrounding sites.

The Garhmuktesar

kardk purnmashl

mela

Garhmuktesarstandshigh on the right bank of the Ganga in Meerut district, four miles below
the Ganga's confluence with the Burhganga. In the mid-nineteenth century its population fluctuated
between seven and eight thousand people, many of them Brahmans.196 In spite of its lack of
manufacturesand trade and its indifferent agriculture the town was prosperous. Many of its two and a
half thousandhouseswere brick built and in good repair and by the 1870s it was connectedby metal
197
Garhmuktesarthrived becauseof its reputation as
Meerut,
Hapur,
Delhi
Moradabad.
and
roadswith
a site of worship of the Ganga. The four main temples in the town were aU dedicatedto the river and
one, Mukteswara Mahadeo,gave the town its name. In the eighteenthcentury Maratha royals had often
worshipped at Garhmuktesarand its holy waters had been carried to every comer of the continent. In
British times it was famed chiefly for its kartik purnmashi mela, the biggest of its many fairs, which

196 In 1847 the population was calculated at 7,168,
rising to 8,781 in 1852. In 1872 the census recorded
7,962 people, dropping slightly to 7,616 in 1901. Of these over rive thousand were Hindus. mostly
Brahmans, and over two thousand were Muslims. The Muslim were not an insignificant community nor a
poor one. H.R. Nevill. Meerut: A Gazetteer (Allahabad. 1904). p. 225.
197 E.T. Addrison, Statistical, descriptive
and historical account of the North-Western Provinces of India,
111,Meerut Division (Allahabad, 1876), pp. 218-19.
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drew several hundred thousand pilgrims, most of them from the districts and cities of Bulandshahr,
Meerut, Muzaffarnagarand Delhi. 198
The mela saw little exotic trade or epidemic sickness so that the Meerut authorities seem
almost to have ignored it until the middle of the nineteenth century. In 1840 it was still customary to
police the mela with sowars provided by two talukdars of neighbouring Bulandshahr, Rai Bahadtir
Singh and Abdullah Khan. 199 But only a few years later it had become 'usual' to employ either a
200
Infantry
from
Native
Police
Battalion
the
British
to
or men
company of
preserve the peace.
estimates of crowd size during these years are vague. However, there was a recognition of annual
fluctuations in the mela population. T'his was normal for all the kartik purnmashi melas; it reflected
the timing of the full moon in relation to the agricultural season. When the full moon fell before the
middle of November the fair was consideredan early one and it was understoodthat attendancewould be
light becausemany agriculturists were either still harvesting the kharif crop or else sowing the rabi
crop. They had neither the time nor the cash to attend. Conversely a late Kartik full moon, one at the
end of November, raised expectationsof a bumper fair in terms of attendanceand trade. An early fair
was also a much shorter event, with those peasantswho could spare the time coming for a day or two
at the most.
By the 1850s local officers were convinced of the increasing importance of the mela and of
Garhmuktesaras a religious resort. Ile Commissioner reported that the 1852 mela was the largest in
201
interest
that
it
'yearly
becoming
In 1867 a settlement
to
the
many years and
of more
people.,
was
officer, W.A. Forbes, found that Garhmuktesarwas attracting investments in sacredland. Voluntary
land transfershad increasedsharply sincethe 1835settlement:

198 To die
east there was always a smaller fair on the Moradabad side of the river. In 1868 this was estimated
to be one sixth of the gathering of 150-200,000 on the Garhmuktesar side. C. Planck. Sany Comr NWP. to
R. Simson, Secy to Govt NWP, no. 202,9 Nov. 1868, in Sanitary Arrangements at the Gurhmoobessur Fair
of 1868 (Allahabad, 1869).
199 Magte Meerut to Magte Bulandshahr, no. 128,13 Nov. 1941, UPRAA, Meerut ColIr, Pre-Mutiny
Records, Judl Letters Issues, 184042, basta 11, no. 2.
200 Offg Magte Meerut to Comr Meerut, 28 Oct. 1845; A Magte Meerut T. C. Plowden, Magte Meerutý
to
no.
277,18 Nov. 1945, ibid.
201 S. Fraser, ComT Meerut, to W. Muir, Secy to Govt NWP, 23 June 1853, Preport
on the Police
Administration in Meerut Division for the Year 185Z IOR. NWP Criminal Judicial P/233/48.21 July 1853,
no. 123.
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In the large estate of Gurhmookhtesur the land is of very little value for
agricultural purposes, yet the sanctity of the neighbourhood has given the ravines and
sandy nullahs about the town a fictitious value. Bankers, tradesmen, and men of all
classes,from all the country round, are now eagerly buying up small plots, enclosing.
levelling, sinking wells, planting gardens,and in some instancesbuilding small summerhouses,in order to have a footing on such holy ground.202
Moreover the interestin the site extendedbeyond that of traditional land-owning classes:
We find the lower classes coming forward as purchasers of land, and in my list I see
enteredblacksmiths,tailors, brick-makers, barbers,gardeners(malees).men who never by
203
in
former
looked
forward
days
becoming
holders
land.
to
any chance
of
Later again, in 1872, the Sanitary Commissioner of the NWP, Charles Planck, observed that
the Brahmans had just completed 'a huge new shewala' in the town. This was a project presumably
conceivedand executedsince his previous tour of inspection there in 1868.204
Statistical evidence, albeit of a very crude nature, also suggeststhat the mela was getting
bigger. Reproduced below are the surviving statistics on attendanceand the sums raised from shop
rents and vehicle tolls, etc., at the mela for the last quarter of the nineteenth centuryý205By 1900 the
authorities were regularly expecting 350-400,000pilgrims at the mela andýexcept for the bad years of
the 1890s,shop rents and total receiptsrose steadily in the latter part of the century.

202 Settlement Report of the District of Meerut, 1865-1870 (Allahabad, 1874), p. 25.
203 Ibid.
204 C. Planck, Fifth Annual Report of the Sanitary Commissioner of the North-Western Provinces, 1872
(Allahabad, 1873), p. 39.
205 Garhmuktesarnever had a pilgrim tax or a censusestablishment under the British; the attendancefigures
were necessarily very crude estimates.
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Garhmuktesar

Table VI:

Year

1867
1868

1869

Bathing
Day

Crowd
Estimate

11 Nov.
30 Nov.

150,000
150200,000

19 Nov.

>300,000

Fair statistics:

Total
Income
(rs-)

Wheel
Tax (rs.)

1867-74 and 1894-1904*

Ground
Rents (rs.)

Rents for
Ghatiya
Huts (rs.)

Private
14bines

507

1870
1871
1872

_

200,000

2,942

200,000

3,737

2,575

1,068

102

275,

5,041

3,468

1,485

87

8,016

4,335

2,324

368

320

1873

5 Nov.

1874

23 Nov.

1894

13 Nov.

1895

2 Nov.

>400,000

9,586

5,933

2,185

414

425

1896

20 Nov.

<200,000

4,946

3,102

1,465

no huts

147

1897

9 Nov.

7,500

4,986

2,121

no huts

316

1898

29 Nov.

>500,000

13,556

8,779

3,507

589

565

1899

17 Nov.

200,000

5,419

2,843

2,128

168

211

1900

6 Nov.

350,000

7,179

3,871

2,726

160

273

1901

25 Nov.

450,000

9,133

6,132

2,375

180

335

1902

14 Nov.

400,000

8,738

5,187

2,677

279

304

1903

5 Nov.

400,000

9,192

4,938

3,219

465

408

3,398

386

373

1
1904

23 Nov.

1
500,000

1
10,052

1
5,869

* 'Memo. regarding Gurhmookhtesur Fair held in 1867', sd. W. A. Forbes, Magte Meerut, 6 June 1868,
UPRAA, Agra Comr. Post-Mutiny Record, dept XVIL file 31/1868, no. 75; C. Planck. Sany Coffir NWP, to
Secy to Govt NWP, No. 82A. 5 Dec. 1869, IOR. NWP General P/438/35. A progs I Jan. 1870, no. 1; H.B.
Webster, Magte Meerut, to Comr Meerut. no. 133,11 Nov. 1873, IOR, NWP General P/52, A progs Dec.
1873, no. 37; F.M. Lind, Comr Meerut, to Secy to Govt NWP, no. 412,18 Dec. 1874, IOR. NWP General
P/54, A progs 9 Jan. 1875, no. 38; Garfunuktesar Fair reports. 1895-1903, UPSA, NWP&O Misc. (General),
file 69B. box 8; W. H. Cobb, Magte Meerut. to Comr Meerut. no. 362,24 Jan. 1905, UPSA, UP Misc.
(General), A progs Mar. 1905, rile 89/1905, box S.

Tle figures suggest that members of the urban middle class frequented the meta more
increasing
Both
latrines
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numerously
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at the mela (people paid to have their own latrine to avoid having to use the public ones) and the
healthy amount received in rents from the local priests. ghatiyas, who erected huts for their wealthier
clients in the 'respectablesuburbs' of the fair's layout, point to this. IMe addition of rail facilities at
the turn of the century to an already extensive mad network further facilitated the attendanceof urban
residents at the mela. The officers in charge of the fair had watched with some trepidation the
introduction of rail to the region for they feared that their receipts from the fair's wheel tax would drop
as the pilgrims opted to come by traiO06 But after two years' experience,first in 1900 when the line
approachedGarhmukw= mid then in 1901 when it went right by the town en route from Ghaziabadto
Moradabad. the Magistrate concluded that 'while the number of pilgrims is increasedby the railway
facilities. the number of personswho travel by bullock carLs,&c., is not less than before.-207 In 1904
a Hapur-Meerut extension was openedin time for the fair and the numbers arriving by train rose from
27,000 to 35,000. Pilgrims from Meerut city probably accounted for the increase as the Magistrate
208
in
[peasant]
'still
his
that
the
observed
pilgrim
prefers to come
own cart,.
Although the trains seem to have catered mostly for urban fair-goers they did offer the
prosperouspeasantan increasedflexibility of travel. The 1903 bathing day was a relatively early one,
viz., 5 November, and a below average attendance was forecast because of the usual agricultural
demands. But the authorities were pleasantlysurprised. The Magistrate, H. V. LovM reported that:

Ilie attendancewasprobablynot lessthanon former years; but morepeoplecameby
train and fewer by carts,for the winter sowingshadjust begun,and neithercould the
cattlebe sparedfrom farm work, nor couldthepeopleafford to spenda weekor moreon
209
theroad.
There is little doubt that the meta's expansion was due to increasedurban patronageand the
general agricultural prosperity of the Upper Doab in the late-nineteenthcentury. Sugarcanecultivation
in Meerut and Muzaffarnagar districts had createda substantial classof prosperouspeasantswho were
able to produce and market their gur independently. Most of the profits of their enterpriseremained in
206 R. Oakden. It Magte Meerut, to Magte Meerut.
TLd, UPSA, UP Misc. (General), A progs July 1902, lb,
file 69B. box 8.
207 Ibid.
208 W. H. Cobb. Magte
and Chairman Dt Board Meerut, to Comr Meerut, no. 362,24 Jan. 1905, UPSA, UP
Misc., A progs Mar. 1905, no. l7a, file 89/1905, box 8.
209 H. V. Lovett. Magte
and Chairman Dt Board Meerut. to Comr Meerut. no. 392,16 Dec, 1903, UPSA, UP
Misc., A progs Feb. 1904, no. I a, file 69B. box 8. Although the total income was up for the year - due,
according to Lovett, to the stricter supervision of shop and hut rents - the receipts from the toHs on vehicles
were down by some Rs. 250.
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hands.
Both Ghaziabad and Hapur, trading towns to the west of Garhmuktesar, were
their own
thriving on Meerut's prosperity. Canal irrigation guarded against the prospect of famine and in bad
seasonsMeerut growers were able to export their produce to other districts at substantialprofits. Prices
and the cost of agricultural labour rose steadily throughout the century leaving the urban poor as the
211
benefit
from
The Garhmuktesar
to
some aspect of the region's wealth.
only class of people not
meta thus had a very healthy population from which to draw its pilgrims. Under thesecircumstances
the government'spatronageof the mela was probably not crucial to its survival and development.
The British taxed stalls at the meta from the mid-1850s. The fair was especially popular with
Delhi traders- confectioners,jewellers, cloth-merr-hantsand brassand ironware sellers- and in 1853 the
Magistrate expectedto raise about Rs.350 from a site tax to pay for basic conservancyand policing. 212
In the late 1860sthe administration of the mela was put on a more regular footing and utilitarian ideals
were identifieAL improved sanitationand reliable sourcesof income. It was characteristicof the British
administration of melas as a whole that officers rarely concernedthemselveswith the religious aspects
213
fair-going
In 1872 a wheel tax was imposed on vehicles entering the mela; it
of
and pilgrimage.
immediately displacedthe shop rents as the main sourceof income for the fair's administration.
Unfortunately the extant fair reports are almost completely silent on the reactions of the
pilgrims to the changes introduced by the British administration apart from the some predictable
commentsabout the difficulty of getting people to use the latrines. However the details of one incident
that have survived hint at the gulf betweenthe government'sperception of the mela and that of the fairgoing population. In 1896 the Magistrate prohibited the erection of the ghadyas' grass huts in the

210 nje
contrast with sugar producers in Rohilkhand could not have been more marked. T'here the peasants
were reduced to a position of dependencyupon the khandsari, a usurious middleman who advancedcash each
season in return for the sole right to peasants' raw produce. Shahid Amin writes of the Meerut situation:
'Most of the total marketed value of the sugarcane produced..jeached the pockets of the average Meerut
peasant without the gur trader or the sugar refiner being in a position to appropriate any substantial part of
it. ' Shahid Amin. Sugarcane and sugar in Gorakhpur: an inquiry Wo peasant production for capitalist
enterprise in colonial India (Delhi, 1984). pp. 57-61. Sugarcane cultivation in Meerut district increased
enormously over the nineteenth century. aided by the development of the Ganges canal system. In 1902 it
accounted for over eleven per cent of the cultivated area and was the district's most important kharif crop. It
was said to be the crop which paid the zamindar's revenue and the peasant's rent. Nevill, Meerut: A
Gazetteer. pp. 40-1. See also Ian Stone, Canal irrigation in British India: perspectives on technological
change in a peasant econoiny (Cambridge, 1984), pp. 328-31.
211 NevilL Meerut: A Gazetteer.
pp. 60-3.
212 E.M. Wylly, Magte Meerutý to C.C. Jackson, Comr Meerut.
no. 17.16 Feb. 1854, UPRAA, Meerut
Collr, Pre-Mutiny Records, Judicial Letters Issued, 1852-54, basta 10, no. 2. The mela stretched for two
miles along the river bank. The site tax was charged at two amas per foot of bazaar frontage.
213 See the
section 'The consolidation of sanitary reform' above for details of the sanitary changes
introduced at Garhmuk* in the IM.
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mela: the risk of fire was said to be too great. The ghatiyas were dismayedat this curb on their
Bramleywas only too happyto seethemloseout to
customaryactivities,but Police Superintendent
thesecularbusinessmen
whoimportedtentsto replacethehuts:
At first there was much prevarication and every objection was raised to the erection of
tents but the contractors did not allow their religious scruples to overcome their senseof
business, and finally completely cut the Ghattias out by erecting an ample number of
214
for
by
being
by
their
tents and were rewarded
enterprise
well patronised visitors.
Bramley's celebration of the triumph of the profit motive over religious prejudice. although
illuminating in its own rightý was premature. The ghatiyas did not give in to die tents as he had
predicted but carried their agitation to the Lieutenant Governor. The government, mindful of the
apprehensionsabout the new plague regulations, preferred to avoid further inflammation of religious
sensibilities and allowed the,huts back into the meta from 1898.215
Ile ghatiyas' stubbornnesswas not out of keeping with the local officers' opinion of them,
but there is someevidence that showsthat it was part of the broader developmentof the mela as a more
consciously Hindu event. As at Allahabad, the meta became a favourite preaching ground for
exponentsof the diverse strandsof Hindu revivalism. In 1896 it was noted that 'the local Sabhasand
Samajs*had each had their tents at the fair and had delivered their customary lectures and recitations.
The Special Branch was informed of their activities. 216 In 1892 a complaint appearedin Meerut's
Devanagri Gazette that Pandit Bishanibar Nath of the local Devanagri Prachami Sabhahad not been
217
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behalf
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illustniting the interest that the Aryas took in the meta.218 Organizations such as thesedependedupon
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support
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214 Percy Bramley. Dt Supt Police Meerut, to Magte Meenit. no. 3468,30 Nov. 1896, UPSA, NWP&O Misc.
(General). A progs Aug. 1997, no. Ia. file 69B. box 8.
215 GA. Dampier, A Magte Meerut, to Magte Meerut. 20 Jan. 1898,10R. NWP&O General P/5361, A progs
Mar. 1898, no. 29b, file 69B.
216 Percy Bramley. Dt Supt Police Meerut. to Magte Meerut, no. 3468,30 Nov. 1896. UPSA, NWP&O Misc.
(General), A progs;Aug. 1897, no. I a. file 69B. box 8.
217 Devanagri Gazette, Nov. 1892, SVN 1892, pp. 449-50.
218 Arya Mitra, I Dec. 1901, SVN 1901, p. 795.
219 The Devanagri Gazette, in complaining of the unjustnessof the ban on the speechesof a Hindi-language
from
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In the late 1890s Muslim management of the meta came under attack. In 1901 the Joint
Magistrate, Mr Oakden, asked a new Hindu Deputy Collector to select the exact site for the meta in
spite of Munshi Mushtaq Ahmad's several years of experience at precisely this task, 'on it being
representedto me that a MuhammadanTahsildar was apt to forget the real object of the gaLhering.,220
Complaints about the management of the meta by a Muslim officer had been circulating for some
years. In 1900, in an article remarkably similar in tone to those which had twenty years earlier railed
against a Muslim's managementof the Allahabad's Magh Mela, the Devanagri Gazette called for a
Hindu officer to be put in charge of the Garhmukiesar meta. It would be his responsibility to stamp
out the imperfections that currently marred the occasion: gambling, corrupt officialdom, and poor
facilities for the pilgrim221
Throughout the 1890s the local priests were in some conflict with the meta authorities. In
1896, in addition to the dispute about the huts, the priests, backed by many of the larger Brahman
community, launchedan attack on the presenceof kebab shops in the fair. There was a strong Muslim
element in the meta - many of the Delhi traders and the mule merchants were Muslim - but the
authorities denied the existenceof any kebab shopsin the fair proper, observing that the onesalong the
road to fair site were attachedto the rear of the substantialMuslim quarter of the town and had always
been there.222 Ile issue of cow-killing and beef sales was again agitated in 1901 when some Hindus
were arrestedfor rioting in the market place over Muslim taking a cow for Bakr Id sacrifice. Severalof
the local priests hired a barrister who was well-known for his skills in anti-cow-killing casesto draw
up a petition on behalf of their detained fellows, protesting that previously cow sacrifice had been
223
'Me Magistrate, H.W.W. Reynolds, decided that cow sacrifice was not an
in
unknown the town.
innovation, but that the decision of the Hindus to agitate against it was. He believed that the Hindus,

the government and the municipality to help it with its educational work and also Rs.50 per month in
subscriptions from well-to-do citizens of Meerut.
220 R. Oakden. A Magte Meerut. to Magte Meerut,
nd. UPSA. UP General, A progs July 1902. no. lb. rile
69B, box 8.
221 Devanagri Gazette, 25 Nov. 1900, SVN 1900, 596. See
also Arya Mitra, I Dec. 1901, and Oudh
p.
Samachar. 7 Dec. 19901, SVN 1901. pp. 795,809, for less strongly-worded comments soubt the
managementof the nw1aby a Muslim officer.
222 Percy Bramley, Dt Supt Police Meerut, to Magte Meenit,
no. 3468,30 Nov. 1896, UPSA. NWP&O Misc.
(General), A progs Aug. 1897. no. Ia. rile 69B. box 8.
223 Pandit Bishan Narayan Das, B. L., for Pandas Basmat Rori, Shunker Misra, Jaggan Nath Joshi
and
Kuragpal Shukul of Garhmuktear, 16 Sept. 1901, UPSA. NWP&O General, B progs Jan. 1902, no. 8, file 171,
box 61. TItis appearsto have been the sameman who acted for the Hindus of Barcilly in the matter of Bakr Id
sacrifices in 1893-94.
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especially the priests who had been most forward in their complaints, were trying to extend the
privileges that they enjoyed in the mela, 'a purely Hindu gathering', to the town itself, which he
224
It is unlikely that the Hindus perceived such a clear
Hindus.
viewed as not especially sacred to
difference between the fair and the town, but it does seem that the big increase in investment in
religious expression in the locality was encouraging the priests to make their town's public character
more obviously Hindu.
The mela at Garhmuktesar flourished in the last half of the nineteenth century.
Administrators, traders and pilgrims would have all come to the same conclusion, in spite of their
differing perspectives. What is most significant, especially when this mela's developmentis compared
with that at Batesar,is the relative unimportanceof the utilitarian nature of the British patronageof the
mela given the presenceof a prosperous host population. 'Me development of the mela's political
character along the lines of Allahabad's Magh Mela also points to the independenceof the mela's
participants.

The Batesar kartik

purnmashl

meta

The Garhmuktesarmela and its sister f,* at Batesarin Agra sharedmany features. In the midnineteenth century Batesar was an agricultural village of some 2,500 people, most of whom were
Brahmans. Its kartiki mela was the biggest for miles around and, as at Garhmuktesar, the pilgrims
225
items
for
household
Whereas the
the
coming year.
combined worship with the purchase of their
Garhmuktesar mela was famous for mules, Batesar was known throughout the sub-continent for its
trade in horses. Further to the west of Batesar there was the Pushkarkartiki mela, near Ajmere. This
had a reputation as a good cattle Market. Between them thesethree fairs divided up many of the kartik
purmnashi pilgrims and a good deal of the livestock trade of the north-westem United Provinces and
Rajputana. Batesar drew most of its pilgrims from Agra, Etawah, and Mainpuri districts and the
princely s=es of Gwalior, Dholpur and Bharatpur.

224 H.W. W. Reynolds. Collr Meerut, to Comr Meem no. 435,18 Dec. 1901, ibid., no. 10. enclosure.
Reynolds pointed out that the Muslim population in Garhmuktesar was quite large and there was a regular
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slaughter
225 In 1877 there
were 1,274 shops at the mela, most of which were selling goods of a mundane nature, e.g.,
foodstuffs, blankets, deshi cloth, trinkets, brass vessels. Statemtn showing ships opened in 1877 Batesar
Fair, IOR. NWP&O General P/1136, A progs Apr. 1878, no. 64,16 Mar. 1878.
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Although bathing on the full moon day was the chief religious act at all the karliki melas, the
principal deity at Batesarwas not the goddessof the Ganga, but Shiva, here worshipped in the form of
the lingam. A centre of Shaivite worship was unusual in this heavily Vaishnavite region and it owed
its continued prominence to the patronage of the local rajas and, during the late-eighteenth century,
Sindhia of Gwalior. Ile BhadawarRajas had a distinct history in the areafrom the early 1600s. Badan
Sinh (d. 1655), who is credited with founding the meta, built the shrine of Batesar Nath, dedicated to
Lord Shiva, in 1646and raised the embankmentof ghats along the bank of the Jurnnathat protected the
226
flooding.
Most of the temples that grew up on the crescentof ghats were dedicated to
from
village
Shiva.227 By the 1780sthe BhadawarRajas held their lands only at the mercy of Sindhia, having been
plundered repeatedly by Maratha and Jat armies. Conspicuous and costly loyalty to the British during
the Maratha wars and in 1857 enabled the family to retain some of its villages and its prestige into the
late-nineteenthcentury, so that in the 1870sand '80s Raja Mahendra Singh of the BhadawarEstate was
seenas the regular visitor of rank to the melaý228
The royal flavour of the mela extendedbeyond the Bhadawar Rajas and Gwalior. As a horse
mart of note the mela had always attractedthe Rajputana and Jat royalty who came to pick out the best
horsefleshfor their cavalry. In the eighteenth century mercenarieshad also sought their horsesthere.
By 1900howeverthe aristocraticelementhad disappearedcompletely. For severaldecadesit had beena
matter of some concern to the British that the native chiefs were more often absent than present. In
1878 one Joint Magistrate, having found 'not a single independent Raja or Nawab' at the fair,
concludedgloomily:

226 H.R. Nevill, Agra: A Gazetteer (Allahabad, 1905). 236.
p.
227 In 1871
the Assistant Magistrate counted 41 temples on the embankment. 39 of which were sacred to
Mahadeo. 'Me embankment itself was said to be 'remarkable'. 1,250 yards of flood barrier with 36 flights of
steps leading down to the water's edge. F. Baker. Asst Magte and Collr Agra, 'Report on the Butesur Fair of
1871', Selections from the Records of Government, North Western Provinces, Second Series, VI 2
(Allahabad, 1872), p. 300.
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that he succeededin covering it with seven maunds weight when the rana of Gohad failed with twenty-one.'
H.C. Conybeare. Statistical, descriptive, and historical account of the North-Western Provinces of India,
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hereditary custodians of the Mahadeo shrines. A small share also went to a Brahman family. F. Baker.
'Report on the Butesur Fair of 1871'. p. 303.
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My own impression is that horse-breedingis not flourishing, people do not care to buy or
breed horses, partly this is due to the decline of the martial spirit, partly to the higher
229
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The 1860ssaw the last of the regular purchasesby princely statesand even thesewere usually
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meta as
once
The changeswere summed up by the officer in charge of the 1901 fair. Although the mela was very
well attended,it was not what it had been:
People who have known the fair for years assure me that its character had completely
changed: ten and fifteen years ago, the ruling Chiefs of Rajputana and the landed
Magnates of theseProvinces arrived with all their retinue and lived in state. T'his year
there was no one of any mark.- all the visitors were hardworking, businessmen come to
drive a close bargainP1
Curiously many of the local officers who lamented the decline of the horse mart seemedonly
half awareof the crippling influence of the purchasing policy of their colleaguesin the army. It was in
the interests of the mi.litary authorities that the best horses be brought to the fair. since the earlynineteenthcentury each Native Cavalry Regiment had sent officers to the mela to buy remounts. With
the decreasein sales to aristocratic and mercenary interests the competition amongst the different
232
horse
fair's
dealers.
But the
attractiveness to the
regiments was necessary to preserve the
government was cheap. It resentedthe fact that its own internal competition pushed up the prices of
233
With remarkable shortsightedness it set about
horses
the
to the advantage of the sellers.
circumventing the elementof competition. In 1885 the purchasersfor separateregiments were replaced
by a Remount PurchaseCommittee which was to buy all of the horses needed for the Bengal and

229 C. McMinn, A Magte in
charge of the Hatesar Fair, to Magte and Collr Agra. 24 Jan. 1879. IOR.
NWP&O General P/I 279, A progs Apr. 1879, no. 13,19 Apr. 1879.
230 In
the 1880s occasional purchases of horses were made on behalf of the rulers of Bharatpur. Gwalior,
Jaipur. Dholpur, Rampur, Dattia. Bhopal, Indore and Tonk. 'Me Maharaja of Bharatpur attended the 1880
mela in person. T. J. Ryves, Dt Supt Police Agra, Report on the Batesar Fair of 1880,25 Feb. 1881, IOR,
NWP&O General P/1605, A progs May 1881, no. 30,7 May 1881; R.S. Aikman, Officer in charge of the
Batesar Fair, to A. J. Lawrence, Magte and CoUr Agra, 4 Jan. 1882, IOR, NWP&O General P/181Z A progs
Mar. 1882; R.E. Hamblin. Officer in charge of the Batesar Fair, to Collr Agra, 7 Feb. 1883, IOR. NWP&O
General P/1996, A progs Apr. 1883, no. 33,7 Apr. 1883.
231 C.A. Mumford. Officer in
charge of the Batesar Fairý to Chairman Dt Board Agraý n.d.. UPSA, UP Misc..
A progs June 1902. no. 4k file 258. box 8. The Maharaja of Holkar had attended the fair in 1899, but he
arrived unarmouncedand without the traditional trappings of royalty. Babu Chandu Lal, Depy CoUr Agra, to
Magte Agra, 2 Apr. 1900. UPSA, NWP&O Misc., A progs July 1900, no. lb, file 258, box 8.
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Mogte Agra to Offg Comr Agm no. 45,20 Mar. 1875, IOR. NWP General P/54, A progs Aug. 1875. no. 26.
7 Aug. 1875.
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Punjab cavalry units. The consequencesof this were compounded by the Committee's preferencefor
seeking out horses in the district before they were brought to the meta. At first the arrangement
seemedto work well. At the 1885 meta there was a satisfactory decrease in the prices paid by the
234
Sensibly, other large buyers of horse flesh, such as the tramway companies, also
government.
took to the districts in advanceof the meta to avoid being done out of the best stock. But the negative
effects upon the meta were soon apparent. The 1886 meta suffered a big reduction in the number of
horsesavailable for purchase.235 In 1890 it was observed that the horse fair part of the meta was very
much shorter than it once had been and that the quality of the horses was generally poor. The buyers
236
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any
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or two.
The disappointmentsof the Remount Agent at this fair were sufficient to send the military authorities
in the following year back to their former system of purchasing the remounts through the individual
237
But the change came too late and after too many other blows to the horse trade; the
regiments.
meta never recovered its reputation for excellent horseflesh. And the government had not proved a
worthy successorto the patronageof the Indian aristocracy.
In 1903 the UP Government observed that the fair was no longer of any practical importance
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(homed cattle, sheep, goats and pigs) had overtaken the horse fair. This is reflected in the extant
statistics, which suggesta fair that was heavily agricultural in flavour. perhapseven more so than the
Garhmuktesar meta. Batesar had fewer urban centres to draw upon than Garhmuktesar; with the
royalty and gentry absentits meta population was remarkably homogeneousand very vulnerable to the
fluctuation
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attendance
demandsof the seasonand relative timing of the full moon. They also show that the meta was very

234 R.E. Hamblin. Asst Colir in
charge of the Batesar Fair. to Collr Agra. 28 Jan. 1886, IOR, NWP&O Misc.
(General) P/2902, A progs Apr. 1887. no. 12. rile 258. Shortly after this the Remount Committee was
replaced by a single Remount Agent.
235 Same
to same, 2 Feb. 1887, IOR, NWP&O Misc. (General) P/2902, A progs Apr. 1887, no. 12, rile 258.
236 Same
to same, 20 Feb. 1891, IOR, NWP&O Misc. (General) P/3829, A progs Apr. 1891, no. 55, file
258.
237 A. Sabonadiere,Officer in charge of the Batesar Fair, to Colk Agraý Report
on the Batesar Fair of 1891,
n.d., IOR, NWP&O Misc. (General) P/4601. A progs July 1892, no. 4, rile 258.
238 J.M. Holmes, Secy to Govt UP, to Comr Agra, no. 1477,24 June 1903, UPSA, UP Misc., A
progs July
1903, no. 8, file 258, box 8.
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badly hit by the run of bad seasonsin the 1890s: 1896,1897, and 1899. Expensive or scarcesupplies
of fodder could ruin the turnout of livestock at a meld populated by peasants.
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Table VII:

Bathing Day
Year

Attendance

at the Batesar Mein, 1873-19020

Head
Count

Year

Bathing Day

Head
Count

1873

5 Nov.

104,209

1888

18 Nov.

112,029

1874

23 Nov.

183,503

1889

7 Nov.

120,517

125,509

1890

26 Nov.

105,551

1875
1876

1 Nov.

90,783

1891

15 Nov.

55,962

1877

20 Nov.

54208

1892

14 Nov.

50,539

44255

1893

23 Nov.

184,258

1878
1879

28 Nov.

35.937

1894

13 Nov.

155.396

1880

16 Nov.

109.090

1895

2 Nov.

157,513

1881

6 Nov.

89,396

1896

20 Nov.

70,537

1882

25 Nov.

126,579

1897

9 Nov.

52,145

1883

14 Nov.

104,934

1898

29 Nov.

107.021

1884

3 Nov.

70293

1899

17 Nov.

78,002

1885

22 Nov.

149,856

1900

6 Nov.

103,258

1886

11 Nov.

132,216

1901

25 Nov.

151,705

1887

31 Oct.

97,089

1902

14 Nov.

90,188

* Magte Agra to Offg Comr Agra, no. 45,20 Mar. 1875. IOR. NWP General P/54. A progs 7 Aug.
1875, no. 26; A. W. Cruickshank, Asst Magte Agra, to Magte Agra. 23 Dec. 1877. IOR, NWP&O
General P/1136, A progs Apr. 1878, no. 59,16 Mar. 1878; C. McMinn, Jt Magte Agra. to Magte
Agra, 24 Jan. 1879, IOR. NWP&O General P/1279, A progs 19 Apr. 1879, no. 3; Pandit Kedarnath,
Depy CoUr Agra, to Magte Agra, 30 Jan. 1880, IOR. NWP&O General P/1458, A progs May 1880.
Fair
Report
Batesar
Police,
Dt
Supt
T.
J.
Ryves,
Apr.
1880;
the
48,24
on
of 1880,25 Feb. 1881,
no.
IOR. NWP&O General P/1605. A progs May 1881. no. 30,7 May 1881; R.S. Aikman. to Magte
Agra. 4 Jan. 1882. NWP&O General P/1812, A progs Mar. 188Z no. 9,18 Mar. 1882; R.E. Hamblin.
to Collr Agra, 7 Feb. 1883, IOR, NWP&O General P/1996, A progs Apr. 1883, no. 33,7 Apr. 1883;
Same to same. 23 Jan. 1894. IOR, NWP&O Misc. (General) P/2205. A progs Mar. 1884, no. 9. Same
to same, 18 Mar. 1885, IOR, NWP&O Misc. (General) P/2450. A progs May 1885, no. 6; Same to
same, 28 Jan. 1886, IOR. NWP&O Misc. (General) P/2677, A progs Mar. 1886, no. 40; Same to
same, 2 Feb. 1887. IOR, NWP&O Misc. (General) P/2902. A progs Apr. 1887. no. 12; Same to same.
13 Feb. 1888, IOR, NWP&O Misc. (General) P/3140, A progs July 1888, no. 11; R. Hollingbery,
Depy CoUr Agra, to CoUr Agra, 16 Mar. 1889. IOR, NWP&O Misc. (General) P/3372, A progs July
1889. no. 3; UPSA, NWP&O Misc. (General), rile 258, box 8.

In spite of its unhelpful tinkering with the horse fair the colonial administration did do its best
to encouragethe meta's development. But, as at Garhmuktesar,official energieswere concentratedon
strictly utilitarian benefits.
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In the late 1860salong with other large melas in the NWP it was subjected to a much stricter
regime of sanitary management,the constant tussling over the use and evasion of public latrines being
the most potent symbol of the government's intentions and the fair-goers' resistance. 7be latrines were
never popular and the most experienced officers in charge of the fair recognized the necessity of
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there were still problems. Officers used to pride themselves upon the low number of 'nuisance'
prosecutions at the meta, usually between ten and thirty. until it transpired that the police and the
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Other attempts by the local officers to improve the state of the fair met with less resistance.
In 1871 the horse fair was for the first time laid out in regular blocks to prevent crowding and
241
confusion and there was an attempt to count the number of animals and people attending the mela.
In 1878 a tax was introduced on stall-holders. This was meant to securea more regular income for the
fair which until then had dependedsolely upon the tolls collected from the traffic over the bridge-ofboats at the Jumna. Joint Magistrate McNfinn recorded no protests from the traders about the new
impost but he complained that he had been unable to relocate the traders so as to get as much money
from them as possible:
The real difficulty in connection with the trade tax was in assigning suitable sites with
good frontage, and in frequentedthoroughfares,to men with valuable goods. In one case.
owing to direct and wilful disobedience,...one entire street on the best quarter was
than
for
the
by
could
not
or
who
would
not
pay
more
neck,
strings
men
selling
occupied
4 armaseach.242
As an officer in charge of a previous mela had observed that each trader returned annuaHyto
the samesite unless forced to change,McNfinn's statementsuggeststhat he behavedwith less than the

239 F. Baker, 'Report on the Butesur Fair of 1871', p. 306; C. Donovan. Offg A Magte Agra, to A. ].
Lawrence, Magte Agrsý Report on the Hatesar Fair of 1976'. IOR. NWPAO General P/838. A progs May
1877, no. 4,5 May 1877; T. J. Ryves, Dt Supt Police Agra, Report on the Batesar Fair of 1880,25 Feb,
1881. IOR, NWP&O General P/1605, A progs May 1881, no. 30,7 May 1881.
240 R.E. Hunblin. Officer in charge of the Batesar Fair, to CoIlr Agraý 13 Feb. 1888. IOR, NWP&O Misc.
(General) P/1340, A progs July 1888, no. 11, file 258.
241 F. Baker, 'Report on the Butesur Fair of 1871', p. 302.
242 C. McMinn. A Magte in charge of the Batesar Fair, to Magte Agra. 24 Jan. 1879, IOR, NWP&O General
P/1279. A progs Apr. 1879, no. 13,19 Apr. 1879.
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requisite sympathy in trying to shift the purveyors of religious items - the rosary sellers - to a less
prominent site in the mela. It is unlikely that the other traders would have assistedhim even for the
243
for
A suspicion that the levying of the stall tax was
better
their own stalls.
site
prize of a
somewhatarbitrary is borne out by the report of the 1897meta. The officer in charge wanted to change
the rating system, having noted that the 'current arbitrary assessment'based on the appearanceof a
244
'undoubtedly
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shop was
1878 also saw the introduction of a schemeof voluntary registration of bullock sales. For an
anna each the buyer and the seller insured themselves against the charge of dealing in stolen cattle
should it transpire that the beastshad not come legitimately to sale. This was a popular measure. In
1981two-thirds of the fifteen thousandsaleswere registered.245
In the early 1880s the government consented to spend some of the fair's surplus funds on
permanentimprovements to the meta site. In particular need of attention were the stepsof the bathing
ghats. Yearly more crumbled away, increasing the danger to the pilgrims. In 1882 Rs.500 were
allotted for ghat repairs, along with another Rs.675 for the building of a new well and two cattle
246
More money for ghat repairs was sanctionedin 1883. Unfortunately the initial attempts
troughs.
to combat the erosion of the Jumna only worsenedthe problem. At the 1886 mela it was noticed that
that the current had been deflected from the damagedghats onto the previously solid and much more
important ghats upon which the chief temple of Mahadeo rested. It was feared that with another rainy

243 Of
the 1871 mela it was noted that: 'Most of the shopkeeperskeep to the same spot ye4trafter year, and
nothing short of absolute necessity would induce them to change.' F. Baker. 'Report on the Butesur Fair of
1871'. p. 301. It had been the intention of the officers in 1878 to put all the same sorts of stalls together in
one area, thus creating metal bazaars, cloth bazaars, etc., within the mela. Shops selling valuable goods
would have to pay more than shops selling common, cheap goods, and within a single bazaar shops in a
better position would pay more than shops in a poorer position. Drapers and jewellers were classified as
traders in valuables and were subject ot a basic Rs.2 tax, whereas the rosary sellers who incurred McMinn's
wrath came under the heading of 'petty shopdeepers'paying only four annas. McMinn had wanted to put the
sellers of the secular valuables in the most prominent spot in the fair, thus permitting an enhancement of
their Rs.2 rate, at the expense of the humble bead sellers. His failure to effect this suggest that there was a
common sppreciation amongst the traders of the right of the bead sellers to be at the forefront of the m4ela.
See Magte Agra to Comr Agra, no. 121,20 Aug. 1878; Classified list of shops proposed for taxation, sd.
R.S. Aikman, Offg Magic Agrit, 20 Aug. 1878, TOR, NWP&O GeneraL P/1137, A progS Sept. 1878, nos. 18,
19,21 Sept. 1878.
244 H. O.W. Robarts, A Magte Agra, to Collr Agra. Report
an the Batesar Fair of 1997, UPSA, NWP&O
Misc., A progs May 1898, no. 156, rile 258, box 8.
245 T. J. Ryves, Dt Supt Police Agra, Report on the Batesar Fair of 1880.25 Feb. 1881. TOR, NWP&O
General P/1605. A progs May 1881. no. 30,7 May 1881; R.S. Aikman. Officer in charge of the Bate-sa Fair.
to A. J. I.Awrence, Magte Agra, 4 Jan. 1882, TOR, NWP&O General P/181Z A progs: Mar. 1882, no. 9.18
Mar. 1882.
246 Offg Secy to Govt NWP&O to Comr Agra, no. 861,16 Mar. 1882, ibid. no. 18. A well and some troughs
had been built during the previous year as well.
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seasonthe river would split open the embankment and flood the fair groun047

Money continued to

be spenton the ghats, but apparently no major work was undertaken for by the early 1900scomments
were filed annually on their state of disrepair. Ile government and the district board were reluctant to
spendthe amount necessaryfor major reconstruction of and for some years local officers hopedthat the
priests might be persuadedto undertakethe repairs. It was generally believed that they collected enough
248
fair
be
foot
bill.
But the priests insisted that the work was beyond
during
the
to
the
able to
money
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Given the decline of the royal patronageof the mela and the dilapidated stateof some
their means.
of their shrines the priests' claim was probably not as hollow as the local officers thought. The priests
probably had suffered a drop in their incomes, especially as there does not seem to have been any
compensatory growth in pilgrim numbers. It was left to the Public Works Department to make the
250
essentialrepairs to the ghats, although not any cosmetic ones to the temples.
During the late 1890sand early 1900s the local officers worked strenuously to prevent the
importation of plague into the mela. Similar methodsto those in operation at Hardwar were employed,
viz., the medical examination and segregation of pilgrims arriving from infected areas and the
restriction on ticket sales to the nearby station of Shikobad. No melas were ever stopped. Rumours
about the plague measureswere effective deterrents to attendanceand they resulted in several small
251
turnouts around the turn of the century.
From this brief history of the mela it would be difficult to argue that it was in decline but it is
possible to seehow it might have appearedso to people who did not judge the successof a fair purely
in terms of its size and stock sales. Local officers believed that the fair was flourishing. There was no
obvious decreasein the numbers attending the fair and there was rarely any sickness. The horse trade
had declined but in its place the cattle trade was booming. The site was better maintained with good

247 R.E. Hamblin, Asst Colk in
charge of the Batesar Fair, to CoUr Agra. 2 Feb. 1887, IOR, NWP&O Misc.
(General) P/2902, A progs Apr. 1887, no. 12.
248 H.M. R. Hopkins, Chairman Dt Board Agra, to Conir Agra, no. 37,2 May 1903, UPSA, UP Misc., A
progs July 1903, no. 7a, file 258, box 7.
249 Same to
same, no. 474,1 Mar. 1904, UPSA, UP Misc., A progs May 1904, no. I a. rile 258. box 7.
250 Same to
same, no. 51Z 17 Feb. 1905. UPSA. UP Misc.. A progs May 1905, no. 23b, rile 13211905.
box 10.
251 For fears and rumours about plague restrictions see: H.O.W. Robarts. A Magte Agra. to Colk Agra,
Report on the Batesar Fair of 1897, UPSA, NWP&O Misc., A progs May 1898, no. 15b. file 258. box 8;
H.M. R. Hopkins, Chairman Dt Board Agra. to Comr Agra, no. 37.2 May 1903. UPSA, UP Misc., A progs
July 1903, no. 7a, file 258. box 7; Same to same, no. 51Z 17 Feb. 1905, UPSA, UP Misc., A progs Mar.
1905, no. 23b, rile 132/1905, box 10.
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wells, troughs and approach roads. The fair's income was secure. But the pilgrims and traders may
have had a different picture. The British had introduced many elementsof control to their meta without
a correspondingincreasein broad-mindedpatronage. Their improvementswere functional onesand did
not include grants to priests or maintenance of the shrines. Ile

disappearanceof the aristocratic

element had reduced the meta's grandeur and the circulation of money in it; in this respectthe British
were poor substitutesfor the Rajputanaand Maratha royalty. The British administration was not harsh
but it was unsympathetic to the history of the meta in leaving the religious interests to fend for
themselveswithout state assistarice.Whereasat Garhmuktesarthis doesnot soernto have causedmany
problems becauseof the availability of urban and agricultural wealth to rill the patronage void, at
Batesar it led to an apparent decline in the glory of the religious institutions. It is significant that the
surviving reports of Batesar's meta make no mention of it as a preaching ground for the defendersthat
populated many of the NWP's other melas. Presumablyoccasionalappearanceswere madeby various
organizationsbut it was unlikely to have proved the sourceof many funds or new supporters.
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CONCLUSION

Hinduism

in the nineteenth

century:

many patrons, many defenders
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Hinduism. as one of the world's oldest religions, is more easily characterizedby referencesto
its timelessnessthan to any innovations in practice. However, the diversity and range of material
gathered here should enable us to draw some general, if tentative, conclusions about the changing
nature of north Indian Hinduism during the late-eighteerith and the nineteenth centuries. Ile primary
conclusion is that there was much greater participation in, for want of a better term, 'Big Hinduism':
in pilgriraages to pan-Hindu sites, such as Hardwar, Ajudhia, Allahabad, Benaresand Gaya;I in the
public and communal celebrationsof Hindu festivals, especially Ramaite ones; and in the exploitation
of the cow as a symbol of Hinduism. This was not simply a caseof upwardly-mobile Hindus tapping
onto a Brahmanic 'Sanskritic' or 'Great Tradition' of Hinduism, becausenot all of the elementscan
be tracedto Sanskritic Hinduism. Much of the inspiration behind the new public festivity derived from
vernacular Vaishnavite devotionalism, tolerant of low-casteism and in some casesdeterminedly antiesoteric. In this way it is possible to talk of the creation of a Big Tradition of Hinduism in the
eighteenthand nineteenthcentinies, welded togetherfrom old Sanskritic traditions of pilgrimage, the rcinvigoration of existing symbols such as the cow, and the appearanceof a new, enthusiasticveneration
'renaissance'
Ram.
Taken
this
therefore,
a
was
not
of Hindu celebration after centuries
as
a
whole,
of
of Muslim oppression,but a fundamentally now expressionof Hinduism in a public setting.
The novelty lay not just in the combination of the different elements of public worship but
also in the type and number of participants. In most instances, the initial acts of inspiration came
from elite groups: at the state level, from rajas, administrators and military leaders. The religious
patronageof these groups was often aimed at establishing their legitimacy as rulers independently of
the Mughal system of royal honours and appointments. It was no accident that the greatestpatrons of

I It is
unlikely that the other pan-Hindu rites missed out on Otis increase in pilgrims. Even the inhospitable
Himalayan shrines of Badrinath and Kedarnath. unlinked by rail with any major urban centre and accessible
only to pilgrims in the summer months, recorded a big increase in the number of patrons visiting them in the
nineteenth century. One hundred years earlier it appears that most of the pilgrims had been professional
ascetics, often in the pay of a royal sponsor, or very aged Hindus who half-expected not to survive their
arduous trek through the melting snows. In 1907. however. an average of 3000 pilgrims a week was
travelling to the shrines at the height of the sununer, for the most part pilgrims of considerable financial
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1907, UPSA, UP Sanitation. A progs Aug. 1907, no. 6. rile 293 B. box 3. The pilgrim traffic had produced a
thriving community of religious specialists in addition to the existing priestly communities at the shrines:
there were challiwala baniyas who combined the Tole of victualler and hostel-keeper. jhampanwalas who
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between Rs.40 and Rs.60 per pilgrim for a journey to the most important shrines. Dharmanand Joshi, Depy
Collr Garhwal. 'Note on the sanitary condition of the pilgrim route from Lachmanjhula to Badrinath'. n.d.,
71895, UPSA, NWP&O Sanitation, A progs Nov. 1895. no. 3, ibid.
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Hindu religiousactivity in the eighteenthcenturyin north India werethe Marathasand the Benarcs
Rajas; neithergroup roseto power via the customaryMughalroutes(althoughonceestablishedthe
MarathascertainlysoughtMughal legitimationof their rule), and neither was ideal Hindu kingship
materialin termsof casteor heritage.11eir patronageof Hinduismincludedpilgrimageto distantholy
sites,the maintenanceof ascetics,temple-buildingand ghat-building at homeand abroad.and the
support of local celebrations and festivals. Locally, the Brahman Peshwas ve an enormousboostto
the Vaishnavite bhakti cult of Vithoba at Pandharpur and the Holkars virtually recreated the cult of
Khandoba, a Shaivite deity, at Jejuri. In their capital of Ramnagar the Benares Rajas set up a yearround industry for scores of people involved in their Ramlila extravaganza.

With this sort of

patronagethe openingsin religious occupationsin the eighteenthcentury were many and lucrative; the
employment available in servicing pilgrims alone was sizable. Add to this the number of ascetics
involved in trade and warfare in the eighteenth century and, as Bayly has shown, Hinduism was a big
'industry'. 2
What is striking about this religious patronage and the occupations it spawned, however, is
the extent to which it was tied firmly to the politics of the day. Hindu warrior ascetics fought for
Muslim nawabs as well as for Hindu rajas. Other ascetics traded and amassedfortunes: a vow of
poverty was no part of their asceticism. Sikh asceticsgatheredat Hardwar or Amritsar before moving
off in war bandsto plunder neighbouring states. At Hardwar, Shaivite asceticsfought off rival Bairagis
and Nirmalas (Sikhs) to claim the right to tax traders and vehicles at the big melas. Religious fairs in
general combined worship with trade and interstate diplomacy.

At the big pilgrimage sites

governments, Muslim and Hindu alike, saw fit to tax the pilgrims, the priests, the barbers and the
traders. And a pilgrim, upon arrival, was greeted not just by a priestly embodiment of religious
authority, but by the tax-collector, the customs officer and the government sealer of lotahs of holy
3
water. 'Me politics of pilgrim tax collection and exemption were basedupon contemporarynotions of
wealth and statusand were able to reflect the host government's relations with other states.
With the decline of the indigenous statesand the rise of the British many of theseties between
religion and state were severed. This was particularly noticeable at pilgrimage sites where the British

2 CA. Bayly, Rulers, townsmen and bazaars: north Indian society in the age of British expansion, 17701870 (Cambridge, 1983), pp. 126-7.
3 Mrs N. Kindersley, Letters from the Island of Teneriffe, Brazil, the Cape of Good Hope,
and the East Indies
(London, 1777), p. 262.
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took on the role of administration but increasingly opted out of the responsibilities of patronage. In a
process which culminated in the 1840s.,50s and 60s, they stopped pilgrim taxation. they withdrew
from the managementof temples, they ceasedto grant religious pensions, and they resumed many
revenue-free grants. Where they could not stop grants to temples becauseof guaranteesgiven at the
time they came to power, they commuted them into revenue-holdings, on the understanding that the
temple authorities would have to manage them themselves. However, much to the chagrin of many
Evangelicals. the withdrawal of state support from Hindu religious institutions did not bring about the
collapse of the religion. In many areasnew patrons sprang up to replace the old ones. They were not
the grand, royal patrons of before, but they had sufficient resourcesto maintain many of the existing
institutions and. in the caseof public festivity, to patronize it on a much grander scale than before. As
we have seen, the priests at Allahabad, Benares.Gaya and Ajudhia had a field-day in the nineteenth
flocked
to thesetirths. Temple-building went on apace,
of
pilgrims
numbers
century as ever-increasing
the result of the rise of strong commercial groups in the urban centres of the north. There were,
however, some institutions to which statepatronagehad been crucial, such as the Batesarmela in Agra
district. Here the decline in aristocraticpatronageproduceda lack-lustre fair. underscoredby the reduced
circumstancesof the local priests and the decay of the temples and ghats. Nita Kumar notes that in
Benaresthe withdrawal of elite support, particularly that of the BenaresRaja. from the Burhwa Mangal
fair was the decisive factor in the fair's demise in the 1920s.4 And Hindu asceticswere on the losing
end of the rise of the colonial state. Although some of the most skilled of Benares's Gosains hung on
as tradersand bankers well into the colonial era, many asceticsin trade and commerceand many more
who had servedthe northern and central Indian statesas mercenarieslost their 'secular' occupationsby
the 1820s and 30s. 'Mere is no evidence that the population of ascetics, many of whom were
Vaishnavite Bairagis, decreasedin this period; if anything their numbersprobably increasedgiven the
absenceof employment under the Company Raj. But almost certainly they pursued a more overtly
religious lifestyle from this date, with perhapsa greaterreliance on alms collection and the donationsof
disciples and more emphasis on their identity as itinerant men of religion. 5 They personify the
severanceof the relations betweenthe stateand religion.

4 Nita Kurnar, Artisans of Banaras: popular culture and identify. 1880-1986 (Princeton, 1988).
p.
5 Some
of the changes inflicted on ascetic communities can be glimpsed in a memorial submitted to the
Govament of India in 1875 by two Shaivite Naga akharas. protesting at a ban on their bathing naked at the
Trimbak Kumbh Mela. The Nagas had been famed as mercenary warriors and much of what underlay this
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Arguably the most important effect of the failure of the British as religious patrons was the
freeing of many religious specialistsfrom statecontrol and the consequenttransferenceof responsibility
for the managementof religious institutions to individuals. It createdan independentpriesthood and a
patronagenetwork that was not tied to the state's ideals and it increasedinternal organizational ability.
The rise of smaller patrons also opened up new arenasof religious activity and new opportunities for
the religious professions, as shown by the upstart groups of riverside priests in Ajudhia and Benares.
rivals to the more establishedtirthpurohits. Nor were such changesconfined to pilgrimage sites-, at a
slightly later stage the pattern of change in pilgrimage was repeatedwith Ramaite festivity in many
towns and cities of the North-Western Provinces.

A move from elite, landed sponsorship to

sponsorship by commercial groups, traders and artisans, involved more broad-basedpatronage and
necessitatedmore internal organization and cooperation amongst the patrons. One of the clearest
examplesof this sort of changecomesfrom Agra where, in 1889, it was reported that there had beenno
Ramula tamashafor the lot four yearsand that the insignificance of its celebration was likely to render
6
Muharram
untroublesome.
an overlap with

Twenty-one years later, in 1910, the Ramlila

performances in Agra city ran from 18 Septemberuntil 23 October and made prominent use of the
bazaarand a special Ramlila enclosure. There was a Ramlila Committee which organized everything,
including the subscriptionsfor the tamasha,the actors, the props, the stalls and the businesshoardings.
There was a printed programme,running to severalpages,which detailed each day's action and called
7
the
'grace
the performanceregularly'.
upon
public to
A report made at the same time by the Criminal Investigation department on 'political
innovations' in Ramlila celebrationsin the urban centresof the United Provinces regrettedthat in most
places 'it is long since the laymen have taken over the managementof the Ramlila from the priests,

specific complaint was their decline in importance to the government of the country. Before the arrival of
the British, they pointed out, they had been courted by the indigenous governments for their military skills
and supported by them. Now they no longer received allowances from the territories under British rule Nagpur had been the patron to fall most recently to the British - and they had to rely upon the support of the
Rajputana royalty only. Although one of the akharas, that of the Niranjunis. was based in Allahabad, most of
the ascetics preferred to live in the independent states and only went into British territory for the Kumbh
Melas. Memorial of the Naga Coshains;to Lord Northbrook, Governor-General, 31 Dec. 1874. NAI. India
Home (Public), B Progs Feb. 1875, no. 16.
6 List
Festivals
Religious
Hindu
which may synchronize with the Muharram UPSA, NWP&O General.
of
'Notes and Orders'. rile 540A. box 33, p. 6.
7 'The
great Ramlila fair, Agra'. IOR, UP General Administration P/8649, A progs July 1911, 'Confidential'.
no. 6.
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did
influence'.
In spite of this, there is
which of course
away with what was a strong conservative
little evidencethat there had beena shift from priestly control of public festivity to lay control. Instead
the change seemsto have been from conservative, rais sponsorship to joint sponsorship between the
businessmenof the towns and artisans and petty traders, who generally pursued a more vigorous and
internally-competitive celebration than the older sponsors. In the above report the men listed as
making anti-British innovations in the Ramlila processions included a railway clerk, an agent of a
vakil, a son of a rich merchant and zamindar of Allahabad, several goldsmiths, a Bengali employee of
the Transport department, a salesmanon a street stall, potters, a kalwar and a halwai. Although the
Muharrarn celebrations in India seem to have had a long tradition of sponsorship by lower-class
Muslims, particularly weavers,this appearsto have beena new development for Hinduism and indeed
may have owed somethingto the older Muslim practices.
The British contribution to an independentHindu tradition was not just a negative one. They
enhancedthe processwith their methodsof communal dispute-solving and their tendencyto strengthen,
through their judicial administration, supra-local religious identities. The definition of rights of public
religious activity was meant to maintain the colonial administrator's independenceso that his solutions
would be seento be impartial. But this further element of the separationof the state from religion, via
the documentationof a community's rights and privileges, gave each dispute an independenthistorical
life of its own. We see this definition of community rights at its most extreme in the Allahabad High
Court's 1887 ruling that a cow was not an 'object' in the context of section 295 of the Indian Penal
Code which ruled it an offence to destroy 'an object held sacredby any class of persons'. There is no
doubt that this ruling materially lessenedthe grounds on which Hindus could hope to see Muslims
convicted for cow-killing, and severalscholarshave stressedthe impetus that it gave to organized cow9
As I have tried to show in Chapter 2, however. the British practice of
protection activities.
establishing rights of public religious activity dated back to the very rust days of their administration
in the Ceded and Conquered Provinces. Far from being novel, the High Court's decision was the
logical, if spectacular,outcome of the British approach to solving communal disputes: the apogeeof

8 'Report
on the innovations in the Rarnlila processions in various districts'. sd H. deL. Ross, Deputy
Inspector General of police, C.I. D., UP, 24 May 1911. ibid.
9 C.A. Bayly, The local roots of Indian politics: Allahabad. 1880-1920 (Oxford, 1975). pp. 111-12; I. R.
McLane, Indian nationalism and the early Congress (Princeton. 1977), pp. 292-4; Sandria B. Freitag,
Collective action and community: public arenas and the emergence of communalism in north India
(Berkeley, 1989), p. 150.
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the codificationof religious rights. What has not perhapsbeenemphasizedsufficiently about the
decisionand the judicial procedurebehind it, is the rapidity with which a disputeoriginating in
Shahjahanpurdistrict acquiredprovincial ramifications. T'his was a markeddeparturefrom preRebellionpractice. Oncethe British abandonedtheir insistenceon local custom,the codificationof
religiousrights andthe consequentdefinition of communityidentity at a supra-locallevel proceeded
apaceIronically, the British, having been largely responsible for the creation of a free-standingclass
of religious specialistsand patrons,then resentedand fearedsuch independenceand demandedthat it bow
to stateauthority. Remarkably, although the independenceof priests and patrons alike was so young,
everybody was preparedto testify to its antiquity and resist 'unprecedented'governmentencroachments
upon their authority. Already in the 1820s and 30s there were tirthpurohits who would insist that
none of their order had ever been taxed, even though half a century before they had beenpaying dues to
pre-British governments. In the 1860sand 70s there were even Hindus who protested that taxes had
never before been levied on pilgrims, although their abolition was a mere quarter of a century old.
Perhapsthe biggest irony of all is that the priests, beneficiaries in terms of independence,wealth and
numbersof patrons from the upheavalsof the eighteenth and early-nineteenthcenturies. should, in the
Late-nineteenthcentury, be seenas the repository of unchangingreligious tradition. With every attempt
of the government to re-insert secular concerns back into religious experience the priests were at the
forefront of the opposition. Given this very obvious creation of dual authorities, the one secular and
the other religious, it is not surprising that the mass of Hindus rejected as religious guides the
government's preferred candidatesfor community leadership: landed. loyal, conservativeraises. Men
such as this may have retained their power in a strictly secular environment., but their authority
diminished sharply once they steppedinto the increasinglyindependentand well-defined world of public
Hinduism. At the pilgrimage and the mela site, and - one suspects- elsewhere also. the priest came
into his own as an embodimentof religious and moral independence.
'Mese trends towardsa more broad-basedpatronageof and participation in Hinduism were not
of course all-embracing. Ile

very act of pulling some people into a group excluded others, most

obviously Muslims, but also Jains and Sikhs. And presumably this was not a one-way process,but
one which, from their side, Muslims, Jains and Sikhs were augmenting. Some steps on the road to
community definition of the Hindus and the Jains are to be found in the Hindu-Jain riots that cropped
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up in the towns and cities of the western NWP in the 1860s, *70s and 80s. when wealthy Jains
vigorously pursued equal rights of procession and public display with Muslims and the wider Hindu
community. In nearly all of theseriots the Hindu protagonists were not defined, either by themselves
or the reporting officers, as 'Hindus'; rather they were Vaishnavites, commonly 'Bishnoees'. This
reflected the contemporary perception of the Jains as a Hindu sectýnot a separatereligious order. But,
at the same time, the fact that Jain processions and Jain temples were seen to offend Vaishnavitcs
suggestshow much narrower and more intolerant the definition of mainstream, urban Hinduism was
becoming.10
If we look forward to the nationalist era and the exploitation of religious symbols in political
propagandait is possible to see how an argument about the growing autonomy of religious expression
and ideology could be used to explain manipulation of simple believers by cynical elites. I do not
think that it was quite as crude as that. I prefer to think that, over the nineteenth century, the
componentof religion in community and individual identity was magnified until it was large enough to
stand alone for considerableperiods as an indicator of identity. And that this, when combined with the
adoption by lower-class Hindus of public religious display and religious symbols as markers of their
independencefrom the economic and social elites in their own community, madereligious identity an
ideal vehicle for both celebrationand protest.

10 1
rind
that
think
could
evidence of similar defining processes going an between Hindus and
one
would
Sikhs in the Punjab. Richard Fox's work throws considerable light on the creation of a SikhISingh identity
in the late-nineteenth century but I suspect that he places too much emphasis on the role of the British in this
process and does not allow for longer-term developments, such as the changes in patronage and religious
indigenous
decline
the
of
that
state authority and which I think were crucial to the
accompanied
organization
creation of 'big' religious traditions. See Fox's Lions of the Punjab: culture in the making (Berkeley, 1985).
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Glossary of Indian

words used frequently

in the text

alir

whosecustomary
a memberof a Hindusub-caste
aretendingcowsandseHingmilk
occupations

allxra

a Hindu monastic order; a gymnasium or club. esp.one
which promoteswrestling

alam

die
banner
standards
copies
of
or
standard;
a military
in Imam Husain's army on its ill-fated march to Karbala
which are carriedout at Muharrarn

hagh

a garden

Bakr Id

Muslim festival on the tenth day of the Islamic month
Zil-Hija, commemoratingHazrat,Ibrahim's (Abraham)
intendedsacrifice of his son Ismail and Allah's subsLitution of a sheepfor the youth; Muslim families observethis festival, one of great rejoicing, with the
sacrifice of a goat or a sheepor, in pre-Independence
India, a cow; the meat, when prepared,is sent as a gift
to relations and neighbours

baniya

generally, a member of the trading community of the
Hindus; baniyasbelong to the third varna. of the caste
ordering, the Vaishyas

Bharat 1ýfilap

a processionstagedafter the Ramlila drama,representing the return from exile of Ram and his family to
Ajudhia

chabwra

a standon which wiyas are displayedduring
Muharram

chaprasi

a couner or messenger,usually a public servantand
often armed

chmdhayi

a chieftain or headman,esp. of an occupadonalor
professionalgroup; soinetimesalso called sardar

chauk

a square,a central marketp1we

chauddar

a watchman,esp.one employed to guard a certain
ward or locality in a town

darshm

a sight, a view; esp. in context of Hindus U&ing
darshanof an idol

Awn

the
correct observanceof religion,
order,
religious
religious duty

dharnuhala

for
free
accommodation
pilgrims
providing
rest-house

idgah

Id prayersareoffered
a placewherecongregational

Id-u]-Zuha

Bakr Id q.v.

bnambarah

prayersareoffered
a placewherecongregational
duringMuharram;taziyasareoftendisplayedthere
beforeburialon 10Muharrun

imli

indica
a tamarinduw, TamaTindus
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gangajal

water ftom the Ganga,holy water

Gangaputra

lit. son of the Ganga; a riverside priest at a northern
pilgrimage site, esp. in Benares

gau

a cow

gau kurbad

cow-sacrifice

gau kushi

cow-slaughter

gaurakshini
sabha

a cow-protectionsociety

ghat

a flight of stepsleading to a landing or bathing place
on a river bank

ghadya

a riverside priest at a pilgrirnage site; often conducts
ancestorrituals

hahvai

a confectioner

hund

a banker'snote

jajtwn

a patron; in Hindu religious setting, patron of the
sacrifice

Ir,achcha

raw, unripe, crude,impermanent

kanungo

an official who maintainsthe recordsof production
and revenuecollection at the level of a pargana

kasai

a butcher

kazi

formerly, a Muslim law officer and regiswar, a muchreducedposition underthe British

kos

a distanceof approximately two miles

kotwal

chief officer of police for a city or town; superintendent of the markets

kotwali

chief police station in a city or town

mahajan

a Hindu moneylenderor financier, esp.a large one

mahant

headpriest of a Hindu monastery,math, or monastic
order,akhara

ma1guzar

a farmer of the revenue

mandir

a temple

masjid

a mosque

math

a Hindu monastery

maulvi

a teacherof Islamic thought and principles,
a Muslim scholar

mela

a fair, a gatheringof many people
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muchalka

a bond,personalsurety

muhalla

a ward,a suburb

mukhtar

an agent,anattorney

nad

a river,a stream

namab

a Muslim ruler, a title of respectand authority for
prominent Muslim gentlemen

pakka

strong, fim, solid; esp. with referenceto a building

palU

in
in
idols
c4uTied
often
were
procession
a palanquin;
for
die
preserved
and
paUdsspecially constructed
swred duty

panchayal

an independentcourt or committee of arbitration

pmda

a Hindu priem often a temple priest or a riverside
priest at a pilgrimage site

pandit

a learnedpersonor scholar, usually a Brahman; often
usedby the British as a generic label for Hindu priests

P09=

an areaof revenueadministration. one size below that
of a tahsil

pathshala

a Hindu school in the indigenous style

phal

lit. fi-uit; benefits obtainedby Hindus from correct
worship, pilgrimage, etc.

pinda

a sphericalcake of rice or grain usedas an offering to
one's ancestors

pipal

a large, long-lived fig tree, Ficus religiosa, sacredto the
Hindus

rais

a member of the nobility, high-ranking, cultured
people (either Hindu or Muslim)

Ramlila

lit. the play or pastime of Ram; the ten-day celebration
in Asvin (September-October),culminating on Dasehra
day, of the life of Ram as related in Tulsidas's Ramcaritinvolve
the
public reciL& and the
celebrations
manas;
stagingof episodesfrom the epic, the most spectacular
being that of the tenth day when Ram and the monkey
generaLHanuman,are depicteddefeatingRavan, the
ten-headedking of T-ankaand abductorof Ram's wife
Sita

Ramnaumi
(ramanavtwm)

9th
lunar
in
day
Rain
birthday
the waxing
on
of
the
fortnight of Chaitra (March-April); Hindus mark the
Ramayana
the
fasting,
festival
of
and
readings
the
with
darshan of the god, either in a temple. or in procession
through the streetswith Lakshmanand Sita

razLý

a compromise
anagreement,

samaj

a societyor organization
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saris&idar

head
Indian
the
esp.
or
record-keeper,
a registm
is
in
charge
who
office
or
collector's
officer of a court
of the public recordsand official documents

shankh

Hindu
during
worship
sounded
often
shell;
a conch

shikhar

a peak, esp. a pinnacle on a Hindu temple

shivala

a temple dedicatedto Lord Shiva
European
by
Indian
power.
a
employed
an
soldier
i. e., a 'sepoy'

tahsil

below
that
size
one
administration,
an areaof revenue
of a district

zahsiUv

an official in chargeof a tahsil; originally the principal local Indian official in chargeof collecting the
revenue

tamasha

a show, a spectacle; often refers to an enactmentof an
in
that
from
Ram.
the
which
epic
of
especially
episode
Hanuman'sarmy stormsthe stronghold of Ravan and
the paper giant is blown up

taziya

a highly-ornamentedmock tomb of bamboo,paper and
tinsel, madeand carried out at Muharram in commemorationof Imam Husain's martyrdom

iaziuadar

one who overseesthe construction of a taziya or carries
a taziya out in procession,thenceto be buried

dowdur

commonly an officer in chargeof a small police or irin
intended
keep
force,
the thana
to
the
peace
regular
and enforcepaymentof revenue

thakurdwara

a temple

tirth

a pilgrimage site, a holy bathing place; from tirth's
original meaning of ford or crossingplace, i. e., where
one can crossbetweenthe mundaneand divine worlds

tirthpurohil

a pilgrim's hereditarypriest at a pilgrimage site

firthyalra

a pilgrimage

tirthyatri

a pilgrim

vakil

a pleader,an advocate

zwn&zdar

a landholder,usually with right of hereditarysuccession and the right to mortgageand to sell

zarib
qarib)

fifty-five
land-measuring
yards
chain,
approximately
a

